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ABSTRACT 

In the Cayman Islands, one is raised to be the managers of someone else’s financial 

empire; the empire of the United Kingdom to be precise. Historically, whenever there are 

whispers about political independence among the population, they are abruptly quieted by 

a chorus of familiar rhetoric that attributes the success of business and tourism industries 

on island to its administrative financial connection to the United Kingdom. In a colony 

where most people rarely think of themselves as colonized, to the majority of 

Caymanians there is nothing improper about this relationship, it is simply the way things 

have been. On the few occasions where there is sustained conversation on the topic of 

political independence, like clockwork, the dialogue often takes a decidedly anti-

Jamaican and anti-black tone that positions the so-called socioeconomic “struggles” of 

Jamaica as a cautionary tale on the perils of political independence. Perils that are then 

juxtaposed with the so-called socioeconomic success of Cayman which are framed as the 

prosperity of political dependency.  

It is this enduring conversation that warrants further interrogation; how and why African 

descended persons are actively choosing to not be self-determining. Much of the current 

literature interrogates the colonial presence in the Caribbean in a historical context. 

However, my interest is in how modern-day manifestations of colonialism (economic, 

cultural) impacted understandings of agency and freedom? Moreover, Caribbean 

scholarly discourses on colonialism tend to situate it in the past, instead a present, 

ongoing reality in the region today.  

This project centers Caymanians and their understanding of their own humanity outside 

of what they provide to others. My work seeks to disrupt the concept of ‘Paradise’ in the 
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Caribbean; a concept evoked in order to provide leisure for tourists (mostly originating 

from North America and Western Europe) and make the financial management of the 

wealth of the ruling elite from the same places as those tourists desirable. This research 

interrogates a humanity that is agentic, self-conscious, and decolonial.  
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My ancestors crossed oceans. 

As did my grandparents. 

My parents. 

As did I. 

This work would not have been possible  

without them and the enduring spirit of Caymanians 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The sun is up and it’s smiling 
Another clear, blue perfect day 
A warm breeze from the ocean 

Blows your troubles away… 
 

…If you find yourself believing 
If you find yourself still dreaming 

If you find yourself in love with love 
You’ve found yourself.. 

 
In Cayman Kind… 

We’re in Cayman Kind 
Are you Cayman Kind 

Living in Cayman Kind 
 

Cayman Islands Department of Tourism, Caymankind, 2012 
 

Caymankind as a concept has been a source of contention within the Cayman 

Islands population locally. Created as a brand to assist with marketing the islands to 

tourists, it was a label to differentiate Cayman from other Caribbean countries. The word 

filled a cultural void that was unable to be captured in the socio-cultural landscape at the 

time, and thus the genesis and promotion of the term by the local Department of Tourism. 

In unearthing the warmth and pleasantries that visitors used to describe Caymanians, the 

term was elevated and embraced by the population at that time. Focusing on Caymanian 

people also enabled the marketing materials to utilize local people in print and television 

commercials. This was in direct contrast to the ubiquitousness of placing Europeans and 

North Americans (read: White) in Caribbean tourism material so potential visitors could 

‘see themselves there.’  
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Caymankind in a sense allowed visitors to not just view the physical landscape of 

the islands, but also brought forward the promotion of Caymanian people.  

Since that time, Caymankind has been used colloquially to pejoratively describe 

the passiveness and timidity of the Caymanian population. While the terminology was 

only created in 2010, similarly it has stuck with local society who perhaps cannot 

verbalize the colonial situation they find themselves in. As Caymankind was utilized 

from an outside looking in perspective, Caymanians have centered it in their 

understanding of describing the other side of the coin to the friendliness, niceness, and 

civility that Caymanians are known for.     

In 1802 the population of the Cayman Islands was recorded as 933 persons. By 

1891 the population had increased to 4,322 inhabitants. Since that time, every census has 

indicated a population growth from between 5-25%. From 1970 to 1979, the percentage 

growth was 65.6%. In the years since then, the average percentage growth every 10 years 

has ranged from 51% to most recently a 29% increase from 2011 to 2021 (CIG 

Economics and Statistics Office, 2022). In other words, since 1970 until 2021 the 

Cayman Islands population has increased from 10,068 to 71,143, a 606% increase. Half 

of the population are work-permit holders employed within the islands. This imbalance in 

population demographics has led to increasing concern among the Caymanian population 

as to what the future entails with no apparent development plans to handle the 

unsustainable population growth. These concerns are also compounded by a lack of 

Caymanian identity.  

The political arena in Cayman has historically been dominated by white 

Caymanians that controlled the local business class. It was only in the late 1980’s that 
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there started to be greater representation of the racial and economic differences within the 

local population. The earlier white merchant elite political class made the decision for the 

Cayman Islands to remain a United Kingdom (UK) territory in 1962, an act of ‘voluntary 

colonialism’ as scholars (Nettleford, 2003; Bodden, 2007) describe it. What happens to 

the imaginings of the colonized? Can there be a difference between a continued colonial 

relationship and one in which persons searching for agency attempt to label the 

relationship one of choice?  

 In the Caymanian imagination, there is a perception of being isolated from the 

Caribbean. While the racial makeup of the population ranges from 20% European 

ancestry, 20% African ancestry, 40% Mixed race and the other 20% from various 

expatriate populations, (Central Intelligence Agency, 2022; Ferguson et. al, 2022) there is 

no formal government source for these figures. The last census in the Cayman Islands 

that included racial designation occurred in 1943, with figures that reflected 15.77% 

African ancestry, 31.48% European and 52.74% mixed race (Colonial Report, 1946). 

Race was excluded in the 1960 census and in the subsequent years after. A political 

decision in 1961 to remove Emancipation Day as a public holiday at that time has led to 

the removal of race and African ancestry from the public discourse.  

If a racial/cultural identity is removed from the societal and political sphere, and 

the historical narrative is one of having a great gross domestic product (GDP), fifth 

largest financial center in the world, highest standard of living in the Caribbean, then it 

can be understood if the population perceives colonialism as a good.  
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When in the Caribbean, decolonial attempts were being made to severe the 

colonial reality with political independence, is the decision to remain an oversees 

territory like that made of the Cayman Islands, and five other Caribbean islands one that 

is seen as agentic?  

Furthermore, in trying to understand the Caymanian condition there is a larger 

conversation that can be had. The decolonization period in the Caribbean centered the 

concept of sovereignty. In recent times, Caribbean scholars (Yarimar Bonilla, Percy 

Hintzen David Scott, Gary Wilder) have critiqued its promulgation that normalized 

sovereignty as being the end to a linear progression of a nation’s development. Bonilla 

discusses the concept of non-sovereignty as it applies to the island of Guadeloupe and 

Martinique as a “category of state formation in its own right. Non-sovereignty is not a 

halfway status between colony and independent nation but is instead a category 

particularly suited for the various entanglements of our postcolonial and globalized 

world” (Fryar, 2017, p. 195). The seeming solution of politically independent countries in 

the Caribbean has not ruptured the dominant political status quo as many are not 

economically independent, and moreso many still retain links to the UK in the form of 

the Commonwealth. The demarcation of sovereignty can also be stretched to include the 

other two expressions of self-determination: free association or integration with an 

independent state, in addition to a sovereign and independent state (Cristescu, 1981). 

Gary Wilder (2015), through the positions of Aime Cesaire and Leophold 

Senghor in relation to France and its colonies in the Caribbean, unpacks other ways of 

understanding decolonization. Positing that political independence may not be the only 

eventuality of self-determination, Wilder focuses on the post-World War II moment 
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where other possibilities were imagined other than that of nation state. While the French 

territories saw the reconfiguration of the empire into overseas departments, the text 

invites the rethinking of a normative notion of ‘state sovereignty’ and gives pause to this 

political formation.  

For many political independent Caribbean countries, the current economic 

conditions and continual imposition of multinational corporations and international 

financial institutions have caused the populace to compare the financial situation to that 

of the British Overseas Territories (BOT’s). This post-colonial period that Caribbean 

scholars are interrogating has given way to understanding the relation of power within the 

colonial structure and its historical configuration. David Scott’s (2004) work assesses the 

limits of nation state if we understand it as a middle-class value-oriented project, one 

which is the resultant of a linear progressive temporality.   The construction of a singular 

nation-state-citizen. This process, Scott (2004) states, is in crisis. The normative rationale 

of the anticolonial argument is legitimate he argues; however, the current currency value 

of national sovereignty has declined.  

While there is contention with the construction of the nation-state and it’s 

critiqued as a continuation of a neoliberal construction of sovereignty, there are regional 

sites of possibility and agency within the space. Regional organizations can be utilized as 

sites of “alternative possibilities for new patterns of global formation that came with 

challenges to Euro-American hegemony” (Hintzen, 2017, pp. 28-29). Through a 

collaborate economic bloc, these organizations such as the Caribbean Community 

(CARICOM), provide a template for trans territorial cooperation defying to an extent the 

limits of sovereignty through national borders.  
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The Caribbean region has navigated different ideations of relationality to empire, 

whether that be through overseas territories, or French departments. The Cayman Islands 

has not quite experienced that conversation nationally as it relates to its colonial status. 

Local Caymanian politician Ormond Panton is considered the sole populist who was 

unsuccessful in attempts to enable the larger Caymanian population to think critically and 

reevaluate the colonial relationship in the 1960’s. The Panton movement proved futile 

against the white merchant elite and colonial administrator at the time (Bodden, 2010). 

This is not to suggest that the rationale of Caymanians is not in line with other 

populations in the other British OT’s. Discussing the British Model, Corbin (2003) details 

that these inhabitants are fine with this arrangement. In thinking of self-determination, 

only Bermuda in 1995 broached the topic of political independence at that time through a 

referendum. It is noted that this was the normative way to view sovereignty which 

excluded ‘free association’ or ‘integration’ (Corbin, 2003, p. 5). 

Where do we begin to understand the choices that Caribbean people make as they 

view it in their own self-interest? What historically was a European conception and 

imposition of a paradise, is now utilized as a descriptor for the region. When Caymanians 

are centered in the narrative do they still describe the islands and their lives as such? 

From the vantage point of Caymanians, are these externally imposed images of 

consumption that generate economic prosperity worth the limits to self-determination? 

Could these conversations seek to inform the way forward for Caymanians? Do 

freedom and self-determination translate into political independence, or can there be a 

decolonial liminality? How can an Africological approach to these concepts break open 

what freedom ultimately means to Caymanians of African descent? In a postcolonial 
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world what does it mean to be a colony? In a globalized, neoliberal, hyper capital society 

how do we situate ‘unfreedom’? These are all questions that this research endeavored to 

address.   

Rationale of Study 

This project focused on this perceived paradox of self-interest and colonialism 

and sought to understand how Caymanians view this relationship to the UK. With 

economic development and policy being the foremost indicator for how Caymanians 

view themselves, has it been worth it? For many years Caymanians have bought into the 

idea of prosperity, yet what happens when they essentially are being priced out of not just 

their country, but their own identity?  The discourse amongst the responses in this 

research indicate that this has come at a high price and is now starting to seep into 

societal issues. This dissertation frames the Cayman Islands as an account of the limits of 

civility and financialization and exemplifies how erasure of African origins stagnate self-

determination and obfuscate Caymanian possibility.  

Statement of Problem 

Jamaica might have been relatively stable by its 
independence, but some Caymanians in the present are 
breathing a sigh of relief that...Cayman did not ultimately 
sever ties with Great Britain. The words of certain 
respondents suggest that had Cayman remained with 
Jamaica, the former would have been in the same social, 
political and economic state, and it is difficult not to attach 
racial considerations to these suggestions considering their 
elitist, ethnocentric origins (Williams, 2016, p. 124) 

 

Discussions of political independence in the Cayman Islands have historically 

followed the same rhetoric that attributes the successful financial industry to the 

connection to the United Kingdom.  
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Like clockwork, the conversation will then take a decidedly anti-Jamaican, anti-

black, anti-African tone in comparing the islands’ pasts as well as the economic 

situations.  

It is this enduring conversation that warranted further interrogation; how and why 

African descended persons in Cayman appear to be rejecting political 

independence. To that end, there is a decidedly explicit omission of the contributions of 

enslaved Africans, and even the presence of enslaved Africans in the Cayman Islands 

throughout education, politics, and public life on the island. Are there linkages that could 

be made regarding these two occurrences?  While historically there has been scholarship 

that interrogates the colonial presence, how have modern day colonial structures 

(economic, cultural) impacted understandings of agency and freedom? The notion that 

colonialism is a past occurrence is overrepresented in Caribbean scholarly discourses on 

the subject, resulting in unequal work that interrogates it as something present and 

ongoing in the region today. 

Significance Of Study 

The economy of the Cayman Islands is based on the provision of financial 

services- the dominant sector in the economy- and tourism. According to government 

statistics, the financial services sector accounted for 41.2% of the Territory’s gross 

domestic product in 2015. Tourism is also “one of the key drivers of growth of gross 

domestic product in 2015 and in the first half of 2016” (CIG Economics and Statistics 

Office, 2016). According to the Labor Force Survey Report in Spring 2017, Caymanians 

were mostly employed in financial services and insurance (14.5%) and public 
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administration activities (13.2%). That said, the majority of the financial services and 

insurance jobs are lower-level administrative functions.  

This dissertation interrogated the current colonial situation from the perspective of 

persons currently under and engaging imposed European governance as normal and 

mundane. With the majority of the Caymanian work force engaged in the administration 

of either finance or tourism, this study looked to understand the rationale of the territory 

nationally and personally, in regard to the concept that has been described as ‘voluntary 

colonialism’.  

Voluntary Colonialism as a Political Decision 

Colonialism as a voluntary exercise and as a deliberate decision in its 

implementation is a concept that Caymanian scholar Roy Bodden and Caribbean 

academic Rex Nettleford coined. It is described as “the Caymanian political decision, at 

the breakup of the West Indian Federation, to go its own way when Jamaica opted for 

independence” (Bodden, 2007, p. xii). This “choice” to remain aligned with the colonial 

administration was one that is documented as within the remit of the white 

merchant/economic class. It could be stated that the Caymanian identification with the 

colonial class informed the decision to continue that relationship. Yet it should be noted 

that it was an intentional political decision during that time period as is reflected 

alternatively by the agitation for political independence in other Caribbean countries.  

Implicit-Dependence Discourse is a Social Phenomenon 

Among many Caymanians there exists, what can be described as an “implicit-

dependence” discourse in regard to the political decision of continuing the colonial 

dependent relationship that was reached in 1962. I define this concept as the widespread 
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acceptance and agreement of the colonial narrative that the relative ‘success’ of Cayman 

is a direct result of being a British colony; resulting in a largely [political] independence-

averse public discourse. 

As colonialism is not just a physical manifestation but also an ontological 

imposition, this research analyzed the current education, economic and political systems. 

Increasing awareness and vocabularies available to Caymanians for critiquing the lasting 

implications of being socialized within an exploitative system as imperative.  As 

highlighted in the research for my master’s thesis:  

There is a current gap in the scholarship when it comes to interrogating 
educational, economic, and political issues of the Cayman Islands. It is 
imperative that work be done in terms of elevating consciousness and 
combating the complacency of the population. There has been no national 
discussion of political independence, and it is evident that those who seek 
to even bring up this topic are quickly dismissed (Scott, 2016, p. 4).  
 

This gap in the scholarship is one of the major areas in Africology/Africana 

Studies broadly, and among those who do work on the African Diaspora specifically, 

where this text desires to intervene and made a necessary contribution. 

Colonialism 

In the introduction to Aime Cesaire’s Discourse on Colonialism, Robin D.G. 

Kelley (2000) states that “while colonialism in its formal sense might have been 

dismantled, the colonial state has not. Many of the problems of democracy are products 

of the old colonial state whose primary difference is the presence of black faces” (p. 27). 

He continues:  

As the true radicals of postcolonial theory will tell you, we are hardly in a 
postcolonial moment. The official apparatus might have been removed, 
but the political, economic and cultural links established by colonial 
domination still remain with some alterations. Colonial domination 
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required a way of thinking, a discourse in which everything that is 
advanced, good, and civilized is defined and measured in European terms 
(Kelley, 2000, p. 27). 
 

Amilcar Cabral in his foundational ‘The Weapon of Theory’ speech categorizes 

colonialism as being either direct or indirect domination. He differentiates that direct 

domination is “a power made up of people foreign to the dominated people (armed forces 

police, administrative agents and settlers); this is generally called classic colonialism” 

(Cabral, 1966, p. 8). Meanwhile, neo-colonialism is defined as indirect domination, 

where local persons are in power. In the Caribbean, islands such as Anguilla, Bermuda, 

British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Montserrat, and Turks & Caicos still fall under 

United Kingdom jurisdiction. Additionally, there are 4 French controlled islands, and 4 

Dutch territories as well as Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands falling under the U.S. 

domain.  

The colonial influence and lasting impact in the Caribbean is reflected in the 

conceptualization of the area. Overcoming this imperial fracturing has been an aim of 

Caribbean scholars in the hopes of “transcending borders that are the legacy of European 

colonialism… its limits and contours largely determined by historical and geographical 

elsewhere” (Glover & Munro, 2013, p. 85).  

Psychological Impact of Colonialism 

In the text, The Invention of Africa (1988), V.Y. Mudimbe argues that the colonial 

experience on the African continent “signified a new historical form and the possibility of 

radically new types of discourses on African traditions and cultures” (p. 1). Colonialism, 

for Mudimbe, is defined as ‘organization and arrangement’. Fundamentally, non-

European areas are organized and transformed into European constructs. There are three 
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main points that represent colonial organization: obtaining, distributing and exploiting 

lands in colonies; pacifying ‘natives’; managing ancient organizations and putting in 

place new methods of production. 

Therefore, colonialism functions in three parts: domination of physical space, 

imposition in the mental /psychological faculties of populations and integration of local 

economy into larger Western control. For Mudimbe (1988), these aspects make up the 

‘colonizing structure’ which entails the physical, human and spiritual aspects of the 

experience. By understanding the totality of the colonial project, one is therefore able to 

understand the intellectual and philosophical ideas that have been imposed upon Africans 

on the continent and the diaspora. In citing Aime Cesaire, Mudimbe (1988) states that he 

emphasized the need for all of these parts to coexist. ‘Imperialist’ ideology, economic 

and political processes must be present for the process of extending control of African 

space, and capitalist institutions which ultimately lead to dependence and 

underdevelopment (Cesaire, cited in Mudimbe, 1988, p. 2). 

The colonial project is created to produce ‘marginal societies, cultural and human 

beings.’ In the physical, economic, and political realm it stifles countries, while in the 

psychological sense it devalues and de-cultures communities and populations. Therefore, 

what is the thought process of the colonized? Is it the same as the colonizer? How do the 

colonized reason and make sense of their lived experiences? For Frantz Fanon, colonial 

oppression undermines the agency of oppressed people and reduces them to nothingness 

(nonbeings). Using the concept of ‘existentialism’ Fanon (2008) shows that it is not the 

individual that denies one’s own being- it is the colonial system itself. Even after the 

colonial presence is gone, Fanon posits that there remains a psychology of oppression. 
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The ideology of struggle and conflict is apparent throughout his work. Therefore, 

according to Fanon the revolutionary is tasked with awakening the humanity of the 

oppressed. It is in this moment, that being, is actualized.  

The transition in thought from the Eurocentric/colonial system to one that 

includes humanity is one of the most pressing aspects in sparking any sort of 

revolutionary consciousness for Fanon. Using the concept of ‘transitional theorizing’ he 

sought to move ideology to a new philosophical framework. Jacob Carruthers (1999) 

argues that Western philosophy is based upon myths of conflict and disharmony, 

therefore for many Western philosophers, human existence is to constantly have 

disharmony and discord (p. 38). Therefore, as brilliant as Fanon was, it seems that he 

perpetually saw himself as not having any sense of a perspicuous African agency within 

the European framework, as that ideology was not intended to apply to him, nor does it 

satisfy his African experience it is argued. Fanon’s limitation relative to potential 

horizons of agency and culture are understandable given the material consequences of 

colonialism and imperialism through which he lived. Within the Caribbean, while there 

has been great resistance to white oppression there has also been an immense amount of 

internalized racism. Many Caribbean people have, over time, adopted racist views, 

attitudes and behaviors; embracing a Eurocentric view of themselves. A viewpoint that 

unfortunately has allowed for inferiority complexes, colorism, language, aesthetics and 

cultural and ideological emulation of whites to occur within that dislocated space. 

Throughout much of the world, the responses to racism vary from (and beyond) 

denial, to justification, to rejection. Of those three, this research is particularly interested 

in the ways that denial manifests. With the majority African descended populations in the 
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region, the presence of white supremacy is not easy to discern visually, as most policy 

makers and heads of government reflect the majority black population. Additionally, with 

the many ethnic groups in the region, the concept of ‘creoleness’ and a unique 

‘caribbeanness’ not only affords persons an opportunity to deny racism, but also to deny 

their Black/Africanness. For many in the Caribbean, gaining political independence as 

well as a new label of ‘overseas departments & territories,’ has caused a belief that 

colonialism ended in the 1960’s.  

African people globally are still under constant threat of domination and control 

on mental and ideological terms. Asante (2007) states that “colonization must be 

analyzed within the broader context of the European cultural ethos that generated the 

economic exploitation and political suppression in the first place” (p. 11).  

Research Questions 

This research seeks to interrogate the following questions:  

1) What do Caymanians think about self-determination?  

2) What is the impact on the political, economic and cultural possibilities of African-

descended Caymanians due to historical and current British colonialism?  

a) How and why do Caymanians choose to embrace or reject the trope of 

paradise relative to the Caribbean broadly, as well as Cayman specifically? 

3) How is the logic of being “independence-averse” among Caymanians informed by 

their engagement in discourses of agency, anti-black racism, and liberation? 

Limitations Of Study 

  This study focused specifically on amplifying the voices, histories, perspectives, 

and lived experiences of African-descended persons in the Cayman Islands. It therefore 
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did not attempt to incorporate other/all persons living in the geographical space of the 

islands themselves. Within this approach to qualitative research, the findings from the 

questionnaires and interviews will have a limited scope of generalizability due to the 

amount of participants as well as the small size of the islands. 

Definitions of Utilized Terms  

While there may not be many sources of contention in the Cayman Islands, what 

or who is a Caymanian is one that is a continual conversation. While technically there is 

no ‘legal’ definition of a Caymanian, as the population’s passports are labelled ‘British 

Overseas Territories Citizens’ (Williams, 2016, p. xx), it is understood locally / or 

historically that a Caymanian can be defined as an “Indigenous Caymanian” or an 

“Established Caymanian.” Those labels indicate one that has decades of familial heritage 

and those ‘established families’ that can trace themselves back to early settlement 

(Bodden, 2007, p. 41) versus those that immigrated recently to the islands.  

The term expat is given to those that live and work in the Cayman Islands that are 

of American, Canadian, and or a European background. This is in contrast to those that 

immigrate from other Caribbean islands or other countries, who are primarily referred to 

as a worker, or work permit holder from said country.  

Someone having ‘status’ is commonly referred to as an immigrant who qualified 

as a permanent resident and has applied for Caymanian status (who would be now 

considered a Caymanian), or commonly referred to as a “New Caymanian.” The Cayman 

Islands immigration policy has been criticized locally as being open and beneficial 

towards those that are able to own multimillion dollar properties etc. Recently, the 

current Deputy Premier has indicated a change to the permanent residency system to have 
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a more equal distribution of economic and cultural applicants for those that would be 

residents and able to apply for Citizenship (Ragoonath, 2022). 

While this work covers the 3 islands that are comprised of the Cayman Islands, 

the respondents mostly lived on the larger island of Grand Cayman. “Cayman” is also 

used as a colloquial descriptor / replacement of the term Cayman Islands. And while it 

can be used to describe all 3 islands, it is mainly used to discuss the society / political 

system on Grand Cayman (where the majority of the population live, and the capital is 

located).  

Self-determination as a concept, borrows from the imagination of Amilcar Cabral 

and his struggles against imperialism. His interpretations of liberation are the right of 

people to own their history, as well as reclaim the right of a people’s development and 

productive forces devoid of foreign imposition (Cabral, 1973). This is a process of ‘self-

validation’ as well as a peoples’ right to determine their development politically, 

economically, socially and culturally (Cristescu, 1981).  

An Africological definition of freedom can be understood as “the ability to 

conceptualize the world in ways continuous with one’s history” (Harris, 2003, p. 112). 

Through this understanding as Harris (2003) unpacks the concept, the term is disengaged 

from the normative descriptor of socio-political and economic changes (and inclusive of 

political sovereignty) and centers self-definition and its relation to the ability of 

implementation.  

Methodology 

In seeking to interrogate the political decision of a colonial dependent relationship that 

described the political establishment in Cayman and the UK in the 1960’s, and the 
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“implicit-dependence” discourse that describes the current apprehension to political 

independence found today, I used a methodology that centers and grounds African people 

in their own historical analysis.  

My approach to this topic and research is that of someone firmly committed to the 

project of Africana Studies, from an Africological perspective. Defined as the 

“Afrocentric study of African phenomena trans-generationally and transcontinentally” 

(Asante, 2020, p. 48) this approach centers Caymanians of African descent within this 

research as well as elevates their voices and understandings in the Caymanian historical 

and academic record.  

Scholars such as Karanja Carroll (2010) have stated that it is important for the discipline 

to be thought of as “an investigation of Africana history and culture from the perspective 

of Africana people that is concerned with using the knowledge gained in order to change 

the conditions of Africana people” (p. 110). 

Afrocentricity 

Ama Mazama (2003), in the foundational text Afrocentric Paradigm, establishes 

that “Afrocentricity within the academic context, will best be understood as a paradigm” 

(p. 7). Understanding that paradigms set guidelines for researchers through acquiring and 

approaching knowledge within the world (McDougal, 2011), an Africological paradigm 

was chosen as the methodology for this research.  

Afrocentricity, while not a worldview, nor solely a theory, is described by 

Mazama as a “paradigm that results in the reconceptualization of the social and historical 

reality of African people” (Asante, 2007, p. 9). The paradigm is concerned with locating 

Africa at the center of any scholarly analysis of the histories, politics, and lives of African 
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people across time and space. Eurocentricity has moved African people off their own 

cultural terms, and it is incumbent upon the Africologist to engage in research that 

contributes to people like the Caymanians of African descent in this work considering 

and imagining a consciousness of victory in the stories of their own lives and 

communities. This research adds to the project of re-conceptualizing African histories 

and realities and locating African people as central within their understanding of the 

world, something that is needed throughout the African diaspora, and especially in 

current day colonial spaces such as the Cayman Islands. 

Afrocentricity is a “consciousness, quality of thought, mode of analysis, and an 

actionable perspective where Africans seek, from agency, to assert subject place within 

the context of African history” (Asante, 2007, p. 17). Additionally, within Africology, 

‘Africa’ is positioned as cultural space, not only a physical land mass. Kariamu Welsh 

has commented that it is useful from the Afrocentric perspective to “see Africa as a 

concept as well as a… continent” (Welsh, 2003, p. 215). Actively deploying an 

Afrocentric methodology is crucial in ensuring the conduct and interpretation of research 

and analysis values and does not negate or diminish, the agency of African people.  

In seeking to discuss and interrogate ideas of colonialism, Mazama (2003) states 

that even in this time period in which physical colonial rule has ended for many Africans, 

“we nonetheless still find ourselves in a state of mental subjugation that has gravely 

interfered with our ability to recover our integrity and truly decolonize ourselves” (p. 3). 

It is important that the approach to study not utilize and further perpetuate European ideas 

of Africans in the Caribbean, nor attempt to impose colonial rule as normative and 

universal.  
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 The concept of Caymanians being “independence-averse” has been paramount 

in the process of crafting the questions and analyzing the responses from the interviews 

and questionnaires. How do the responses and representations of themselves reflect their 

views on agency and liberation in their own lives and politics? Asante (2007) explains 

that an agentic person is defined as “a human being who is capable of acting 

independently in his or her own best interest. Agency itself is the ability to provide the 

psychological and cultural resources necessary for the advancement of human freedom” 

(p. 40).  

 McDougal (2014), in differentiating methods and methodology states that 

“methods allow the researcher to collect data, but methodology combines methods with 

the paradigms, assumptions, theories, concepts and ideas that give life, interpretation and 

meaning to data” (p. 31). Therefore, an Afrocentric methodological structure becomes 

vital to making repeated intentional choices and actions that do not misrepresent African 

descended Caymanians’ lived realities and account for the many factors of their colonial 

relationship with the United Kingdom. 

While the foundation of this dissertation is grounded within Afrocentricity, a 

methodological approach that blends qualitative (survey, interview) as well as archival 

methods was also utilized. 

Constructivist Grounded Theory 

This research, specifically the questionnaire and interview construction and 

coding aspect, was informed by the methodology of Constructivist Grounding Theory. 

Grounded theory, was constructed in the 1960’s and seeks to explain relationships in 

regards to important issues in persons’ lives  (Mills, Bonner, & Francis, 2006).  Within 
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grounded theory ‘issues of importance to participants emerge from the stories that they 

tell about an area of interest that they have in common with the researcher” (Mills, 

Bonner, & Francis, 2006, p. 27). In asserting their “objectivity”, Strauss & Corbin take a 

decided stance that there is no ‘pre-existing’ reality as they are ultimately objective 

within this rationale and approach to data. However, it is understood that all methods and 

methodology are influenced by a paradigm or orientation to the data (Mazama, 2003). 

For the Afrocentrist, “objectivity” is one of the major falsehoods that enables the 

Eurocentric project to continue, asserting European reality as the reality for all. 

Therefore, the interviews and questionnaires reflected a constructivist grounded theory, 

which ‘assume[s] the existence of an external reality” (Mills, Bonner, & Francis, 2006, p. 

31). Hence, in the use of an Afrocentric Methodology that seeks to center Caymanians of 

African descent and their realities, constructivist grounded theory enabled the researcher 

along with the Caymanians who respond to the questionnaire and participated in 

interviews to ‘co-construct experience and meaning’ (Mills, Bonner, & Francis, 2006). 

Additionally Mills, Bonner & Francis write:  

Researchers who first identify their ontological and epistemological 
position, are able to choose a point on the methodological spiral of 
grounded theory where they feel theoretically comfortable, which in turn, 
will enable them to live out their beliefs in the process of inquiry (Miller, 
Bonner & Francis, 2006, p. 32) 

 

Phenomenology 

The research method of phenomenology has also been implemented within this 

research. By definition, the method “aims to describe, understand and interpret the 

meanings of experiences of human life” (Bloor & Wood, 2011, p. 129). In seeking to 

understand a Caymanian point of view on colonialism and its impacts on the island this 
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approach to research complements an Africological orientation as it amplifies African 

descended persons’ thoughts and understanding of colonialism.  

Having utilized the phenomenological method, interviews were completed where 

participants were free to discuss their interpretations of colonialism as well as how they 

perceive it currently, and its impacts. This approach enabled the researcher to “articulate 

transferable meanings of what makes an experience what it is” (Bloor & Wood, 2011, p. 

130) as it specifically relates to how participants described the phenomena of 

colonialism.  

While centering persons of African descent is one of the hallmarks of 

Afrocentricity, the phenomenological research method is also a shared method that is 

used by researchers to “determine essences or common themes to explain the 

phenomenon” (Chamberlain, 2009, p. 52). Simply put the method has been used by 

researchers that are not interested in speaking for of over their participants but is utilized 

to amplify and make sense of the lived experiences of participants.  

Critical Historiography 

This research additionally utilizes archival documentation. Several research days 

were spent within the National Archives in London as well as at Oxford University. 

Marisa Fuentes (2016) in the text, Dispossessed Lives, is careful to note that her work, 

“..also draws attention to the nature of the archives that inform historical works on 

slavery by employing a methodology that purposely subverts the overdetermining power 

of colonial discourses” (p. 4). In thinking about the archives, Fuentes and other historians 

cited such as Deborah Gray White and Jennifer Morgan seek to shift intellectual 

understanding of archives. Critiquing the structural importance that archives historically 
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assigned to the lives of white men, the aforementioned utilize archival methods to 

composite and bring what little evidence there is of enslaved Africans to the forefront.  

In particular, as it relates to archives of enslavement, Fuentes (2016) seeks to 

center enslaved persons and in doing so, “..questioning the archives’ veracity and filling 

out miniscule fragmentary mentions of the absence of evidence with spatial and historical 

context our historical interpretation shifts to the enslaved viewpoint in important ways” 

(p. 4). Within the archives, there were many documents and ledgers that were created by 

Europeans (specifically British Governors) as it relates to the Caribbean, and to the 

Cayman Islands specifically, such as Registry of Enslaved Africans (1834), Colonial 

Office Correspondence (1862) and Colonial Office Annual Reports (1957-1965). 

Utilizing ‘critical studies of archival power and form’ Black women historians 

such as Fuentes, White and Morgan are able to engage in archival work against the 

disciplinary assumption of history being objective fact and pushes back the narrative of 

this Eurocentric worldview of detachment (Fuentes, 2016).  

Similarly, in attempting to gain knowledge within an archival system whose main 

function was to record black persons as property, Fuentes and Saidiya Hartman aim to 

illuminate the humanness and wholeness of enslaved Africans within the archive. 

Hartman (2008) within the article “Venus in Two Acts” describes a belief in not only 

depicting violence in the archive, but “retrieving what remains dormant – the purchase or 

claim of their lives on the present – without committing further violence in my own act of 

narration” (p. 2). This critical historiography was applied to the research, having 

interrogated the colonial relationship between the Cayman Islands and the United 
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Kingdom. Attitudes that the colonial administrators had toward either the persons or 

country itself were focused on while not capitulating to their logics.  

The archival work for this research contextualized the results of the questionnaire 

as well as the interviews. In the chapters that follow narratives that colonial powers 

created were seen to have impacted the narrative that Caymanians have for themselves as 

well as the relationship between Jamaica and the UK.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

  
But today I recapture the islands' 

bright beaches:  blue mist from the ocean 
rolling into the fishermen's houses. 

By these shores I was born:  sound of the sea 
came in at my window, life heaved and breathed in me then 

with the strength of that turbulent soil…… 
  

…..We who are born of the ocean can never seek solace 
in rivers:  their flowing runs on like our longing… 

  
 …..they remember us just as we left them. 

The fisherman, hawking the surf on this side 
of the reef, stands up in his boat 

and halloos us:  a starfish lies in its pool. 
And gulls, white sails slanted seaward, 

fly into the limitless morning before us. 
 

Kamau Brathwaite, South, 1973 

  
The Caribbean  

The Caribbean has historically functioned as a geographic region and a field of 

study. A schema of the collision of Indigenous people and land, African labor and life 

and European violence and imperialism. The origin of the term itself according to 

Norman Girvan (2001), “…has an interesting history” as he describes the term “Carib” 

being used to “demonize those groups of the earlier inhabitants of the Spanish invaders” 

(p. 4). The term ‘los caribes’ (derived from the Spanish term ‘carne’ meat) was applied to 

the indigenous population, therefore labeling them as cannibals in order to dehumanize 

and terrorize.  

Girvan (2001) in citing Gaztambide Geigel posits that the term and nomenclature 

is a recent phenomenon, as the name ‘Caribbean’ for the region began being used widely 
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at the end of the nineteenth / beginning of the twentieth century. Additionally, the United 

States utilized the name in their imperial expansion of its ‘southern frontier’ (Girvan, 

2001, p. 4).  Citing specifically the English speaking Caribbean, Girvan (2001) notes that 

the term “West Indies” was used as a replacement, however after the dissolution of the 

West Indies Federation in the 1950’s, several organizations and associations [e.g. 

Caribbean Free Trade Association and Caribbean Community (CARICOM)] in the region 

continued to prefer using the term “Caribbean” in the 60s and 70s. Girvan does note that 

the nomenclature was simply a replacement of one colonial term with another.  

Formalistically what is the study of the Caribbean? Within academic institutions it 

can be grouped as a discipline, department, or area of focus. In discussing the Caribbean 

within this work there is a focus on English speaking countries, due to the research being 

Cayman Islands specific. In citing David Scott (2013), “This is obviously not because it 

ought to have any special privilege in thinking about Caribbean studies, but simply 

because this is what I know most intimately” (p.2).  

Describing the discourse of language, Ama Mazama posits that it reflects 

consciousness and shapes reality. One of the more significant paradoxes of the Caribbean 

is how scholars and intellectuals envision themselves and the region within these 

European constraints. Girvan (2001), in citing public discourse and political action, 

believes that at its core the foundation of Caribbean thought (and its theorists) has sought 

to reinvent this “concept of Caribbean” (p. 4). Many Caribbean scholars have been able 

to reclaim its origins through their own critiques and models of resistance, especially in 

the English-speaking Caribbean. In discussing Caribbean thought, Aaron Kamugisha 

(2013) states that, “…many of the most profound studies of culture in the Caribbean have 
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been wedded to a critique of colonial power. The emergence of cultural thought in the 

Caribbean is yoked to resistance against colonial domination” (p. 45). 

How are we to understand, or rather how does this historical origination impact 

the way we view inhabitants and or scholarship that comes from the region today? 

Historically, “writings on the broad field of inquiry we may now call Caribbean 

culture have certainly existed from the inception of the colonial project in the region” 

(Kamugisha, 2013, p. 45). These writings have differed due to language, political 

alliances and distance. Also, many scholars have taken to grouping by economic blocs, or 

by socioeconomic status within the Caribbean. Within the different definitions of 

Caribbean, there are also varied theoretical understandings and labeling of this region. 

This construction of what the Caribbean is and what the Caribbean isn’t- has led to 

various origin points in regard to the study of the Caribbean.  

Franklin Knight (2012) discusses his writing, “traces the genesis of the Caribbean 

from a decidedly international Caribbean and new-world perspective” (p. xv). He argues 

that there are a multitude of other histories that are Eurocentric and imperialistic in nature 

which view the Caribbean and its occurrences as smaller aftereffects of larger European 

events. For Knight (2012), his text he contends changes the framework as those other 

interventions, “the history of the Caribbean was written merrily as an act within a play, 

here the act is the play, the main event” (p. xv). Utilizing an Africological approach to 

interrogate the intellectual space of Caribbean Studies centers African questions, 

concepts and ways of approaching subject is important as the Caribbean and its history 

has been fraught with tension and violence through European control and policy.  
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Current Caribbean Studies 

Many scholars in the region and intellectual projects related to the Caribbean have 

been in an examination and criticism of the colonial project within the area. In current 

Caribbean Studies, Scott (2013) queries “What is the picture that informs our various 

imaginaries (scholarly, fictive, visual, poetic) of the Caribbean as a space of 

investigation?” (p. 2). Scott discusses some of the similarities between earlier canons in 

Caribbean studies and states that the concept of sovereignty is a significant area that has 

been addressed. For Scott, that belief in sovereignty, or the concept of nation-state was 

seen to be the ultimate solution to the “historical malaise” of colonial construction (Scott, 

2013, p. 6).  

Additionally, in thinking about the current Caribbean Studies climate, Kamugisha 

(2013) states that “global movements of the 1960s, is largely responsible for the 

Caribbean’s role in the pioneering of many leading theories and debates about cultural 

and racial mixing and identity formation” (p. 49). He adds that these debates are still 

ongoing which “include the question of creativity or continuity of transplanted cultures in 

the Caribbean, of pluralism versus creolization, of tradition versus modernity, and of 

contemporary consumer culture and globalization” (Kamugisha, 2013, p. 49). Therefore 

Kamugisha (2013) notes that keywords such as, “plantation, creolization, 

transculturation, marronage, and tidalectics” (p. 49) are pervasive in the current academic 

dialogue. Knowing that these are some of the possible trajectories and concerns of the 

field in the future, the following section will be an opportunity to establish a crucial 

connection between the field of Caribbean Studies and the discipline of Black Studies/ 

Africology. 
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Black Studies’ Relationship to Caribbean Studies 

So how are we to understand the development of a course of study in the 

Caribbean through a formal unit as Caribbean Studies in relation to Africology / Black 

Studies? 

Black Studies borne out of student struggle and the yearning for representation 

within classes in the university experience, saw itself be formalized in the institution in 

the years that followed. According to Marquita Pellerin (2009), in the time period of the 

1960s and 1970s, following the demand and agitations for, “a more inclusive curriculum, 

faculty and students, universities and colleges across America launched the development 

of the discipline of Black Studies (Afro-American, Africana, and African American 

Studies)” (p. 43).  

Black Studies Formation 

In detailing the creation and formation of Black Studies departments, Michael 

Tillotson (2016) states, “In the early days of its development, Black Studies like all 

academic disciplines required a congruent paradigm to operate from” (p. 717). Citing an 

early critique by Martin Kilson (2007) circa 1973, Tillotson states that Kilson argued 

“..the best approach to a field of such interdisciplinary complexity as Black studies is 

through one of the established disciplines…” (Tillotson, 2016, p. 717). 

In thinking about the inception of the discipline, Pellerin (2009) rightly states that 

there was no overarching guiding universality within Black studies that has therefore led 

to “to continued questions and debate over the legitimacy and future of the discipline” 

(p.43). This is not dissimilar to discussion within Caribbean Studies, however it would be 
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less apparent, as from its formation it has solely been seen as a geographical location in 

which to study. 

Structure of Black Studies 

Within Black studies questions still arise as to whether it is a discipline or a field 

of study, and Pellerin states that in regard to nomenclature there are still arguments / 

discussions as to which is the most correct to use (Pellerin, 2009). While nomenclature is 

one of the enduring arguments, the most polarizing and internal one has to deal with the 

structure of Africana studies and that of paradigm.  

In discussing the definition of paradigm Pellerin (2009) details it as “a structuring 

of concepts, theories, and methodologies” (p. 44). The origination of paradigm can be 

traced to Western Philosopher Thomas Kuhn, who according to Mazama was: 

Interested in identifying the process through which a particular mode of 
scientific thought and practice becomes established as an accepted or 
dominant mode, helped make explicit the existence of premises upon 
which all intellectual inquiries are necessarily based, thus rendering the 
idea of scientific neutrality untenable (Mazama, 2018, p.613). 

 

Issues of Paradigm & Discipline. Differentiating from Kuhn’s concept of 

paradigm, Mazama (2003) states that the Afrocentric Paradigm consists of 3 different 

levels at the Cognitive. The first being metaphysical as an organizing principle (set of 

beliefs). The second, sociological, is a set of scientific habits (methods, conceptual 

techniques- shared commitments of disciplinary community) and the third exemplars, 

(concrete problems) are solutions that students encounter at the beginning of their 

scientific education (p. 7). 

Additionally at the structural level, Mazama (2003) has situated that there must be 

a community - of scholars who practice the cognitive dimension of paradigm shedding 
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light on the importance of the scientific community. Specifically, within the Afrocentric 

paradigm there must be a functional aspect. That is as she states, knowledge can never be 

produced for knowledge’s sake, it must be with liberation in mind. To put it simply the 

paradigm must activate consciousness to be of any use (p. 8). 

However, such as there are different paradigms that are used in different academic 

disciplines, this is the case with Black studies. Karenga (1988) defines a discipline as, “a 

self-conscious, organized system of research and communication in a defined area of 

inquiry and knowledge, not simply a literature, series of courses in schools and 

universities, or research focus in a given area” (p. 399). Additionally, Asante (2018) 

describes a discipline as “being neither an aggregation of courses nor an administrative 

unit; it is essentially a unique perspective on facts and information regardless of their 

origin” (p. 535).  

While there are debates around paradigm, these are further exacerbated by 

discussions around the discipline. Whether Black studies is unidisciplinary, 

multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary has become a focus of the discussion. In citing 

Camic and Xie (1994, p. 776), Mazama (2009) posits that disciplines are “characterized 

by the need to meet two contradictory requirements, differentiation, and conformity. 

Differentiation implies the identification and demarcation of a discipline’s space in the 

academic world, a process that equates with “boundary work” (p. 67). Mazama (2009) 

offers that “disciplines with permeable boundaries are often encroached upon by other 

disciplines, which claim parts, if not all, of its intellectual territory” (p. 67).  

As there have been debates as well as to what constitutes a discipline, Mazama 

(2009) is quick to offer an example in the discipline of Anthropology. She states that here 
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is a basic set of assumptions that are made by those who are trained as anthropologists, as 

well as methods of inquiry, i.e., there are certain questions about a subject that an 

anthropologist would make. This would be different from questions a political scientist 

would make as an example.  

One of the most important points that Mazama (2009) raises is that “an 

identification by subject matter alone often proves the weakest form of definition that 

disciplines may adopt in their quest for contrastive identification, since the same subject 

may be shared by different disciplines” (p. 68). 

This is especially applicable in the field of Caribbean studies, where as long as the 

subject matter is deemed “Caribbean” it matters not how culturally located or dislocated 

the analysis. Therefore, how to fix this conundrum? Similarly Caribbean Studies is 

considered to be “interdisciplinary.” What does this mean?  

Aptly describing the current situation, Mazama states: 

Black Studies is simply thought of as an aggregate of fragments of 
European disciplines. The dominant intellectual practice of most Black 
studies scholars seems to have been not a reconceptualization, but a 
“Blackenization” of European disciplines - that is, the exploration of the 
Black experience within the confines of European disciplines (Mazama, 
2009, p.70). 

 

Bridget Brereton when questioned about what should define an area of study, in thinking 

about Caribbean theory states: 

My discipline is essentially empirical - I know this makes me sound like a 
von Rankean positivist..So my personal is no, in the sense that I can’t 
imagine any single body of theory behind Caribbean Studies. Theoretical 
pluralism is what we actually have in the field. Just as the vast majority of 
working historians have abandoned the pursuit of Grand Theory, so I 
believe Caribbean Studies must embrace inclusion and pluralism in its 
theoretical formulations as well as in its range of topics (Lewis & Allahar, 
2014, p. 446). 
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In thinking about what Caribbean studies as an academic discipline looked like 

within the university [specifically the University of the West Indies (UWI)] Brereton 

asserts “Caribbean studies..meaning a distinct field of academic teaching and research, 

wasn’t and isn’t much used in the UWI system, for the simple and obvious reason that so 

much of its teaching and research focuses on the region” (Lewis & Allahar, 2014, p. 

446). She does note with the exception of a final research paper for undergraduates 

named their “Caribbean Studies” project. Brereton adds that while the majority of 

master’s Thesis and Doctoral Dissertations are focused on the Caribbean, they don't 

receive degrees in Caribbean Studies, but mainly in western disciplines such as history, 

sociology etc. Therefore, while the university’s teaching and research has been focused 

on the area, their disciplinary or paradigmatic origin is that of European disciplines.  

Issues of Caribbean Studies’ Formation. At the emergence of Black studies, 

Mazama (2009) identifies that for survival the discipline “had to fit into a particular 

American academic” (p. 71). She additionally notes that conforming- which was 

understood to increase the likelihood of permanence within the academic structure also 

“appeared to many to coincide with a strict alignment onto European structures, divisions 

of knowledge, and methods of inquiry” (Mazama, 2009, p 72). Specifically discussing the 

University of West Indies, Brereton discloses, “In its early days, when most of the staff 

were expats and the institution was under the “tutelage” of the University of London, the 

imperative was to make the curriculum more “Caribbean” and less “British” (Lewis & 

Allahar, 2014, p.446).  However, Brereton adds that in the 1960s there was an increase in 

Caribbean professors as well as Caribbean courses, in humanities and social sciences 
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(Lewis & Allahar, 2014,). Consequently, the instructors became more local however the 

approach to subjects remained colonized and European.  

Therefore, Mazama’s ultimately views Black studies as -and she asserts that while 

there are differing interest areas, there should be unity in the way that it, “allow(s) it to 

reflect African people’s reality with a considerable degree of faithfulness, and eventually 

improve it when necessary, is an approach grounded in the African perspective (i.e 

Afrocentricity)” (Mazama, 2009, p.7). This can be applied to Caribbean Studies as well.  

Yet what does that mean to scholars that are focused on the Caribbean? Is there a 

continuity of thought that is being addressed within these academic spaces? Small Axe, 

as David Scott envisions it seeks to fill that void.  Scott describes that it will: 

Initiate an inquiry into the state of history and the social sciences in 
Caribbean scholarly discourse. From its inception, of course, Small Axe 
has been committed to interdisciplinarity..cultural turns in Caribbean 
studies have taken place, largely, if not entirely, from literary studies 
(Sylvia Winter, Kamau Brathwaite, and Gordon Rohlehr, for 
example)...from the social sciences (in spite of the cultural idioms of 
Lloyd Best and Rex Nettleford) or history (the disciplinary interventions 
of Kamau Brathwaite notwithstanding) (Scott, 2009, p. xiii). 

 

Africology / Black Studies as Bridge to Caribbean Studies 

From a disciplinary perspective, the African Diaspora and specifically the 

Caribbean enables Africologists to contextualize and interrogate the experiences of 

African descended people. Though Afrocentric scholars have not been at the forefront of 

the concretization of Caribbean Studies as a field, understanding the current theoretical 

frameworks is paramount to the discipline. Hence, this work will attend to the scholarly 

utility of Afrocentricity as it pertains to the future orientation of Caribbean Studies. 
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In thinking about Black studies, Michael Gomez states that it speaks to 

configurations of space, with the discipline not being the sole property of Black people 

from any one place on the map, but instead an expression of Black thought from every 

part of the planet where Black people existed in the past and continue to exist today. He 

accentuates this point when he says that their “very presence underscores the permeable 

and otherwise artificial nature of political maps and boundaries and points to the larger 

context of the Black experience” (Gomez, 2004, p.183).  

Mazama (2003), states that Afrocentricity is not merely worldview or theory, 

however it is a paradigm that results in the reevaluation of the social and historical reality 

of African people. This is necessary as “colonization was not simply an enterprise of 

economic exploitation and political control, as it was commonly held, but also an on-

going enterprise of conceptual distortion and invasion” (Mazama, 2003, p. 3). Marcia 

Sutherland (2011), in discussing a need for a Caribbean centered psychology indicates 

that “It is patently clear that Western psychological theories and methods cannot 

adequately explain the social and psychological functioning of Caribbean peoples. 

Simply put, Western psychology is derived particularly from Greco-Roman philosophical 

and cultural underpinnings” (p. 1176).  

Therefore, how are Caribbean persons to understand theories and discussions 

about their life when they are consistently utilizing tropes and narratives from a European 

utensil? Sutherland (2011) is adamant that a “central issue for Caribbean psychologists is 

to provide explicit definitions of a Caribbean identity” (p. 1188)   

Mazama (2003) is clear that for the mass population in the Caribbean, due to the 

lingering legacies of colonialism and imperialism, the majority African descended 
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population have adopted racist views, attitudes, and behaviors about themselves. One of 

the ways to reject this is through the utilization of Africology (p. 4). Caribbean Studies 

must be incorporated within Africology. As it has been shown, since the initial 

emergence of the field, it has been dominated by not just European scholars, but 

European scholarship as well. In reviewing literature for this research, it is apparent that 

the Caribbean has been neglected in regard to its place within Black Studies. 

Furthermore, there is a dearth within the epistemological orientation toward Africa within 

Caribbean intellectual spaces. There has to be a deprivileging of Europe within Caribbean 

Studies.  

Sutherland (2011) affirms that many Caribbean people are losing their African 

heritage. She cites the following as being the origin of the deficiency: “the enslavement 

era; colonialism; neocolonialism; modernization; cultural, political, and economic 

imperialism; and urbanization” (Sutherland, 2011, p. 1181).  

Deborah Thomas (2013) states that, “One of the agendas of Caribbean studies has 

been to create archives - or more accurately, counter archives - in order to make claims 

about.. the world and the significance of the region to the global processes that have 

shaped it over the past five centuries” (p. 27). It is paramount that Africologists have a 

firm grasp of the discourse as it pertains to culture within Caribbean Studies so that new 

intellectual life may exhaled into the field. Intellectual life that embodies a more centered 

and less dislocated scholarly approach to the study of African life in the Caribbean. It is 

through such an approach that Africology will be at the forefront of scholarly work that 

speaks to the next generation of African people in the region.  
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Literature Review Outline. In seeking to address the issues of political, 

economic, and cultural forms of colonialism within the Cayman Islands, as well as the 

contrived construction of an island paradise, this section reviews literature regarding 

colonialism in the Caribbean (specifically British), and the current colonial forms that 

have manifested in the region. Additionally, scholarly texts that have a focus on the 

Cayman Islands are included. The criteria that were used in determining the literature 

sought to include ‘classic’ colonialism. This research acknowledges differences between 

concepts such as settler colonialism and post-colonial literature, however those theories 

are not the focus of this project.  

  Furthermore, texts that focus on colonialism within the Caribbean were selected 

as this research focuses specifically on that geographic and conceptual area. This review 

also concentrates on peer-reviewed articles and books that discussed the economic forms 

of colonialism, precisely the tourism and finance industries. Lastly, while there are few 

books that focus on the social and cultural aspects of the Cayman Islands, the researcher 

sought to enhance the search by incorporating articles that focused on socio-economic 

issues, the islands maritime past, as well as socio-cultural matters relating to immigration 

and labor. Articles were not included that solely focused on the environment nor 

investment/financial reports as those are the topics researchers are expected to discuss 

when interrogating the Cayman Islands academically.  

The literature was surveyed utilizing the databases: JSTOR, EbscoHost, 

Cambridge Journals Online, as well as web search engine Google Scholar.   

Key words that were used in obtaining articles were: Colonialism in Caribbean, 

Caribbean Overseas Territories, Caribbean British Overseas Territories, Colonialism 
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British West Indies, Cayman Islands, Colonialism Economic, Colonialism Educational 

Caribbean, Colonialism Tourism, British Overseas Territories Tourism, British Overseas 

Territories Financial Services.  

The following sections discuss: Caribbean colonialism, Economic systems of 

colonialism (particularly forms of Tourism and Financial sectors) and the Cayman 

Islands.  

Literature Themes 

The outline of the literature review by themes will be as follows: Caribbean 

Colonialism, Economic Systems of Colonialism, Cultural / Political Systems of 

Colonialism, Cayman Islands Discourse  

The mid 21st century saw the decline of the British empire; the vast countries that 

they historically maintained control over since the establishment of the Trans-Atlantic 

Slave Trade. The agitation for political independence could not be contained to the 

African continent, it also emerged among Caribbean people and leaders, with the ultimate 

demise of the West Indies Federation leading to their declarations of independence. This 

shift and its aftermath within the British political order in the region, scholars have come 

to understand as a Post-Colonial Caribbean. Yet, as scholars grapple with the embers of 

empire, what of these British Overseas Territories, these living reminders that the past is 

still present?  

Academic engagement with the Caribbean has primarily focused on the former 

colonies and the reconstruction of the region, however the lived realities of those still 

entrenched in the colonial system has not been as deeply interrogated. Much has been 

learned by studying those Caribbean countries that could see themselves outside of the 
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colonial condition in the 1960s, but what of those that didn’t? More so, there is a need for 

scholarship that addresses the implications for those that perceived political independence 

on the horizon but still clung to empire.  

The Caribbean, a manifestation of European quest for power and a casualty of 

their bloodlust, has historically been a stand-in for recreation. So much so that the 

economies of many are dependent on the trope of paradise and pleasure. Are we able to 

delineate when the label and construction of paradise has been capitalized by Caribbean 

people, or used to reinforce notions of servitude in the region? Perhaps, through analysis 

of the literature the conclusion to arrive at is that it is a bit of both.  

Caribbean Colonialism 

  This literature section focuses on historic and current literature on the 

construction of colonialism and its functionality within the Caribbean. In relating the 

theme to the entire body of literature, it is integral to the review as we can situate the 

Cayman Islands into a broader, but similar locale, as well as seek to analyze colonialism 

within the region as a whole.  

  Norman Girvan (2012) writes “the contemporary Caribbean is one of the most 

politically fragmented regions for its size on earth: one with the strongest remaining 

colonial presence” (p.1). Girvan gives a rationale for colonial territories in the Caribbean 

no longer urging for political independence, by stating that the high per capita income in 

the colonial islands is used as proof that politically independent Caribbean countries have 

not fared better even though they are self-determined. Girvan (2012) argues that the 

underlying message from the comparisons are that colonial powers are ‘superior’ to local 

persons and therefore it supports “narratives of racial and cultural superiority / inferiority 
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that accompanied the colonial project” (p. 8). The author argues that the 500-year 

colonial influence is still dominant in terms of psychological remnants in the populations 

in the Caribbean. Additionally, Girvan (2012) is of the opinion that the IMF and its 

control over politically independent countries is reminiscent of colonial powers (in terms 

of economic policy and decision making) (p.12).  

  For many authors (Bhabha, 2004; Will, 1991) the concept of international 

agencies (specifically IMF) fulfilling a colonial role in the region is seen as a current 

manifestation of imperialism and domination. Yet scholars have noted that there have 

been strides made throughout the region for economic union, as Will (1991) cites the 

creation of The Caribbean Community (CARICOM) and the Caribbean Development 

Bank (CDB) as proof of this.   

  In noting the success and failures of unified, federation efforts in the Caribbean, 

citing Franklin Knight and Gordon Lewis, Will (1991) states, the “sub-region 

demonstrates more cultural and physical commonalities than differences” (p. 3). 

However, he attributes fractions to the enduring colonial legacy in the area. Yes, 

geography limits collective participation, yet the author notes nonetheless that the 

problem has also been exacerbated by racial and class division through “imposing 

eurocentristic and often ethnocentricity education programs” (Will, 1991, p. 6). Eric 

Williams (cited by Will, in explaining the foundational fracturing due to the colonial 

legacy) explained “The West Indian territories were divided, so Britain ruled easily” 

(Will, 1991, p. 9). This administrative rupture from the beginning, the author contends 

has contributed to a lasting legacy of political isolation. Bruce Patterson’s (1954) 

contrasting view discusses the region during that time frame but pathologizes the people 
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and the burgeoning industries of politically independent countries. The other texts within 

this section focus on overseas territories.  

  The collapse of the West Indian Federation in 1962, propelled the West Indies Act 

of 1962 (which held historical provisions for the 5 current British colonies). Peter Clegg 

(2006) specifies the various UK led reforms throughout the years as and labels the 

beginning of the UK and Caribbean colonies’ relationship as a period of ‘benign neglect’ 

in which the relationship was not immediate. The relationship between dependent / 

overseas territories and the UK was formalized in the 1999 UK White Paper entitled, 

“Partnership for Progress and Prosperity” which outlined mandatory recommendations 

for the Caribbean islands. Peter Clegg (2006) in quoting document, states that the islands 

in 1988 concerning the name change from ‘Dependent Territories’ to ‘Overseas 

Territory’ opined that they, “were not receiving any budgetary assistance from the UK 

and…felt that they were not really dependent on the British government” (p. 143). He 

concluded however, that even though Caribbean countries weren’t being financially 

assisted they still surmised that their colonial subordinate status to the UK was the best 

option available for their islands.  He additionally, notes that as a result of this singular 

document there are various commonalities to the relationship between the territories 

(Clegg, 2009, p. 5).  

  While pointing out there are provisions for the UK to override local legislation, 

Clegg (2009) does maintain however that the UK is reticent to utilize their reserve 

powers and governors would rather use their “influencing skills” (p. 6). And while there 

is tension at times between local governments and the UK, these political ties it is stated, 

provide a measure of sovereign protection which attracts foreign investors, and it’s this 
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outward colonial aesthetic as ‘timeless’ that makes the islands attractive to outside 

persons. The relationship can be terse, as the region tends to be conservative due to the 

dominance of Christianity, and there are times that the UK has intervened in social issues 

as well as the territories financial services industry and certain regulations imposed. 

Clegg concludes that the UK imposes control to align the territories to international 

standards, and they will remain until territories are ‘committed themselves to full 

independence’ (2009, p. 17).  

Jonathon Skinner (2003) discusses the UN Committee on Decolonization, and 

their goal to eradicate colonialism “by the end of the 20th century” (p. 2). As to the policy 

document in 1999 that outlined the relationship of the overseas territories and Britain, 

Skinner suggests there may be a change to decolonization on the UK’s part. 

While recounting recount the history of ‘decolonization’ in the region, alluding to 

World War I and the waning interest in the Caribbean due to the decrease in sugar 

production, Oostindie & Klinkers (2003) detail how political independence was obtained 

for Caribbean islands, but also that due to the UK being, “anxious to leave the region, 

sovereignty was hastily granted to a number of smaller territories” (p. 27). The authors 

posit that for those small island overseas territories, colonial status is permanent and that 

this new ‘partnership’ can be described as ‘stagnating decolonization’ (Oostindie & 

Klinkers, 2003, p. 27).  

This ‘permanency’ is also interrogated by Tony Thorndike (1989) as he discusses 

the ‘independence issue’ within the 5 British Overseas Territories. As he interrogates 

why these islands haven’t sought political independence and offers other possibilities to 

independence, he contends, “there is a surprising lack of analytical inquiry into the lack 
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of enthusiasm for independence” (p. 119). He offers the rationale that it could be due to 

an affinity to the British empire, psychological dependence as a result of enslavement and 

colonialism, or perhaps a more ‘general conservatism outlook’ (p. 120). Proposing that 

the hesitancy is also linked to small size and defense/security, Thorndike (1989) states, 

“for the people of the dependences, the most important factor is that independence 

promises little benefit” (p. 122). Similarly, H. O. Yusuf, & T. Chowdhury (2019) 

interrogate the rationale as to why the islands would continue the arrangement and 

concluded it’s due to the “colonial-induced material and political dependency on the UK” 

(p. 166).  

Grace Carrington’s (2009) work focuses on the Cayman Islands and British 

Virgin Islands in the English-speaking Caribbean, as well as the islands of Martinique 

and Guadeloupe. Through a comparative analysis of islands Carrington (2019) seeks to 

disrupt the fractured division within the Caribbean, as she pushes scholars of the 

Caribbean to ‘step beyond colonial limits’ (p. 23). Similar to Yusuf & Chowdhury, 

Carrington discusses the terminology of decolonization centering the European empire as 

withdrawing or ‘giving independence’ (2019, p. 34) and critiques the notion of 

chronological separation of dates of empire. Focusing on these departments and 

territories Carrington (2019) seeks to correct the narrative that the “non-sovereign status 

of these territories was a result of a lack of popular protest or a total absence of 

nationalism” (p. 52). Furthermore, there must be a broadening in the scope of analysis of 

decolonization, to reveal the current reality as well as the past of these communities and 

spaces, and how these developments have linkages to other politically independent 

countries in the region.   
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Research on Colonialism in the Caribbean has primarily been framed through a 

historical viewpoint, with there being a chronological component to mark the period and 

post-period. Scholars contend with this fractured view of colonialism, as well as the 

perceived isolation of these overseas territories. These current colonies are administered 

via agreements with the UK, and while local elected governments leverage a certain 

amount of political control, ultimately the UK can step in to exert its will, as it has done 

on occasion. For many of these overseas territories, scholars point to comparatively high 

standards of living as a consequence of the economic benefit of maintaining ties to the 

UK, no matter the historically paternalistic relationship. Yet what the research lacks is an 

understanding of the local population and their views on the overseas territory / colonial 

relationship. Much of the research within this section spoke for the inhabitants of the 

territories without speaking to them.  This work seeks to make an intervention into the 

larger conversations around colonialism in the Caribbean through the lens of said people.  

In examining power dynamics in the region as well, the next section of literature 

illuminates the role international financial institutions and businesses play in maintaining 

economic control over the region.   

Economic Systems of Colonialism 

  Historically, due to enslavement and the function of the Triangular Trade, 

Caribbean islands’ main sources of economic activity was through their plantation 

economy. With the end of the enslavement period, agriculture remained the main source 

of income. In the beginning of the 1900s with the advent of more affordable and cheaper 

modes of transportation, it has been seen that tourism is now the mainstay of many 

Caribbean islands. What started as largely tourism studies scholarship is now expanding 
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to entail the benefits and hindrances of tourism as well as its relationship to culture. 

Current British colonies today as well as politically independent countries are still reliant 

on primarily visitors from the United States and the United Kingdom. Scholars from 

varied disciplines have sought to address if and how this industry is contributing to the 

mindset of Caribbean persons as well as the political and economic policy of these 

islands.   

  While a relatively new area of study, Tourism studies is widely offered in colleges 

and universities world-wide. Additionally, specializations such as Hospitality 

Management and Food & Beverage certification/ courses are offered as practical and 

technical aspects of the burgeoning industry. Many Caribbean islands’ economic 

expenditure and revenue are tied to their tourism product. The emergence of tourism, and 

the rapid growth of it occurred at a time when Caribbean countries were becoming 

political independent and seeking to improve and expand their economies. Pattullo (2005) 

places the economic development of tourism in the Caribbean within the context of 

failing alternative economies (agriculture, oil) and claims tourism is similarly structured 

to “old economic patterns – dependency on foreign investment and the export of raw 

agricultural products” (pp. 5-6).  

Scholars (Nixon, 2017; Montero, 2011) have interrogated and traced the concept of the 

Caribbean as ‘paradise’ as well as examine the relationship between tourism, the African 

diaspora and identity. Nixon (2017) explores tourism as a dominant industry and posits 

that it is “the largest site of recolonization” (p. 9). Tourism is seen as a form of colonial 

legacy and due to its embeddedness in the Bahamas, tourism shapes ‘economic realities 

and national culture.’  
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  Similarly, David Bennett and Sophie Gebhardt discuss the intersections of 

globalization, the articulation of ‘heritage’ and culture. They seek to expand notions of 

tourism and interrogate how tourism “contributes to the globalization of consumer 

culture” (Bennet & Gebhardt, 2005, p. 17). Comparably to Nixon (2017), they also 

critically analyze the social and cultural aspect of tourism, focusing on the 

commodification and destruction of the physical environment for mainly white European 

consumption.  

 Montero (2011) as well concludes that while tourism has been a place where cultural 

history is preserved, it also functions as a space where ‘multiculturalness’ is constructed 

as identity, with respondents stating that African ancestry is downplayed for external 

consumption. An additional concern that Mullings (2004) notes is that differing cultural 

values that tourists brought to the region were having negative impacts on the local young 

people, particularly an increase in consumption and materialism. 

  Explaining the interplay between history and heritage within tourism in the 

Caribbean, Brent Fortenberry (2016) writes that Overseas Territories, and Bermuda 

specifically have been packaged to “primarily champion its white, colonial, and British 

heritage packaged for white, middle class, North American air and cruise ship tourists” 

(p. 601). Utilizing the notion of a postcolonial Caribbean through an understanding of 

ruins of empire, Fortenberry (2016) focuses on these structures and posits that the 

imagery of a colonial past is central to a Bermudan tourism product geared toward these 

tourists. Historically placing Bermuda within the British imperial world, the article also 

articulates that the economy is still intricately linked to outside economies, most notable 

through their financial sector, but also within tourism.  
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  The cultural component of Bermuda’s Tourism Plan, Fortenberry argues- to keep 

and attract the North American population, focuses on the Bermudan historical 

connection to North America, rather than “the fashioning of a Bermudian heritage 

identity, especially one that engages with the island’s history of enslavement and 

emancipation” (2016, p. 606). The article critiques the role that World heritage status 

evokes in certain sites in Bermuda as it celebrates this dominant European colonial 

heritage. Alternative community driven narratives are offered within the text, such as the 

National Museum of Bermuda, an institution that recognizes these marginalized 

communities.  

  Tourism variables and the dimensions of tourism can be grouped as being either 

“Comprehensive,” “Luxury,” or “Plantation” (Young, 1977). Many scholars (Montero, 

2011; Sealy, 2018; Strachan, 2002) interrogate the notion of tourism functioning as a 

replacement for the plantation economy. Ian Strachan (2002) provides a detailed analysis 

of the ways that the Caribbean is represented as paradise, however the economic reality 

and functionality closely resembles the plantation. The text is seen to be filling the void 

stating, “nor has anybody scrutinized the relationship between the metaphorical or 

mythological architecture of paradise and the material building blocks of the plantation 

that helped erect it” (2002, p. 7). The text expounds on the relationship between both 

metaphors, and Strachan seeks to make the connection that tourism’s success in the 

region is due in part to the foundational blueprint that was the plantation- economically, 

culturally, and socially.  

  Additional consideration is also given to understanding and critiquing the role that 

multinational corporations play in the region. Due to the precarity of spending budgets 
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after independence governments sought foreign investment to start and sustain the 

tourism sector, ensuring that local expenditure could be spent on other developing sectors 

(Mullings, 2004). Wendy Sealy (2018) analyzed the history of multinational agencies and 

its impact on the beginnings of the tourism industry in the region, and Strachan (2002) as 

well states that, “the company had replaced the individual planter or metropolitan 

merchant. By the first decades of the twentieth century, large, multinational 

corporations… completed the transformation and modernization of the plantation, 

extending its capabilities” (p. 57). In analyzing the role that the World Bank and 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) had in shaping economies, Wendy Sealy, and Simon 

Mouatt (2021) outlined that the ‘free trade’ emphasis played a role in the growth of 

tourism. Neoliberalism, the authors argue, has had adverse effects on local economies 

and as a result its suggested that local governments engage in a form of trade 

protectionism. Polly Pattullo (2005) also details that it was due to the influence and 

guidance of multinational corporations that the specific economy of tourism would be 

positioned to assist these newly politically independent islands. 

  Alfred Wong (2015) explores the uneven way the tourist industry operates in the 

Caribbean. Through an analysis of arrival statistics and revenue collected from the 

industry, Wong suggests that lower wages contribute to lower costs, which is attractive to 

tourists (p. 5). However, the author concludes that for any gain in arrivals and 

expenditure, those profits would be diverted to the multinational hotels and corporations, 

not local economies.  

  Foreign leakages are also covered by scholars, as Sealy (2018) outlines the 

concept as, ‘foreign exchange leakages,’ establishing that it occurs when revenue that 
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should be received by local government and community is instead obtained by 

transnational and foreign companies in the tourism sector. These leakages Sealy (2018) 

explains can be found in the foreign ownership of capital, overseas tour operators, the 

importation of food, as well as duty free concessions made by governments in the 

building of the local hotels. Issues such as employment hierarchies, all-inclusive hotels, 

as well as the low spending cruise tourism industry Sealy (2018) recounts and explains 

contribute to inequal power dynamics between the Caribbean community and the foreign 

tourist-controlled industry.  Sealy and Mouatt (2021) also detail that a leakage can occur 

as an “opportunity costs from… ecological deterioration” etc. (p. 213). Mullings (2004) 

argues that foreign exchange leaks are not just an occurrence on many Caribbean islands, 

but it became a ‘dominant characteristic of the relationship’ (p. 222). 

There also have been various criticisms of local government that scholars have shared as 

well. Sealy (2018) notes regional government has been inactive and the “situation is 

compounded by weak regulations, poor planning guidelines, inadequate legislation and 

corruption” (p. 16). Patullo (2005) accounting for the various ways that tourism impacts 

the region, indicating the various structures and actors in the industry from the airlines, 

tour operators and hotel owners, seeks to analyze the various spaces of control that local 

governments are able to exert in the space, if any. 

   It was recommended that local governments focus on prioritizing long term 

strategies (as within the industry often politicians make short term concessions to 

increase foreign investment). Diversification of the local economy to discourage the 

reliance on tourism was also posited.  However, taking into consideration the difficulty of 

small island economies, the authors believe that a single market within the Caribbean 
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could be a solution to gaining economies of scale to “effectively compete with foreign 

transnationals” (Sealy and Mouatt, 2021, p. 220).  

Alfred Wong (2015) as well proposes sustainable tourism practices, and ‘eco-tourism’ to 

offset mass tourism. Furthermore, encouraging local accommodation via vacation rentals 

as well as creating opportunities for locals to engage in the tourist market could be 

implemented. While acknowledging that the structure of the tourist industry is a 

continuation of the foreign dominated economy of the colonial period, Sealy and Mouatt 

(2021) propose a single Caribbean market could be key to overcoming the continued 

political colonization of the region.  

  One of the most cited pieces of nonfiction that examines tourism in the Caribbean 

is perhaps Jamaica Kincaid’s A Small Place. As Kincaid describes the arrival of the 

tourist she explicates the process from the airport, the taxi ride to the hotel, and the stay at 

the all-inclusive hotel. Within the text, Kincaid details the consumption of the tourist, 

from the water, to the food, to the lives of the local. The approach, while centering the 

voice of the Caribbean populace castigates the different world the tourist sees in the 

Caribbean. The stark reality for the local community and the idealistic pleasure that the 

tourism industry has fabricated is critiqued within this chapter by Kincaid. 

  While tourism is viewed as beneficial, and important to the region in relation to 

the income that it derives, there are alternative negative impacts on the environment, 

culture, and queries as to the true economic impact for local communities. 

  From the literature on tourism, dominant themes emerge as it relates to the 

economic dependence that many Caribbean islands have on the industry. Many scholars 

relate the structure similarly to the previous plantation economy during enslavement, and 
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the monocrop agriculture system for the subsequent centuries after. While local 

governments accrue revenue from the industry, scholars point to various ‘leakages’ in 

which this revenue flows to foreign investors and foreign markets. Concerns arise to the 

environmental impacts, as well as negative social influence, and while colonial imagery 

is utilized by Caribbean islands to bolster appeal, it also bolsters the metaphor of 

paradise, and reinforces the consumption narrative surrounding the industry.  

  It is of note that while tourism is touted as being one of the pillars of the Cayman 

Islands economy, it’s contribution to the territory’s GDP equates to less than 10% (CIG 

Economics & Statistics Office, 2019). Yet while it’s economic impact in Cayman is less 

significant than in other Caribbean countries, there are sociocultural intimations that are 

evident. As previous research has shown, a coloniality undergirds the industry which 

impacts the current challenges in the region. Therefore, while Cayman may be insulated 

to an extent, they are not immune to the inequal power dynamic that the industry 

represents nor the inherent reliance on visitors to contribute to the economy.  

  Financial Industry Implications. In addition to tourism, many Caribbean 

islands, and more so, British Overseas Territories established financial services as 

integral to their economic development. The Cayman Islands is heavily reliant on the 

industry, as it the highest contributor to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (approximately 

32%). The Financial services industry is a source of employment for many in the 

Caribbean, and in understanding its structure, so might the resonance for it being the crux 

of economic policy be determined as well.  

Peter Hudson discusses the impact of US banks abroad, and financial services 

they provided for “the US colonial administrations in the Caribbean and pacific regions 
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during an era from the 1870s-1910s that is largely neglected in the history of the foreign 

expansion of US banking and business” (2017, p. 7). Hudson (2017) details the racism 

these bankers brought with them to the region, not just in their interpersonal relationships 

but through, “instrumentalized white racism in imperial banking policy and practice 

through their everyday encounters and transactions with Caribbean peoples” (p. 14). 

Through this analysis of the relationship that the US had with the Caribbean (and 

at many times the physical occupation of said islands), Hudson details the larger issue of 

racial capitalism. The collapse of the US stock market led to anti-imperialism and anti-

US banking protests in the region, and while the text focuses on the US and specific 

countries, it gives context to the economic situation within the region, which was 

occurring within the British Caribbean islands as well.  

Jovan Scott Lewis (2020) as well frames the lived economic reality of 

communities in Jamaica in the aftermath of political independence. Focusing on the 

structural adjustment policies (SAP) that were implemented by the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank following the independence era in the Caribbean, 

Lewis’ text unfolds the current realities of a group of friends that participate in the 

‘Jamaican lottery scam.’ Discussing the dominant economic theorists in the Caribbean 

and the position that the plantation economy model is still present in the region today, 

Lewis recounts the underdevelopment and lack of diversification that occurred in the 

Caribbean in those islands that were under British rule. For many Caribbean countries, 

main revenue sources are tourism and remittances, and while there is some stability in the 

tourism industry and it contributes significantly to the country’s GDP, there seems to be 

‘minimal benefit’ of the industry as it remains inaccessible to lower-class Jamaicans.  
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Economic sovereignty in the Caribbean has been continuously ‘compromised,’ 

according to Scott Lewis, for former British colonies in the Caribbean, this is evidenced 

by the implementation of policies of global empire institutions. Citing Lloyd Best, and 

‘metropolitan’ and ‘hinterland’ economies, Lewis (2020) infers that while Britain was 

formerly the metropole, it is now these ‘multinational corporations, international financial 

institutions and a raft of trade and lending arrangements that bind them all together” (p. 

39). Virgil Storr (2010) as well recaps the ongoing exchange of views found through 

political, economic, and social research regarding the cost or benefit Britain attained by 

continuing their colonial relationship in the Caribbean. As current economies are still 

stagnated from the plantation era, Storr argues that Britain underdeveloped the region. 

Utilizing Rodney’s concept of Europe under developing the continent of African, he 

outlines the devastating impacts of colonialism and exploitation in the region 

economically, politically, and socially. 

In discussing the impacts that neoliberal economic policies have had within the 

region, Winston Griffith (2010) describes the policies as comprising of “privatization and 

deregulation of the economy, liberal trade policies, reducing government spending, pro-

competitive policies, and unrestricted capital flows” (2010, p. 505). Griffith informs how 

these policies have negatively impacted the Caribbean and argues that the domestic 

economies are stagnated as a consequence of primarily exporting agricultural goods. 

Therefore, the population in the islands were and still are dependent on foreign food 

imports. Furthermore, this economic reality has influenced the population to believe 

better quality is synonymous with foreign products.  
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In further defining neoliberal financialization, Dennis Canterbury (2016) cites 

Clive Yolande Thomas’ “colonial imperial monetary” theory in his analysis of the current 

economic climate in the CARICOM Caribbean. The article defines this ‘financialization’ 

utilizing Marxian theory and outlines the features that include the “permeation of 

economy and society by financial relations, rapid financial profits, surplus that is used for 

speculative purposes, financial oligarchies and the stagnation of production” (Canterbury, 

2016, p. 114). In describing the structure, Canterbury (2016) outlines, “The many faces of 

finance capital can only be understood in the contexts of specific sectors— investment 

banking, pension funds, hedge funds, saving and loan banks, and investment funds” (p. 

115). In describing this economic system Canterbury (2016) states the only difference 

between the ‘old’ and ‘new’ financial arrangement is that colonial administrators have 

been replaced by “sovereign Caribbean countries” (p. 117). 

 In discussing the British Overseas Territories and their relationship to the UK 

many scholars provide historical background to the development of financial services in 

the region. Paul Sagar, John Christensen and Nick Shaxson (2013) attributed the 

beginning of the ‘tax havens’ to the global rise of insurance, shipping and banking as well 

as English law practices in the colonies being conducive to the creation of trusts and non-

resident companies (Sagar et. al, 2013, p. 107). The British empire at that time was also 

retracting, therefore the authors posit that perhaps it was a positive that many of the 

smaller colonial islands, “were being used as conduits for capital from outside the sterling 

area headed towards the City of London” (Sagar et. al, 2013, p. 108).  

Utilizing the National Archives and analyzing correspondence between British 

financial institutions, the Foreign Office (responsible for overseas territories) and British 
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politicians, Sagar et. al. explains the disregard that the UK had towards its colonies, so 

much so that in the beginning of overseas territories developing a finance industry, there 

was no official policy or guidelines on the UK’s part. The lack of interest by some British 

government sectors in the overseas territories was also met with indifference as the 

Foreign Office at times believed that foreign investment in the overseas territories would 

assist their budget and lessen the subsidies that the UK government were giving them. 

The text points to the obvious contradiction that the UK government had, as at times the 

aim was not to erase financial sector completely but just to ‘control’ and manage it.  

Many of the correspondence, a 1970’s report show, was paternalistic underlined 

with thinly veiled racist remarks. An example cited, when the relative success of the 

Cayman Islands was regarded as threatening to the UK treasury, “there was even 

discussion between departments of how UK legislation could be used to defeat that of 

territories like Cayman which was ‘quite uncivilised’ in its intention to undermine British 

revenue” (Sagar et. al, 2013, pp. 125-126).  

Stephen A. Royle (1995) comparatively analyzed the Falkland Islands, St. Helena, 

Bermuda and the Turks and Caicos to provide context for the larger Caribbean and 

British Overseas Territories in his text. Royle (1995) notes that for these British colonies, 

the perceived benefit of remaining tied to the UK includes a secure political system, 

financial support, defense, and inclusion in trade agreements (p. 307). These would 

perhaps offset the difficulties the territories face due to their small geographic region, 

limited resources, and relative isolation. In situating Bermuda as one of the wealthier 

overseas territories, he cites differences in racial composition of political parties that 

impacted their views on political independence.  
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Tami Navarro (2021) discusses the Economic Development Commission (EDC) 

program that, “encourages financial services companies to relocate to the American-

owned US Virgin Islands in exchange for generous tax holiday policies” (p. 2) (which 

include a federal tax exemption of 90% income tax). Navarro details the mixed responses 

within the community from the program, as some were hopeful of the job and income and 

investment creation that would be created, and others distrusted the program, and 

attributed it to the long history of colonialism and exploitation in the region. This 

program, Navarro discusses occurred within the context of many Caribbean islands 

seeking to diversify from the tourism industry. However, specifically on the island of St. 

Croix, there was a previous focus on the industrial production industry.  

There is critique of the financialization sector, specifically the EDC in St. Croix 

as it is thought to reproduce similar gender inequalities, racial dynamics, and reliance on 

foreign investment. While noting that the opposition was rooted in the historical context 

of racial capitalism, Navarro is cognizant that for these small Caribbean islands, there are 

few opportunities for economic development. As seen in other islands, due to stagnant 

economies, there was a shift to implement neoliberal economic policies.  

The impact of financial services, not just as an industry, but also the underlying 

structure and ethos of it has contributed to a global hyper-capitalist economy. Scholars 

have written on the continuation of colonial finance through this current iteration of the 

industry in the Caribbean. While colonial government officials have at times supported 

the development of industry, said success in the region has also fostered competition 

among the metropole and colonies.  What does it mean therefore that the industry that 

most Caymanians are employed within is financial services (22.6%)? Caymanians have 
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been inculcated to view and attribute their financial prosperity and standard of life to an 

industry that is predicated on mass accumulations and maintenance of wealth.  As the 

literature has shown many times for these small islands this has been one of the only 

ways to sustain their economies. Within previous scholarship there have been studies that 

connect the current economic forces to an imperial origination. However, this research 

seeks to expand on that notion and foreground the coloniality in the present, by centering 

the local population and their understanding of it and its current iterations.  

Cultural / Political Systems of Colonialism 

  The British colonial structure, insidious in its nature, affected every aspect of its 

colonies. Within the Caribbean, one of the clearest ways this is demonstrated in its 

economic structure. But how did it affect the political system and in what societal and 

cultural aspects can we examine as to substantiate it? Research that focused on these 

conditions are examined in this section.     

  Quito Swan (2009) states “For even within Bermuda colonial education has 

historically served to intellectually erase the voice of Black dissent and disconnect the 

experiences of Blacks in Bermuda from the wider Black world” (p. xi). This educational 

malaise is indicative of the purposeful way in which the ruling elite (the establishment) in 

Bermuda has sought to repress not just black struggle but those who have written and 

documented it. Examples of the colonial structure in Bermuda include the descriptor of 

Bermuda as a “British colony with limited internal government power: Bermuda’s flag, 

powdered wig-wearing judges, and British names of its parishes are clear reminders of 

this condition” (2009, p. 3). While there have been ‘token constitutional amendments,’ 

they are largely through name changes; within government positions, schools, tokenized 
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hiring practices as well as the “Bermuda Day” holiday (Swan, 2009, p. 3). Swan (2009) 

outlines the dominant narrative has been to “craft Bermuda into a tranquil paradise 

acceptable for the tourism and international business industries,” (p. 4) noting that even 

now there are many Bermudans unaware of the history of the Black Power Movement 

there. Additionally, this history has been largely ignored within the academic histories in 

Caribbean Studies/African Diaspora/ Africana.  

  The current state of Bermuda, Swan (2009) assesses, is impacted by economic 

industry (tourism) being used to discourage the Black population from protesting. This 

occurred during the time of segregation in Bermuda and again after integration when 

Black institutions began to decline (Swan, 2009, p. 183).  However, political education 

was sustained through programs, protests, liberation schools and utilization in the public 

school system.  

  Decolonization is a heavily contentious topic and has been shaped by the legacy 

of Black Power that was present in the island. Even though there has been a majority 

black political party in government, the overarching structure remains overwhelmingly 

white and elite. The media remains firmly entrenched in Bermuda’s white elite control, 

and foreign investment has relegated Black Bermudans to identify with white ideals, such 

as aesthetics, capitalism/consumerism.  

  In examining the political system in the Caribbean, scholars (Barrow-Giles, 2002; 

Lewis, 1967; Wallace 1977) have focused on the Old Representative and Crown Colony 

government structure. Gordon Lewis (1967) describes the ‘old regime’ as one that had 

constant “conflict between imperial Governors and local ‘representative’ assemblies” (p. 

3). The relationship between the legislative (elected) and the executive (appointed) is not 
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to be understood as a pure form of democracy, as those elected represented the white, 

elite ruling class that often sought to preserve the status quo in the various Caribbean 

countries. Oftentimes in comparing representative systems of government to imperial 

rule, it is implied that the best interests of the population would be reflected in local 

governance, however the legacies in the Caribbean are the inverse.  

  He states, “the assembles were the tools of the creole ruling classes; and they 

were used as such” (Lewis, 1967, p. 4). Using the Jamaican Morant Bay Uprising in 1865 

as an example, Lewis explains that the elite plantocracy at the time preferred to replace 

their power with the ‘autocratic Crown colony regime’ rather than include the formerly 

enslaved population in the political process. The Crown Colony system of government, 

Lewis outlines occurred within the system in various Caribbean islands with 

differentiation. In some islands all members of the legislature were nominated, while 

others had a ‘semi-representative system’ with certain members elected. The role of 

Governor and its importance within the system is also discussed, as the article notes these 

career diplomats, had racial prejudices arriving to the region, yet at times were fighting 

for progressive policies that benefited the former enslaved Africans on the islands. This 

good will however was later discounted as, ‘the average occupant of Government 

House…was on the side of the colonial ruling groups” (Lewis, 1967, p. 12).  

  Similarly, Elisabeth Wallace (1977) explored the economic history in the 

Caribbean to provide context to the political structures in the region. The structure of the 

economy at that time, centered around absentee planters, however, those that were living 

in the region enacted political power. Wallace (1977) details, “the assemblies, elected and 

dominated by a few wealthy planters and merchants or their representatives, attempted 
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through their power to withhold supply to manipulate the governors” (p. 10). The 

transition from the representative system to the Crown Colony, occurred at the time of 

emancipation with a growing middle class of former enslaved persons and the change 

from political participation based solely on race to property ownership, there would be 

‘some prospect of a voice in government’ (Wallace, 1977, p. 16).  

  However, in agreeing to the change in political structure, Wallace states that the 

plantocracy, “approved their own abolition” rather than including the black population 

into the political process. The representative system, as well as Crown Colony 

government (which was justified as being more ‘enlightened’ than local political 

systems) exemplified a concurrent ‘paternal’ political governance (Wallace, 1977, p. 17).  

At the time of political independence for those former British colonies, this resulted in 

the population not having have the experience or confidence in their governance 

knowledge skills. The continuance of autocracy, Wallace states was the result of that 

form of political model that the Caribbean had only ever known. In describing the main 

systems from 1600s-1900s in the Caribbean Cynthia Barrow-Giles detailed the debate 

surrounding the utility of each system. The representative system may have been a 

‘limited democracy’, but the Crown Colony was “more authoritarian and anti-

democratisation” (Barrow-Giles, 2002, p. 3).  

  In current times, Peter Clegg (2018) compares the histories of the territories with 

the UK, as well as the differences in the political arena and economies of the various 

islands. Clegg (2018) puts forward that the seminal moment in the various relationships 

was with the end of the West Indies Federation, and the West Indies Act (1962) which 

specifically “established constitutions with for each of the territories that retained formal 
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ties with London” (p. 14). This, he describes is central to the relationship that the UK has 

with its Caribbean territories.  There have been constitutional reviews and modernization 

efforts, with the White Paper document stating that territories adamantly wanted to retain 

their links to the UK, and while new constitutions were created, ‘all of these negotiations 

resulted in further fairly limited autonomy for the territories” (Clegg, 2018, p. 18). The 

changes that transpired were symbolic and superficial, in the Cayman Islands for example 

the Leader of Government Business was changed to Premier. It was apparent that there 

would be no substantial change as Clegg (2018) notes, “clear lines exist beyond which 

reform is not possible unless independence is the end objective”  

  Brexit has been a moment where territories could be thinking about their 

relationship to the wider EU. Yet, there can be no action toward self-governance, as the 

UK’s policy is to constrain the territories so that they “can intervene if serious problems 

arise..” (Clegg, 2018, p. 22). Regardless, most citizens feel that the existing system of 

governance is preferable, citing political and legal security.  

  Hadiya Sewer’s discusses the US Virgin Islands (and specifically the island of St. 

John) in relation to its current status as an American colony. Various concepts such as 

self-determination, freedom, and humanity are interrogated in the text with Sewer (2018) 

emphasizing that, “the US Virgin Islands is a small predominantly Black geopolitical site 

that is often overlooked in the prevailing discourses on freedom in the Caribbean region” 

(p. 11). The absence of an ‘independence movement,’ is interrogated, as Sewer (2018) 

notes that many in the population associate the relationship to the US with greater 

economic and development benefits.  There are also those that criticize it, noting that, 

“More often than not, individuals simultaneously held both of these paradoxical views of 
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the American apparatus” (Sewer, 2018, p. 5).  Approaching the subject, Sewer in utilizing 

Africana philosophy discusses not just what it means to be human but more specifically 

within a Caribbean colony like the US Virgin Islands. Sewer (2018) posits, “In short, 

U.S. Virgin Islanders may seek to avoid the pursuit of independence and increase 

autonomy under the American flag because they see American occupation as a means of 

being perceived as human in the modern world” (p. 44)  This text adds to the dearth of 

literature of what it means to be living within the time period now as a person from a 

territory that is still colonized, and troubles notions of citizenship and sovereignty.  

  Yarimar Bonilla (2015) seeks to disrupt the normative ideal that national 

sovereignty is the end result within the ‘modern’ political system. Utilizing Puerto Rico 

and the French Caribbean islands, the text interrogates the discourse that has deemed 

these islands and their imperial connections as a type of “self-advancement by self-

negation” (Bonilla, 2015, p. xiii). Bonilla makes it clear that the text serves as a way to 

give historical context to the relationships and situate it within the larger Caribbean 

understanding, noting that political independence is not synonymous with sovereignty. 

Yet, Bonilla questions if there is a way that these islands can achieve sovereignty without 

that politic. Furthermore, the text troubles the notion of absolute sovereignty in the 

Caribbean. In analyzing the 2009 labor movement and strikes, Bonilla (2015) states, 

“local activists stressed that independence was not their goal,” (p. 2) and that they wanted 

to “create new relationships” and transform their lives, even if it’s under the French flag” 

(pp. 2-3). The text stretches the modern understanding and template of postcolonial 

sovereignty and focuses on these activists and the way that labor disputes can be seen as 

‘sites for broader social transformation’ (Bonilla, 2015, p. 4).  
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   In the 1960s with heightened discussions of nationalism, the departments created 

unions with many of them not just encompassing an economic focus but also politics and 

culture (Bonilla, 2015, p. 30). The activists utilized creole not just to communicate to the 

lower-class population but also was described as being ‘symbolic’ and a reclamation of 

their culture.  

  The education system in the overseas departments provided was overwhelmingly 

French, with an absence of local history. The labor unions offset that deficit by creating 

“memory walks” as well as developing a cultural organization to develop “an increased 

political consciousness” (Bonilla, 2015, p. 137).  

  At the conclusion of the 44-day strike, while there were many items agreed upon 

including salary increases for minimum wage, stabilizing food prices and rent control to 

name a few, Bonilla (2015) states many of the agreements were difficult to implement. 

While citing some of the disappointments in the aftermath it was noted, there is still 

“faith in the possibilities of collective action and in their own individual abilities to 

transform their daily lives” (Bonilla, 2015, p. 172). Opining that while this may not look 

like a normative ‘nationalist struggle’ that is perhaps the point, Bonilla (2015) concludes, 

this is an “era of non-sovereign politics: delicate shifts in the ways and forms of everyday 

life that challenge, even as they are unable to fully escape, the political and economic 

binds of modern life” (pp. 172-173). 

  In the contestation of an African presence in Bermuda, there has been historical 

and current resistance within civil society, strategies that can be applied to the greater 

Caribbean. Historically scholars analyzing political systems in the region (representative 

and Crown Colony) deduced that both resulted in the repression and omission of the large 
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black masses from political participation. While there have been changes to the 

constitution in British Overseas Territories, they are mainly cosmetic as the social 

structure facilitates the continual colonial relationship due to the belief in economic and 

developmental benefits. Furthermore, could these territories reimagine the concept of 

‘sovereignty,’ utilizing the lessons and experiences of labor movements in the region?      

Cayman Islands Discourse 

  Research that focuses on the Cayman Islands has primarily written Caymanians as 

‘other.’ In recent times local scholars have centered Caymanian voices, as well as 

interrogated societal issues such as immigration and political discourse. Through an 

analysis of texts specific to Cayman, one is able to glean and contextualize the aims of 

this research project. This section foregrounds the colonial project as it pertains to the 

Cayman Islands. 

 Local integral texts (Bodden, 2007; Craton, 2003; Williams, 2016) have focused on 

Caymanian history and society. Roy Bodden (2007) seeks to describe and analyze 

Caymanian society, utilizing historical context, describing its political system and 

interrogating its culture. While he is a former politician, Minister of Education and an 

educator, Bodden is currently seen as the leading social critic and historian in the 

Cayman Islands, from the Cayman Islands. His text contextualizes the Cayman Islands 

and its history, and it serves as an alternative record to other books written about Cayman 

from an outside perspective. He details the early years of the society as being a “frontier” 

and cites descriptions of Cayman as being “lawless” in certain historical texts (Bodden, 

2007, p. 5). This concept of a ‘frontier’ society he relates to the modernization period as 

well, as many of the political leaders were heads of business and established a powerful 
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oligarchy within the community. The relative isolated geography, hard economic times, 

and near equal population informs his understanding of relative cordial relationships 

rather than racial upheaval seen in other Caribbean countries.  

  The development of the financial services and tourism industry is examined, and 

similarly to Vassel Johnson’s (2001) text, he writes of the significant immigration of 

white European expatriate workers to establish said industries. Bodden also identifies that 

the rising nationalist sentiment in the Bahamas in the early 1970’s led to many of them 

relocating to Cayman. He states that on arrival in Cayman, “..their expertise, skin colour, 

and established contacts allowed them to become the doyens of Caymanian high society. 

The first influx of expatriate expertise allowed the Cayman Islands to establish the 

infrastructure necessary to provide offshore financial services” (Bodden, 2007, p. 141). 

The social significance of these migratory patterns is explained further, and he described 

how easily it was for them to join and be accepted within the Caymanian oligarchal 

society due to their whiteness (often at the exclusion of black Caymanians). Additionally, 

Bodden (2007) questions the premise of Caymanian financial success being borne from 

managing other peoples’ money as he states, “Herein lies the major weakness of building 

an infrastructure on a foundation as unstable as other people’s money” (p. 155). 

Immigration and attempts at immigration reform, are current hot topic issues within 

Caymanian society and he makes reference to it within the text. Throughout the text, 

Bodden (2007) questions the development and progress that has been made in Cayman 

closing with the premise, “For whom are we developing the Cayman Islands” (p. 245). 

This is a question that is currently being discussed and debated, some 15 years since this 

text was published.  
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Christopher Williams (2016) historical analyzes the development that has shaped 

what it means to be Caymanian, but also the process of “Caymanianization” and how that 

is interpreted and displayed in the current period. While his work builds on that of Roy 

Bodden, he notes that Bodden focuses on political aspects rather than his attempt to “map 

the ethno-gensis of Caymanians” (Williams, 2016, p. xvii). The text’s purpose is to 

“ideologically situate Caymanians within their native, multicultural, ideological and 

multiethnic contexts” (Williams, 2016, p. xviii). Williams (2016) explains the early 

isolationist period of Cayman created this shared identity, and also how the globalization 

and modernization process & immigration has shaped some of the xenophobia that is 

seen expressed by Caymanians. William’s work is important, as he critiques the current 

messaging of Cayman as ‘melting pot’ noting the current societal strife. The Caymanian 

identity he notes is comprised of the following: “creolization, seafaring sensibilities, 

slavery, racism, ethnocentrism and a distinct provincialism” (Williams, 2016, p. 7).  

The West Indies Federation era, Williams infers, was a turning point in the way 

that the Caymanian community viewed Jamaica and Jamaicans and he states, “… despite 

any earlier positive Cayman understandings of Jamaica, the emergence of negative 

perceptions of Jamaica among the Caymanian merchant elite especially, can be 

compellingly traced throughout the federation developments” (2016, p. 110).  

The text queries: “What is a Caymanian in modern times? What is Caymanian 

culture?” Through interviews and discussions, the end result is that the definition are tied 

to ancestry, furthermore he adds, “… speaks to the vigorous support for a Caymanian 

identity steeped in history, a fact that, for its supporters should legitimate, privilege, and 

vindicate true Caymanians in the diluting multicultural present” (Williams. 2016, p. 142). 
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Speaking to recent immigration policy and status grants there is the notion of ‘paper 

Caymanians’ and the division within society, not just in terms of expatriate workers but 

also those that Caymanians view as not being ‘native’. Williams illuminates the current 

tension that exist within Caymanian society and offers the historical context for the 

rationale that while discussed in society has not been intellectualized before.  

Michael Craton’s text, Founded Upon the Seas: A History of the Cayman Islands 

and their People is regarded as being the foundational historical account of the islands. 

Craton worked with a governmental committee and over a multi-year period in 

conjunction with the Cayman Islands National Archives completed the text. While there 

had been brief histories written about Cayman, such as Neville Williams’s “A History of 

the Cayman Islands” (1970) this was the first detailed written account from before 

settlement in the 1800s to the current modern period. Utilizing archival documents in 

Cayman, Jamaica and the UK, Craton’s text is one that has been regarded as a 

fundamental source of Caymanian history. Craton (2003) traces the imperial nature of the 

Caribbean during the period in which Columbus ‘discovered’ the Cayman Islands, as 

well as gives detailed background to the environment and lived realities that those first 

settlers would have encountered in Cayman. While relying on archival material, the 

enslavement period in Cayman is discussed, however resemblant to written history in 

Bermuda, it is discussed as a benign institution, with Craton going as far to convey, 

“Indeed, the 1834 returns show that Caymanian slaves, far from being a plantation labor 

force, were more like unpaid domestic servants” (Craton, 2003, p. 79). As many of the 

archival material that he accessed was written from the point of either the merchant elite, 

Governors of Jamaica, or the Colonial Office (CO) this official account, to be expected, 
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privileges these points of views and recollection of historical occurrences. The text 

recounts the early beginnings of government, education, and the establishment of 

Christian churches on the islands. Craton also discusses the migratory patterns of 

Caymanians, specifically seamen, as well as the Caymanian diaspora that resulted in 

Caymanian settlements in Cuba, Central America and Gulf coast cities within the United 

States. The last chapters are specific to various sectors of public service as well as gives 

account of the political, economic, immigration, and social development in the islands up 

to the 2000s.  

Many texts on Cayman focus on their seafaring history (Billmyer, 1946; 

Crawford, 2020; Hughey, 1987; Jarvis, 2001; Smith, 1985; Smith, 2001), with contrasts 

being made to the maritime past that is slowly being eroded in the Cayman Islands, as 

there is now a marked shift to tourism and finance. Jarvis (2001) highlights the 

importance of turtling, as well as shipbuilding to the early economy, and through figures 

and pictures provides descriptions of the process of the hunt as well as the vessel 

completion. Smith (1985) details that Maritime skills have fallen aside as tourism and 

offshore banking provide a lucrative, but culturally lackluster, way of life” (p. 334).  

There are some historical accounts of the Cayman Islands range that focus 

specifically on the military / British regiment. Brian Kieran (1992) details the West India 

regiment and elaborates on said treatment of the regiment in Grand Cayman, giving 

account to the hostile and racist behavior of Caymanian businesses men and government 

officials. Kieran depicted the rush to get a Slave Registry in Cayman in 1834 and citing 

communication via the local justices to the Governor of Jamaica at that time, also 
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examined the frustrations that were occurring in that colonial relationship. The ‘Lawless 

Caymanas’ label being the result of this strained structure.  

Sharika Crawford (2020) centers Caymanian seafarers, specifically turtlers, and 

offers the possibility of understanding the Caribbean and its histories by waterways as 

opposed to the normative terrestrial construction that focuses on plantation economies. 

Detailing the history of maritime Caymanians, the text traces the increasingly far 

journeys that these men made as consequence of overfishing in waters closer to the 

islands which led to the depletion of the animals in the 1800s until the mid 1900s.  

The 1950s gave way to the rise of environmental and conservation efforts within 

the Caribbean and internationalized the plight of the dwindling number of green sea 

turtles. This culminated in the US regulating and stopping importation, as well as the 

green sea turtles being added to the endangered species list. Utilizing interviews, archival 

research, colonial agreements, and correspondence the text shows a historical glimpse 

into the precarity and interconnectedness of people & the environment, as well as human 

attempts of consuming, controlling, and demarcating the sea via Caymanian turtlers.  

Ulf Hannerz (1974) as well conducted anthropological research in Cayman in the 

early 1970s. The text detailed the historical processes that created the ‘modern Cayman’, 

migratory patterns of early Caymanian settlers are noted, with Hannerz being widely 

cited in Bodden, Williams’ and Craton’s work. Hannerz’s main focus in the book was the 

political history of Cayman, detailing the rise of the merchant class and the economic and 

political stronghold they had in Cayman based on their business ventures that included 

general stores, turtle boats, shipping and regular travel boats. Due to the absence of cash 

in the islands at the time, many in the community bought items on ‘credit.’ Hannerz 
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(1974) states that due to seamen being paid irregularly, there were times that the 

businesses may have lost money (as their debts would never be paid in full), however the 

ulterior perspective was that “it certainly gave many Caymanians a reason to cultivate a 

good personal relationship with the merchant’ (p. 41).  

Roy Bodden (2010) focused on the political arena and foundational role in 

shaping the Cayman Islands. Critiquing the term democracy being used to describe 

politics in Cayman, he instead defines it as one of ‘patronage’. He describes the 

relationship between politicians and community as one in which the community ‘needed 

goods and services’ and ‘politicians needed votes’. This he states, “emerged in the 

Cayman Islands out of a system of scarcity and impoverishment brought on by the 

deprivation of a frontier society” (Bodden, 2010, p. 15). The current manifestation of 

patronage can be seen in the distribution of house goods: refrigerators, washing machines 

etc. in exchange for votes. The text details the history of governance in the Cayman 

Islands. As the islands were isolated, while it was being administered through Jamaica, 

the population was left mainly to their own devices. This manifested in positions of 

Justices and Vestrymen that were charged with the administrative duties of running the 

islands. Bodden describes the symbiotic relationship between them, with Justices mainly 

the businessman/merchants in the community. In Bodden’s analysis of development of 

political parties within the text, he explains and contextualizes attempts by politicians to 

uphold the status quo that began with the few established families in the islands. This 

undercurrent is consistent throughout the text and serves to inform the current condition 

of the Caymanian population as well as the disservice that the political ‘elite’ have done 

to the populace for their personal enrichment.   
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Roy Murray’s (2001) text is of the few historical accounts that focuses on the 

enslavement period in the Cayman Islands. In analyzing historical documents concerning 

the Bahamas, Belize, Anguilla, and Barbuda (as these islands share a small population 

and absence of large plantations that are representative of the ‘sugar’ Caribbean) he noted 

the constraints due to a lack of archival documentation compared to other islands. Murray 

details the historical development of the Cayman Islands, from the early settlers to the 

first land grant recipients.  

Within the text, Murray describes the “Cayman cotton belt” located between 

George Town and Bodden Town, as well as enslaved persons duties’ in Cayman to a 

greater degree than any other text. As there are no first-hand accounts in Cayman from 

the enslaved population, Murray through analysis of the other ‘marginal colonies,’ is able 

to deduce living conditions. By establishing that enslaved persons were integral to the 

economic and developmental foundation of Cayman, he contributes to the otherwise 

lacking documentation of that time period, and negates the narrative that enslavement 

was either not as significant nor as severe as in other Caribbean countries. Murray (2001) 

acknowledges that while there were no relatively large slave holdings the labor was used 

for clearing and establishing roads, houses, food production, loading and unloading 

vessels as well as instrumental to the maritime economy (p. 230). 

Scholars (Fryer & Morriss, 2013; Sutton & Payne, 1994; Roberts, 1995) have also 

focused on financial services when discussing the Cayman Islands. Tony Freyer and 

Andrew P. Morriss (2013) offer analysis of the Cayman Islands’ economic success. 

Attributing the outcome to cooperation between the local & UK government as well as 

expatriate workers, the authors note that there were many other Caribbean islands that 
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forayed into financial services. They state, “Cayman was unusual, however, because its 

government constructed a financial regulatory system that enabled the territory to achieve 

more economic development and diversification than its peers..” (Freyer and Morriss, 

2013, p. 1300). Outlining the development from 1960-1980 the article cites political 

stability, constitutional developments in the overseas territories, as well as the UK’s own 

tax policy as the rationale for industry growth. The authors attribute the beginning of the 

economy to overseas remittances.  

The factors that favorably impacted the success, were listed as the establishment 

of the 1960s Companies Law, and the arrival of the expatriate population to Cayman after 

Bahamas gained independence. The article also discusses the various international 

agreements and constitutional amendments that facilitated the growth of the industry.  

The Bahamas, Roberts (1995) details was leading in offshore banking but due to 

the banking community being “fearful of restrictive measures when the Bahamas gained 

independence” (p. 242), many banks moved to Cayman. Similarly, to the Bahamas, when 

fears of independence and violence occurred in Bermuda surrounding the trial of the 

murderers of Bermuda’s Governor and “social unrest was feared in Bermuda” (Roberts, 

1995, p. 245), the Cayman Islands profited from those fears.  

The first Financial Secretary of the Cayman Islands, Sir Vassel Johnson (2001) 

chronicles the early modernization period of the Cayman Islands in the mid 1900s. The 

text offers a first-hand account of the policies and background in establishing tourism and 

financial services as the ‘two pillars of the Cayman economy’ as they are regarded within 

the territory. After a decline in the economy, previously based on turtling and fishing, the 

main source of income was Caymanian men working on ships and in port cities in the 
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US. He details that, “the lack of incentives from early times to promote agriculture was 

the reason that Caymanian men specialized in steamship and sailing boat occupations, 

which also in due time provided them with a worldwide reputation for the sea” (Johnson, 

2001, p. 64).  

Johnson (2001) is resolved in noting Finance and Tourism as economic industries 

were created in the 1960s, and “Its main purpose was to find a replacement for the 

income from seamen, an industry that had ended is usefulness by then” (p. 147). Within 

the text, Johnson details the creation of laws and regulations to entice and support the 

ease of international business. Encountering difficulties with UK officials in the 1970s 

over suggestions that offshore finance be replaced with other economic activity; Johnson 

defended the industry. He argued that due to the absence of raw materials and minerals 

there could be no manufacturing industry, nor the presence of arable soil for agriculture. 

He concluded by stating if this part of the economy was to be suspended, “This would 

create disaster for Cayman” (Johnson, 2001, p. 211). Within the text Johnson is explicit 

that the UK government was open to supporting the establishment and continued success 

of these economies. Utilizing at times his conversations with politicians as well as his 

testimony, speeches in the Legislative Assembly, Johnson’s text is solidly from a civil 

servant’s vantage point, as it provides an enlightening account into the strategy behind 

the building of financial services and tourism within the Cayman Islands.  

Additionally, Vered Amit (1997) and May Hen (2018) detail the issues of 

immigration and labor as it relates to the Cayman Islands. Amit (1997) examines how the 

dependency on foreign workers in the Cayman Islands has led to increasing tensions 

within the local population. The author also notes that not just tourism and financial 
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services are within the United States remit of control, but also cultural production and 

institutions are heavily influenced by emigrants from the US. In discussing one of the 

islands’ premier cultural institutions, Amit (1997) gives an account of an incident that 

occurred when a government official criticized the Harquail Theater for “putting on too 

many eastern Caribbean plays and for featuring too prominently the ‘patois’ of other 

countries in these plays. In his [official] view, this was not Caymanian culture” (p. 57). In 

an interview, an employee of the National Cultural Foundation, poignantly states, 

“Cayman hasn’t made a decision about where it wants to go…Are you Caribbean? A lot 

of Caymanians don’t want to be associated…for them…the Caribbean is synonymous 

with poverty” (Amit, 1997, p. 57).  

May Hen (2018) seeks to interrogate the deeper relationship(s) between (white) 

expatriate workers in Cayman not just to Caymanians but also the larger global finance 

community. Utilizing ethnography Hen analyzed the assumptions that many of these 

‘sub-elites’ had about Caymanians, and “ultimately the consequences of elite narratives 

as told through the voice of the financial industry” (p. 149). In the text, sub-elite is 

“defined broadly as technocrats in various professional fields” (Hen, 2018, p. 152), 

essentially, supporting and implementing the instructions of the global elite community. 

Within the text, Hen (2018) also notes that the narrative of Caymanians before 1960s was 

one of hard-working, independent, reliable seafarers; the narrative shifts to ‘lazy’ and 

‘entitled’ currently, curiously there was hardly any resistance or critique from 

Caymanians, with many having internalized this label (p. 153).  

Citing work permits as a site of various antagonisms, the Cayman Islands 

government generates revenue from these expat worker fees; however, it has to find a 
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balance with the employment (or underemployment) of Caymanians, especially within 

the financial services sector. While there is tension between Caymanians and expats, Hen 

notes the one area in which there is unity is the positive economic development and 

continued wealth generation in Cayman (pp. 157-158). She further surmises that globally, 

“knowledge and expertise are drawn from other sub-elites in financial hubs such as 

London, Singapore, and New York. The Cayman Islands only serves as the ‘paper’ 

domicile, financial flows occur abroad, and assets are located elsewhere” (Hen, 2018, p. 

159). To put it bluntly, she was informed “The brains are in London, Singapore…. The 

ideas are formed and constructed abroad, and the paperwork is sent to the Cayman 

Islands to be signed” (Hen, 2018, p. 159).  

N.D.B Connolly (2020) traces the life of a Black Caymanian in the early 1900s 

and engages concepts of race and capitalism. The author poses the question of what can 

be gleaned from placing Cayman in the larger Atlantic economic history. Connolly 

(2020) discusses the growth of the Cayman Islands as a financial center, driven by the 

instability of the British pound, but also as nationalist sentiment was growing in the 

Caribbean. Cayman being the beneficiary of Bahamaian and Bermudan anti-black racism 

from international, imperial capital (p. 210), Connolly (2020) notes, “With the creation of 

the Cayman ‘offshore,’ Anglo-Atlantic capitalism found yet another frontier into which 

to expand” (p. 210). Citing ‘risk’ and ‘stability’ that have become a racial signification 

for ‘non-black’ he claims makes sense given the palatable, ‘safe’ descriptors given to 

Cayman due to ‘political stability’ attributed to the mixed-race population. Cayman, once 

‘unstable’ by virtue of the maritime industry and remittances now have the financial 
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industry settled on the island, he states. At another point in the text, Connolly (2020) 

opines “Cayman, in the 1960s and 1970s, was a colony for decolonizing times” (p. 211).  

Yet what does that mean for Caymanians? The article details the many difficulties 

that locals face, such as rising housing costs, chronic traffic, and standard of life issues. 

The article, musing on the functionality of the Cayman Islands to capital, concludes that 

the British colony, “offered anxious investors from the United States and the United 

Kingdom projections of a “white” political climate—really, a white regulatory climate” 

(Connolly, 2020, p. 213). 

Research on Cayman primarily gives historical context to the islands and 

examines its foundational maritime history. Enslavement and the impact of the 

enslavement period on current times is circumvented in much of the scholarship. The role 

of the white mercantile class and its monopoly on political direction is interrogated, as 

well as what it means to be Caymanian in current times. Scholars express that the influx 

of foreign investment, expertise, and capital in the success of the financial services 

industry have impacted the society, economically and socially.  

Gaps in the Literature 

The research reviewed in this chapter indicates that colonialism continues within 

the Caribbean. Within the literature scholars have focused on the Cayman Islands, but the 

confluence of the financial services, tourism industry and colonialism is insufficiently 

analyzed.   

This omission is emblematic of the discourse that is occurring both within the 

public sphere as well as the academic domain, locally in Cayman. The limitations of 

previous research present an opportunity for this study to clarify the Caymanian 
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experience as it relates to the British colonial structure. Moreover, scholarship that 

engages the tourism industry and financial services as current sites of colonialism focus 

primarily on politically independent countries within the Caribbean, and there are few 

research projects that engage the local population on the issue. This research seeks to 

make legible the connection between these conversations as well as interrogate the 

possibility of decolonialization within the Cayman Islands.   

As the economic futures of the Cayman Islands are inextricably linked to the 

service economy, what are the possibilities for the population? Considering the high 

standard of living, and perceived wealth of the islands obfuscated by high concentrations 

of overseas capital, is the price of a forgotten past worth a tenuous economic future? 

Given the political histories, realities, and potential futures outlined in this review of the 

literature, the views of Caymanians in the next chapter reflect a dwelling on, and 

elucidation of the current position the islands and their people find themselves.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

 

Research Design 

  Serie McDougal III, in discussing the ‘informed Africana Studies researcher’ 

highlights beneficial aspects of the Afrocentric paradigm and in research specifically 

interested in concepts of agency and self-determination (2011, p. 287).   

Methods are “the means by which scholarly investigation is carried out. Methods 

refer to the procedural devices, instruments, or tools for collecting information and 

making sense of data” (McDougal, 2011, p. 280). This research utilized a mixed methods 

qualitative research approach that is a combination of archival research, individual semi-

structured interviews, content analysis, and a questionnaire.  On the value of such 

methods, McDougal describes content analysis for example, as “a research technique that 

allows one to systematically analyze the hidden and visible content in messages” 

(McDougal, 2014, p. 164).  

The purpose of this research was to understand how and why African descended 

persons in the Cayman Islands are actively choosing not to be self-determining. This 

researched aimed to utilize archival research and semi-structured interviews conducted 

from an Africological perspective to (1) understand what Caymanians think about self-

determination (2) determine the impact of the political, economic and cultural 

possibilities of African-descended Caymanians due to historical and current British 

colonialism, and interpret how and why Caymanians choose to embrace or reject the 

façade of paradise, (3)  establish how the logic of being “independence averse” among 
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Caymanians is informed by their engagement in discourses of agency, anti-black racism 

and liberation. 

In seeking to answer these questions, qualitative methods were used. The primary 

method was semi-structured interviews as well as an anonymous questionnaire. 

Additionally, a content analysis of internet and social media related content to national 

discussions were utilized as well.  Secondary sources were used to assist with situating 

interview and questionnaire data. The instruments that were employed to complete the 

research were a coding manual, coding schedule, interview form, questionnaire form, and 

archival log.  

This research project, and all of the aforementioned instruments and procedures, 

have received full IRB approval. 

Participants 

 Questionnaire. 410 persons participated in the survey aspect of this research. 

Participants ranged from ages 18 – 65 and over. Promulgation of the questionnaire was 

done through various social media outlets (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc.) that are 

frequented by Caymanians and through local media (Radio Cayman). The majority of 

questionnaire respondents were persons who self-identified as being of African ancestry 

or African descent and were either born in the Cayman Islands or have lived in the 

Cayman Islands since 1990. Questionnaires were distributed in person to local college 

students, additionally an online link was provided to the general population on social 

media. There was also a radio campaign on local radio station(s) that was utilized in 

informing persons of the questionnaire. All questionnaire participants volunteered and 

responded to fliers seeking their participation in research on Colonialism in the Cayman 
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Islands. The fliers indicated the survey was voluntary and participants were free to 

decline to participate in the research study. 

  Interviews. A total of 23 participants were interviewed for this research. These 

persons were recruited through snowball and purposive sampling through academic 

institutions and professional organizations on Grand Cayman.   

  The Caymanians interviewed were people such as current and previous 

policymakers; government workers; students, faculty from a local community college, 

local activists, community members along with persons in the financial and tourism 

industries. All interview participants volunteered and responded via email to emails 

seeking their participation in research that examined Colonialism in the Cayman Islands. 

An introductory email / message was sent to persons in the public sector that discuss 

issues that deal with Caymanian life, as well as those who have either worked within the 

realms of the political, economic, and/or cultural. Included in the email or initial message 

was the IRB consent form for persons to read and sign, additionally a date and time 

convenient for the interviewee was decided upon. On multiple occasions, additional 

emails were sent if the person did not respond. It usually took many months to actually 

set a time for the interviews to take place. Interviews were conducted in person where 

available and over a period of a year in the Cayman Islands, and those that could not be 

conducted in person took place remotely. Criterion sampling was used in “selecting 

participants who closely match the criteria of the study” (Rudestam & Newton, 2001, p. 

107), and as the phenomenological method “typically involve a 

purposive sampling strategy” (Bloor & Wood, 2011, p.130). 
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Within the study participants were recruited from May 2019 through September 2021. 

Interviews and questionnaires were completed through January 2022 and analysis was 

completed by August 2022. Participants did not receive any payment or incentives to 

participate and were free to withdraw at any time.  

Setting 

 Questionnaire. Questionnaires were distributed in one of two ways. They were 

either handed out in person during class session at the University College of the Cayman 

Islands, or via online social media link on Survey Monkey. The questionnaire was 

distributed for persons responding to complete on their own time. The questionnaire 

included an Informed Consent document as well, and prior to beginning the 

questionnaire, respondents had an opportunity to review the document and decided 

whether they wished to issue a response to the questionnaire. 

  Interview. Participants were interviewed in a location mutually agreed upon by 

the researcher and each participant in the Cayman Islands. Additionally, if an in-person 

interview was not able to be completed, interviews were held over a secure online 

platform such as Zoom or Skype etc. 

Instruments & Procedure 

  A questionnaire on Colonialism in the Cayman Islands was used in this research, 

as well as an interview question instrument.  

Questionnaire on Colonialism in the Cayman Islands 

  The questionnaire was developed to explore respondents understanding of 

historical and current British colonialism, their perceptions of the relationship between 

Cayman and the UK, and their attitudes towards the concept of the islands as paradise. 
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The questionnaire consists of four sections: demographics, colonialism, colonial 

industries, and decolonization. The full version can be found in Appendices A.  

 Demographics and Background Data. This section comprised of 14 questions 

that asked participants their race and ethnicity, age, nationality, education level and place 

of employment sector.  

Colonialism. The second section of the questionnaire assessed participant’s 

understanding of colonialism. An open-ended question was asked to enable participants 

to define it in their own words. Additional questions asked participants to rate the 

frequency of their thoughts on colonialism as it pertained to the Cayman Islands. Yes/no 

questions were asked as it related to self-identity as a colonial subject, political 

independence as a future goal of the Cayman Islands, and their thoughts on possible 

Caymanians prejudices against other Caribbean countries.  

Colonial Industries. The third section of the instrument asked participants their 

thoughts of colonial industries and education in the Cayman Islands. Using a likert-type 

scale (1=Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Neutral, 4= Agree, 5=Strongly Agree) 

participants answered with their thoughts on sectors such as Tourism and Financial 

Services being a form/part of colonialism. A yes/no question asked participants to 

indicate their thoughts on The Dart Group’s land acquisition in the islands. If participants 

were educated in the Cayman Islands, they were asked to respond with selecting from 5 

topics, which they felt they were taught in depth about. Lastly they were asked a yes/no 

question in regards to knowledge about a significant political decision in 1962 regarding 

Cayman’s overseas territory status.  
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Decolonization. The fourth and final section of the questionnaire asked 

participants to reflect on the profession that they feel their education prepared them to do, 

in addition to a yes/no question on their thoughts on Caymanians as a self-determining 

people. Participants also answered open ended questions about benefits from the current 

colonial relationship between Cayman and the UK, and their thoughts on Cayman as 

‘paradise.’ A frequency question was asked about the acceptance of different cultures in 

Cayman being reflected in professional attire, school uniform and hair policies. Lastly, 

using a likert-type scale (1=Never, 2= Rarely, 3= Occasionally, 4= Frequently, 5=Very 

Frequently) participants were asked to rank the frequency they discussed colonialism and 

independence with friends, family, or coworkers.  

Interview on Colonialism in the Cayman Islands 

The interview questions were developed to add context and qualitative data to enrich the 

data obtained by the questionnaire. The questions gave an opportunity for participants to 

give clarity and expound on any of the themes and topics as it pertained to Colonialism in 

the Cayman Islands. The interview instrument consists of 7 semi-structured, open-ended 

questions that focused on participants views on colonialism, self-determination, 

Cayman’s relationships with Jamaica and the UK, The Dart Group and the concept of 

Cayman as ‘Paradise’. The full version can be found in Appendix A.  

Procedure / Data Collection 

 Participants who completed the questionnaire and interview participants, on 

Colonialism in the Cayman Islands did so both in-person and online. 
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Questionnaire Procedure 

 In Person Administration. In person administration of the questionnaire took 

place at the University College of the Cayman Islands. During various class times during 

the semester, the questionnaire was distributed to voluntary participants, and each 

participant read the statement of informed consent informing them of the option to 

decline to participate. If participants did not want to participate, they were informed that 

there would not be any penalties. Participants were able to ask any questions of the 

researcher before starting the questionnaire.  

Online Administration. Participants were also able to access the questionnaire 

online via a secure, anonymous survey monkey link address. Before beginning the online 

questionnaire, the first page informed participants that it was voluntary, and participants 

could withdraw at any point without penalty.   

Interview Procedure 

 In Person Administration. Interviews were conducted in person and took 

between one (1) to two (2) hours. They were recorded, and space was allotted for any 

follow up questions if needed. Before conducting the interview, all participants received 

and signed an Informed Consent document that clearly outlined all aspects of the 

interview process. Questions were open ended as to ascertain as much information as 

possible. After being contacted via email, participants and the reaseracher met at an 

agreed upon location locally. After the interview, participants were asked if they had any 

questions for the researcher, and if not, were then assured that they could contact the 

researcher via email if there were any further concerns.  
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Online Administration. The same process occurred with online interviews; 

however, the signed Informed Consent was sent via email, and interviews were 

conducted either via Zoom or Whatsapp. This format was dependent on the participants’ 

ease of reference with either technology.  

Archival Research 

In terms of archival research, an archival log was used to collate all of the 

documents and objects encountered in the archives that were analyzed and engaged 

directly. Communication was also maintained with local and international archivists 

throughout the research process.  

Privacy and Confidentiality 

Anonymity 

Within this research, there was no identifying information collected in the 

produced findings about participants that would enable someone to make a connection to 

them and their responses within the questionnaire.   

Confidentiality 

Interview participants responses have not been produced in a way that they would 

be identified. The interview data, without any identifying information was stored on a 

password protected file located on a jump drive that the researcher is the sole owner and 

user. While results will be shared with the public, numerical numbers will be used for 

interview participants. With a small community such as The Cayman Islands, as well as 

the topic of colonialism that is discussed in the research, there could be a risk to 

employment (particularly civil servants) and as such information that could identify a 

participant has not been disclosed.  
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CHAPTER 4 

LAS TORTUGAS TO CAIMAN- A HISTORY OF THE ISLANDS 

 

“But the English have become such a pitiful lot these days, with hardly any idea 
what to do with themselves now that they no longer have one quarter of the earth's human 

population bowing and scraping before them.  
They don't seem to know that this empire business was all wrong and they should, 

at least, be wearing sackcloth and ashed in token penance of the wrongs committed, the 
irrevocableness of their bad deeds, for no natural disaster imaginable could equal the 

harm they did . . .  
The English hate each other and they hate England, and the reason they are so 

miserable now is that they have no place else to go and nobody else to feel better than.” 
 

Jamaica Kincaid, A Small Place, 1992   

 
The concept of the Caribbean that we know today comes from a European 

imagination. Nomenclature of islands, language, topography and agricultural systems 

indeed can be traced to the indigenous persons who occupied the region; however, most 

are attributed to those imperial powers who impacted the population and the surrounding 

ecology.   

The Caribbean, as well as the study of the Caribbean has been somewhat 

fractured, as a result of language differences, approaches to the study as well as 

distinctions due to geographical distance. However, scholars are somewhat unified in 

their understanding of the indigenous people that first called region home, as well as the 

European interruption that shifted the social and physical landscape of the region. It is 

largely agreed that there were three native groups known as the Ciboney, Taino 

(Arawaks) and Kalinago (Caribs) (Beckles, 2008).  

The groups arrived in the area at different times and archeologists posit that the 

Ciboney were the first to make the region home. Arawak speakers later arrived from 
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South America, and lastly the Caribs who mainly lived in the Eastern islands before 

European arrival (Keegan & Hofman, 2017, pp. 11-12).  

According to archeologists, indigenous groups have been in the Caribbean for 

approximately 6,000 years. Migrating primarily from Central and South America, 

evidence suggests that there was sustained contact by the indigenous groups and those 

continents. Yet, those inhabitants, as scholars point out, found a way to live on these 

geographies surrounded by water, adapting their way of life to the confines of the land, 

with agriculture as one example of that adaptive ability (Wilson & VIHC, 1997, p. 2). 

Figure 1 

Map of the Caribbean: Indigenous Peoples’ Migratory Routes 

 

Note. Taken from Wilson, S. M., & Virgin Islands Humanities Council. (1997). The 

Indigenous People of the Caribbean, p. 2. Copyright 1997 by Board of Regents of the 

State of Florida 
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Using archeological data, scholars have been able to state that the oldest sites of 

human habitation they have discovered in the Caribbean are dated to approximately 7,000 

years ago. They can place settlement at that time in what we now know as Cuba, 

Hispaniola, and Puerto Rico. (Keegan, W. F., & Hofman, C. L., 2017, p. 25). Around 

1,000 years ago, Keegan & Hofman add, diverse societies could be found as far to the 

west as Cuba and southeast as Aruba.  

Comparing tools found in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Hispaniola, with those in 

Central America, archeologists have made linkages that indigenous populations in the 

Caribbean arrived from that area (Wilson, S. M., & VIHC, 1997, p. 4). In seeking to trace 

how indigenous persons arrived in the Caribbean, scholars conceived of four alternative 

versions. In Figure 1, these versions are highlighted. One of the routes originates with 

groups from Nicaragua arriving through a western Caribbean chain of islands (they note 

that now due to a rise in sea level this would be covered), however due to the lack of 

archeological evidence in Jamaica they don’t believe this to be possible. Likewise in 

citing various explorations that proved to not be fruitful in Grand Cayman and Cayman 

Brac, (when archeologists searched and excavated caves and rock shelters where people 

may have settled), they were unable to find evidence that indigenous groups settled on 

the islands (Keegan & Hofman, 2017, p. 26). 

Archeologists and historians have confidence that people left from what they term 

the Istho-Colombia region (El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama and 

Northern Colombia) using canoes to travel to Cuba. This position is supported with 

evidence in Belize as having the “closest material culture similarities” (Wilson, et al. 

1998) and (Keegan & Hofman, 2017, p. 28). 
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Lack of Indigenous Evidence in Jamaica and Cayman Islands 

Throughout the Caribbean there have been numerous geographical indicators of 

where indigenous communities lived. Scholars use evidence of caves or “rockshelters” 

near the sea as well as spaces close to mountains and rivers. Additionally, they believe 

shells were used as currency and “used in economic activities in places close to marshes 

and mangroves” (Hofman et al, 2018, p. 205). In choosing places to settle, for indigenous 

populations- elevation and closeness to the sea was of importance, as well as distance to 

fresh water (rivers, streams). These things being within their sightline was also integral in 

choosing a location (Hofman et al. 2018, p. 207).  

Research and scholarship on the Cayman Islands have proposed that it is an 

“imported society” (Bodden, 2007, p. xiii). As there has been to date no archeological 

evidence found that Indigenous groups lived and settled in the islands. In researching 

indigenous settlement in the Cayman Islands there have been numerous attempts by 

archeologists to find material proof. Scholars state, “Recent archaeological surveys in the 

Cayman Islands failed to uncover evidence of any that the islands were occupied prior to 

the arrival of Europeans” (Scudder and Quitmyer 1998; Stokes and Keegan 1996, as cited 

in Keegan and Hofman, 2017, p. 6). Reasons given for the absence of settlement include 

the relatively small size of the islands as well as the distance from other Caribbean 

islands.  

In the case of Jamaica, the closest neighboring island to Cayman, archeologists 

believe it was settled approximately 1500 years ago. Callaghan (2008) states, “…there is 

no evidence that anyone visited or settled on Jamaica” (p. 10) before that time. This 

supposition can be attributed to the absence of material evidence during numerous 
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research projects and surveys completed in Jamaica for the last 150 years. Chert rock (a 

material that is important due to its use as tools and weapons) was quite abundant in 

Jamaica, therefore the implication is that “there are no obvious reasons why Jamaica 

would not be settled if it had been discovered. The best explanation is that Jamaica was 

not discovered at this time due to maritime conditions” (Callaghan, 2008, pp. 9-10). 

Therefore, archeologists are confident that persons did not visit Jamaica until 1500 years 

ago, and in the case of the Cayman Islands, historians believe that Columbus’ first record 

of them in 1503 is one of the first sightings of the islands. Ultimately, the extant 

academic research on migratory patterns does not indicate that there were indigenous 

people leaving Central America and crossing either Jamaica or the Cayman Islands to 

reach Cuba and Haiti prior to European colonialism (Keegan & Hofman, 2017, p. 10). 

The concept of an imported society lends itself to support the normative narrative 

that history in the Caribbean, and moreso in the Cayman Islands began with European 

arrival. While there has not been physical evidence of settlement, due to the closeness to 

Jamaica, the islands were probably known to indigenous persons. Yet, this absence in the 

official historical record of indigeneity is crucial to the colonial story of the islands. What 

would it mean for Caymanians to understand themselves outside of this written European 

historical record? An inclination to be disconnected from the land (as many Caymanians 

are taught) could also support a detachment from ancestral practices and understanding 

indigenous ways of life.  

European Interruption  

The Caribbean is one of the first places to experience contact and conquest by 

Europeans, and as such the indigenous population “..bore the brunt of the first wave of 
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colonial conquest” (Wilson & VIHC, 1997, p. 1). The interruption of the Caribbean 

region begins in the 1400s with the arrival of Spanish navigators in the region. According 

to Hofman et al. (2018), this is a “landmark in global history” (p. 200). A significant 

portion of the indigenous population was decimated, and the landscape was forever 

altered with the destruction Europeans brought with them.  

Following the sighting of a small island (Guanahani/ San Salvador) of the 

Bahamas in October, 1492, the Spanish settled in 1492 and 1493 on the North coast of 

what they named Hispaniola (Deagan & Cruxent 2002; Delle et al. 2011, as cited in 

Hofman et al., 2018, p. 201). As expected, it was this area where the indigenous 

population gave resistance to the Europeans. In the year that followed, Europeans settled 

further into the island, and utilizing indigenous knowledge systems as it pertained to crop 

and livestock production, they were empowered to terrorize and enslave the indigenous 

population while laying claim to the geographic region (Hofman et al., 2018, p. 203). 

While there is academic disagreement in regard to the size of the population 

within the Caribbean before Columbus’ arrival, what is definitive is the decimation of 

much of the Taino population by 1540. Tinker and Freeland (2008) document that 

“population figures demonstrating a steady decline in population for the period of 

Spanish rule immediately following Colon’s rule” (pp. 26-27). There is an estimation of 

eight million people living within the region (with a focus on Hispaniola) (Borah and 

Cook, as cited in Freeland and Tinker, 2008, p. 27), with an acknowledgement that it is 

one of the higher figures however it is still a “sound historical plausibility of a count” 

(Freeland and Tinker, 2008, p. 27). 
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Within the wider Caribbean context, imperialism and European imposition began 

the trajectory of the current situation. Eric Williams (1994) notes that Columbus, “set in 

train the long and bitter international rivalry over colonial possessions for which, after 

four and a half centuries, no solution has yet been found” (p. 3). The Cayman Islands, 

however found respite from the ongoing changing of colonial powers as it was largely 

ignored due to the larger islands of Cuba and Jamaica that were within a closer proximity.      

The Historical Creation of the Cayman Islands 

The Europeans that sailed into the Caribbean continued their cartographic 

violence and erasure, through the renaming process as well as the commodification and 

environmental degradation of said places. Caribbean locations were designated as being 

of use to Europeans based upon their natural resources and the amount of extraction 

possible. 

In thinking about the physical manifestation of this conquering ideology, mapping 

becomes an integral component. In crafting these maps scholars state, “Europeans 

accumulated more knowledge about the new places they knew best: coasts” (Sutton & 

Yingling, 2019, p. 790).  Many early maps didn’t include the interior of spaces as they 

understood that if there wasn’t a European claim then these were uninhabited. In 

describing how instrumental maps were to the colonial process, Sutton and Yingling 

(2019) state, “Map features were malleable projections of social constructs” (p. 790). 

They explain that at many times it was a reciprocal relationship between the European 

imagination and geography. The Caribbean was an empty space waiting to be extracted at 

their will, which led to the degradation of the environment, but also genocidal violence 

directed at the native people and the start of the Atlantic slave trade.    
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“Though their explicit intentions ranged drastically, maps regularly served to 

summarize, hypothesize, and modify people and places, ultimately facilitating projects of 

ethnocide engineered by competing empires. Maps naturalized colonialist subjugation in 

space” (Sutton & Yingling, p. 791).  It is with this description of maps that we can seek 

to understand the European creation of the Caribbean. These cartographies of colonialism 

were fundamental to the material process and imagination of imperialism.  

 

Figure 2 

Map of Caribbean by Diego Homen in 1561 

 

Note. Taken from Bridgeman images, by Bridgeman. (2014). Map of Caribbean, Antilles 

and Northern South America, by Diego Homen, from portolan chart, 1561.   
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What happens to a people when historical records indicate that they are of little 

consequence to the greater historical record? One could consider that they develop 

understandings of these inadequate feelings, but also a disconnect to the larger region. 

What is worse? Being of importance to colonial countries, or being a footnote in their 

descriptors? While the Cayman Islands within the past 50 years have developed into a 

financial sector and tourism locale, historically the islands and its inhabitants have been 

left to their own devices and development.  

 

Figure 3  

Timeline of Major Caymanian Early Documented Events  

 

Popular nomenclature has labeled the Cayman Islands as “The islands that time 

forgot” (Smith, 2000, p.i).  This is due to the underlying rationale that its solitary location 

and small population contributed to the islands being ‘cut off’ from the rest of the 

Caribbean and the world.  

As discussed previously in this chapter, there have been various times that 

archeologists have visited the islands seeking material evidence of indigenous claims to 

the land. In seeking to detail the different persons that have sought to look for Indigenous 
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proof of settlement in the Cayman Islands, Craton (2003) states that there have been two 

periods when archeologists visited the Cayman Islands.  

In the early 1900s, archeologist Jesse Fewkes visited and investigated for 

indigenous renderings. Smith (2000) states that Fewkes’ “investigations were confined to 

the search for prehistoric cultures. Finding no evidence of aboriginal populations, he 

continued his quest elsewhere in more profitable regions” (p. iii). Additionally, Craton 

(2003) elaborates that while there were pottery shards and axeheads that were presented 

to Fewkes they were found to have been dated and brought by modern mariners (p. 11). 

The second period in which archeologists visited the Cayman Islands was in the 

1990’s. William Keegan, the lead archeologist, was of the belief that Cayman had 

similarities with other Caribbean islands in which there was an indigenous presence. 

Therefore, when no material evidence was found he posited that the population was 

unaware of Cayman (Craton, 2003, p. 12). However, Craton (2003) is of the opinion that 

given the knowledge and skill set of Indigenous communities in other islands, it’s likely 

that they chose not to settle in Cayman due to the isolated distance as well as scarcity of 

fresh water (p. 12).  

While there is no found archeological evidence that supports permanent 

settlement, the islands were known to have a bountiful supply of turtles in the 

surrounding waters. In thinking about the history of the island, and its seeming 

connection to indigenous persons as a source of food and perhaps short respite on a 

journey, questions arise as to functionality. Could the utility of the islands provide an 

explanation to the current understandings of Caymanian identity? With its current main 

sectors being the service economy (tourism and financial services), do those that take 
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ownership of being from the place internalize that being for consumption? Perhaps in the 

case of the Cayman Islands, this fragmentation of self, harkens to the historical ‘taking’ 

of its resources. How are we able to reconcile that to its present manifestation? 

Christopher Columbus “Discovery”. The remnants of colonialism permeate life 

in the Cayman Islands, as on its calendar of National Holidays is “Discovery Day” which 

is celebrated yearly in May. This date is recorded as being the first sighting of the islands 

made by Christopher Columbus. Columbus indeed is credited with spotting the islands; 

however, it is important to note that he did not stop or visit any. Craton (2003) states that, 

“he chose not to linger and explore them further” (p. 11). This is reiterated as local 

scholar Christopher Williams (2016) underscores the point that the islands were 

“inconsequential” (p. 3) as they were not inhabited when they entered written European 

history on May 10, 1503. This is descriptor is supported as Craton (2003) adds, “for 

much of their history, the Cayman Islands were among the most isolated, unknown, and 

unchanging countries in the British Empire” (p.1). As such with the indigenous 

population, Bodden (2007) states that Cayman, “initially held little or no importance for 

colonization purposes by the European powers. The three islands did not figure 

prominently – if at all – within the settlement complex of the “Europeanisation” of the 

Caribbean” (pp. 1-2).  

Naming of the Islands. Scholars have noted that there have been numerous 

changes to the name of the islands from their first encounter by Columbus. When 

Columbus first saw the islands on his last voyage he mistakenly thought he was looking 

at stones in the sea that surrounded the islands, however when they came closer they saw 
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the rocks were actually turtles, and it is that reason that he named the islands, “Las 

Tortugas” (Smith, 2000, p. 52).  

Additionally, Smith (2000) posits that in 1502, even though the first sighting of 

Grand Cayman had not been recorded as yet, Alberto Cantino drew/recorded small 

islands in the approximate place where the Cayman Islands are located (p. 25). 

Figure 4 

Section of Caribbean on World Map in 1502  

 

Note.  Taken from Brousseau, M. et al., HIST2F90 Course. Map entitled Planisphere, by 

Alberto Cantino, 1502.  Cayman Islands perhaps, circled in yellow. 

Even though sea turtles were abundant around the islands for around 20 years, on 

the Turin map of 1523 the islands were labeled “Lagartos” for (lizard), and then was 
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alternatively labelled for sea turtles or lizards. It is estimated that perhaps this naming 

was attributed to large iguanas found on the land that can be found presently on Cayman 

Brac and Little Cayman (Smith, 2000, p. 26). However, Smith notes that the lasting 

nomenclature originates from the indigenous (Carib) word of “Caiman” that is used to 

describe either an alligator or crocodile. This is what led to the “present designation of 

the Cayman Islands” (Smith, 2000, p. 26).  

Figure 5 

Turin Map of Caribbean in 1523 

 

Note. From Digital Scholarship Lab, Atlas of the Historical Geography of the United 

States, Cartography 1492-1867. Turin Map, ca. 1523, University of Richmond. Cayman 

Islands, perhaps circled in yellow. 
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Figure 6  

Turin Map of Caribbean in 1523 (Enlarged to show Cayman Islands) 

 

 

Furthermore, Williams (2016) notes that when the British assumed control of 

Jamaica in 1655 (as well as the Cayman Islands) the names of the islands changed from 

the Spanish inspired Las Tortugas. Also, there has been some variance in the name with 

examples being as follows: “Canuanas, Chimanos, Caimanero, Caymanas, Kiemanus, 

Caiman, and Caymanes” (Williams, 2016, p. 4). By the early 1900s, Cayman Islands was 

settled to be the name. Its lastly noted that the islands were named due to the inhabitance 

of animals found there (sea turtles and crocodiles) (Smith, 2000, p. 26) as opposed to 

geographical elements that its neighbors Cuba and Jamaica were named for.  

English Possession. It is accepted by scholars that while the islands were sighted 

by Columbus in 1503, there was no permanent settlement at that time. Throughout the 

years there have been significant events recorded, as in 1630, Dutch sailors shipwrecked 
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on Grand Cayman, and it was the first historically recorded instance of persons stayed on 

the island for more than a few days.  

While the British captured Jamaica and the Cayman Islands in 1655, it was not 

until 1670 with the Treaty of Madrid, that there was a formal documented claim to the 

Cayman Islands by the British. Williams (2016) details that the islands “remained 

uninhabited, frequented only for their inordinate supply of turtle which was a better 

alternative to salted beef or pork whose rot rates on the high seas were notoriously high” 

(p. 3). The Treaty of Madrid was signed as a form of peace negotiations between Spain 

and Britain as it related to the Caribbean. 

Scholars posit that for the Europeans, sea turtle meat was new to them, however it 

was “quickly..recognized as a novel source of fresh meat by people accustomed to a diet 

based on domesticated animals” (Smith, 2000, p. 53).  Additionally, he adds that while 

the Spanish ate the sea turtles that provided protein, the Cayman Islands at the time was 

not seen to be a reliable food resource (Smith, 2000, p. 57). The islands were functionally 

used as landmarks and to replenish turtle/ food supplies. (Smith p. 57, Craton, 2003, p. 

11), and pirates occasionally used it as a place to hide (Craton, 2003, p. 11). 

Even though the islands were used at times to get supplies, there was not an 

abundance of fresh water, furthermore the waters surrounding the islands had perilous 

reefs as well as crocodiles (Craton, 2003, p. 11).  Due to the small size and the terrain, the 

islands weren’t suitable for agriculture and therefore made plantation agriculture 

uneconomical and unfeasible (Bodden, 2007, p. 2). This history and topography 

contributed to the understanding of it as a “frontier society.” Additionally, this portrayal 
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is further underscored by the first settlers who emigrated to Cayman being described as 

being “on the fringes of society” (Bodden, 2007, p. 3).   

In 1661 the name “Kiemanus” was first mentioned in papers related to the 

Jamaican government (Kieran, 1992, p. 2). The islands were to have protected status due 

to them being a source of food, turtle meat, in particular. Kieran (1992) adds that in 1662, 

“Lord Windsor, Governor of Jamaica, was given instructions to raise forts in the 

“Caimanes Island” (p. 2). 

In 1670, due to mistrust on both sides, the Jamaican authorities offered amnesty 

during that year to all persons living in Little Cayman and Cayman Brac. The rationale 

was that those persons who were there may have had a criminal past which prevented 

them from wanting to return to Jamaica (Williams, 2016, p. 4). The Governor of Jamaica 

stated that he would “declare his Majesty’s pardon and promise freedom” from all arrests 

and debts to creditors to the diverse solders, planters, privateers, and other late inhabitants 

of Jamaica who were at the Caimanos” (Hirst, 1910 as cited in Kieran, 1992, p. 2). 

Therefore, it was proclaimed that they would be forgiven of all of these transgressions if 

within a month they sailed back to Jamaica (Kieran, 1999, p. 4). Within the Treaty of 

Madrid, Spain officially ceased control of Jamaica to England. Moreover, England laid 

claim to the “Camainos”, formally bringing to a political resolution, for the time being, 

the contested colonial status of the islands between the two nations. (Williams, 2016, p. 

4). There is belief that the proclamation must have worked, as there is no evidence of 

settlements in Cayman Brac and Little Cayman shortly after (Williams, 2016). However, 

the probability that persons still travelled to the islands or at least around them is high due 

to the fishing and turtling industry (Williams, 2016, p. 5). Archeologist Roger Smith 
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notes that there were dwelling structures found in Little Cayman dating to the 1670’s, but 

the research suggests that they seemed to be used seasonally, and not year-round.  

Early Settlers 1670s to 1730s. In thinking about the first people who settled in 

the Cayman Islands, there have been many varied discussions. Bodden (2007) states, “In 

all probability, the majority of ‘new Caymanians’ at that time would have been deserters 

from the British garrison in Jamaica, social outcasts, fugitives from the law, runaway 

slaves, speculators and exploiters” (p. 3). Similarly, there is the belief that the first settlers 

were soldiers who deserted the British army in Jamaica in 1655 and escaped enslaved 

persons (Kieran, 1992, p. 2). This has been the public historical narrative, as well as early 

settlers being shipwrecked sailors and buccaneers (pirates), but this viewpoint does not 

come without its detractors. 

Craton (2003) believes that those who first permanently settled in Cayman were 

“likely poor but respectable turtlers and logcutters” (p. 2). These persons brought their 

families and enslaved Africans from Jamaica. He continues that these persons, their 

surnames being Bodden, Watler, Ebanks “were the nucleus of the small population which 

evolved a distinctive Caymanian identity” (p. 2 Craton, 2003).  

Comparatively speaking, much of the early population within the Caribbean was 

determined by the relationship to the sea and geographic elements. Smith (2000) believes 

that this relationship with the sea played an especially formative role in the lives of 

settlers on Cayman and “ultimately decided the destiny of the Caymanian people” (p. 28). 

He cites the way in which the islands were used as landmarks at first, then became way 

stations for persons to repair their boats. Geographically as stated, the islands were small 

and didn’t have a high profile to ships passing. Due to the coral lined coasts, sometimes it 
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was tricky for persons to navigate the seas around the islands. The isolation and 

insulation of the islands, Smith (2000) believes impacted those who visited, as they had 

to be seafarers. Additionally, persons who first settled on the islands had to make their 

livelihood from the sea (Smith, 2000, p. 28). 

 While there were times that persons who lived on the “north and west sides of 

Grand Cayman were subject to raids by Spanish forces from Cuba” (Bodden, 2007, p. 3), 

for the most part due to the size of the islands and the lack of nutrient rich soil for 

agriculture, there was no fight for control by different European countries. Bodden (2007) 

attributes this rationale as to why persons living in Cayman were able to essentially self-

govern themselves and “to operate relatively free of interference from the British 

authorities in Jamaica” (p. 3).  

Bodden (2007) terms the type of relationship that the islands had with colonial 

powers as a type of “benign neglect.” This contrasted to how Britain governed its other 

colonies in the larger Caribbean (p. 4). This ‘neglect’ manifested as complaints of 

lawlessness and ‘excessive independence’ in the 1800s. Differentiating from other 

islands, the settlers in Cayman were not “cosmopolitan in nature” Bodden (2007, p. 5) 

posits due to the way in which ‘society’ was loosely organized and persons weren’t 

obligated to follow laws. In imagining the early days of settlement in the Cayman Islands, 

he asks readers to consider a place that didn’t have regular access or travel to the 

metropole, or to other islands in the region. “Life in the Cayman Islands at that time 

offered hardships and deprivations beyond those found on the islands that were plantation 

societies” (Bodden, 2007, p. 5).  
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Persons that settled first in the islands, had a very heavily centered maritime 

influence. Additionally, with the islands being low lying and in the hurricane belt there 

were additional dangers. This reliance on and importance of the sea was reflected in the 

way that the society developed terminology that was “sea-centric” as well as many of the 

customs (Smith, 2000, p. 18). The islands are surrounded by deep water on all sides, this 

is contrasted to other Caribbean islands such as the Bahamas that have shallow, sandy 

areas that gradually deepen. It is therefore contended that in Cayman there is a 

continuous exposure to the open ocean (Smith, 2000, p. 29). This centrality of the sea, 

which is reflected in the naming of places and how they encapsulate the all-encompassing 

nature of it. “The Watering Place” on Cayman Brac and “Anchorage Bay” on Little 

Cayman are obviously examples of place names that explain their significance in 

everyday island life” (Smith, 2000, p. 45) (Figure 7). Additionally, places that are known 

as “Spotts” on Grand Cayman (Figure 8) and “Spot Bay” on Cayman Brac are explained. 

It’s two-fold: the locations are good ‘landing spots’, but also are easily recognizable from 

the ocean as the beach looks like “white spots on the coastline” (Smith, 2000, p. 47). 

Permanent Settlement: 1730s, Enslavement Period and Early Economy 1662-

1807. 1734 marks the year in which persons were recorded permanently settling in Grand 

Cayman. However, there may have been some persons living there before, as a marriage 

license from the Jamaica archives indicate Isaac Bodden listed Grand Cayman as his 

home in 1735 (Williams, 2016, p. 8). He is believed to have been born in Cayman in 

1700 (Craton, 2003, p. 35)  
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Figure 7  

Gauld Map of Cayman Islands in 1773 

 

Note. G. Cauld. (1773). The Grand Caymans. Bodleian Library, Oxford. Bodleian Map 

Room  

Figure 8  

Gauld Map of Cayman Islands in 1773 (Closer Look of Location Spotts Bay) 
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Land Grants from 1734 document the beginnings of permanent settlement in the 

islands as persons were seeking to start a timber / lumber business in Grand Cayman. 

Historical documents show that from the period of 1734 and 1741 there were five land 

grants approved for the Cayman Islands. Williams (2016) details: 

The proprietors in question were required to pay a total of 2 shillings per 
month and according to patent details arrived on the island with their 
slaves and white servants in tow. As with Jamaican law at that time, one 
armed white man was needed for every 10 slaves. (pp. 14-15)  

 

This description is important as it shows from the beginning of settlement enslaved labor 

was involved and integral to the success of early settlers, as well as the economic 

development of the Cayman Islands. Citing colonial documents by 1741 we can be 

certain that at least 20 enslaved persons were put to work felling timber (Williams, 2016, 

p. 15).   

And while Williams (2016) states that there were definite dangers within timber 

felling, he is of the opinion that it was not as “as rigorous nor as regimented as sugar 

cultivation” (p. 15). It is of note however, that this distinction is used by European 

historians to lessen the impact and limit the integral role of the enslaved Africans within 

Cayman. Williams (2016) however does distinguish in terms of which physical labor was 

the most grueling, as he critiques the tendency to wholly detach slavery from ideas of 

Caymanian identity. In describing the historical context of the Caymanian identity, he 

states:  

To deny slaves in Cayman any role in the social scheme in which inchoate 
Caymanian identities developed is to miss the point that the extent of the 
slave’s bondage indispensably defined the parameters of local identities 
delimited by freedom and bondage. (Williams, 2016, p. 15)  
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And yet, these parochial discussions happen daily in the Caymanian community. 

The local conversation surrounding Caymanian identity includes the amalgamation of 

African and English ancestry. There is limited interrogation of the lives of the enslaved 

within the islands which ultimately ensures that well-known Caymanian families can hide 

their slaveholding past, as the conversation systemically placates the elite establishment.  

By the 1750s, however, there were only two land grand patentees that remained in 

Grand Cayman. In the 1780s there was a downturn within the mahogany industry and 

Grand Cayman turned to the cotton industry (Williams, 2016). As a result, in the 1780s, 

most enslaved Africans were involved in cotton production and producing 

food/breadkind (such as sweet potatoes, corn) and fruit for the population on island 

(Williams, 2016, p. 15). 

The population had grown to 400 inhabitants by 1773, “half of them slaves; this 

figure would more than double ten years later” (Williams, 2016, p. 16). Due to the 

European struggle for power in the region, particularly in Central America, many British 

settlers in Honduras left rather than be under a Spanish government, and ultimately some 

settled in Grand Cayman.  

Realistically speaking, cotton production or any profit garnered from it in Cayman 

in incomparable to other Caribbean islands, due to the small population. However, it was 

successful and contributed to the economy of the islands between 1801 and 1808 

(Williams, 2016). 

Early Economy 

In public memory, the concealment of the enslavement period in the Cayman 

Islands is replaced by the predominant narrative that Cayman was a seafaring society 
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(Williams, 2016). This displacement is intensely problematic as “..historical Grand 

Cayman was a slave society of seafaring origins” (Williams, 2016, p. 9). In the popular 

imagination, Cayman and Caymanians have conveniently adopted and celebrated the 

maritime history, while ‘ignor(ing) the black imprint” (Williams, 2016, p. 10) on the 

economy and ultimately what it means to be Caymanian. Furthermore, this exemption of 

slavery achieves two fundamental goals: The erasure of an African presence and its 

foundational aspect to the ‘success’ story of the Cayman Islands, and secondly Cayman 

can be positioned as ‘other’ within the Caribbean, and function as the ideal colonial space 

to be utilized for continued consumption without having to reckon with its oppressive 

past.  

Williams (2016) explains that within Caymanian society, the economy was based 

on the sea, and maritime occupations were the driving force of the society. In the only 

Slave Registry that was completed in the Cayman Islands many enslaved persons had 

“mariner” listed as occupation (Figure 9). This erasure of slave labor in the maritime 

industry and history is maintained to the current day with no acknowledgement of this 

forced labor.  

In addition to maritime activities, the other important industries in the Cayman 

Islands at that time were logging and cotton cultivation [these were “perhaps more 

financially important” (Williams (2016, p. 10)]. Upon reading the historical recounts of 

this, Williams is adamant that enslaved labor was of importance to these other industries. 

“History is again silent on the daily occupational routine of the enslaved mariners in 

Grand Cayman” (Williams, 2016, p. 12) yet due to the size and importance of the 

industry it would have been comprised of mainly slave labor. This contrasts with an 
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island such as Barbados, Williams (2016) adds, as turtling and wrecking weren’t of major 

economic consequence therefore enslaved mariners wouldn’t have been the majority. 

This was not the case in Cayman (p. 12).  

 

Figure 9 

Cayman Islands Slave Registry in 1834 (Closer Look of Occupation Section) 

 

Note. The National Archives, Caymanas, Colonial Slave Registry, 1834, p. 28 

Other local economies included ground provisions that were grown on Cayman 

Brac and Little Cayman, such as “plantains, cassava, sweet potatoes, and yams” (Smith, 

2010, p. 20). These crops supported persons throughout the generations. The lack of 

imports in the early years of the islands contributed to the folklore in which early settlers 
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showcased an independent way of navigating the world. However, Smith (2010) does 

note that even with the agriculture, farming came after “the traditional occupants of 

turtling and wrecking” (p. 22).   

In the 1800s, coconut trees and their exports were important to the islands’ 

economy until a disease affecting the trees occurred. Smith additionally mentions that 

there was a brief Guano mining industry attempted in the late 1800s that was ultimately 

not successful (p. 22).  

Enslavement Discussion and Population 

Roy Bodden (2007) published the first local text on the history and culture of the 

Cayman Islands, and takes the position that Cayman was not a “slave society”. He 

“..makes the important distinction that Caymanian society was a society with slaves, 

rather than a slave society [emphasis added]” (p. xiv). For Bodden, the definition of a 

slave society is one in which enslaved Africans significantly outnumbered [emphasis 

added] the white population. The figures Bodden utilizes from the Cayman Islands 

National Archive (CINA), “Papers Relative to the Abolition of Slavery” indicates that in 

April 1826, there were a total of 689 free persons and 889 enslaved persons in Cayman 

(Bodden, 2007, p. 9). Additionally, using the population count in 1834 at the time of 

emancipation he reiterates that the islands were not a slave society (Higman, 1984 as 

cited in Bodden, 2007, p. 10). While Williams ultimately arrives in agreement with 

Bodden he does reiterate that in Cayman the majority of the population were people of 

color in the 1800s.  

Settlement patterns indicate that established white families came to the Cayman 

Islands through Jamaica, and similarly enslaved persons were also brought through the 
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ports of Jamaica. While local archives haven’t been able to give Caymanian scholars the 

specifics as to the origins of the white population (whether they were born in Caribbean 

or not), Williams (2016) in describing Caymanian society at the time, states, “The fact 

remains, however that, for the most part, the Cayman Islands were influenced by the class 

and color prejudice prevalent in Jamaica and Caymanian society would be expected to 

reflect some of these prejudices” (p. 10). In detailing the similarity of Cayman and 

Jamaica’s population in the early 1700s, he posits that the enslaved Africans probably 

originated in Lower Guinea region as well of Bight of Benin and would have spoken 

Kwa (Williams, 2016, p. 15). 

In Cayman there are primarily two primary sources that outline enslavement 

numbers. The first being the 1802 Corbet census. Edward Corbet worked for the 

Governor of Jamaica and established that there were 933 persons living on Grand 

Cayman. Of that population, 545 were enslaved persons. There were no documented 

persons living on Cayman Brac and Little Cayman, and he estimated that turtlers 

seasonally may have visited there (CIG Economics and Statistics Office, 2012, pp. 3-4).  

Over the next 30 years, the population grew to just under 1,000 persons. It is said 

that similarly to the Turks & Caicos and Bermuda, Cayman’s “social development was 

relatively peaceful and insular” (Murray, 2001 as cited in Williams, 2016, p. 16)  

However in contrast to Jamaica, of the population of 993 in Grand Cayman, 58% were 

enslaved, whereas Jamaica’s enslaved population comprised of 88% of the total 

population (CINA, Our Islands Past, vol 1,5 as cited in Williams, 2016, p. 20). The 

negligible discourse around slavery notwithstanding, what little public discussion there is 

continuously erases the agency and acknowledgement of African contribution. This is 
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achieved by minimizing the institution of slavery in Cayman and attributing it to the 

small population of the island overall. Erasure also occurs by way of the lack of any 

substantial acknowledgement of the African foundation of Caymanian society; a society 

that was indebted to their labor. Lastly, it lessens the impact that enslavement had on 

culture as well as identity. There are differing understandings of the way in which 

enslavement affected Caymanian identity. Williams in his text repudiates Bodden who he 

argues places more importance on the difficulty of life in Grand Cayman as what it 

means to be Caymanian.  Williams’ analysis of Bodden in this instance is that he arrives 

at “a singular historical Caymanian identity developed in symbiotic fashion between the 

races” (Williams, 2016, p. 21). Their survival in Cayman, for Bodden, was therefore built 

on “common, collective ground on which to survive” (Williams, 2016, p. 21). 

He adds that Bodden denies the “acculturating element of slavery” and the role 

that it had in forging a “distinct Cultural Caymanian identity” (Williams, 2016, p. 21). 

With Bodden seen as the prominent local Caymanian historian, it could be seen as 

worrisome when a preeminent voice internalizes the false narrative of enslavement in 

Cayman as less severe. And alternatively seeks to establish a cohesive Caymanian 

identity that formed due to the similar living conditions of all living in Cayman at the 

time. Citing the slim margin of enslaved persons in Cayman to their enslavers, Williams 

(2016) additionally argues that enslavement and its impact on a Caymanian identity 

“should not be wholly determined in numerical terms but in institutional and ideological 

ones, as well” (p. 22). This is in contrast to Craton’s discussion on history, as Williams 

notes that Craton within his writing emphasizes the contributions enslaved persons made 

to the economy from the 1730s to 1830s in regard to logging and cotton plantations 
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(Craton, 2003, as cited in Williams 2016, p. 14). In his definition and understanding of 

identity in Cayman, this is important as neither a creation of Caymanian identity nor an 

understanding of Caymanian history can be formed without the “indispensability of both 

the black body and its corresponding mentality in the process toward Caymanianization” 

(Williams, 2016, p. 14).  

The second original document that gives a glimpse into enslavement in Cayman is 

the Slave Registry of 1834, (Figure 10).  While other Caribbean countries would submit 

yearly or periodically, starting in 1813, reports of the enslaved population, Cayman was 

one of three locations that did not. That the registration in 1834 even occurred was 

testament to the greed of slaveholders seeking compensation due to the upcoming 

Emancipation date in the British colonies in the Caribbean (Craton, 2003, p. 71). The 

hastiness of the record is evident as there is marked differences between the details found 

in the Cayman register compared to other Caribbean islands. Only the name, age and 

occupation are listed (Figure 11).  

Slavery in Cayman by the Numbers 

In the Cayman Islands, as well as other small islands, the size of plantations or the 

amount of enslaved persons on a property are incomparable to the larger islands of 

Jamaica and or Barbados. In 1802, the majority of enslaved persons were located 

amongst 10 slaveholding properties in Grand Cayman, with Murray (2001) estimating an 

average of 30 enslaved persons at a location (p. 119). The returns in 1834 show that most 

Caymanian slaveholders at the time had relatively small numbers of enslaved people 

living on their properties (Figures 12, 13). The average number of 30 reflects an  
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Figure 10  

Cayman Islands Slave Registry      

 

Figure 10 Note. The National Archives, Caymanas, Colonial Slave Registry, 1834, Cover 
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Figure 11 

Section of Return in Slave Registry 

 

Figure 11 Note. The National Archives, Caymanas, Colonial Slave Registry, 1834, p. 28 
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Figure 12       

List of Slave Owners     

 

Note. The National Archives, Caymanas, Colonial Slave Registry, 1834, p. 133 
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Figure 13  

List of Slave Owners 2 

 

Note. The National Archives, Caymanas, Colonial Slave Registry, 1834, p. 134 
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exclusive minority of individuals that enslaved upwards of 90 people, as opposed to 30 

being a representation of the median or mode.  

Resistance Amongst Enslaved Africans in Cayman 

While there is relatively little to speak of in terms of official historical records and 

detailed information as to the daily lives of enslaved Africans in the Cayman Islands, 

there is documentation with regards to efforts of resistance against the institution itself. 

However, searching for the descriptor of ‘runaway’ when studying archival documents 

may not always yield results, as it wasn’t universally applicable within the Caribbean, 

and wasn’t a consistent term utilized by all (Murray, 2001, p. 404). 

Additionally, when accessing the historical records, the number of Africans listed 

as runaways does not capture the true amount, as persons were still listed on registrations 

up to 5 years after they left their holdings (Figure 14), as they were “still regarded by 

owners as their legitimate property” (Murray, 2001, p. 404). In Cayman specifically, 

there has been an oral history in which 2 enslaved Africans who arrived in Cayman Brac 

in 1833, one that left from Cuba, and the other from Grand Cayman (Murray, 2001, p. 

412). Within Cayman Islands National Archives (CINA) documents, there is a listing 

dated 1843 that details someone named Bristol, being missing from earlier in that year.  

  Years earlier during the enslavement period, Williams (2011) describes two 

instances in 1816 and 1826 respectively where enslaved men, Primus and Hannibal were 

exiled for being found guilty of practicing Obeah. The historical records state Primus, “it 

was alleged, buried an egg in the kitchen room of his master, James Coe Senior, Primus’ 

sentence was permanent exile from Grand Cayman” (Williams, 2011, p.176).   
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In the case of Hannibal, he was convicted of practicing obeah, as well as making 

threats and assaulting the person recorded in documents as being ‘his deceased master’s 

wife” (Bodden, 2007, p. 54) and was deported from Grand Cayman.  

In 1820 an enslaved woman, named Long Celia, according to court records, was 

convicted of sedition. It is stated that she “was so convinced that freedom was being 

withheld from slaves in Cayman that she urged a number of male slaves to arm 

themselves with machetes and free themselves from illegal slavery” (Williams, 2011, p. 

176).  She was found guilty and while the norm of the time was for enslaved women to 

receive up to 39 lashes, she received 50 lashes. (Craton, 2003, p. 93). 

Figure 14 

Valuation Return of Runaways 

 

Note. The Cayman Islands National Archive, Caymanas, Colonial Slave Registry, 1834 
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In recent times in Cayman there has been discussion around Long Celia, 

attributed in part to local artist, Nasaria Suckoo-Cholette who has been adamant in 

bringing her to the forefront of history through her physical artwork and poetry. The 

importance of Suckoo-Cholette’s community engagement and education is paramount, as 

within the traditional educational system in Cayman it would appear Long Celia has been 

lost to history.  

Even though there are few documented instances in the archives of enslaved 

Africans in Cayman resisting in a concerted effort, this absence should not be interpreted 

as the enslaved population acquiescing to their situation (Williams, 2016, p. 23). This 

assumption further adds to the false narrative of the “benevolent institution” of slavery, as 

many have labeled it in Cayman.  

Relationship to Jamaica up to 1962 

In addition to discussing the significant physical isolation that the first settlers in 

the Cayman Islands faced, Caymanian scholars also point to its political relationships to 

other countries as representative of the distance between Cayman and the rest of the 

Caribbean. Archival documentation highlights 1865 as the year in which the Act of the 

Imperial Parliament was put in place that validated Cayman being administered through 

Jamaica. It’s noteworthy that it was quite a slim and uncomplicated document (Bodden, 

2010, p. 1) which is representative of the way in which the Caymanian population was 

able to govern internally their own affairs in the initial years.  

As earlier stated, the Cayman Islands were not a source of contention for the 

many European powers in the region. In fact, it was only after the British captured 

Jamaica in 1655 that they saw the islands as a “a natural adjunct to Jamaica” (Craton, 
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2003, p. 2). The formal European acknowledgement of the islands was detailed in the 

Treaty of Madrid with Spain in 1670. Yet since the first year of permanent settlement in 

1734, it is maintained that over the next 100+ plus years “the Cayman Islands existed 

virtually independent of any outside authority” (Bodden, 2010, p. 99). Of those who 

made Cayman home, Craton does note that there was little overseas assistance in regard 

to governance. It was the white merchant class that were essentially in charge, 

irrespective of the presence or absence of titles such as magistrate (Craton, 2003). Often, 

being a member of the white merchant class was enough. 

Bodden (2007) surmises that 1750 was the year a semi-formal government was 

formed in the Cayman Islands, as William Cartwright became a ‘stipendary magistrate’ 

(p. 15). In citing papers from national hero, Cybil McLaughlin, Bodden notes that there is 

no archival record of Cartwright’s appointment however his successor, William Bodden 

Sr., in 1776 was conferred as Chief Magistrate by the Jamaican Lieutenant Governor at 

the time (Bodden, 2007, p. 15).  

It is also in the history of that year that we see an incident which brought to light 

the indifference and non-governance that was commonplace between those in Cayman 

and the British governance in Jamaica. A Jamaican captain, Joseph Davis sold seven 

individuals from Nicaragua (who were descendants of Indigenous and African 

communities locally) into slavery to Caymanian men in September 1776. Shortly after, 

the leadership of the community of the seven persons went to Jamaica and demanded 

their release. The governor of Jamaica at the time sent a contingency to Grand Cayman to 

compensate the slaveholders and return the seven persons to Nicaragua. Craton (2003) 

details that the Governor at that time, due to this case, was informed that Cayman wasn’t 
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‘formally declared a dependency of Jamaica’ (p. 91) and that there were questions around 

what laws were applicable to the islands.  

During this time, Chief Magistrate Bodden, who was known as “Governor” 

Bodden locally, was issuing orders and performing marriages to name a few of his duties. 

Unfortunately, few records were kept at this time, and there is hardly any historical or 

archival documentation of this period (Craton, 2003). Caymanian scholars in describing 

that period have pointed to the ‘hardiness’ of the community due to limited revenue 

allocated to Cayman. This posture toward Cayman by the British in the metropole and in 

nearby Jamaica has been labelled ‘benign neglect’ by Bodden or ‘indifferent neglect’ by 

Craton (2003). “In the long era of imperial laissez-faire, a sub-colony that cost nothing 

caused no trouble, and seemed to work despite neglect, was thought best left alone” 

(Craton, 2003, p. 3). Bodden iterates that since Cayman’s exporting production power 

was not to the scale of the larger Caribbean islands, there was low importance in financial 

expenditure to the metropole (Bodden, 1997, p.8).    

Up until 1865, Caymanians and the merchant class in Cayman were left to their 

own devices. The islands were run by magistrates (who could only be property owners), 

of which one held title of chief magistrate. (Craton, 2003, p. 90). However, the 1802 

Corbet census detailed how poorly run this administrative function was as well as being 

strife with nepotism. After the census, the Governor of Jamaica wrote to the UK 

expressing a desire to install a judiciary in Cayman, in order to establish a militia, as well 

as utilizing legal frameworks as it applied to land ownership (Craton, 2003a, p. 91). 

In 1810, a public recorder position was established, which began to archive 

marriages, wills, deeds, and enslavement purchase records. In 1816 a slave court was 
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established. Yet, it was vastly different from other British colonies in the Caribbean, as 

elsewhere an enslaved person was judged before two or three magistrates, but in Cayman, 

it was comprised of magistrates and a jury of twelve slaveholding white men (Craton, 

2003, p. 92). 

In 1823, magistrates in Cayman reached out to the Jamaican Governor and asked 

for additional magistrate positions. In the same year, a meeting of magistrates was held at 

a slaveowner’s property- Pedro St. James, to pass laws in respect to property. It is this 

meeting, that is termed ‘the birthplace of Democracy’ in Cayman. This ideation of the 

democratic philosophy was reflected in the participants at the meeting: white, male and 

either property owners or slaveholders.  

In the 1830s, archival documents show that increased communication with the 

Governor in Jamaica. It is in this context that the one and only Slave Registry for the 

Cayman Islands is completed.  

The apprenticeship period in the Cayman Islands differs from the rest of the 

British empire in the Caribbean. As was the custom, following Emancipation in the 

region there was a period of apprenticeship for former enslaved persons. The Governor of 

Jamaica, along with a Magistrate and members of the 2nd West India Regiment visited the 

Cayman Islands in September of that year. The West India regiment, created after the 

Haitian Revolution, had as one of its main charges replenishing British troops that were 

depleted due to yellow fever disease. Enslaved Africans were at first used and then after 

1807, with the Abolition of the Slave Trade Act, the British Navy utilized those aboard 

ships that they “liberated” (Lockley, 2017). Lastly, soldiers were recruited from Sierra 

Leone, which was still a British colony at the time.  
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As was mentioned before, slaveholders in Cayman at the time did not complete 

any annual registration of enslaved persons. It was only when it became apparent that 

there would be compensation due to Emancipation that they petitioned to Jamaica to have 

it done. Kieran (1992) in describing the frustration of administrators in Jamaica states, 

“..but it was still thought that the inhabitants in Grand Cayman only chose aspects of the 

Laws of Jamaica and Great Britain that suited their selfish needs” (p. 34).  

The Jamaican Governor briefly visited Grand Cayman in 1834 and instructed 

members of the West India regiment to stay behind. According to all reports this angered 

the white elite class in Cayman. There were incidents of the white population becoming 

violent with the Black soldiers, as well as cases in court in which soldiers were falsely 

accused of assault and sexual assault against Caymanian women (Craton, 2003, p. 99). 

Correspondence from the Governor of Jamaica at that time to UK officials stated that a 

Caymanian magistrate proposed a session in which they would “draw up and sign a 

petition to have these Affrican barbarians withdrawn from the island, and a hundred 

white men sent in their place” (Craton, 2003a, p. 101). Additionally, the Governor 

referred to Caymanians as “lawless” due to the acrimonious relationship they had with 

any representatives of the crown (Kieran, 1992, p. xvi).  

During this period as well, the Colonial Office in the UK was seeking a solution 

to the “Cayman issue”. There were various proposals given to the Governor, such as 

eliminating the Cayman legislature and installing Jamaican laws, as well as having a 

Caymanian representative in the Jamaican political body (Craton, 2003, p. 102).  

Taking into account the behavior of the magistrates, as well as the breakdown that 

was occurring during the apprenticeship period, the Governor of Jamaica on a return trip 
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to Cayman in May 1835 decided to end apprenticeship in Cayman, and ‘granted freedom’ 

to those former enslaved (Kieran, 1992, p. xvi). Yet again, there would be a considerable 

number of years before the relationship of the Cayman Islands and Jamaica would be 

formalized.  

In a letter written from the Attorney General of Jamaica to British officials on the 

21st  of August 1862 the ambiguity of the relationship between the islands is exemplified 

(Figure 15). The Attorney General states “besides the appointment of Justices of the 

Peace, I know of no other exercise of executive authority by the Government of Jamaica 

over those islands that is indicated in the thirty first page of the manuscript laws herewith 

returned” (Heslop, 1863, p. 339). He continues, that while there may have been legal acts 

that pertained to Cayman before, they were currently expired (Heslop, 1863). Ultimately, 

while the letter details the limited information there was on English settlement and claim 

to the islands, there was certainty that the islands weren’t under Spanish sovereignty and 

that the islands were within the provisions of the Imperial Statute, due to the Treaty of 

1670.  

The first European settlers on the island have been described as those on the 

fringes of society, and it is evident that throughout the years their descendants came to 

see themselves also as outside the reach of the British empire. Yet, due to the institution 

of slavery, they sought to enrich themselves and in the years that followed decided when 

it was in their favor to be in compliance with the Jamaican administration.  

Having rebuffed the empire in a century earlier, the behavior of those same 

families would be in direct contrast to that in later years, as they sought to maintain their 

colonial relationship in the 1900s. There would be greater UK support and development  
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Figure 15   

Letter from Attorney General 

 

Note. Heslop, A. 1862. Letter to H M Austin, The National Archives, p. 340 
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to Caymanian infrastructure towards the end of the 1800s, and white Caymanian 

merchant families that controlled the economy and the judiciary calculated that it was to 

their financial gain and societal preservation to continue the colonial status quo rather 

than obtain political independence.  

And yet, while the history of the Cayman Islands has been one that is different 

from many Caribbean islands, it is not as distinct as Caymanians tell themselves.   
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CHAPTER 5 

CONTEXTUALIZING THE CAYMAN ISLANDS 

 

“Turn sideways now and let them see 
What loveliness escapes the schools, 

Then turn again and smile and be 
The perfect answer to those fools  

Who always prate of Greece and Rome, 
The face that launched a thousand ships 
And suchlike things, but keep tight lips 

For burnished beauty nearer home  
Turn in the sun, my love, my love  

What palm-like grace, what poise, I swear 
I prize these dusky limbs above  

My life. What laughing eyes, what gleaming hair.” 

H.A. Vaughn, Revelation, 1958 

 
The foundational creation myth of the establishment and sustainment of society in 

the Cayman Islands is attributed to its maritime heritage. Within personal family histories 

as well as public acknowledgement the sea has been an integral part of Caymanians’ way 

of life.  However, while this narrative posits that the sea brought with it economic 

advantages, many Caymanians neglect the role of other Caribbean islands in that 

narrative, reemphasizing the allegory of Cayman’s isolated island experience within the 

region as ‘rugged individualism’.  

How paradoxical for Caymanians whose language and culture, according to 

multiple sources, has been greatly influenced by something as vast the sea, to embrace an 

analysis of their history that has focused solely on surface culture rather than a deeper 

philosophical inquiry? Following the example of a wave that moves toward the shore and 

then draws back into the broader sea, the cyclical nature is exemplified. The historical 

narrative seems rather shortsighted in its maritime embrace, as it would be understood 
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that the same sea that surrounds the Cayman Islands also surrounds the other islands 

within the Caribbean. Furthermore, Caymanian seamen would have stopped at various 

other ports in the Caribbean and Central America, yet within the grand public narrative, 

this is omitted.   

The narrative in Cayman is especially isolationist in perspective as the belief is 

due to its geographical distance the islands are an anomaly in the Caribbean. While 

specific issues in Cayman may not be found within the larger Caribbean, this section 

seeks to contextualize the differences and similarities to other Caribbean countries.  

In thinking about physical distance, the British colony of Bermuda is located 

almost 1,000 miles from its closest Caribbean neighbor of the Bahamas to the south, a 

much greater distance than Cayman from its neighbors of Jamaica (approximately 300 

miles) and Cuba (227 miles). 

The Cayman Islands as we know, was settled off Jamaica, and was governed as an 

extension of the island from its permanent settlement in 1734 (although this relationship 

was formalized in 1865) until Jamaica’s political independence in 1962. The relationship 

between the two islands both politically and socially has been adversarial at times on 

Cayman’s part, and an afterthought on Jamaica’s end historically. Similarly, the 

politically independent islands of Barbuda and Antigua, the ‘twin islands’ of the 

Caribbean share a complicated history.  

Barbuda 

The Cayman Islands as a British Colony were governed off Jamaica; additionally 

for a portion of their history, the Turks and Caicos were administered from Jamaica and 

the Bahamas. Antigua and Barbuda’s geographical closeness is relatively comparable to 
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Jamaica and Cayman (the distance is much closer, under 40 miles) and societally as well, 

as Barbuda was settled off Antigua. There is a shared immigration flow history that the 

islands have, with many Caymanians having family connections in Jamaica, as many 

Barbudans have in Antigua.  

Barbuda is similar in size to Grand Cayman and has a land mass of 161km 

(100m) squared, which is comparable to Grand Cayman’s size of roughly 75 square 

miles. Additionally, Barbuda’s topography is described as being flat, mainly of limestone 

rock and the highest point being 38m from sea level (Hubbart et al., 2020, p. 2). The 

highest point in Cayman is 46m above sea level.  

Antigua and Barbuda, like many of its eastern Caribbean Island neighbors, was 

first inhabited by indigenous people, and was sighted by Christopher Columbus. 

Enslaved Africans were brought to the islands in the 1600s. E. T. Henry explains that 

while “the recorded history of Barbuda dates from 1628” (2005, p 1.), there is evidence 

that there was prior indigenous settlement on the island. Antigua and Barbuda in 1632 

formally became an English colony, with the former being developed as a sugar 

plantation. Various families settled on the island either to start or continue the cultivation 

from neighboring islands (some came from Suriname when Dutch regained control) 

(Perdikaris et al.  2021, p. 117). The Codrington family, and specifically Christopher 

Codrington in 1674 was able establish a sugar plantation on Antigua. Perdarkis et al. 

detail that “The Codrington family became the major estate holder on the island of 

Antigua as they acquired neighboring sugar plantations—either the management rights or 

through outright ownership—throughout the 17th and 18th Centuries” (Perdikaris et al., 

2021, pp. 117-118). 
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While its settlement pattern is similar to Cayman, as it was settled off of Antigua, 

the major difference is that Barbuda in 1865, was under the control of the Codrington 

Family, and in 1705 they were granted a 99-year contract as administrators for the island 

(Henry E.T., 2005, p. 1). From the 1680s to 1870 the island was leased solely to the 

family.  

Additionally, Barbuda’s settlement differs from other islands as it wasn’t utilized 

for sugar production, but it was “developed as a supplier to the Codrington estates in 

Antigua” (Henry E.T., 2005, p. 1). Potter & Sluyter (2012) describe the soil as being too 

thin for plantation agriculture, and there was not ample surface water to sustain that 

development. However, its vegetation was suitable for raising animals, and therefore 

cattle was a source of export to the surrounding plantations (mainly Antigua) as well as 

the British navy (p. 2). The poor soil conditions in Barbuda could also be found in 

Cayman as sugar plantations were also not able to be established in the territory. It was 

decided that due to the soil, and Barbuda being a small geographic area it wasn’t 

‘feasible’ to replicate the plantation agriculture found on other Caribbean islands. 

Barbuda was instead utilized as a resource of livestock and “enslaved persons to other 

plantations, as well as also the Codrington’s sugar estates in Antigua” (Henry E.T., 2005, 

p. 1). 

While its principal use was to supply the estates in Antigua, the island was also 

used as “a place of agricultural experimentation” (Perdikaris et al., 2021, p. 118) in the 

1600-1700s. Scholars note that because food was imported by the British to their colonies 

in the Caribbean, the Codringtons sought to have a permanent supply in case there was an 

interruption in the trade (Perdikaris et al., 2021, p. 118). Additionally, geologists note that 
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Antigua didn’t have any fresh water sources other than rain (there were season water 

channels) (Perdikaris et al., 2021, p. 118). Therefore, not only was Barbuda utilized in 

agriculture, but also it had a fresh water supply that was critical to Antigua. 

Population numbers however were comparable to Grand Cayman as the enslaved 

population in Barbuda in 1834 was approximately 500 (Potter & Sluyter, 2012, p. 2) and 

Cayman’s population was 889 enslaved persons in 1826 (Bodden, 2007, p. 9). It is of 

note that in Barbuda there were between 3-4 Codrington employees who acted as 

‘superintendents’ of the population (Henry E.T., 2005, p. 2). 

Life in Barbuda, historians posit was not as severe as Antigua, as enslaved 

Africans were able to hunt, care for animals, as well as embark on sailing and fishing 

occupations. Henry (2005) states that, “Because life was less horrible on Barbuda, slaves 

resented when shipped to work on the Codrington sugar plantations in Antigua, where 

they were subjected to the grueling labour and tyranny of the plantations” (p. 2). While 

there may have been differences in treatment on the island, it is of course acknowledged 

that the system of enslavement was still a brutal and dehumanizing experience. Caribbean 

scholars however have pointed to the differences in Barbuda, and that the lack of 

plantation cultivation, as well as the isolation contributed to “its inhabitants developed a 

tight-knit community with its own culture, identity and annual rhythm separate and 

distinct from those of Antigua” (Perdikaris et al., 2021, p. 118). This isolation, historians 

and scholars point to as being the beginning of a distinct Barbudan identity. Additionally, 

the relationship that Barbudans collectively held to their land, this “system of communal 

land tenure” (Potter & Sluyter, 2012, p. 2) was integral in the formation of a separate 

understanding of what it meant and means to be Barbudan.  
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Historians of both the Cayman Islands and Barbuda note that oftentimes the 

islands were overlooked by British authorities. This neglect is exemplified in the period 

of emancipation. Historians note that Barbuda was not mentioned when the British were 

constructing the Abolition of Slavery act. Henry states that the omission then “..led to a 

series of discussions between the Governor of Antigua and the Colonial Office in the 

years following the passing of the Emancipation Act.” (Henry E.T., 2005, p.2).  

Land Ownership 

There has been a distinct way in which Barbudans are attached to their land. In 

1820, it was written that Barbudans “acknowledge no master, and believe the Island 

belongs to themselves” (Potter & Sluyter, 2012, p. 2). This communal land tenure 

differentiates Barbuda from many other Caribbean countries. In 1860, while Barbuda 

became a dependency of Antigua, the island was still under Codrington control via the 

previous lease agreement. This would remain in place until the end of the agreement. 

(Corbett, 2020, p. 1094). 

In 1895, the British government concluded the lease to the Codringtons and a 

warden was put in place. The island was described as being entirely crown land, and 

therefore Barbudans were ‘crown tenants’ (Potter & Sluyter, 2012, p. 3). While 

Barbudans establish “themselves the communal owners of the island” (Potter & Sluyter, 

2012, p. 3) the Antiguan government disagrees.  

The Antigua government argues that Barbudan land became crown land when the 

Codrington’s lease was finished. Therefore in 1981 when Antigua and Barbuda gained 

political independence, Barbuda’s land ownership went from the Crown to the sovereign 

Antiguan government. Barbudans deeply disagree with that interpretation and 
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understanding (Corbett, 2020, p. 1094). Historically, after Emancipation, its stated that 

since the “entire island of Barbuda had been held under one land grant, the community 

continued the practice of autonomous cultivation on communal land in post-emancipation 

times” (Perdikaris et al.  2021, pp. 118-119).  

Due to this established practice of communal ownership of land, it was never 

divided, and all Barbudans had access to it through the local government (Perdikaris et 

al., 2021, p. 119). It should be noted that this arrangement not only protected the island 

from rapid development through international interest (as could be found in other 

Caribbean islands), but also the relationship to the land has “became essential in the 

formation of a collective Barbudan identity” (Perdikaris et al., 2021, p. 119). The 

Barbuda Council was established in 1976 and is the local governing body while there is 

still representation in Antigua’s parliament (Hubbart et al., 2020, p. 4).  

Historically, while other issues have caused strife between Antigua and Barbuda, 

the opposing claims to Barbudan land have long been the crux of the tenuous relationship 

between the two islands. The Barbudan claim to sovereignty reached its pinnacle in the 

1980s, when the political organization, the Barbuda People’s Movement was adamant 

that upon Antiguan political independence, Barbuda would remain affiliated with the UK. 

However, the British government refused that arrangement (Corbett, 2020, p. 1096). 

There have been numerous court cases that point to the opposition in Barbuda to many 

tourist developments. Barbudans have continuously “maintained that private land 

ownership was contra to cultural practices passed down by their ancestors over centuries” 

(Corbett, 2020, p. 1097).  
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The Barbuda Land Act of 2007 sought to confirm and codify the arrangement. 

The act stated that land in Barbuda is “owned in common by the people of Barbuda” 

(Perdikaris et al., 2021, p. 120). Furthermore, developments in excess of $5 million 

needed to be sent to the Barbuda Council for approval. Within the land act, Barbudans 

are able to lease land, “but none of the island can ever be sold or otherwise alienated from 

the commons” (Potter & Sluyter, 2012, p. 4) The land act gave credence to Barbudans 

having a physical and cultural connection to their land.  

Yet in the aftermath of Hurricane Irma in 2017, there has been a repeal of the 

Barbuda Land Act. There is now a substantial increase to the price of developments that 

need to be voted on through the council, as developments only in excess of $40 million 

will need council approval. Many Barbudans feel that the Antiguan government is hoping 

to profit from the sales tax generated by facilitating this rapid development (Perdikaris et 

al., 2021, pp. 121-122).  

Hurricane Irma and Tourism Developments 

Barbuda, like many Caribbean islands, in recent years has been shaped by various 

external forces. Hurricane Irma and its catastrophic impact on the island resulted in the 

displacement of the population to Antigua. There are Barbudans who additionally feel 

that the aftermath of the hurricane has been utilized to increase development on the 

island.  

The term ‘disaster capitalism’ has been used to emphasize the way that land in 

Barbuda has been exploited by capitalists during a natural disaster with profits as the 

motive. Additionally, after Irma, Barbudans were not allowed to return to the island due 

to health concerns, however, “the military, foreign NGOs and the press were allowed 
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regulated but unrestricted visits, including long-term stays” (Perdikaris et al., 2021, p 

.121). Furthermore, Barbudans felt that there were delays to electricity and water being 

restored on the island to “discourage the entire community from returning home” (Faiola, 

2018 as cited in Corbett 2020, p. 1088). The perceived lack of concern for the everyday 

Barbudan was exacerbated by feelings that the recovery efforts from Antigua were 

primarily in tourism related industries or properties to the detriment of community 

projects (Perdikaris et al., 2021, pp. 120-121).   

The reliance that Barbuda had on Antigua after the hurricane (in effect due to lack 

of capital) became the perfect opportunity for development as the Land Act was amended 

and land sales and private ownership was able to commence on a scale not seen before, 

and without the Barbuda Council or Barbudan consultation (Perdikaris et al., 2021, pp. 

120 -121). Additionally, not only has the ancestral relationship and ownership to the land 

been fragmented, but so too has the environment. Perdikaris et al. (2020) states that many 

of the developments have been “bulldoze(ing) fields, cultural heritage sites, protected 

forest, wetlands and breeding grounds for deer and red-footed tortoises, all symbols of 

Barbudan identity” (p. 127).   

This perception of Barbuda now being ‘open for (developmental) business’ 

scholars argue has further divided Barbudans as many of them cite that the change to the 

law and the increasing land being sold is to “develop tourist resorts” (Corbett, 2020, p. 

1088). Not only is there a fear of loss of Barbudan identity that is so closely tied to the 

land, but the aftermath of Irma is seeing an increase to the “long-standing animosity 

between these two island communities and rekindled the desire, seemingly dormant since 

the 2007 Barbuda Land Act, for separation” (Corbett, 2020, p. 1088).  
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The recovery period after a natural disaster can be seen as such a fragile time due 

to not only the damage to the physical infrastructure but also the psychological and 

emotional impact. Not only during that time were Barbudans’ facing the uncertainty of 

hurricane recovery, but also the environmental degradation due to the developments. The 

destabilization of the community land agreements also contributed to what was seen as an 

assault on current and historical Barbudan identity. When the amendment to the Barbuda 

Land Act passed in 2017, in addition to a dramatic increase to the cost of developments 

that could bypass the Barbuda Council approval, the maximum number of years for 

leases was increased to 99, from the previous 50-year agreement (Corbett, 2020, p. 1099).  

Additionally, the Antiguan government in 2018 repealed the Barbuda Land Act, citing 

among other things that, “rebuilding Barbuda after Hurricane Irma required funds that an 

already indebted government did not have” (Corbett, 2020, p. 1099). The Antiguan 

government has defended these actions by stating that Hurricane Irma increased the “The 

Barbudan drain on Antiguan resources” and the land act created two classes of citizens as 

well as it being made on the “basis of a false legal premise” (Corbett, 2020, p. 1099).  

Yet, the Barbuda’s People Movement vows “to continue to campaign and to take 

legal action where necessary for self-determination, equality and justice” (Barbuda 

People’s Movement, n.d., para. 7).   

Impact of Tourism. Many Caribbean countries are shifting from primarily 

agricultural economies to tourism, and in that respect, Barbuda is no different. Due to the 

insular nature of the island, and the increase of ecotourism, scholars believe that Barbuda 

has a unique tourism product as it has, “retained a more pristine character” (Hubbart et 

al., 2020, p. 10). However, it remains to be seen how sustainable tourism will be and its 
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impact on Barbuda. The water system on island has been stressed due to demands placed 

by increasing tourism, and its effect on natural resources has also been discussed locally. 

Taking into account the historical closeness and importance in which Barbudans have 

attributed to the island it would be seen as an especially valid concern particularly to their 

heritage and identity.  

Issues of Sovereignty 

While Caymanians are reticent to discuss the islands’ political and social 

relationship with the United Kingdom, in Barbuda due to the public outcry of the land 

redevelopment law there have been ongoing discussions concerning Barbudan 

independence from Antigua.  

Describing the current state of decolonization, Corbett (2020) states that this is 

primarily a small island issue, as “all 17 of the remaining countries on the UN 

decolonisation list have populations of 500,000 or less and also because of ongoing 

secessionist movements in larger states” (p. 1089). In discussing the issue of sovereignty 

with activists in Barbuda, Corbett notes that while the population of Barbuda is 1600 and 

Antigua is 80,000, they are determined that the island could manage its own affairs. 

Barbudans state that, “Yes, we can. Where there is a will there's a way ... We can survive, 

we can survive ... if we have to eat grass we'll do it” (Corbett, 2020, p. 1088). 

For Cayman, as an overseas territory, discussions around sovereignty have 

focused on the position of political independence. However, for Barbuda, due to the 

historical antagonism with Antigua, sovereignty to some activists would be reverting to a 

relationship to the UK over full political independence or aspiring to the federal model of 

St. Kitts and Nevis as a self-governance example (Corbett, 2020, pp. 1089-1099). In the 
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1980’s before political independence for Antigua and Barbuda, Barbudans already 

positioned themselves and their culture as different from Antiguans and were concerned 

on being usurped and Barbuda’s land being open to private ownership and the tourism 

industry (Corbett, 2020, p. 1097).  

In 2021, it would seem that those fears were pragmatic. While many Caribbean 

countries are dealing with the ramifications and consequences of the British empire, 

Corbett states that many Barbudans, “have stridently campaigned against what they call 

‘Antiguan colonialism’” (2020, p. 1088). There has also been organized resistance to the 

overdevelopment and overstepping of political power by Barbudans. Barbuda Silent No 

More has an online presence that details these agreements and shares up to date 

information on the status of the developments (Perdikaris et al.  2021, p 122).  

Barbuda complicates the notion of colonialism and sovereignty in the Caribbean. 

For overseas territories, self-determination and political independence is often imagined 

as an end goal from British colonialism. In Cayman, public discussion centers on the 

smallness of the country and the unreadiness of the political apparatus, yet we see that 

within Barbuda, a considerably smaller nation, they have fought for their right to self-

govern themselves, and continue, albeit against their neighboring island of Antigua.  

Bermuda 

More than any other British overseas colony (territory), Bermuda is most often 

compared to the Cayman Islands locally. Issues relating to governance, immigration, the 

economic financial services position, racism, sexism, or LGBTQAI persons are the most 

commonly contrasted.  
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While writers of Caymanian history are compelled to frame it as a singular, 

distant experience unparalleled anywhere else in the Caribbean, that descriptor may be 

particularly accurate in Bermuda’s case, an island often left out of descriptions of the 

greater Caribbean. 

Historical Context 

“Bermuda is Britain’s oldest existing colony” (Swan, 2012, p.74). Similar to 

Cayman, the historical narrative in Bermuda has been that there was not a settled 

indigenous population. Therefore, these islands were ‘discovered’ by European sailors, 

and in Bermuda’s case, shipwrecked sailors from the boat, the Sea Venture were the first 

to land in 1609 (Pluymers, 2020 p. 120). Scholars have noted that due to its geographical 

position close to the East coast of the US as well as its perceived ‘emptiness’, it is 

“suggested to many that Bermuda was a natural starting point for the expansive 

settlement of America” (Fosbury, 2020, p.1). This therefore enables the foundational 

Bermudan narrative to be crafted as its utility to early European settlers. The island is 

positioned as a holding area, a transitional space for these persons as they ultimately were 

seeking to live in the United States (Fosbury, 2020, p.2).  

The early settlers in the Cayman Islands focused on the mahogany timber 

industry, and likewise in Bermuda those that settled there were enticed by their ability to 

collect ambergris (whale discharge) which was used in perfumes at the time. As was the 

case in Cayman, those that settled on Bermuda extracted as much as they could from the 

island whether it was the natural environment on, or surrounding, the island. The selling 

of ambergris found on its shores, was utilized to finance the development of the island 

and spur further settlement (Fosbury, 2020, p.6).  
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While Caymanians seek to emphasize their isolation from the rest of the 

Caribbean, Bermuda truly [emphasis added] lies outside the Caribbean Basin and is 

closer to North Carolina on the east coast of the US than the Bahamas (it’s closest 

Caribbean neighbor). This geographic location, as well as the small size of the island, 

being 22 square miles, have led to scholars noting that it has the distinction of being 

“neither North American nor Caribbean,” (Gaieski et. al., 2011, p. 393) and this negation 

may explain its absence in anthropological or colonial historian research. Similarly due to 

its isolated location and climate, the unique flora and fauna that can be found there, 

environmental scientists have labeled it as a “distinctive ecoregion” (Pluymers, 2020, p. 

120).  

In its early beginnings, Bermuda was maintained and controlled by the 

Virginia/London/Somers Island Company. While the British empire assumed control in 

1615, the company continued to oversee the development of the island for 60+ years 

(Gaieski et. al., 2011, p. 393). Swan (2012) details that Bermuda, named after Juan de 

Bermudez, ‘explorer’ and slave trader, was first seen by Bermudez in 1505, “during a 

transatlantic expedition in which he carried sixteen enslaved Africans from the Guinea 

coast to Hispaniola” (p. 74). The island was romanticized to the point where the wreck of 

the Sea Venture and the ‘triumph of the wreck’ is described as, “the will of God brought 

the English to Bermuda, and the exceptional character of the English settler brings glory 

to God’s kingdom on earth” (Fosbury, 2020, p. 5). This self-importance of British settlers 

lends itself to the value that they placed on Bermuda as an extension of that self. The 

settlement of Bermuda is positioned as “the ideal center for the English in America” 

(Fosbury, 2020, p. 7).  
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As previously stated with the location and geographical conditions in Bermuda, it 

is seen as an ‘adjustment/transition’ point, and furthermore it was thought that due to the 

Bermudan environment it would help with the adjustment that British settlers would have 

to make as they ultimately ended up in the colony of the United States. (Fosbury, 2020, p. 

8). Furthermore, Fosbury writes that Bermuda can be seen as an incubator for 

colonialism: 

To that end, colonial companies and the English crown leaned 
heavily on Bermudians to initiate other settlements. Erstwhile Bermudians 
were the first English settlers to arrive in Barbados, Jamaica, Providence 
Island, St. Lucia, Tobago, and Trinidad during the middle decades of the 
seventeenth century. (Fosbury, 2020, p.9)  

  

Bermuda was held in such high regard in the colonial imagination that Fosbury 

(2020) details the island being a ‘template’ from which they could export an ‘idealized 

form of colonial cultural practices’ on other plantations” (p. 6).  In thinking about the 

lack of indigenous presence in Bermuda as well, it stands to their colonial reasoning that 

they saw the island as a clean slate and starting point onto which, they could project their 

desire for control, power and wealth. 

Enslavement in Bermuda 

Understanding that Bermuda was seen as the prototype for the colonial regime, it 

is interesting to note that enslavement in the territory, similar to the Cayman Islands, is 

either not discussed or when it is, has been diminished in discussion of its severity. Many 

(white) Bermudan historians described that “white elites as, for the most part, kindly and 

well-intentioned toward people of colour” when describing the period. (Hannon & 

Kennedy, 2019, p. 60).  
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In discussing academic inquiry surrounding the emancipation period in Bermuda, 

Hannon & Kennedy (2019) are of the belief that within the Atlantic World, the island has 

been disregarded. The conversation could be broadened to the remaining British colonies 

in the Caribbean, as the larger discussion oftentimes focuses on the current post-colonial 

period, omitting the small islands that still cling to the vestiges of empire, these ‘overseas 

territories’.  

In the crafting of Bermuda’s history, enslaved Africans and their contributions to 

the history and culture of the country have been minimized. However, Swan (2012) notes 

that the foundation of the country’s economic sector can be attributed to the slave trade. 

Bermuda was utilized as a point for the shipment of Africans along the Atlantic Ocean. 

Additionally, enslaved Africans in Bermuda were integral to the economy as they, 

“cultivated primarily tobacco and toiled in activities such as domestic labor, agriculture, 

shipbuilding, deep-sea fishing, privateering, smuggling, piracy, salt raking, stonecutting, 

and carpentry” (Swan, 2012, pp.74-75). 

Productivity in those industries was so prolific in Bermuda, that for years it had 

greater exports than Virginia, additionally as it was seen to be the first colony to establish 

the plantation economy (Fosbury, 2020, p. 5). As Bermuda outproduced Virginia, it’s 

main product as well, the Bermuda sloop (an enslavement vessel) became the primary 

choice for slave traders (Swan, 2012, p. 75). It’s interesting to note that in recent times, 

the role of Bermuda as a sort of “staging ground” for colonialism is significantly 

downplayed in much of the scholarly discourse. 

Michael Craton, who wrote the definitive book on Caymanian History, has been 

critiqued for his description of the passiveness of the enslaved in Bermuda and Antigua, 
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that he attributes to “demographic evidence of family formation, proximity in place, and 

longevity, this has been the general view since” (Hannon & Kennedy, 2019, p. 60). 

However, similarly to the work that is being done in Cayman, with putting forward 

history that resonates with descendants of the enslaved, in Bermuda there are historians 

that “have begun to dismantle the “white elitist mainstream production of Bermuda 

history” (Hannon & Kennedy, 2019, pp. 60-61). These historians are also decolonizing 

the public discussion surrounding the ‘benign’ -ness of slavery on the island.  

One must be cognizant in such research of who becomes designated as the 

keepers of the “official” history, and what dominant narrative has been established. 

Hannon & Kennedy outline letters from Susette Lloyd that described Bermudan society 

and its natural environment in 1835. The publication “Sketches of Bermuda” has 

“become one of the most often cited sources for soothing impressions of pre-

Emancipation Bermuda” (Hannon & Kennedy 2019, p. 61). There are many reasons that 

are presented as to why enslavement in Bermuda was less severe than on other islands. 

These include the relative equal populations of white and black Bermudans, the maritime 

economy as well as the absence of an apprenticeship period (Hannon & Kennedy, 2019; 

Pluymers, 2020).   

While the enslavement period is described as benign, within the political realm, as 

expected, emancipation was fought against due to the upheaval it would bring to the 

country. Upheaval that would not only bring ramifications of the economic sort, but 

social ramifications as well. In summation of the historical records from Bermuda’s 

House Assembly, Hannon & Kennedy (2019) detail that quite similarly to Cayman there 

are instances of refusal and denial in producing a Slave Registry. The representatives 
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stated that “implementation of a slave registry in Bermuda was both unnecessary and 

impractical given the colony’s precarious economic situation and its irreproachable 

honesty” (Hannon & Kennedy, 2019, p. 64). In detailing the resistance that slaveholders 

in Bermuda gave to the Governor, the hostile response is reminiscent of the attitude of 

Caymanian vestrymen of the period.  

Geographically, Bermuda and Cayman share similarities as well. Both being 

small land masses in comparison with larger Caribbean countries, the plantation economy 

was not able to take root in the territories. While there was a tobacco industry in 

Bermuda, it reached the end of productivity in the 1700s, and soon after the agriculture 

industry became nonviable as well (Hannon & Kennedy, 2019, pp. 64-65). 

Moreover, there are also similarities that abound in the social arena between 

Bermuda and Cayman. It is said that the enslaved population was able to grow, ‘through 

natural increase, resulting in a society in which even poor whites were likely to be 

slaveowners and a very few families owned many slaves” (Hannon & Kennedy, 2019, pp. 

64 – 65). There is a false equivalency that the Bermudan white ruling class posited as 

they repeated the rhetoric that enslavement in the island was less demanding for those 

enslaved, due in part to the small size of Bermuda and its economy (Hannon & Kennedy, 

2019, pp. 64 – 65).  

Hannon and Kennedy (2019) additionally detail the way in which the Assembly 

as a whole was affronted at the perceived overreach of the UK through the Governor and 

state, “Bermuda’s political elite were successful in forestalling the implementation of a 

slave registry and of policies towards amelioration for almost four years” (p. 67). 
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In 1827, however the act to “Ameliorate the Condition of Slaves and Free Persons 

of Colour” was passed. This codified in law that enslaved Africans could own property, 

however, they were not able to vote or be eligible for political office.  

Furthermore, to add to the discourse as to the ameliorable working conditions in 

Bermuda, the assembly provided recollection of an incident in which 11 enslaved 

Bermuda shipmen who arrived in Ireland were given a change at freedom, with only 

three of them accepting the offer. The Bermudan legislature took that as an example of 

their preferred enslaved life in Bermuda. However, Hannon & Kennedy (2019) stated that 

the men detailed that they would have been without their familial support in Ireland and 

therefore chose to return to Bermuda (p. 69). 

During the discussion leading up to and after Emancipation, the legislature 

focused on addressing the compensation of slaveholders. Additionally, there was a focus 

on bolstering the police force and prison, and strategies were put in place to ensure that 

the free population not only remained in “lower-level positions” but were also excluded 

from the political process on all levels (Hannon & Kennedy, 2019, p. 70). Despite the 

genteel description in which Bermuda legislators label slavery in Bermuda, we see that 

they enacted laws from 1836 that were designed to keep the inequal and unjust status 

quo, which included among other things educating white children only, as well as 

‘improving’ criminal justice (Hannon & Kennedy, 2019, p. 71).  

That has been the dominant Bermudan historical narrative. The rationale being 

that due to the absence of large plantation systems in the territory, enslavement could not 

have been as severe as in other Caribbean countries. However, when we look to the 

narratives of enslaved persons, we see that this is a largely fictional standpoint.  
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While the colonial narrative positions enslavement as more of a pleasant situation 

in Bermuda, the lives of Sally Basset and Mary Prince pointedly differ from that 

description.   

Mary Prince, the first National hero of Bermuda, was a formerly enslaved woman 

who wrote her autobiography in 1831. The significance of her book, in part, is that it 

offered an understanding of enslavement in Bermuda that was not in agreement with the 

mild treatment of enslaved Africans that has been historically told.   

Additionally, Quito Swan (2012) details the political dynamics of 

memorialization within the public space in Bermuda, and how the lives of Basset and 

Prince bring those dynamics into focus. Discussing Sally Basset, Swan describes her 

brutal death in 1730 after being accused of poisoning the slaveholders of her 

granddaughter. Swan (2012) states that as part of Bermuda’s 400-year anniversary 

celebrations, a statue of Basset was placed “in front of the Government’s Cabinet Office 

to memorialize the struggle of blacks against slavery” (p. 71). When this occurred in 

2009, public discussion arose with Black Bermudians pushing for Basset’s recognition as 

a national hero, and the Governor at the time likening “the sculpture to monuments 

commemorating Confederate General Robert E. Lee and the 1838 Boer Blood River war 

against the Zulus” (Swan, 2012, p. 71). The community was rightly incensed at the 

comparison.  

Swan (2012) argues that bringing slavery to the forefront of public discussion and 

utilizing the perceived permanence of statues is “politically charged” (p. 71) and he cites 

that this is specific to Bermuda as it is a “colonial society that has historically 

criminalized black protest but now features a black government committed to the 
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promotion of Bermuda’s “national” heritage (Swan, 2012, p. 71). Bassett, and the 

historical record of resistance are physical manifestations of critique to “white 

mainstream master narrative” (Swan, 2012, p. 71) that falsely equivocates the 

pleasantries of slavery in Bermuda and erases enslaved African resistance.  

Within the illusion of enslavement as a “benign institution”, the narratives of 

protest do not fit into that overall story. Swan (2012) points to the way that it illuminates 

the desolate experience of enslavement but also that “The telling, imagining, and 

memorializing of Bassett’s story helps to dismantle the myth of benignness that assuages 

white guilt about slavery, legitimizes white power, delegitimizes black protest, and warps 

Bermuda’s mainstream understanding of slavery” (pp. 73-74).  

Furthermore, punitive Bermudan laws enacted during enslavement are legal 

inheritances that provide evidence of a reality that contrasts the calmness of the benign 

description. Moreover, throughout the 1600s and 1700s there were instances in which the 

colonial government discovered revolts and sought to make examples of those leading 

said movements through execution. Swan (2012) details the influence that Haiti had in 

the region, as “In 1795, it was also feared that a slave revolt was being instigated by 

Haitian mulattoes who had been brought to Bermuda in the aftermath of the Haitian 

Revolution” (p. 77). Newspapers are additional sources of evidence that enslaved 

Africans sought to run away as Swan points to those holding notices for rewards for those 

that were missing (Swan, 2012, p. 77). 

In critiquing the history of Bermuda that placates to the colonial power Swan 

(2012) states, that these “productions of Bermuda history” not only codified colonialism, 

it also ‘downplayed racism,’ ‘trivialized slavery’ and finally concealed black protest (p. 
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78). This description echoes the narratives of Caymanian history, and the Bermudan 

response can perhaps offer an example of people critiquing and challenging official 

histories to express a more genuine telling of history. However, there were publications 

that centered African descended Bermudians that Swan details in the 1970s that sought to 

push back on the white-washed history, texts published by Cyril Packwood and Nellie 

Musson. (Swan, 2012, p. 81). Yet there are no similar texts in Caymanian history that 

detail slavery. The supposition could be that due to there not being a written record of the 

atrocities that committed it has enabled the narrative much more in Cayman than perhaps 

in Bermuda.  

Additionally, Swan articulates the way in which sites of violence against enslaved 

Africans, “auction blocks, sites of punishments, and whipping posts” (Swan, 2012, p. 82) 

have been utilized as attractions for tourists, or he states “at worst—been completely 

forgotten in popular imagination. As such, auction blocks (as in Salt Kettle and Flatt’s 

Village) adjacent to docks can now become parking lots—even for aquariums” (Swan, 

2012, p. 82). 

For Bermuda the statue not only signifies the abhorrent lie that enslavement was a 

pleasant experience in the territory but also the current discussion around it being a public 

monument of an enslaved person (Swan, 2012, p. 83). In seeking to correct the colonial 

record Swan concludes that while there is the discussion about slavery being benign in 

Bermuda, the life of Bassett cuts through that narrative.  

Similarly, to the lack of discussion in Cayman, when it is brought up, Swan states 

that the discussion in Bermuda about racism, “have been historically centered on 

comforting white guilt about slavery and racism” (Swan, 2012, p. 86). The statue 
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therefore represented this reality in Bermuda, as the white population for the most part 

reacted negatively to the statue, and “perhaps because by deconstructing the master 

narrative it also delegitimizes contemporary white power” (Swan, 2012, p. 88). The way 

that enslavement has been brought to the forefront in Bermuda is markedly different than 

in Cayman. While there is the story of Long Celia and Hannibal that through court 

records offer a glimpse of the severity of enslavement there, there is not currently any 

space within public memory or even within the educational system that discusses the role 

that slavery played in Cayman.  

Maritime Heritage and Early Settlers 

The early Bermudan economy relied heavily on various maritime economies. 

Pearl fisheries were established as well as fishing and boat building. The historical 

analyses the role of enslaved labor is here again ignored. However, it is noted that 

“skilled laborers” (Pluymers, 2020, p. 123) were imported to ensure the viability of the 

pearl industry. However, scholars point to correspondence of business owners of the 

period that expressed interest in “outside expertise and, as was the case with pearls, 

looked, in part, to people of African descent to provide it” (Pluymers, 2020, p. 123). 

During that time, not only were enslaved Africans used for their maritime 

knowledge but also agricultural, as Afro-Bermudians played a crucial role in early 

tobacco cultivation. Given the reliance on the enslaved for labor, the Governor in 

Bermuda at the time and successive governors placed restrictions on the enslaved as to 

control their movements and their own agricultural production.  
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Lastly, as a punitive measure and to further establish control over the means of 

production, enslaved Africans were limited from obtaining turtles therefore, forcing them 

to work in agricultural fields (Pluymers, 2020, p. 127). 

Settlement in Bermuda however differs than in Cayman as many of Bermuda’s 

first settlers we are told were, “prosperous English planters” as well as “master 

craftsmen” (Gaieski et. al. 2011, p. 393). Unlike the first settlers in Cayman who were 

from Jamaica and were “poor…turtlers and logcutters” (Craton, 2003, p. 2). Gaieski et. al 

(2011) also states that many of the first settlers were from the UK, as indentured laborers, 

jailed prisoners and women who would be wives to men on the island (p. 393).  

A marked difference in settlement demographics of Bermuda and Cayman is that 

of an indigenous population. In the 1600s indigenous people were brought to Bermuda, 

either from other islands in the Caribbean or through New England (Gaieski et. al. 2011, 

p. 393). Additionally, in the 18th century, shipbuilders, and seafarers from the Portuguese 

islands of Madeira and Azora in the Atlantic Ocean migrated to Bermuda to assist with 

agricultural efforts on the island (Gaieski et. al. 2011, p. 395).  

Similarly to Cayman, (as well as Barbuda) in Bermuda the soil was quite shallow 

and not fit for extensive plantations. Therefore, tobacco cultivation was not a sustainable 

venture, which resulted in an oversupply of labor on the island. A law that sought to limit 

the importation of enslaved persons was soon passed, however the Black population 

continued to grow. In 1730, the Act for Extirpating all Free Negroes, Indians, Mulattoes 

was passed explicitly stating that free non-white persons were to leave the island, or they 

would be sold back into slavery (Gaieski et. al. 2011; Swan, 2012).  
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Black Power 

In Cayman, this issue of a dearth of documented information is not just about 

enslavement but also blackness. As a territory, the Cayman Islands and its archives seem 

to not hold as much information on the subject. Scholars at times attribute the ‘tranquil’ 

race relations in Cayman to the near equal race ratios, however the same could be said for 

Bermuda’s population demographic.  

Swan (2014) details that Bermuda has been likened as the “South Africa of the 

West Indies” (p.198) due to the racial and societal demographics. While the racial 

demographics in Bermuda have fluctuated between 55-60% black and 35-40% white, for 

the most part the power dynamics have not. Swan (2014) notes the pronounced visibility 

of whiteness in Bermuda is more reminiscent of the US than other Caribbean countries, 

this can be seen in examples he gives such as “white American tourists”, “police force” 

and “government administrators and civil servants” (p. 198). 

What we see in Bermuda, and Barbuda, that is absent in Cayman is a recorded 

Black Power movement. This has been a defining factor in the acknowledgement and 

reclamation that we see in other territories that seems to be negligent within the Cayman 

Islands. 

Paget Henry traces Black Power in Antigua and Barbuda to the long lineage of 

African resistance in the Caribbean, and most importantly to the Haitian Revolution. 

Citing efforts that enslaved Africans made specifically in the plantation economies, 

maroon communities “mark crucial moments in the formation of an emerging Afro-

Creole political subject” (Henry, 2014, pp.182-183).  
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Additionally, in discussing the history of Black Power in Barbuda, Henry 

addresses the different waves in which it occurred. In the 1700s Black power was 

manifested in revolts and insurrections led by locals.  In the early 1900’s Marcus 

Garvey’s message was brought to the islands and a branch established. Men who were at 

sea or employed as mariners used “their traveling positions to transport black radical 

literature across the black world, bringing them into ports where they were banned” 

(Henry, 2014, p. 184). In Antigua and Barbuda, the movement started to build political 

power, not just against colonial rhetoric and rule, but also in shaping a class 

consciousness with trade unions being established in the territory. Henry posits that Black 

Power in Antigua and Barbuda showed up through various cultural representations of 

African heritage within the aesthetics. Also, it was thought and recorded intellectually 

through Pan-African scholarly writings (Henry, 2014, pp. 187-188).  Currently, Henry 

(2014) says that the iteration of Black Power is still going strong within Antigua and 

Barbuda, and he cites organizations that are utilizing creative arts and economic 

empowerment. A Reparations Support Commissions as well as the African Slavery 

Memorial Society are both organizations that have goals to keep conversations and 

connections to Africa within the public discourse (Henry, 2014, p. 194). 

Similarly, in Bermuda, “Black Power was an anticolonial, revolutionary youth 

movement that aimed to dismantle British colonialism and the latter’s support of the 

island’s white oligarchy” (Swan, 2014, p. 197). So powerful was the idea of Black power 

in the British colony, that Swan lays out the way that British troops were deployed in 

Bermuda to actively repress the movement.  
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Within Bermuda, Swan (2014) explains that mutual aid societies were created, a 

branch of the UNIA was formed, as well as a labor movement was established (p. 198). 

Black Power within Bermuda according to Swan (2014) was manifested through labor 

and class understandings as well as utilizing boycotts symbolizing the impact of being 

close to the US, while utilizing other strategies that expressed a clear similarity to the 

Caribbean (p. 198). 

Before the organizational establishment of Black Power in Bermuda, there were 

various boycotts and strikes that desegregated tourism spaces as well as Bermudans 

battled with issues such as racism, discrimination, and disenfranchisement to name a few 

(Swan, 2014, p. 199).  

Similarly, to Barbuda, Black Power was instrumental in building upon a class 

consciousness in Bermuda, and with a close relationship to the Progressive Labor Party 

(PLP) the Black Power Conference was held in July 1969 in Bermuda (Swan, 2014, p. 

201). The conference was attended by CLR James, Queen Mother Moore and Yosef Ben-

Jochannan (Swan, 2014, pp. 202-203) to name a few. The pushback that Black Power 

faced in Bermuda after was swift, from the hysterical opinions and editorials in 

newspapers to the information and surveillance collected from the British Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office (FCO). Additionally, a Race Relations Act was put into law that 

“criminalized verbal and in-print racial slurs and incitements of “race hatred”; British 

troops were stationed on the island, and Canada placed two warships in Bermuda’s 

waters” (Swan, 2014, p. 202).  
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Swan (2014) details that “On a regional level, FCO officials suggested that the 

conference was a catalyst for the increase of overt Black Power activity in the Caribbean 

over the following year” (p. 204). 

In years after the conference, the PLP continued to represent the black working 

class, and a Cadre was established. It was used to organize “politically minded youth, 

initially studying Bermudan history with local elders” (Swan, 2014, p. 206). As such with 

any movement to unify and decolonize a power structure there was resistance. Various 

bills were passed in Bermuda’s legislative body as well as “surveillance, infiltration, po- 

lice harassment, and anti-Beret propaganda” (Swan, 2014, p. 209) Additionally, Swan 

details instances of Black Bermudans harassed in the US, England and Canada by the 

authorities of those nations.  

However, there were various outcomes that arose through the Black Power 

movement in Bermuda. In the government’s effort for control there were certain 

integrationist admittances which led to a larger black middle class. But they also led to an 

anti-black power system within the education system through recruitment to the police 

service and youth outreach etc. Interestingly Swan (2014) states, “The education system 

continued to perpetuate a myth of black privilege under British colonialism” (p. 214). 

Though, he does state that the movement impacted the arts, through music and 

artists, similarly to Barbuda. Additionally, the legacy supported “grassroots and African-

centered cultural and religious organizations, such as Rastafarians, Gombeys, and the 

Nation of Islam” (Swan, 2014, p. 214). Also, within the political arena, the PNP won 

national elections in 1989, which has had significant impacts on how Black Bermudians 

understand themselves within the colonial society.  
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These actions and organizations among black people point to collective, lingering 

understandings of themselves as being African descended and having at least a baseline 

race consciousness within the territories of Barbuda and Bermuda. Cayman in contrast, 

has not seen a sustained push for labor organization nor even a collective discussion on 

enslavement and the inequalities that are present today tie in directly to these historical 

conditions.  

While Black power is sporadically discussed as something that individual persons 

may be espoused, there has not been any documentation of a push for it within the 

Cayman Islands. There are two mentions that can be inferred as to some race 

consciousness in Cayman. Briefly, Bodden (2007) mentions it in reference to a 

demonstration regarding a Planning Law that was being introduced in 1970. Bodden 

citing a passage from Johnson (2001), states of the instance, “The situation eventually led 

to a demonstration by political opposition members of the Legislative Assembly and their 

public support group, joined by a number of “black power” troublemakers, which 

immediately began to scare tourists, visitors and local businesspersons” (Bodden, 2007, 

p. 202). Citing Hanerz, (1974) Bodden explains: 

Much of the speculation centered on the young black and coloured men who had 
appeared in the march with black “P” letters, and many of whom had also gone 
around to the public meetings…They were known locally as “Mathilda’s Corner 
boys”, after the location of the bar which they had long used for a hangout. 
(Bodden, 2007, p. 203)  
 

Hanerz (1974) additionally states, “The problem was that the “P” mark and other 

thing seemed like overtones of black power..” (pp. 147-148). While there may have been 

discussions and a group of young men known in the community that perhaps were 

influenced, there is hardly a mention of it in the historical record. Bodden is also clear in 
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stating that there are no linkages of any demonstrator to the Black Power movement 

internationally. He emphatically says, “More important, there is no evidence to suggest 

that any black power group had existed in the Cayman Islands since the island’s 

settlement” (Bodden, 2007, p. 204). 

In the second instance, Bodden in detailing the political atmosphere in Grand 

Cayman in the late 1960’s discusses the way that the community was being confronted 

with a political strategy of events indicating that the islands were having an influx of 

outside power.  

In 1967, the local newspaper ran a news article that indicated the ‘Bay Street 

Boys’ (the white oligarchy in the Bahamas) were trying to move their business’ to 

Cayman. (Bodden, 2010, p. 157). A local politician it was said, “used the audience at 

‘Mathilda’s Corner’ and other obviously ethnic areas of George Town to suggest a ‘white 

takeover’” (Bodden, 2010, pp. 157-158). Yet, Bodden (2010) again states that, “caution 

must be exercised in its interpretation since, in research for this book, nowhere was 

evidence encountered to suggest any ‘black power’ conspiracy or radical organization in 

the Cayman Islands at this time” (pp. 157-158). And while the politician was successful 

during that election, Bodden (2010) notes that because there weren’t serious attempts to 

organize the Black voters in George Town, the politician was not reelected due to the 

other white politicians that “saw his candidacy as a threat to white hegemonic 

incumbency” (pp. 158-159). It was also a missed opportunity to further develop a 

sustained race consciousness in the area. Bodden is of the opinion that the 1970’s 

demonstration may have been a consequence of the political leadership of said politician, 
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however it was not to be brought to the forefront of politics or even the social sphere in 

Cayman, as we have seen in Barbuda and Bermuda.  

As the histories of Barbuda and Bermuda articulated in this section have made 

clear, there are other islands with striking similarities to Cayman, and recognition of 

those similarities should put the narrative of Cayman being an anomaly within the 

Caribbean to rest. Barbudians have wrestled with the issue of autonomy from Antigua. 

Additionally, the tension between the white Bermuda political power wrestled against 

perceived overreach of the British governor, a situation not dissimilar to that which 

occurred in Cayman. Like Bermuda as well, Cayman has sought to dissuade the public of 

knowing about enslavement and therefore it has all but been erased from the public 

history. There are marked differences in how Cayman has not addressed the enslavement 

period, or even recognized its impact within society. While attempts may have been made 

to encourage a race consciousness in Cayman, there are no historical records or archival 

documentation to support it as formally being operational. I would posit that while 

Bermudans and Barbudans are cognizant of their ancestry and their blackness this has 

been informed by public understanding of the enslavement period within their territories, 

as well as the Black Power movement, two things that are lacking within a Cayman 

context.  
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS  

 

This study sought to understand the rationale of Caymanians maintaining a 

dependent relationship to the UK through the territory’s continued refusal of political 

independence.  Utilizing a qualitative research approach, and analyzing the research 

through an Afrocentric lens the following research questions were addressed: What do 

Caymanians think about self-determination? How does the British colonial structure in 

Cayman isolate, devalue and siphon off the political, economic, and cultural possibilities 

Caymanians of African ancestry envision? Furthermore, how, and why do Caymanians 

either embrace or reject the trope of paradise? How is the prevalence of independence-

averse discourse informed by their engagement with histories of agency, anti-black 

racism and liberation that are abundant in the African diaspora and the Caribbean?  

This chapter presents the findings of this study in three sections. The first section 

describes the data analysis process. The second section presents the findings from the 

survey and the analytic questions the findings answered. The third section discusses the 

qualitative data from the interviews and the themes that emerged from the results.  

Data Analysis 

Participants accessed the questionnaire online via a survey monkey URL that was 

shared on various social media and local media in the Cayman Islands. The data was 

accessed via the online program, and the data was presented via the online survey site’s 

analysis mechanism.  
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The recorded interviews were transcribed via Otter.ai. The transcripts were 

uploaded and coded using NVivo, a data analysis software program. After reading 

transcriptions, a first cycle of coding occurred, utilizing a combination of a ‘generic’ 

approach as well as coding methods “considered part of grounded theory’s coding canon” 

(Saldana, 2016, p. 55), these approaches included attribute, structural, descriptive, values, 

and In Vivo coding. As themes started emerging from the data, a second cycle of coding 

was conducted that utilized the same combination of analysis.  

Description of Survey Sample 

Demographic Information. The survey sample comprised of 270 participants, 

with 199 (73.70%) of the respondents identifying as women and 71 (26.30%) identifying 

as men. The majority of participants were in the age range between 25-34 and 35-44 with 

78 (28.89%) persons being between 35-44 years of age, and 77 (28.52%) participants 

between the ages of 25-34. The data on sex and age are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. 

More than half of respondents indicated they had some college level education or higher 

(24.07% reporting some college, 15.93% having an associate’s degree, 25.56% 

completing a bachelor’s degree and 16.30% earning a graduate degree). Only 14.44% of 

participants indicated they only earned up to a high school degree or GED. Most 

respondents (63.70%) were employed full time. The data on education level and 

employment industry are presented in Table 3 and Table 4. The current industry that most 

participants were employed in was within the Cayman Islands Government as a civil 

servant (32.59%) and finance (15.56%) as a distant second. Within those industries, most 

respondents were in administrative positions (32.57%).   
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These figures are in line with the Caymanian population, as figures from the 

Labor Force Survey Report (2019) indicate 25.93% of Caymanians worked in public 

administration and other government departments; and 22.65% of Caymanians employed 

in financial services.  While the report doesn’t account for part time hours, the labor force 

participation rate for Caymanians is listed at 72.4%.  

Additional census information, however, indicates that the survey respondents 

skewed towards women, as 2021 census figures show that Caymanian men comprised 

48.35% of the population, and women represent 51.58%. Additionally, the survey 

respondents were younger than the population’s average age, as the majority of 

Caymanians are in the age ranges of 45-54 (15.98%) and 55-64 (13.70%).  

Similarly, more than half of Caymanians have similar college education levels 

(within the Census: 20.13% stated some college, 10.49% indicated they had an 

associate’s degree, 16.42% bachelor’s degree and 7.9% of the total population have a 

graduate degree). 29.02% of the Caymanian population have some high school or a GED 

equivalent according to the census. The differences could be attributed to the medium 

used to inform respondents and collect the data (social media and internet-based survey 

site) that tend to have a younger audience base. 

Table 1  

Demographic Data for Questionnaire: Gender Identity 

 Frequency % of Sample 
Man 71 26.30% 
Woman 199 73.70% 
Prefer not to respond 0 0% 
Total 270  
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Table 2  

Demographic Data for Questionnaire: Age 

Age Group Frequency % of Sample 
18-24 54 20.0% 
25-34 77 28.52% 
35-44 78 28.89% 
45-54 47 17.41% 
55-64 11 4.07% 
65+ 3 1.11% 
Total 270  

 

Table 3 Education Level 

Demographic Data for Questionnaire: Education Level 

Age Group Frequency % of Sample 
Some Middle School  0 0% 
Some High School 10 3.70% 
High School Degree or 
equivalent (e.g GED) 

39 14.44% 

Some College 65 24.07% 
Associate’s Degree 43 15.93% 
Bachelor’s Degree 69 25.56% 
Graduate Degree 44 16.30% 
Total 270  

 

Table 4  

Demographic Data for Questionnaire: Industry 

 Frequency % of Sample 
Finance  42 15.56% 
Tourism 12 4.44% 
Government (Civil 
Service) 

88 32.59% 

Education 18 6.67% 
Legal 15 5.56% 
Media / 
Telecommunications 

10 3.70% 

Healthcare 13 4.81% 
Utilities / Energy (gas, 
electric, etc.) 

4 1.48% 
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Domestic (care for 
elderly, children in 
home) 

0 0% 

Vocation / Trade 
(mechanic, construction, 
plumbing etc.) 

3 1.11% 

Religious 1 0.37% 
Entrepreneur 8 2.96% 
Student 29 10.74% 
Other  27 10.0% 
Total 270  

 

All respondents from the sample identified as being of African descent however 

when presented with a choice of considering themselves Afro-Caribbean, European-

Caribbean or Caribbean, approximately 62% (n=165, 61.11%) of respondents considered 

themselves Caribbean. Additionally, the majority of survey respondents indicated they 

were Caymanian, either through the right (born in Cayman to at least one Caymanian 

parent) (45.35%) or through obtaining Caymanian status (granted through the 

Immigration Board) (16.73%). The data on ethnicity and immigration status are presented 

in Table 5 and Table 6.  

Table 5  

Demographic Data for Questionnaire: Race / Ethnicity  

 Frequency % of Sample 
Afro-Caribbean 91 33.70% 
Euro-Caribbean 5 1.85% 
Caribbean 165 61.11% 
None of the Above  9 3.33% 
Total 270  
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Table 6  

Demographic Data for Questionnaire: Immigration Status 

 Frequency % of Sample 
Caymanian Resident  62 23.05% 
Caymanian, by way of: 
Right to be Caymanian 

122 45.35% 

Caymanian, by way of: 
Caymanian Status 

45 16.73% 

Permanent Resident 14 5.20% 
Other 26 9.67% 
Total 269  

Most respondents were either employed full time (63.70%) or part time (7.41%) 

with a significant portion of participants indicating they were students (14.07%). Of those 

employed, the Cayman Islands government (32.59%) was a top employer, and the 

finance industry (15.56%). Additionally, most participants indicated that they worked in 

either administrative (32.57%) or managerial (22.22%) positions. Table 7 and Table 8 

present the data on employment status and position.  

Table 7 

Demographic Data for Questionnaire: Employment Status 

 Frequency % of Sample 
Employed full time 172 63.70% 
Employed part time 20 7.41% 
Unemployed & currently 
looking for work 

14 5.19% 

Unemployed and not 
currently looking for work 

3 1.11% 

Student 38 14.07% 
Retired 4 1.48% 
Stay and home parent / 
partner 

1 0.37% 

Self-employed 16 5.93% 
Unable to work 2 0.74% 
Total 270  
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Table 8  

Demographic Data for Questionnaire: Employment Position 

 Frequency % of Sample 
Administrative 85 32.57% 
Marketing 12 4.60% 
Development 19 7.28% 
Managerial 58 22.22% 
Faculty 15 5.75% 
Other 72 27.59% 
Total 261  

 

Results of Major Research Questions 

The research sought to understand the colonial condition within the Cayman Islands. This 

includes the views of participants on political independence for the Cayman Islands as 

well as the ways that possibilities are limited within said colonial structure.  

RQ1: What do Caymanians think about self-determination?  

Within the survey sample, the questions that addressed the research question can 

be found in Part II: Survey Questions (SQ4), SQ12a, SQ 12b  

SQ4: Should political independence be a future goal for the Cayman Islands?  

212 persons responded to the question, and the majority (n=124/212) 58.49% 

stated no, while (n=88/212) 41.51% indicated yes.  

SQ12a: Do you think of Caymanians as a self-determining people?  

Of the 197 persons that answered, the majority (n=108/197) 54.82% indicated 

yes, while (n=89/197) 45.18% stated no.  
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SQ12b: Do you think the Government of the Cayman Islands is self-determining?  

198 persons responded, and most participants (n=121/198) 61.11% stated no, 

while (n=77/198) 38.89% stated yes.  

RQ2: What is the impact on the political, economic and cultural possibilities of 

African-descended Caymanians due to historical and current British colonialism? 

Within the survey sample, the questions that addressed the research question can 

be found in Part II: SQ 1,SQ 2, SQ 3, SQ 6, SQ 7, SQ 8, SQ13. 

SQ1: How would you define Colonialism? (Write in your response to the best of 

your ability).  

The overwhelming majority (n=176, 93.62%) of the 188 participants answered 

with a negative view/definition of colonialism. Of those that responded in the negative, 

the dominant descriptors of colonialism were control (n=67/176; 38%) and exploitation 

(n=30/176; 17%). Most respondents identified its impact on a territory/country’s 

economic (n=38/176; 21.60%), political (n=32/176; 18.18%) and social- customs, belief 

system, and norms (n=24/176; 13.64%). Nine participants either stated no comment, not 

applicable or they didn’t know (n=9/188; 4.79%). Three participants answered with a 

positive definition (n=3/188; 1.60%) of colonialism.  
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SQ2: How often do you think about Colonialism, Cayman and its relationship to 

the United Kingdom?  

The majority of respondents who answered the question (n=97/217; 44.70%) 

indicated that they occasionally think about the topic. The percentage of those that never 

(n=22/217; 10.14%) or rarely (n=43/217; 19.82%) thought about it combined (29.96%) 

was greater than those who thought about the topic very frequently (n=15/217; 6.91%) or 

frequently (n=40/217; 18.43%) combined (25.34%).  

SQ3: Would you consider yourself a colonial subject?  

Of the 214 respondents, the majority indicated yes (n=124/214; 57.94%), and 90 

persons indicated no, or 42.06% (n=90/214) of participants that answered the question.  

SQ 6 & 7: Industry as Function of Colonialism  

These questions consisted of two Likert-style questions that were converted and 

measured on a scale of 1 to 5.  

The tourism as function of colonialism question revealed that 35.41% (n=74/209) 

of respondents were undecided. However, 25.84% (n=54/209) agreed with the statement.  

The financial services as function of colonialism question showed similarly 

35.41% (n=74/209) of persons were undecided. Yet a greater percentage, 33.49%, 

(n=70/209) of respondents indicated that they agreed with the sentiment. A higher 

percentage also strongly agreed with the sentiment over those that strongly agreed with 

the same tourism statement. Table 9 shows the response frequency for the industry as 

function of colonialism measure.  
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Table 9  

Questionnaire: Industry as a Function / Extension of Colonialism 

Q 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Q1 29 46 74 54 6 209 
(Percentage) 13.88% 22.01% 35.41% 25.84% 2.87%  

       
Q2 19 34 74 70 12 209 
(Percentage) 9.09% 16.27% 35.41% 33.49% 5.74%  

 
Q6: Tourism is a function / extension of colonialism.  

Strongly      Disagree           Undecided    Agree        Strongly  

Disagree                     Agree 

 

Q7: Financial Services is a function / extension of colonialism.  

Strongly      Disagree           Undecided           Agree        Strongly  

Disagree                      Agree 

 

SQ8: Do Caymanians benefit from The Dart Group being the largest landowner in 

the Cayman Islands? 

  A slim majority of the 207 participants (n=107/207; 51.69%) did not 

believe there was a benefit, while 48.31% (n=100/207) of participants indicated 

Caymanians did benefit.  
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SQ13: Does Cayman benefit from the current colonial relationship with the UK? 

Why or Why not?  

Of the 164 respondents, the majority indicated yes (n=120/164; 73.17%). 29 

persons indicated no, or 17.68% (n=10/164). 6.10% of respondents stated, “yes and no” 

and 1.83% (n=3) stated that they didn’t know / not sure, with 1.22% (n=2) writing “no 

comment / non applicable.”  

For the respondents that indicated yes, most answers (n=42/120; 35%) stated that 

the benefits were economic / financial. The second theme with (n=27/120) 22.50% of 

respondents indicated a benefit related to defense / security/ national disaster assistance. 

Stability was also cited as a benefit by 15 (n=15/120; 12.50%) respondents. Other 

categories were: reputational benefits / confidence / brand / prestige (n=9/120; 7.5%) and 

concerns of political guidance / legislation / governmental greed (n=7/120; 5.83%). 

Of those respondents that said no, equal persons (n=6/29; 20.70%) stated that 

there was no benefit due to overreaching of the UK in political/moral issues, as well as 

the UK being in direct competition with Cayman in the financial services arena and 

impacting Cayman’s finance rating. Other respondents (n=3/29; 10.34%) stated the UK 

showed contempt for commonwealth countries, and “being treated like garbage from 

those from the UK.”   

RQ2: Sub question: How and why do Caymanians choose to embrace or reject the 

façade of paradise? 

Within the survey sample, the question that addressed the research question can 

be found in Part II: SQ16. 
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SQ16: Do you think of the Cayman Islands as paradise? Why or Why Not?   

Of the 171 respondents, the majority stated yes (n=96/171; 56.14%) and 16.96% 

(n=29/171) indicated no. Some persons responded, “yes and no” (n=44/171; 25.73%) and 

1.17% (n=2/171) or participants said they weren’t sure / didn’t know.  

For those that indicated yes, most (n=51/96; 53.13%) reported crime / safety as 

their reason. Respondents (n=21/96; 21.88%) also stated the beauty and the environment 

(n=30/96; 31.25%) [beaches (n=18/96), landscape / water (n=6/96), and weather (n=6/96) 

as rationale for understanding Cayman as paradise. Multiculturalism / cohesive cultures 

was also stated by 13.54% (n=13/96) of responses, and themes of finance (n= 24/96) 

were listed, followed by tax haven (n=8/96), no direct taxes, (n=7/96) financial stability, 

(n=6/76) high standard of living (n=3/76) (strong dollar / exchange rate). Also, the theme 

of ‘friendly people’ (n=7/76) and ‘Caymankind’ (n=3/76) was coded as informing 

participants thinking of Cayman as a paradise.   

All the respondents that indicated no (n=29), included a statement describing the 

high cost of living as a factor in their response. Persons also stated that Cayman is a 

“paradise for them- tourists” / expats (n=8/29) and cited equally (n=5/29) themes of no 

opportunities for locals, increasing development, and it being a ‘struggle’ (to survive) in 

Cayman. Caymanians being “second class citizens” was also cited by respondents 

(n=3/29) as to why they didn’t think of Cayman as a paradise.  
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RQ3: How is the logic of being “independence averse” among Caymanians informed 

by their engagement in discourses of agency, anti-black racism and liberation? 

Within the survey sample, the questions that addressed the research question can 

be found in Part II: SQ5a, SQ5b 

SQ5a: Do you think the majority of Caymanians are prejudice against Jamaicans 

and other people from majority Black Caribbean countries?  

Of the 218 respondents, the majority (n=150/218; 68.81%) indicated yes, over no 

(n=38/218; 17.43%). Additionally of the 30 respondents that answered “other” (n=20; 

9.17%) they stated that it occurred “sometimes,” “not on a large scale”, or indicated that 

it was “not all Caymanians” that held these views. 

SQ5b: If answered Yes what do you think is the basis of this prejudice? (Mark all 

that apply) 

The majority of respondents that answered indicated safety / crime (n=99/176; 

56.25%) and racism (n=94/176; 53.41%) as the basis of the prejudice.  Perceived 

financial (n=80/176; 45.45%) and political instability (n=36/176; 20.45%) were cited as 

well. Of those that responded “other” (n=36/176; 20.45%), five participants responded, 

“all of the above”, four persons stated the taking of jobs or job security, and three 

respondents answered with themes of “feeling better than / superior,” “ignorance / lack of 

education” and “pride” equally.   
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Participants also responded to the following questions on the survey: 

 
Colonial Industries. SQ9a: During your primary and high school education in the 

Cayman Islands were you taught in-depth about Caymanian culture, history, politics, 

enslavement period (slavery in Cayman), or was not educated in Cayman? 

The majority of respondents indicated that they were taught about Caymanian 

culture (57.14%) and history (46.26%). However only 12.93% recalled being informed 

about politics, and only 11.56% were taught about the enslavement period (Table 10).  

Table 10  

Questionnaire: Primary Education 

Topic Frequency % of Sample 
Culture 84 57.14% 
History 68 46.26% 
Politics 19 12.93% 
Enslavement Period (Slavery in 
Cayman 

17 11.56% 

Does not apply / was not educated 
in Cayman 

42 28.57% 

Total 230  

 
SQ9b: During your college/tertiary education in the Cayman Islands were you 

taught in-depth about Caymanian culture, history, politics, enslavement period (slavery in 

Cayman), or were you not educated in Cayman? 

The majority of persons who answered indicated that they were taught Caymanian 

history (48.65%) and culture (39.19%) during college in Cayman. The number of those 

taught about enslavement almost triples in comparison to primary school education, as 

31.76% of respondents indicated they were taught about the enslavement period, and 

32.43% learned about politics (Table 11).   
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Table 11  

Questionnaire: Tertiary Education 

Topic Frequency % of Sample 
Culture 58 39.19% 
History 72 48.65% 
Politics 48 32.43% 
Enslavement Period (Slavery in 
Cayman 

47 31.76% 

Does not apply / was not educated 
in Cayman 

68 45.95% 

Total 293  

 
SQ10: Are you aware of the 1962 decision made by the Commissioner Jack Rose 

(also known as “the white ball, black ball decision”) for the Cayman Islands to continue 

its relationship to the UK and to discontinue its relationship with Jamaica?  

Of 210 respondents, the majority, 64.29% (n=135) said yes and 35.71% (n=75) of 

responses indicated no.  

 

Decolonization. SQ11a: What profession do you feel that your education prepared you to 

do?  

Administration (59.09%), a career in government (44.95%) and finance (33.33%) 

received the majority of responses from the 198 persons that answered (Table 12).  

Table 12  

Questionnaire: Professional Preparation 

Topic Frequency % of Sample 
Administration 117 59.09% 
Human Resources 55 27.78% 
Finance 66 33.33% 
Tourism 46 23.23% 
Government 89 44.95% 
Education 50 25.25% 
Legal 48 24.24% 
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Media / Telecommunications 26 13.13% 
Healthcare 18 9.09% 
Utilities / Energy (gas, electric, etc.) 6 3.03% 
Domestic (care for elderly, children 
in home) 

6 3.03% 

Vocation / Trade (mechanic, 
construction, plumbing, etc.) 

11 5.56% 

Religious 10 5.05% 
Entrepreneur 55 27.78% 
Student 21 10.61% 
Total 624  

 
SQ11b: When asked if the career / job that they are currently in was what they 

imagined while in high school or university, the majority of the 188 respondents 

(64.89%) stated no while 35.11% of participants stated yes.  

SQ 14: Things such as professional attire, school uniform, hair policies in 

Cayman reflect an acceptance of the following cultures: (Mark all that Apply)  

The majority of the 189 respondents indicated a European influence (88.36%) in 

Cayman compared to 32.28% that believed it to be African (Table 13).  

Table 13  

Questionnaire: Cultural Influence 

Topic Frequency % of Sample 
African 61 32.28% 
European 167 88.36% 
Asian 32 16.93% 
Total 260  

Description of Interview Respondents Sample 

Demographic Information. The interview sample comprised of 23 participants, 

with 18 (78.26%) persons identifying as men and 5 (21.74%) identifying as women. 

Within the dissertation I have chosen to not disclose any identifying information 

(including demographic) that could be used to recognize interview participants. As a 
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result, participants have been labelled numerically when they are quoted. The Cayman 

Islands has a small population and this ‘smallness’ is significantly magnified within 

Caymanian social and political circles.  Many participants communicated their fears of 

retribution or the negative impact on employment opportunities based on some of their 

responses and critiques of status quo locally.  

Results of Major Research Questions Themes 

The respondents’ views were grouped into overarching themes that developed 

throughout the data: 

• Caymanians are not self-determining  

• Colonialism can be viewed through a time continuum with its traditional 

form largely seen/defined as a past conception 

• Current colonialism in Cayman is shown through 

conceptual/thought/mentality. 

• The colonial relationship between the territory and the UK is not widely 

understood  

• The relationship between the UK and Cayman is viewed largely 

negatively 

• Tourism and Financial Services can be seen as functions of colonialism 

• Cayman can be viewed as ‘paradise’  

• Caymanian identity entails feeling superior due to economic circumstance  

• Caymanians don’t consider themselves to be Caribbean people, and  
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The researcher placed the research question, the sub-questions, theme, code and sub-code 

within the following tables. The themes were extrapolated and supporting quotes have 

been supplemented to further explore the rationale of respondents’ answers.    

Main Research Question 1 (RQ 1) 

What do Caymanians think about self-determination? 

Sub-question 1 (RSQ 1): Do Caymanians think of themselves as a self-determining 

people? 

Table 14	

RQ 1: Sub-question 1 Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 1 What do Caymanians think about self- 
    determination? 

  

RSQ 1 Do Caymanians think of themselves as a 
self-determining people? 

21 62 

Agree- Are Self-Determining 14 28 
Agree Self Determining 6  

Caymanians ready to move  
into positions- matter of will 

1 1 

Conditions of past is  
hindrance 

1 1 

Have proven our ability 1 1 
Historically were self- 
determinant in past 

2 2 

Masses are ignorant 1 1 
More current conversation  
happening 

1 1 

Not grand aided 1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Soon push for political  
independence 

1 1 

We can be in control &  
govern ourselves 

4 1 

We have power- we actually  
don’t know that we have it 

1 1 

Younger generation want  
control of our destiny 

1 1 

Disagree- Are Not Self-Determining 16 29 
Caymanians are being  
dictated to 

1 1 

Caymanians go with status  
quo-good servants, do what  
told 

1 1 

Caymanians suffer identity  
crisis 

1 1 

Few more voices, but not  
enough to make a difference 

1 1 

Have affinity to Mother  
England 

1 1 

Internal Self-Doubt 1 1 
Legislation Impacts  
(Governor) 

11  

Population lacks political  
education / ignorance 

4 1 

Strong voice of oppressor  
locally that impacts 

1 1 

Technically not- however we  
the people have a choice to  
go that route 

1 1 

Yes and No- Self Determining 2 14 
Constitutionally- more in  
charge of internal affairs now 

4 4 

Dependency but not  1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

financially dependent 
Government desire to stay in  
office overrides desire to set  
people free 

1 1 

In the past yes – now no 3 3 
Politicians fearful but they  
are the ones to inspire  
populace 

1 1 

The people more than the  
government are self- 
determining 

1 1 

Up to a point that UK doesn’t  
like it / disagree 

1 1 

Dependency but not  
financially dependent 

1 1 

Don’t know- Self Determining  2  
Many of us would like to  
think, but in the end I don’t  
know 

1 1 

 

Theme 1: Self Determination. This theme, answers Research Question 1, and 

Sub-Question 1- in relation to self-determination, do Caymanians view themselves being 

self-determinant? The majority of respondents (n=16/21), 76.20% stated that they did not 

believe Caymanians are self-determining. Respondents indicated that the population 

lacked political education and were perhaps ignorant to the political implications of it 

(n=4/16; 25%). Additionally, many believed that Caymanians tend to go with the status 

quo (due to: identity crisis, internal self-doubt) (n=3/16; 18.75%). Sentiments that 

Caymanians have an affinity to England (strong voice of oppressor locally, Caymanians 
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being dictated to) (n=3/16; 18.75%) were also expressed as impacting their views on 

being led to believe they (Caymanians) can’t make it without them (the UK). Respondent 

#4 states:  

So when I think of self-determining, I think of visionary those who are 
seeking liberation, and of course, for us, that would look like 
independence...like I said before, like there have been glimmers of hope. 
But for the most part, there is this lacking of political education, because, 
you know, the way we are taught in the school systems it doesn't gear us 
towards being interested in, in, in deeper thinking of politics, politics, and 
also just thinking of like, so many of like my grandfather, like, different. 
Like our older folks, they also- a lot of them had limited access to 
education as well. So..political education is a huge issue here. And so that 
could be a factor as to why, you know, we're not as self-determining, and 
like you said, another...the voice of the oppressor is so strong. And so 
when you say about, you know, how we always compare it to Jamaica? 
..No one explains to-they always I think that is the voice of the oppressed. 
You know, we say Oh, look at Jamaica- look how bad they turned out. 
And no one explains like England really did set them up to fail. 
 

In thinking about a lack of political education, respondents also juxtaposed that while the 

Caymanian population has increased access to tertiary education now, and the population 

is more formally educated there remains self-doubt. Respondent #9 says:  

So..now, although our people are more educated..we are less in a position 
of self-determination, although we have the intellectual ability and training 
in order to be a self-determining country, I feel like we have allowed 
ourselves to be brainwashed into thinking, we don't have the ability to 
self-determine and that self-determination is a bad thing...If that makes 
sense. 
 

Critically analyzing the political structure of the islands was also a viewpoint that persons 

thought about while answering the questions. Respondent #12 shared:  

So to me, if there was real self-determination, what the Cayman 
government would be, well, what the members of the Legislative 
Assembly will be allowed to do would not be restricted. And this way, the 
governor would not have those reserved powers. And the Queen would not 
have her reserve powers under the other section. Think its section eighty 
something- 82 I think it is but can't remember. So my definition of self-
determination is what's under the Bill of Rights. Whether or not I think we 
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are we have the ability to self-determine. No, I don't think so...Given the 
governor's special powers, given the Queen's reserve powers, we can only 
be said to be doing things doing all things subject to the determination of 
the United Kingdom. So I do not think we're a self-determined- 
determining people. 
 

A participant also shared the sentiment about the education structure within the Cayman 

Islands. Respondent #13 is quoted as stating:  

Determining what? I mean, they don't even read their history. They don't 
teach it in their schools. They have their commission people, and they 
have committees to tell the man what to write. And then after they do that, 
they still don't use it in their universities or in their schools. What kind of 
people are these? 

 
Of those that agreed that Caymanians were self-determining (n=14/21; 66.66%), the 

majority of responses were of the sentiment that Caymanians can be in control and 

govern themselves (n=4/14; 28.58%). There were also specific responses that 

emphatically stated both yes and no in regard to Caymanians being self-governing 

(n=2/21; 9.52%). Most responses made distinctions between current circumstances and 

historical. Respondents were clear in their belief that Caymanians were more self-

governing in the past than in the present (n=3/21;14.29%). Participants spoke to 

Caymanians having to lean on its seafaring past, as well as being left to their own devices 

which in turn informed the more self-determinant period, even though currently, 

Caymanians have more internal control constitutionally (n=4/21, 19.05%). 

Some participants felt that the people more than the Caymanian government have been 

self-determinant. Respondent #5 describes that distinction:  

...The people more so than the government are self-determining. And 
when we look back at our history, we look at where the Cayman Islands 
have come from. We talk about our Seamen, and what they contributed to 
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the development of the Cayman Islands. They, to a certain extent, were the 
catalysts for the finance industry in the Cayman Islands, because we had a 
government savings bank that didn't have the ability to cope with the 
inflow of wages coming from seamen abroad. As a result of that you saw 
commercial bank, banks who saw the opportunity for doing business in the 
Cayman Islands. When you look at- in the 60s, for instance, when we 
needed improvements in infrastructure, because of the potential for growth 
in tourism. We up until 19- around about 1975, we were grant aided by the 
United Kingdom Government which meant that we got financial grants 
from them that were not repayable. 

Additionally concerns about past conditioning that could influence self-determinance was 

stated by respondents. Respondent #6 stated:  

Yeah, yeah I would say so...We’re more than capable, I think..be 
comfortable- that's not the right word- But the conditioning of the past is a 
bigger hindrance. But I do believe that Caymanians are resilience- resilient 
and are self-determining people more than capable of handling their own 
affairs. I believe that the majority because of conditioning would, would, 
would cause a bit of hesitation and fear, and what that would possibly 
mean for the future. But..there's a there's a group that is- that is capable. 
But it's just that whole thing about moving the masses. I'm not sure if the- 
if the masses are ready to- to have some sort of talks and discussions 
because of the implications of what it may mean. And it's not coming from 
a place of education. It's probably coming from a lot of ignorance.  

Speaking about the past being self-determining, Respondent #7 colloquially reminisced 

on that time:  

If you look at us, from the time that we signed those agreements in Pedro 
St. James until 60 years ago, until the first constitution came down, we 
were self-determining people, we were a strong people that lived imagine 
this on an island that mosquitoes would kill a friggin cow. Right? Smother 
it to death. We made our way. We made catboats, we made the most 
schooners, we thatched rope, we went place to place- we were self-
determining people. 
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This was a common response amongst participants, as Respondent #9 was also in 

agreement with that statement:  

Again,..there has been a transition from the generations...our grandparents 
generation, although they were very fiercely allegiant to England...at that 
time in Cayman's history, we were more of a self-determining country. 
Britain really had nothing to do with us, right. And ..when you look at 
Cayman as a country, we did not have many natural resources. The little 
bit of natural resources we did have in terms of mahogany was very 
quickly used up. So, our resource was our people and our seamen and their 
skills about making boats and that sort of stuff. Right. 

 
Yet, a respondent queried if politically there were any obstacles to Caymanians being 

self-determinant. Respondent #19 recounted a conversation that they previously had on 

the subject:  

 
In general? Yes. And I will tell you why I say that -we're now going 
through quote, unquote, proposed constitutional change. And I asked one 
simple question to ((the Premier)) and all them whose pushing for this. 
What is it you want to do now? What is it you want to do that this 
constitution stops you from doing it? They can't tell you, other than the 
fact that it gives them more power, you know, where the Governor has 
less and they have more. And from that standpoint, the challenge for us is 
not that we don't have the power. The problem is we have the power. The 
problem is, we actually don't know what we have. 

 

Main Research Question 2 (RQ 2) 

How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) devalue or (b) value the political, 

economic and cultural possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

Sub-question 1 (RSQ 1): How do participants define Colonialism? 
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Table 15	

RQ 2: Sub-question 1 Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 2 How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) 
devalue or (b) value the political, economic and cultural 
possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

  

RSQ 6 How do participants define Colonialism? 23 144 
Define Colonialism 23 144 

Definition: Current Manifestations	 3 3 
Different form now- more  
subtle- bringing in persons to  
build Cayman and now they  
are Caymanians 

1 1 

No longer colonial territory  
but Queen still on dollar- still  
relationship they see  
themselves as superior 

1 1 

Traditionally- send back  
natural resources to mother  
country, Cayman not sending  
anything back now 

1 1 

Definition: Dominance and 
Exploitative   

6 6 

Control, exploit, dominance 3 3 
Earmarks of Colonialism, use  
then discard 

1 1 

Group of people positioning  
as superior and oppressing  
other group of people 

2 2 

Definition: Economic / Political 6 6 
Group of people / country  
take over politically 

1 1 

One nation controlling  
another for economic gain 

2 2 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Overarching power utilizes  
mechanics to subject other  
people for utilizing resources 

1 1 

Tied to capitalism and racism 2 2 
Definition: Lingering Effects	 3 3 

Currently countries have  
more autonomy- but effects  
still linger 

1 1 

Residual effects- in politics,  
autonomy 

1 1 

Trickle-down economics is  
neo-colonization 

1 1 

Definition: Negative 2 2 
Hasn’t been a good thing for  
just about any country in the  
world 

1 1 

Rewritten history in the sense  
as if colonialism is something  
good 

11  

Definition: Not just Material 1 2 
Spiritual component to  
colonialism 

1 2 

Definition: Private Companies  3 3 
Britain didn’t colonize  
Cayman, private people did  
that- as offshoot of Jamaican  
settlement 

1 1 

Dart as colonial power 2 2 
Definition: Racism 2 2 

Colonialism tied to racism 1 1 
White people took over Black  
 people country: name /  
 religion 

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Definition: Religion / Cultural 
Norms 

1 1 

Transfer of religion and  
cultural norms from  
conquering country to  
conquered- as control 

1 1 

Definition Other: European Settler 
Colonialism 

1 1 

High Migration Levels 1 1 
Capability 8 8 

Capable but not given full  
responsibility 

1 1 

Colonialism has evolved- but  
at heart of it- not ultimately  
in charge of ourselves 

1 1 

Have to conform or adhere to  
Britain’s directives- this  
colonialism is voluntary 

2 2 

Not financial dependent- self- 
sustained dependency 

2 2 

Power to change things in  
colonial context is limited 

1 1 

Different Roles Ascribed 12 12 
Allow us internal affairs –  
but appoint Governors, Chief  
Justice, External affairs etc. 

1 1 

Allow you to do whatever you  
want but have ultimate call to  
stop something 

1 1 

BOT – lower class of  
citizenship 

1 1 

Cayman some degree  
internal self-government- not  
complete big things UK in  
charge of 

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Hard to comprehend still rely  
on another country not our  
cultural background 

1 1 

Nothing we can do that  
they’re not ok with 

1 1 

Still answering to colonial  
masters 

1 1 

Talk of ‘modern partnership’  
but like mother and child-  
follow rules: freedoms are  
circumscribed 

1 1 

They control external but  
sometimes dip into internal  
affairs 

1 1 

UK education not best in  
world, but we buy into it and  
bring it here to Caymanize it 

1 1 

UK totally in charge but  
delegate responsibility of  
running island- have close  
eye on us 

1 1 

Used to be colonial subjects  
had no rights in UK- changed  
but still nature of relationship 

1  

False Belief Caymanians are in 
Control 

4 4 

Britain in charge of you at  
the end of the day 

1 1 

It’s a façade- want to think in  
control- really not 

1 1 

Premise that we know we’re  
in charge of own affairs- but  
technically not 

2 2 

Financial Rival/Impact Relationship 2 2 
Direct competition with UK-  
at times do they not defend us  

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

as much as they should? 
UK giving us all these  
directives- leave us in an  
uncompetitive state 

1 1 

In Workplace / Leadership 11 12 
Being told accent is too  
Caymanian- not outrage but  
just brush it off 

1 1 

Caymanians address those  
from abroad as “Mr. etc”  
that level of respect not  
reciprocated 

1 1 

Caymanians don’t have  
economic power- political  
power due to support of  
Anglophone industry leaders  

1 1 

Colonial boss- controlling  
persons through dress code  
and ensuring fit into their box 

1 1 

Politicians quote bible- tools  
that colonial masters used to  
control narrative- to maintain  
power 

1 1 

Taught to be respectful  
because they represent / come  
from that colonial setup 

  

Tend to lean on European /  
other person instead of local 

1 1 

Those oppose independence  
are making an obscene  
amount of money 

1 1 

Titans in politics- didn’t need  
to be good in business- just  
fair haired, white skin 

1 1 

To advance in career have to  
submit to non-Caymanian  

1 2 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

culture 
Too much money, influence  
from descendants of colonial  
masters- those from abroad-  
neo-colonists 

1 1 

Mentality 23 43 
Accept we are BOTs but we  
live free lives- colonial role  
isn’t permanent 

1 1 

Afraid of saying no to  
England 

1 1 

At some point have to let go  
of Mommy’s frock tail 

1 1 

Believe superior to  
Jamaicans as could be due to  
large European ancestry in  
Cayman 

1 1 

Cayman elite- became more  
British when expats came to  
be in their company 

1 1 

Cayman is pigmentocracy-  
get more advantages lighter  
your skin 

1 1 

Cayman willing to bring in  
culture from colonists- not  
other countries 

1 1 

Caymanians accommodating-  
part of colonialism thing 

1 1 

Caymanians are in mental  
bondage due to colonialism 

1 1 

Caymanians believe superior  
to Jamaicans due to our  
inferiority to whiteness-  
misplaced energy 

1 1 

Caymanians have volunteered  
for this colonialist  

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

relationship 
Caymanians would die before  
they would be Black 

1 1 

Colonial education- shaping  
people to be idiots- not  
understanding our own  
history and culture 

1 2 

Colonization effect- people  
get Cayman status and  
downgrade generational  
Caymanians 

1 1 

Correlation between increase  
in British expats and decrease  
in Caymanians’ self-worth  
and value 

1 1 

Due to financial success, we  
can afford to be ignorant 

1 1 

Education system- British  
history didn’t know anything  
Caymanians did / who to  
aspire to (local heroes) 

1 2 

False belief we don’t have  
racism- not like rest of  
Caribbean 

1 1 

Fragmentation in Caribbean  
due to colonial mentality 

1 1 

If come from UK must be  
better- we’re held to different  
standard 

3 3 

If mixed race, always  
identifying with European  
side 

1 1 

Issue with Jamaica- related to  
colonial heritage- colourism 

1 1 

Keep giving false statistics to  
make believe Cayman had  

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

more white population 
Modern day- protectionist- no  
benefit outside of UK  
passports 

1 1 

One reason Caymanians are  
privileged- due to submissive  
nature 

1 1 

Perfect colonial subjects- we  
are very passive / complacent  
/ not assertive 

1 2 

Perceive ourselves of being  
part of the colonial race-  
blackness seen as  
disadvantage- who wants  
that?  

1 3 

Private school education-  
students more receptive to  
colonialism than public  
school students 

1 1 

Struggle to accept history of  
enslavement 

1 1 

Taught to love the mother  
country 

1 1 

Trying to emulate oppressor-  
whitewashed mentality 

2 2 

Voice of oppressor is so  
strong 

1 1 

We look at ourselves through  
lens of oppressor- feel less  
than 

1 1 

While now more educated-  
brainwashed into thinking not  
able to be self-determinant or  
it’s bad 

1 1 

Why want to be subservient to  
people who don’t hold you in  

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

high regard? 
More British Than The English 3 3 

Caymanians sent $1 million  
to help UK during Falklands  
War (1982) 

1 1 

Many Caymanians behave  
more British than the English 

2 2 

Regular Caymanians Relationship to 
Colonial Concept 

15 15 

Caymanians may agitate for a  
while but then back to normal  
(true colonial fashion) 

1 1 

Caymanians only saw  
enforcement of colonialism-  
so associate it with people /  
white leadership 

2 2 

Don’t understand / take  
relationship for granted 

4 4 

Newer Caymanians  
understand struggle, we never  
had to before 

1 1 

Not been taught structure is  
colonial – this is neo- 
colonialism at best 

1 1 

Not something regularly think  
about 

1 1 

People are docile and  
conditioned 

1 1 

People now starting to  
question- because starting to  
understand 

1 1 

See Queen on things- on  
superficial level get it- deeper  
not so much 

1 1 

Strict civil servants- job not to  1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

buck the system / don’t rock  
the boat 
Young age told we are BOT,  
but only older see what  
limitations are 

1 1 

Code Section 81, 125 / Role of 
Governor & Politicians 

14 14 

Civil servants- muzzled-  
example of old colonial  
restrictions 

1 1 

Concern of Gov / UK  
authority- issues such as  
belongership / public  
registries (overreaching) 

3 3 

Constitution- politicians have  
limited powers 

1 1 

Governor has authority  
through constitution  

1 1 

Governor intervened-  
example of how we are  
viewed 

1 1 

Governor will always have  
executive power over certain  
forces 

1 1 

Laws made in Cayman have  
to be assented by UK 

3 3 

Section 81- exercise of  
colonial power, everything  
subject 

2 2 

Through Section 81, 125- UK  
making decisions for you 

1 1 

UK Recolonizing Cayman 7 8 
Feel like Cayman is actively  
being recolonized 

4 4 

Pressure to resettle Cayman  2 3 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

with UK people 
Resettlement and immigration  
changing look of Cayman-  
our image into their image 

1 2 

 

Theme 2: Colonialism can be viewed through a time continuum with its 

traditional form largely seen/defined as a past conception. In answering Research 

Question 2, Sub-Question 1: How do participants define colonialism, Caymanians were 

asked for their thoughts on the broad concept. There were various responses that arose 

from the above question. Most of the definitions included its components being economic 

and political (n=6/23; 26.09%) as well as having a dominant and exploitative nature to it 

(n=6/23; 26.09%). Respondents noted that it had negative connotations (n=2/23; 8.70%) 

as well many times private enterprise engaging in the practice (n=3/23; 13.04%). It was 

apparent however that certain respondents viewed colonialism as a past occurrence, as 

many of the participants discussed ‘recolonization’ as a way to describe the current 

relationship that Cayman had to the UK, or in defining recent instances where they 

viewed an uneven power balance between the two.  

In defining the concept, Respondent #5 stated:   

And my definition of colonialism would include the domination of one 
country, or one nationality over another, in having control over their 
governance, having control over their finances, virtually having control 
over the economic as well as the social life, you know, of a people. 
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Respondent #6 agreed with the control and domination aspect while also noting:  

More than likely that particular country that has searched to control and 
dominance. Perhaps will benefit the most or at one point in particular 
time...it benefited the most. I'm not sure if that's the same as in 2020. But 
historically, when you look back into a couple hundred years ago, that was 
the main...purpose and reason was to expand the Empire and to assert 
dominance and control over the world and to sort of rape and plunder 
whatever you could- we see now in modern politics, that's changed... 
 

Respondents in describing colonialism talked about the lingering effects and how it 

currently manifests in Cayman (n=6/23; 26.09%). Colonialism was thought of as showing 

up in more subtle forms now, with immigration policy and in interpersonal relationships 

with British residents in Cayman (n=2/23; 8.70%). In detailing that subtlety, Respondent 

#20 explained: 

So I want to say no that we're no longer a colonial territory or a person 
who is under that type of relationship. However..the relationship may have 
changed a little. And the fact that they're still there, and we still have a 
queen on the dollar, would tell me that there is still a relationship where 
they would see themselves as being superior. Therefore, even if it's 
imagined, right, they would then see us as being inferior as or as the word 
states dependent upon them. 

They further continued and said:  
…So I think the question you've just asked me has brought me full circle, 
that colonialism does actually exist today. But in a different form that's 
more subtle. And it's not about, oh, you know, we have the wealthy, 
British and 80% of our visitors are from America. So we have the wealthy 
Americans coming. And it's the locals that are serving them. But more so 
that we have the hangover where we constantly bring in person from 
outside to, quote unquote, help us build, and now they've become 
Caymanians. 

 
Nevertheless, while respondents defined Classic Colonialism as a past construct, there 

were two areas/spheres that they associated with current colonialism in Cayman. The role 

of the Governor (n=14/23; 60.87%) was identified as an aspect that many persons have 

come to symbolize the colonial relationship between Cayman and the UK. Additionally, 
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Sections 81 and 125 of the Cayman’s constitution were repeatedly stated by respondents 

as examples of colonialism in conjunction with the position of Governor. Respondents 

discussed the way that laws in Cayman absolutely have to be assented to by the UK 

(n=3/14; 21.43%) as well as expressed concern over the Governor/UK’s authority in at 

times overreaching the local law (n=3/14; 21.43%), thus illuminating the limited powers 

that local politicians have. Expounding on the relationship and the process of laws being 

created and implemented, Respondent #2 explained: 

Well in spite of all the pristine asseverations the United Kingdom make, 
from my experience… the relationship is one of dominance, 
submissiveness, the UK dominant, we're submissive- it was designed that 
way. We have a Legislative Assembly which is- which is really, although 
we- we make our own laws, the laws have to be assented by the United 
Kingdom. Right. And any law we refuse to make, they will use an Order 
in Council and make over us. So it is- it is a superior, inferior, dominant, 
submissive, relationship to begin with. Now, they will tell you, "Well, you 
know, no, it's not like that we have this". And so they set the tone, they set 
the standards, right. We are governed by a document they call the FFR, 
that's the acronym- Framework for Fiscal Responsibility. They say your 
budget has to be balanced, you can't borrow money for these kind of 
things, and any loans we have to vet, and they were particularly stringent 
A few years ago. Because we had exhausted our reasonable budget, and 
they had to step in. So it's that kind of relationship, they are our overseers. 

 
Another respondent described a situation that was seen with dissatisfaction among the 

local Caymanian population. Respondent #22 recounted: 

..Two recent situations have really brought it to the fore the forefronts of 
people's minds. One, which was just a couple of years ago, was the issue 
of a Public Register of beneficial ownership of companies Incorporated, 
in- in Cayman and where you had an action, a unilateral action being 
posed by the UK Parliament, oh they would just legislate it for us. And 
that was seen by most people in Cayman as overreaching by the UK 
because it didn't really respect what is supposed to be the constitutional 
relationship between us. 

The second sphere that respondents specifically discussed was the workplace (n=11/23; 

47.83%). Various instances, relationships and hierarchies in the workplace were used by 
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respondents to describe colonialism in Cayman. Some of the circumstances and issues 

raised included:  

• For Caymanians to be successful they must embrace a non-Caymanian culture 

within the workplace, 

• The power and employment structure is comprised of European managers / 

leadership that bring to Cayman their cultural norms (i.e. hair and dress codes, 

level of informality among staff in how they are addressed) 

• Caymanians being told that their accent is ‘too Caymanian’ within the office 

setting 

Respondents additionally expressed that Colonialism shows up in the local political realm 

and made the differentiation between Caymanians having political power but not 

economic power. It was also explained that those holding economic power were 

Anglophiles which impacted politicians’ policies (n=2/11; 18.18%).  

Respondent 14 explained how this functions in the workplace:  

So there's the little slights, and that- there's the things that they tell you…it 
has gone as far as to 'well you know, your accent is too Caymanian'. How 
can you be too Caymanian or sound too Caymanian in the Cayman 
Islands? Because in England, an Englishman sounds English. Now I 
understand grammar, punctuation, you know, the way that you speak, the 
tone, the speed is important. But in Cayman, it's not beyond the realm of 
possibility for employers to have a word with you and tell you that you 
sound too Caymanian. But instead of there being outrage, and open sort of 
resistance to that overt form of bigotry, because that's the only way you 
can describe it. We slink off- “Can you imagine he said that to me”. And it 
dies. So, if you have your hair and you have braids, or if a guy grew some 
dreadlocks? “Well, he doesn't have the image that we want for the firm”. 
Now his brain power is beyond question. But this is another way of them, 
the colonial master controlling persons and ensuring that you fit in their 
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box, so that for the remainder of your life, and your children's lives, they 
will always be Mr. Tom, because Mr. Tom gave you a chance subject to 
you cutting off your dreads. 

Theme 3: Current colonialism in Cayman is shown through conceptual / 

thought / mentality. This theme also answers Research Question 2, Sub-Question 1, as 

to how participants define Colonialism. Every participant (n=23/23, 100%) responded to 

the question with a statement that included a form of a thought or cognitive process. 

These were coded as colonial mentality. Examples were given such as British 

workers/immigrants are automatically assumed to be ‘better/smarter/more capable’ 

(n=3/23; 13.04%), or that Caymanians continually try to emulate the oppressor due to 

having a ‘whitewashed mentality’ (n=2/23; 8.70%). Respondents also discussed the 

following ways that a colonial mentality was pervasive in the Cayman Islands:  

• Within the education system: not understanding Caymanian culture and history, 

therefore not having local heroes to aspire to 

• A belief that Caymanians see themselves as British people, and Blackness is seen 

as disadvantage 

• A struggle to accept history of local enslavement 

• A pigmentocracy structure and colorism being common within Caymanian 

society 

In describing the ‘lingering effects’ Respondent #6 said:  
 

So we've seen that that that has changed, where countries are getting more 
autonomy. But the effects of colonialism still exists. A lot of 
psychological warfare. A lot of, I don't want to say white is right, but you 
know-the for the for the foreign is better than local, you know, we we've 
seen that. I would say obviously I am, perhaps a colonial subject. I live in 
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a country that abides by certain rules and conventions that are, quote, 
unquote, mother country has adopted or has signed up to. We've seen in 
Cayman over time that a lot of people may not believe that they actually 
are, when in fact, they are. Subjects basically, because they have to live by 
a- so like a patriarchal figure, which in our case, its the mother country, 
England, but yeah, a lot of people walk around here not actually fully 
knowing what that means. 

 
Further expanding on that thought process, Respondent #13 explained how Caymanians 

viewed their relation to blackness:  

One of the things you have to deal about is the whole fact is that you have 
the way people perceive themselves is not necessarily the way the 
researcher has to perceive them. Because they're perceived themselves as 
being okay. They perceive themselves as being privileged. They perceive 
themselves as being a part of the colonial race. I mean of the- of the 
oppressors. They don't see themselves as black people in this country. 
They don't know what blackness is. They don't- they don't. And the only 
thing that they believe that blackness is- is that blackness is a 
disadvantage. And no- who wants to identify with the disadvantaged? So 
the first thing you call somebody black, and they say, No, I'm not black 
I'm brown, or I'm mixed, or this kind of foolishness, where did they get all 
of these definitions from? 
 

In trying to also explain how the colonial process is mentally structured, Respondent #20 

talked about growing up in Cayman and what the education process was like:  

I can even remember. When we studied history, it was always British 
history and I don't know, when you were in school, it probably changed a 
little. But we were always studying British history. And there may have 
been one session about Caribbean history. And what it was about was 
about Arawaks and Caribs it wasn't anything to do with any of the great 
things that either Caymanians would have done, or Caribbean people 
would have done in regards to the history we were getting. So from a 
young age, think about it, you're always seeing these marks that are telling 
you that this is not only your history, but these are the people you should 
aspire to be like. And obviously, as a young person, you start to associate 
the culture and the nationalities. And then you may not even realize it that 
when you're older, and in the work force, you can make a decision that 
you tend to lean on the person with nice shiny shoes from the UK with a 
beautiful accent versus the local person who may know better and may 
actually be able to be able to help you achieve your goals. But that 
colonialism hang over, you know, allows that to happen. 
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In trying to define Colonialism, respondents (n=12/23; 52.17%) also discussed the 

different roles that the UK and Cayman have. Many participants acknowledged (n=5/12; 

41.66%) that the UK for the most part controls the external affairs of Cayman, with 

locally elected Caymanian politicians having internal control. However, participants 

noted that politicians’ local power is only by designation from the UK, and there have 

been times that the UK has interfered with local policy (n=2/12; 16.66%). A respondent 

also described that even though the relationship is a ‘modern partnership’ it essentially 

was that of a mother and child, and that Cayman only had freedom, or were allowed to 

make decisions, as much as the UK allowed them to. 

Respondent #22 describes their understanding of the differing roles:  

The UK is the administering power. And, you know, we are subject to 
that. So, we obviously have some degree of internal self-government. So 
it's not complete, where the UK directs every detail of our affairs, but the 
big things they do, and we saw recently an example of that, in the 
governor exercising his power under you know section 81 of the 
Constitution, say, “Well, I'm going to pass this law because I feel this is 
what is required by international law, by human rights convention by the 
judgment of the Court of Appeal”. And so, and that's essentially the 
exercise of the colonial power. 

Participants (n=8/23; 34.78%) also made it clear that Cayman is not financially 

dependent on the UK (in that there is no direct aid given to Cayman’s budget). While 

Some respondents stated that Cayman is capable of managing their own affairs, this 

situation is one that Cayman had ‘volunteered’ to be a part of (n=4/8; 50%).  

Describing the financial independence, Respondent #2 stated, “But in terms of Cayman 

we have never been grant aided by the United Kingdom. And even the technical support 

we get from them is negligible in comparison to what they give other jurisdictions.” 
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Respondent #23 was also in agreement with that analysis and expressed:  

So when I think about modern day colonialism in our context, I think 
about Caymanians, Caymanian lawmakers being firmly in charge and 
control of their internal affairs. Okay, I say firmly, guardedly. Right, 
because if he kind of errs, Mother Britain steps in and says bad boy, bad 
girl. So but in any case, for better or worse, we are a dependency. Right? 
We're not a financial dependency, because as you know, we don't need 
we've never -well I don't know if we've ever but at this point, we do not 
need budgetary aid from Britain whatsoever. When last I checked, our 
GDP is actually larger per capita that is- larger than Britain's. So yeah, we 
are a self-sustaining. Let's say self-sustained dependency. 
 
Theme 4: The colonial relationship between the territory and the UK is not 

widely understood. Participants (15/23; 65.22%) also discussed the way that regular 

Caymanians view the colonial relationship. Respondents expressed their belief that 

Caymanians don’t necessary understand the colonial relationship, or if they do, take it for 

granted (4/15; 26.66%). Furthermore, some of those participants explained (2/15; 

13.33%) that Caymanians had a limited view of Colonialism, in that it was only 

understood through the faces of those in power in society (therefore Caymanians tended 

to associate the concept with people or white leadership or established white Caymanian 

families).  

Respondents also had various responses that included:  

• Knowing Cayman was a British overseas territory as a child was different because 

when they became an adult only then did they see and understand the colonial 

limitations.  

• Caymanians described as being docile and conditioned 

• The role of Civil Servants, whose main job appears to be not to question the 

system, or rock the boat 
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Respondent #6 in describing how regular Caymanians view the colonial structure stated:  

Okay, well, you have to go the opposite route. And, you know, we have 
this sort of- I would say this aroma- but there's displeasure amongst the, 
amongst the community, and this uproar that's caused, and they perhaps 
don't fully understand why or they sort of take the relationship for granted 
and not realize, not realizing how deep constitution, legislation, policies, 
how deep they actually run. And then, you know, you have this disconnect 
with people here on the ground, and it can be quite frustrating for them to 
comprehend and to be okay with. But in true colonial fashion, they make a 
bit of noise and fuss over it for a little while, and then they sort of get 
distracted with the latest Kardashian drama, so to speak, and they right 
back to normal. But it pops it's head up every couple of years with 
something major. 

Further explaining the rather personal view of colonialism Respondent #14 stated:  
 

So they were looking and saying, well, maybe Mr. X or Mr. Y, who was a 
former bank manager, he should run for office on the basis of what, on the 
basis of he came from somewhere, he got status. So automatically, that 
sort of picture of leadership is fair haired, and blue eyed. And that's how 
the average Caymanian would define colonialism. It's not just the system 
of colonialism, but it is who the masters were carrying out, and enforcing 
that system. So that's why when you hear when you hear Caymanians 
think of colonialism, you know, the colloquialism 'oh the white man, or 
the expat, or that English man', you know, because that's what they see, 
they didn't really understand the system that that was implemented here.. 

 

Main Research Question 2 (RQ 2)  

How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) devalue or (b) value the political, 

economic and cultural possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

Sub-question 2 (RSQ 2) : Do participants consider Caymanians colonial subjects 
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Table 16	

RQ 2: Sub-question 2 Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 2 How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) 
devalue or (b) value the political, economic and cultural 
possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

  

RSQ 2 Do participants consider Caymanians 
colonial subjects? 

15 23 

Agree as Colonial Subject 12 15 
Consider Caymanians Colonial Subjects	 10 11 

Education 19 95 
Younger generation- private  
school more friendly to  
colonists than those attend  
public school 

1 1 

Generational Differences 17 44 
Older generation- More  
British than the real English 

3 3 

Older generation- very proud  
to be Colonial subjects 

1 1 

Identity 21 76 
All colonial subjects until  
political independence 

1 1 

Average Caymanian OK with  
being a colonial subject 

1 1 

British Overseas Territory  
term but still subject 

1 1 

No interest in defining self  
outside of colonial mindset 

1 1 

Yes- but it’s a lower class of  
citizenship 

1 1 

Positive Relationship to UK 16 36 
Majority content- see it as  1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

advantageous 
Disagree as Colonial Subject 8 8 
Do not Consider Caymanians Colonial 
Subjects    

7 8 

Generational Differences 17 44 
Among younger Caymanians-  
not necessarily 

1 1 

Younger Caymanians- public  
school educated not so much,  
open to separation 

1 1 

Identity 21 76 
Many don’t believe they are,  
but they are 

1 1 

Accept BOT status, but don’t  
believe they (personally) are  
subject 

1 1 

Could never be a colonialist 1 1 
Far removed from that 1 1 
We are- but what we feel are-  
2 different things 

1 1 

Negative Relationship to UK 18 55 
No longer colonial territory  
but still have inferior  
relationship 

1 1 

Yes and No as Colonial Subject 8 8 
Yes and No- Consider Caymanians 
Colonial Subjects    

3 2 

More people aware because  
of education 

1 1 

Not knowing what it means 1 1 
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Sub-Theme: Colonial Identity. The subtheme of colonial identity answers 

Research Question 2, and Sub-Question 2 that asks if participants consider Caymanians 

colonial subjects. The vast majority of respondents that answered the question (12/15; 

80%) viewed Caymanians as colonial subjects.    

A distinction was made however in that the older generation, were more apt to 

believe that they were more British than the real English and were proud to be colonial 

subjects (4/12; 33.33%).  

Respondent #2 recounted a historical event that supports that view:  

Now, many Caymanians don't feel that way because….many Caymanians, 
particularly the older generation, are more British than the real English. 
And they were incidents of that where they sent a petition to Her Majesty 
for her to visit Cayman during the Falklands War. They collected a million 
dollars and a "Mother needs your help fund" and sent to the UK. 

 
In describing another event that informs the generational difference, Respondent #10 

shared their opinion: 

So..you know..in my grandparents generation,..I feel like the older 
Caymanians were very proud to be colonial subjects. We're very proud of 
that British thing, and very proud of the things they did to support Britain 
like during World War Two and the contribution that Cayman made and 
stuff like that. 

 
Of those responses that were categorized as ‘colonial identity’ opinions varied from 

average Caymanians being ok with being a colonial subject, to it being seen as an 

advantage, and lastly, Caymanians not having an interest in defining themselves outside 

of that colonial mindset. 

Respondent #17 described their understanding: 

But the thing is, when you understand how people behave, and then you 
try to communicate it in a wider community. My experience at that time, 
and this is from 1990, to today's date in 2020. Because a lot of the things 
that people are talking about now, I used to write letters and stuff like that 
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about it in the newspaper. And it did me no great favour with people that I 
worked with because there were some fundamental truths in what I was 
saying. I discovered Caymanians had no interest in defining themselves 
outside of a colonial mindset. 

 
Further outlining the perceived advantage of being a colonial subject, Respondent #21 

recounted:  

Yeah. Boy I tell you, the overarching argument I would make is 
that the vast majority of Caymanians are content with being British 
subjects and see it as advantageous, all right. Some persons have spoken in 
public spaces, argue that they are relieved that their politicians are able to 
make decisions which are, you know, supervised by external persons or 
Britain. And, and some- and in fact, I was, you see part of my argument is 
that I've been here a while, and I've, and I've literally not seen any change 
in the views of young people regarding independence. In fact, most young 
people think that Cayman should not go independent and if you, if you 
want to gauge thinking and movement in these situation, you have to stick 
to what the young people are thinking, and they in fact thinking probably 
even stronger than their- than their parents and grandparents that they 
should not change that you see...So I think most Caymanians without any 
statistics to back it up, understand the context. 
 

For those that disagreed and stated that Caymanians did not view themselves as colonial 

subjects (n= 8/12; 66.66%) the belief was younger Caymanians didn’t necessarily see 

themselves as subjects. Additionally, respondents stated that persons accept the British 

Overseas Territory (BOT) status but don’t believe they are subjects.   

Respondent #17 questioned why Caymanians would want to view themselves through 

that lens when they asked:  

I mean, you ask yourself the question about what is colonialism? I would 
ask the question, and I mean..why would you want to be subject to a group 
of people who tortured you? I mean, and from 1834, some three and a half 
million people were brought into the region in slavery, who treated you 
like, like trash, right? And why would you want to be subservient to a 
group of people who don't hold you in high regard? So that's, that's my 
starting point. Why would you want to be (associated with) the group of 
people who codified racial difference.. 
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Respondent #19 similarly described their views on the system:  

Well, first of all, no, I do not see myself as a Colonial subject. I will go as 
further to even say, I don't even stand at attention for God save the Queen. 
So that's the important to put in context. Secondly, well, thirdly, in this 
case, I really have no use for the colonial system. I see it as being 
imperialistic. I see it as being backward. And at the end of the day, the 
very political system that we have, because one of the mistakes that most 
people make is that they say the system is broken. No, the system is 
exactly designed the way it is. 

 
While many Caymanians may not believe that they are colonial subjects, Respondent #3 

expounded on the fallacy of that perception: 

Whether we are and what Caymanians perceive is two different things. We 
are colonial subjects. What we feel is totally different. I mean, there's this 
general perception that Cayman's in charge..it's a democratic society, and 
whatever we say, we should do. But the recent decision by the Governor 
recently shows you a prime example that we don't really definitively have 
the democratic decision making ability, because even when you have a 
legal process of representation to an election, and that representative then 
votes in Parliament or Legislative Assembly, whether you agree with the 
bill or not the bill was voted down, and then you basically had somebody 
comes over and says, Okay, well, you didn't pass it, we'll pass it anyway. 

 
There were also additional responses that stated Caymanians are both subject and not at 

the same time (n=8/12; 66.66%). Respondent #18 also expressed that while recently more 

people are being made aware of the relationships, there are still many Caymanians that 

don’t know what it means: 

Well..we all colonial subjects until we break free, and become 
independent, but what I will say is that is that a lot more people now are 
aware of, of the colonial arm, simply because the evolution or the 
evolvement of education has taken center stage in our society, where now 
we have more educated Caymanians than ever before. Not only because 
the population has grown, but the awareness campaign for people go off to 
get tertiary education and you know, learn different environments. People 
are now asking the question, because now they're starting to understand 
what colonialism is. You know, so I think it is prevalent for people to I 
mean, prevalent in our society now where people are asking the question. 
Okay, before they didn't know, now they know. 
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Main Research Question 2 (RQ 2) 

How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) devalue or (b) value the political, 

economic and cultural possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

Sub question 3 (RSQ 3): How do participants describe the relationship between Cayman 

and the United Kingdom (Britain)? 

Table 17	

RQ 2: Sub-question 3 Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 2 How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) 
devalue or (b) value the political, economic and cultural 
possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

  

RSQ 3 How do participants describe the 
relationship between Cayman and the United 
Kingdom (Britain)? 

21 101 

Negative Relationship to UK 18 55 
American Influence 9 14 

Who else would we be part  
of? US? 

1 1 

Cayman Culture 15 60 
Influx of British expats  1 1 
Want to control our social  
culture 

3 3 

Cayman (Economic) Development 12 34 
Beneficial Registry hurt  
Cayman’s financial system,   
control finances          

6 5 

UK doesn’t know what is  
happening with our finances 

2 2 

Caymanian Possibility and Self 
Actualization 

22 89 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Not happy but don’t see   
alternative 

1 1 

Relationship outdated, no  
purpose, no gain from it 

5 3 

Role isn’t permanent  1 1 
Colonialism 23 144 

Cayman was never grant-  
aided, no support 

3 2 

Concern of recolonization  
efforts 

1 1 

Historically forgotten &/  
ignored by UK 

5 4 

Historically never told us  
what to do 

3 3 

Impose their own agenda 3 3 
Love / hate relationship 1 1 
Not a royalist 3 3 
UK winning the agreement 1 1 

Criticism of Government or Political 
Leadership 

22 156 

Governor is just a public  
servant 

2 2 

Local government should  
have more control 

1 1 

Want to change political  
structure 

2 2 

Fallacy of Democracy 1 2 
Overreach of power  
(Governor), force laws on us 

3 2 

UK government is  
antagonistic 

1 1 

Generational Differences 17 44 
Younger generation wants  1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

control over own destiny 
Identity 21 76 

Don’t identify as European 1 1 
Race & or Racism 14 51 

Imbalanced colonial  
relationship, believe they are  
(socially) superior 

5 3 

Positive Relationship to UK 16 36 
Cayman Culture 2 60 

More British than Caribbean 1 1 
Colonialism 23 144 

British are principled  1 1 
Criticism of Government or Political 
Leadership 

22 156 

England not causing social  
problems in Cayman    

3 3 

Framework for Fiscal  
Policy- needed to protect  
Caymanians 

3 3 

Political Stability 3 3 
Education 19 95 

Taught to love Mother  
country    

1 1 

Code Generational Differences 4 44 
Falkland Islands – monetary  
support (Mother needs your  
help fund) 

4 4 

Older Caymanians more  
British than the English,  
more loyal 

3 3 

Identity 21 76 
Exaggerate importance to  
UK 

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Pleased to be Colonial  
subjects 

1 1 

Materialism 14 31 
Backing of Britain good for  
financial confidence 

10 10 

Can travel freely, access UK  
education 

6 6 

Convenience (don’t identify  
as British) 

1 1 

 

Theme 5: The relationship between the UK and Cayman is viewed largely 

negatively. This theme, answers Research Question 2 Sub-Question 3, as to how 

participants describe the relationship between Cayman and the United Kingdom (Britain). 

Many responses (n=18/21; 85.71%) were critical / negative towards the UK. Of 

those, many persons (n=6/18; 33.33%) pointed to the tension regarding the 

implementation of a Beneficial Ownership Registry. There were additional concerns that 

the UK (at times seen as a financial competitor to Cayman) enacted decisions that hurt 

Cayman’s financial system or at times appeared to be seeking to control Cayman’s 

finances.  

Respondent #20 explained in further detail: 

However, I also think, at times it can be a little bit of an issue right? So we 
have this economic miracle, and I'm sure you spoke to persons who are 
more versed in financial services. But then you understand the relationship 
with colonialism. And it's all about the economics of it. When you look at 
the economics of our financial services, we're in direct competition with 
the UK financial services systems as well. Right. So at times is it that the 
UK doesn't defend us as much as they should? Because whatever 
additional rules come down to hamper Cayman actually benefits the UK 
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system and we're in direct competition. So at times do they stay a little bit 
quiet and allow things to happen in order that they can reap the benefits. 

 
Additionally, thinking about the competitiveness of Cayman, Respondent #23 opined: 

Politically? I don't know. I think politically, Britain is trying to undo us. I 
think this this statism, where governments take a firm let's say hand over 
their- I don't know- the financial parts of their economy, I think that has 
returned. Okay. And the UK is being in charge. Right? You have to do 
this; you have to do that. And I think in giving us all these directives, it's 
like, where will this leave us? Will it leave us sort of in this uncompetitive 
state? I don't know. 

 
Participants (n=8/21; 85.71%) also recounted historically that Cayman was viewed as 

forgotten and ignored, as well as in the early settlement years Caymanians essentially 

made and followed their own laws in contrast to the current relationship. Recollecting 

this relationship, Respondent 10 stated: 

So, although we were fiercely allegiant to the UK, the UK really didn't do 
anything for us. Right. nor were they very much involved with us. Like 
when you look at the evolution of our democracy and look at the evolution 
of our government. A lot of it was because of the, the how much Britain 
ignored us, right? 
 

Colloquially speaking Respondent# 11 added, “I think the UK kind of has taken a 

position that sometimes as a colony we're seen a little bit as the bastard stepchild. And so 

they're not always even happy that we're still around.” 

Respondents also noted that it was viewed that the UK was pushing their own 

agenda and overreaching their power in Cayman at times (n=6/21; 28.60%). Respondent 

#5 in describing the role of the Governor explained: 

And we always believed- we've always believed that Governors come 
with a predetermined agenda. They always deny it. But I do know that the 
UK will cert-set certain goals for them to be able to achieve, whether it be 
in human rights- for instance..when we were offered a new constitution, 
and we negotiated that, one of the main objectives for the UK, and that 
was to ensure that we had a bill of rights in place in the Cayman Islands. 
So that was their main objective, while others, ours may have been other 
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objectives as well. But that was their main one. So we've always thought 
that governors came with political agendas. We're not sure what this one 
is, he's been relatively quiet, does not seem to be as intrusive in some 
areas does not appear to be as intrusive in some areas when it comes to the 
political directory, but he still have some time to go. 

 

Some participants also viewed the relationship as outdated and couldn’t necessarily see 

the purpose for Cayman (n=5/21; 23.81%). Additionally, it was thought that many 

European expats in Cayman viewed themselves as superior to Caymanians, which was 

reflected again in the imbalance in the relationship between Cayman and the UK (n=5/21; 

23.81%). Respondent #18 shared their views on that viewpoint, stating: 

That's a funny one, because I know a lot of British people that are nice 
people, that are good people. And I know that they don't, they don't 
represent the majority of the British people. Because there's a large block 
of them that are selfish. You know, very egotistical people who somehow 
feel like their Imperial position, has put them at the front of the line and 
for good reason. and ....some time and they'll express that some of them. 
But if you look at the, if we wanted to have an informed opinion about 
that, we look at the history and the history. Writes it in plain English, the 
writing's on the wall. No one or nothing that we have gotten from Great 
Britain, other than one or two good governors. We had a few scholars that 
worked in the tourism initiative that contributed tremendously to our 
growth. And those people should be recognized for that effort, and that 
work. But again, if you look at history, there haven't been any real peg 
stoppers to say, “Well, here's the thing that defined what we do today and 
who we are” and we have to give, pay homage to that. The reality is, is 
that in the in the greatest time of the Cayman Islands need in modern time, 
we saw very little help or none coming from Great Britain. Now, was that 
deliberate? Or was it that they knew something we didn't know? Or was it 
that they expected us to be resilient enough to bounce back at the end of 
the day, if we're your territory- so you claim. 

 
However, many respondents (16/21; 76.19%) pointed out the positive aspects of the 

relationship to the UK, stating (10/16; 62.50%) that the backing of Britain is good for 

financial confidence within Cayman, as well as the relationship enabling ease of travel 
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access to the UK. Being able to access UK education at cheaper rates as well as settling 

in the UK to live and work were also reasons given (n=6/16/; 37.50%).  

Discussing financial investment, Respondent 23 goes into greater detail of this opinion:  

But I think as well that it's a good thing. If you think about it from an 
external point of view, so you know that foreign investors seeking to 
invest in Cayman, they look, let's say, they're presented with a choice, 
Cayman or Jamaica. Right, they're going, they're going to choose Cayman 
any day, because there is that British connection. And I guess that evinces 
stability it evinces political security, right, so in other words, you know, 
it's not as if a coup d'etat is imminent, although that did happen in 2001. 
..Yeah. And so I think colonialism, it's not the colonialism of the past, 
right? 
 

Political stability was further discussed as a positive outcome of the relationship between 

Cayman and the UK- Respondent# 20 said: 

I think, based on what I mentioned before, right, in regards to political 
stability, and the fact that what Caymanians traditionally would have seen 
of other countries going, independent, and the trajectory thereafter..for the 
most part Caymanians believe the relationship is good in regards to being 
a dependent territory, because of everything that it's offered us over many 
years and what they see for the future. 

 
Additional benefits such as travel, and passport usage was used as a rationale by 

Respondent 21:  

Precisely so I know you're talking about- I mean Jamaicans go to Cayman 
also see names that are in Jamaican and in Cayman and you know that 
kind of thing and say oops thats where it come from. Yes that's where it 
came from you know you were colonized for over 400 years it's a long 
time, but, but on the other hand Caymanians see benefits from it and when 
they go to Britain they can see it there When they go to on the world 
stage...and when they buss out that passport, British and they looked at 
differently, you see what I'm saying? So all of those are a kind a of in your 
hand...benefits that they can speak to. 

 
It is also worth noting that responses (n=3/16; 18.75) coded as positive toward the 

relationship that were in fact veiled criticisms towards the local Caymanian government. 
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Respondents at times stated that it wasn’t England causing many of the social problems 

in Cayman, it was the politicians. Additionally, some of the Fiscal Frameworks that the 

UK established were seen as necessary to reign in some of the local politicians and 

viewed as a necessary good (n=3/16; 18.75). Lastly, political stability (n=3/16; 18.75) 

was attributed to the relationship with the UK.  

Discussing local government being accountable to some of the issues, Respondent 16 

stated: 

So that's how I've been able to see it. But we are causing a lot of it- 
England isn't causing the anti democracy shit that happens here. We're 
causing it ourself. Why? Because people want to hold on to power. You 
look at politics. I'm sure you've looked at it. You look at politicians. For 
the last 20 years we haven't really changed that block. The (politician 
name)'s are still there, the (politician name)'s are still there, (politician 
name) managed to retire only, because he probably have some other 
medical issues or something like that. But it's the same people the same 
faces. And why? At the end of the day, it's been lucrative for them. 

 

Furthermore Respondent #18 touches on the fiscal intervention that they felt was 

necessary:  

Okay. So the last time we've seen them get involved in our politics is 
when they instituted the FFR, the Framework for Fiscal Responsibility. I 
thought that it was needed, obviously, because we had certain politicians 
feeling like they were untouchable, and they were God Almighty. And I 
was very, I was very happy that that that piece of legislation was not given 
but forced on us. Because I don't think anybody in Parliament would have 
went in there and said ‘aye’ to that. 
 

Finally, respondents discussed the generational differences in that there were more 

positive feelings toward the UK from the older generation (n=7/16; 43.75%). 
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Sub-Theme: Negative view of Colonial Power. This subtheme addresses how 

participants feel about the Dart group, which answers Research Question 2, Sub-Question 

4.  

Main Research Question 2 (RQ 2) 

How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) devalue or (b) value the political, 

economic and cultural possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

Sub question 4 (RSQ 4) : What do participants think of the Dart Group in Cayman? 

Table 18	

RQ 2: Sub-question 4 Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 2 How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) 
devalue or (b) value the political, economic and cultural 
possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

  

RSQ 4 What do participants think of the Dart 
Group in Cayman? 

22 74 

Dart Negativity 22 46 
Cayman (Economic) Development	 15 37 

Building for rich white  
people 

1 3 

Caymanians left out the  
economy 

2 4 

Concern if he loses fortune 1 3 
Gentrification 1 1 
Owns gateway roads 1 1 
Vulture capitalist 2 2 

Caymanian of Convenience vs 
Conviction 

15 37 

Have made him Caymanian 1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Should not have been  
granted citizenship 

1 1 

Colonialism 23 144 
Being taken advantage of 3 2 
Colonialist 4 4 
Concern over trying to own  
port/utilities 

2 2 

Created an empire 3 3 
Found desperation in  
Cayman 

2 1 

Similar to railroad  
monopolies in the US  
(control of economy) 

1 1 

Similar to West India  
Trading group 

1 1 

Criticism of Government or Political 
Leadership 

16 156 

Above the law 1 1 
Concern for amount of power  
/ influence they have 

8 8 

Granted concessions to  
develop 

1 1 

Has leverage with  
government policies, land as  
power 

3 5 

Indispensable now 3 3 
Monopolization of sectors of  
Cayman economy 

2 4 

Need retroactive legislation 1 1 
Owns more than the local  
government 

1 1 

Politicians are bought out by  
him 

2 2 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Poor planning on govt part 1 1 
Should be regulations and  
restrictions 

6 5 

Should not be allowed to be  
largest land owner 

2 2 

Too late to do anything now 5 5 
Too much influence in  
politics 

9 9 

Where does it end 4 4 
Dart Positivity 14 26 

Cayman (Economic) Development 12 34 
Cayman is a free market  
economy 

3 3 

Construction jobs, buildings 2 2 
Contributes to economy 2 2 
Investing in island 1 1 
Investment make sure island  
is sustained 

1 1 

Investment seeking return 1 1 
Island will be buoyant 1 1 
Like some of the  
developments on the island 

3 3 

Money back into community 1 1 
Money is invested, what’s the  
problem? 

1 1 

Projects well done 1 1 
Purchasing land from  
Caymanians that are selling  
it 

2 2 

Rebuilding after Hurricane  
Ivan 

1 1 

Scholarship funds 1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Selling /buying at fair market  
value 

1 1 

We need 2 Darts to be  
competitive 

1 1 

Criticism of Government or Political 
Leadership 

16 156 

Dart scapegoat for bad  
government policy 

1 1 

Govt not good at negotiating,  
just business  

1 1 

If not for him government  
revenue would be down 

1 1 

Identity 21 76 
Dart is Caymanian 2 2 

Relationship to Caribbean 19 51 
Other Caribbean countries  
would love to have investor  
like him 

2 2 

 

The majority of responses (n=22/23; 95.65%) indicated a negative response or concern 

about their thoughts on the Dart Group in Cayman. These concerns (n=9/22; 40.9%) were 

in relation to the Group having too much influence in politics, as well as the amount of 

power / influence that the group has in general (n=8/22; 36.36%).  

Respondent 11 discussed their thoughts on influence and political power locally: 

So yeah, I mean, I do understand people's concerns, though, that at some 
point, it becomes too much for one person, because then that person, you 
know, you own land, you have political power, which is what we see 
what's happening when a person has political power. And he does seem to 
get just about everything approved without kind of any opposition. So I 
think from that perspective, people are worried that he's going to control 
not just the control of the land, but what comes with that. So control the 
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land means control of potentially your politicians. And, you know, when 
you have that much money invested in a country, you do get a big say in 
kind of where it's going and what happens. 

 

Respondents (n=6/22; 27.27%) believed that there should be regulations and restrictions 

regarding being able to amass the large amount of private land that the group has. 

However, persons (n=5/22; 22.73%) also expressed resignation to the fact that it’s ‘too 

late to do anything now’.  

Land ownership, and other business ventures were discussed in detail by Respondent #6: 

Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. You know, the practices that they that they conduct are 
definitely a cause for alarm to me personally. Because it makes you 
wonder, what is the end game and then just being so heavily invested. I 
know people think of the financial aspect but invested in general is that 
everything here- you talking about politics, talk about alcohol, talk about 
restaurants, talk about the landfill, you talk about all these things, it just 
makes me- it gives me pause for concern. I wonder if it's at a point where 
it's too late. Because they've been allowed to carry on so freely for so long. 
How does that, how does that now look trying to put in restrictions after 
the fact. Or starting to limit that group now. But if I was in involved, I 
was- in terms of politics and government, that would definitely be a cause 
of concern to me. That those relationships and those plans and things 
would have to be heavily scrutinized, and I would even go so far as to say 
some type of restrictions and, and policy amendments to be placed there. 

 

Respondent #10 further expressed their frustration, and proposed retroactive legislation 

as a potential solution: 

You really want me answer this question? ….I don't feel any single person 
outside of the government should own that amount of land. And I feel like 
government should make retroactive legislation that basically puts in a 
limit that says no one person can own more than 10%. So they have to sell 
it off. Because the fact is, is that when you own that amount of the 
country, you do own the country, you do own the government….If Dart 
say, he goin take he money and go- make him go, you think he goin tear 
down all dem buildings? And if he do, just make sure he clean it up, and 
now we gah beach land. That's the way I look at it. If a developer say 
they're going to go? Go! You know what Cyprus did? You know what 
Cyprus did. Cyprus made a retroactive legislation that said, you cannot 
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have a hotel on a beach. And they told all of those hotels, you can build 
across the street. But you going have to tear down all your shit before the 
end- and before this time period. And they made it retroactive. But you see 
this a problem. 

 

In explaining the difference between theoretical musings and the real-world application 

of the issues, Respondent #21 explained:  

But on the other hand too...the discussion is too late to have a discussion 
on Dart, because we intellectual, academicians, like to talk- but the fact is 
that...the time has gone, has elapsed, has changed. So we can't- I don’t 
think Cayman can stop it again, you know, the physical, the physical 
infrastructure has been put up. People are here, they're- influencing in-so 
what you could, you could, you can easily produce that in an environment 
where power is, is -economic power is so significant, then those persons 
are going to use that power to influence decisions I mean that’s just how it 
works- happens on the on the tracks or the golf course, I mean those kind 
of ways, right. But I think it's just too late. I think it's just too late. I mean, 
I think it's just too late now. 

 

Respondents (n=4/22; 18.18%) also likened the group to a colonial force, as well as 

labelling it an empire (n=3/22; 13.64%).  

Describing the role of government and the various incentives that were given to the 

group, Respondent #2 explained: 

And what he has done is he has created an empire, but not only that he's 
already wealthy, and we give him all these concessions for years to 
develop. He's not employing Caymanian people. So of what benefit is it to 
the Caymanian people except to say that he has all these prestigious 
developments. And we can't eat that, and we can't bank that, you know, so 
we have given away our soul. And in return, we get nothing from it. So I 
hold and- many Caymanians, including long term, residents of Cayman, 
look askance at what he's doing. And we don't hold him up as the ideal 
developer. You know, because his agenda, nobody really knows. Nobody 
really knows his agenda. And it's such a secret Empire, that they only let 
out what they want. 
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Additionally Respondent #16 discussed stagnating economic opportunity for Caymanians 

and how that impacted the rapid rate of development within the islands: 

The unfortunate thing is that Dart the organization have come around at a 
time where Caymanians have had family land and property passed on 
from one generation to another. The unfortunate part about you know, as I 
rightful as I said to you earlier, our earning power haven't increased. So 
we have assets. And because Dart have come in and they're throwing a lot 
of money around we sell out. That's what have happened. And that's what 
have consistently happened to other developers across this country. Right. 
People have seen I'm not going to get rich right now. My salary isn't 
moving. My kids are hungry. I'm a single parent. But my mama have left 
this property beside the beach and these people want to build a condo on 
it. And they can pay me $500,000 I'm going to sell that. They don't see 
that that should be passed on from one generation to another. We've sold 
out..of desperation and survival, because that's what it's become for us 
right now. It has become you ask the average Caymanian that you see 
picking up garbage on the road "boy, gah do this boy because they ain't 
looking out for us". When do you look out for you? You know, you voted 
for the same people that have had the same ideologies for year after year, 
right? Dart have found that in our country, the desperation. 

 
Respondents (n=14/22; 63.64%) did have positive responses to Dart and its relationship 

to land in Cayman. Many of those responses (n=3/14; 21.43%) indicated that Cayman is 

a free market economy, and that they (n=3/14; 21.43%) in fact liked some of the 

developments in Grand Cayman. 

Respondent #11 in describing the economy in Cayman stated: “..because he's obviously 

purchasing land from people who are willing to sell and we have no restrictions on who 

can purchase land.” They then further explained:  

So I think though we again, take the model from..the UK and the US 
where it's just free leasehold situations. So as long as you find a willing 
seller and a willing buyer, you know, there's that commercial transaction. 
And no one is trying to interfere with that commercial ability for people to 
trade, you know, in property freely. But it does pose an interesting 
question. I think that someone like him, seems very keen on acquiring a 
lot of property. You know, the only thing that I can say, from the positive 
perspective is he does seem to when he does acquire property, tries to at 
least put things in place and maintain certain standards for the business 
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developments that he has in mind. So you know, whether it's the Camana 
Bay project where.. 

 
Detailing their response to some of the properties, Respondent #9 said: “I'm not 

personally affected by things Dart do. And I, like, quite frankly, like some of them, like I 

find I spend a lot of time in Camana Bay or, you know, whatever the case is it.” The 

respondent then continued:  

But I don't subscribe to this theory that because Dart is a big company that 
means that they're absolutely bad for the country, and they're not doing 
anything good for Caymanians. They have created a lot of scholarship 
funds, they have created outdoor venues, they have created outdoor 
spaces, and you know, they- it, they- put money back into the community, 
so I can see some of the good and so- because I can see some of the good- 
I can't be like some of those Caymanians who are anti-Dart. 

 
Many of the responses (n=4/14; 28.57%) were coded as the Dart group having 

contributed to the economy as well as stimulated the construction industry and helped the 

Cayman economy grow. Respondent #5 stated: 

Yeah, I think we can view it both as a blessing. And it can be a curse as 
well, a blessing to the extent that here you have a huge conglomerate, a 
company with unlimited resources that has the ability to keep the economy 
going, especially when there are slow times- to employ local people as 
well. 

Respondents also discussed the role that the group played at times when there were 

downturns in Cayman’s economy, especially after the disastrous Hurricane Ivan in 2005 

that devasted the islands (particularly Grand Cayman). Participant #20 explained: 

I liken that to Dart, right in that we should love the fact that Dart's here 
investing and wants to do many things and I think even after Hurricane 
Ivan, he was the one that in the building of Camana Bay and other areas 
kept the economy going. Right. So- So you gotta love the fact that he or 
his entity does that. 
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Respondent #22 also agreed with the positive effects of the investment on Cayman’s 

economy: 

I believe that the Dart group has been good for Cayman. I think that in the 
recession- the 2009 recession, we would have been in a far worse situation 
if we didn't have the Dart Group who continued to invest in the economy. 

 
Additionally, respondents (n=2/14; 14.29%) indicated that the group was purchasing land 

from Caymanians that were selling it and also expressed (n=2/14; 14.29%) that other 

Caribbean countries would love to have an investor like him.  

Some responses to Dart directed their criticism toward the government, with statements 

such as the government isn’t good at negotiating business, or that the group is a scapegoat 

for bad government policy. Lastly there were responses (n=2/14; 14.29%) that indicated 

that Kenneth Dart is Caymanian, albeit by Caymanian status, but still Caymanian.  

Describing some of the missteps by the Caymanian Government, Respondent #14 states: 

But what has happened is because they're such an overpowering force, 
they are able to negotiate deals that are preferential to them, not because 
they're bad people or they got bad business practices, but because our 
people at the negotiating table have done such a poor job of ensuring that 
they get value for money. And, and that the deal makes sense. 

 

Lastly, regarding the Dart group, respondents indicated that it is a local company, with a 

Caymanian investor as Respondent #12 indicated in their response: 

I mean if we look at the facts. I mean well, I haven't seen the obviously I 
haven't seen the land registry. So I don't- I can't confirm what percentage 
Dart owns, directly and indirectly through various structures. I can't 
confirm. It's talked about that he's largest the landowner. The issue is that 
number one Ken Dart is Caymanian. And there's no restriction on the 
amount of land a Caymanian or anyone else can own in Cayman. 
 

Respondent #18 also added their perspective on the conversation surrounding the group:  

..but but again, it goes all the way back to what's a Caymanian. Dart is a 
Caymanian. (Name) is a Caymanian. (Name) is the largest landowner in 
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Cayman at one point, did anybody have any issues with that? Not because 
he didn't put high rise buildings on it didn't mean that he didn't own the 
largest plot of land. There's a lot of speculation as to how he got that land. 
But did anybody question that? Was there a public campaign to defame 
him for that? Now? 

 

Main Research Question 2 (RQ 2) 

How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) devalue or (b) value the political, 

economic and cultural possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

Sub question 5 (RSQ 5): Do participants view tourism and financial services as a function 

of colonialism? 

Table 19	

RQ 2: Sub-question 5 Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 2 How does British colonial structure in Cayman (a) 
devalue or (b) value the political, economic and cultural 
possibilities of Afro-Caymanians? 

  

RSQ 5 Do participants view tourism and financial 
services as a function of colonialism? 

22 50 

Colonialism- Tourism and Finance 22 50 
T & F Function of Colonialism 14 36 

Yes is function 11 31 
Beneficial registry / FATF  
policy 

1 1 

Big business get concessions  
small Caymanian businesses  
don’t 

1 1 

Caymanians used to do it-  
the low paying jobs in  
tourism 

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Cheap souvenirs being  
imported, not using  
Caymanian products 

1 1 

Contributes to GDP but not  
much else 

1 1 

Does mass tourism help  
people grow? How resources  
used to better life for  
Caymanians 

2 2 

Environmental concern 2 2 
Exploitative 2 2 
Few scholarships vs millions  
they make from the industry 

1 1 

Foreigners imported to work 1 1 
Indentured servitude 1 1 
Lack of Caymanian heads of  
banks/financial services/top  
positions 

2 2 

Marketing to white people 1 1 
Monoculture plantation 1 1 
More mental than servitude  
(in professional setting) 

1 1 

Need to diversify economy  
(covid tourism collapse) 

2 2 

No long term benefit 1 1 
Not interested in Caymanian  
people just the place 

1 1 

Racist cultures at financial  
firms that is normalized 

1 1 

Reshaping Cayman- as  
others offer and tell what  
Cayman is 

2 2 

Tourism product is being  
“Jamaicanized” 

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Trickle down economy- Neo- 
colonization 

1 1 

White crooks prefer to bank  
with other white people 

1 1 

Unequal scholarship  
granting process (low  
tourism: high financial  
services) 

1 1 

USVI pic/BLM/Social media-  
Tourism as colonialism 

1 1 

T & F Not Function of Colonialism 5 5 
No is not a function 4 8 

Didn’t have as many slaves  
as other Caribbean islands 

1 1 

Don’t really see many locals  
in the tourism jobs 

1 1 

Local politicians have sold  
Caymanians out not UK 

1 1 

Majority Caymanians work  
in tourism 

1 1 

Not colonialism just greed 1 1 
Those 2 industries we have  
full control over 

1 1 

UK didn’t have hand in  
tourism product 

1 1 

UK steered us away 1 1 
Not Sure 2 1 

Hard to put label on it-  
country has to survive 

1 1 

Views on Caymanian Employment   
Labour Stratification 22 81 

Captains of industry tell what  
to wear- “sound too  
Caymanian 

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Cayman has no monopoly on  
labour 

1 1 

Caymanians compete against  
other jurisdictions 

1 1 

Caymanians keen to work-  
perceptions prevent that 

1 1 

Caymanians not advancing  
above administration 

2 2 

Don’t see Caymanians on  
front lines 

1 1 

Few Caymanian heads in  
Financial Services 

1 1 

Government positions not  
training Caymanians for  
management 

1 1 

Hoteliers / General  
Managers not from Cayman 

1 1 

In Financial Services have to  
submit to non-Caymanian  
culture 

1 1 

Need better arrangements  
that protect Caymanians 

1 1 

Need to have extraction fee  
from millions firm make in  
Cayman 

1 1 

Not training Caymanians for  
managerial positions 

1 1 

Only see Caymanians via  
customs and taxis, haven’t  
made tourism jobs sexy 

1 1 

Reshaping- bringing in own  
customs  

1 1 

Seldom see Caymanians in  
leadership role 

1 1 

Tourism front desk are not  4 4 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Caymanians/front office 
Trying to get more  
Caymanians in Financial  
Services 

1 1 

	

Theme 6: Tourism and Financial Services can be seen as functions of 

colonialism. This theme, answers Research Question 2, Sub-Question 5, do participants 

view tourism and financial services as a function of colonialism? 

In thinking about the economic possibilities of Caymanians, the majority of respondents 

who answered (n=14/22; 63.64%) indicated that Tourism and Financial Services could be 

seen as functions of colonialism.  

Tourism. As it relates to tourism, participants voiced not just environmental concern 

(n=2/14; 14.29%) but also queried how the resources obtained from the industry are used 

to improve life for Caymanians (n=2/14; 14.29%). The need to diversity the economy 

were views (n=2/14; 14.29%) expressed as well. Respondent #1 questioned the strategy 

of relying on just 2 pillars as sound economic policy: 

And here we come 22 years later, and COVID has collapsed tourism, big 
business is, is still doing well. But we still have not diversified as a 
country or as a people. We're completely reliant on this and it's being held 
against us. 
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Respondent #2 critiqued not just the physical attributes of servitude but also queried 

ultimately where the money/profit from the tourism sector was going and who it was 

benefiting: 

And I did some research in it, because when you consider that the hotels 
are owned by white North Americans and Europeans, in for the most part, 
although in Jamaica, some of them are owned by white Jamaicans, and 
they cater to white North Americans and Europeans. It's a kind of 
reflection of slavery, really, except that the people are paid. And in 
Cayman, we can argue that they're not paid, attractive wages and salaries. 
So it has a psychological blight, because you are bowing and serving 
white people. And you are black, and from the islands, and they are in 
North America. And if you take- so that's the psychological trauma, or 
impact. If you take the economic, who are the owners of the hotels? 
Where is the majority of the money going? And especially in a jurisdiction 
where everything is imported. You have such a drain on the money, that 
nothing- maybe if we get 20 cents out of the dollar, remaining in Cayman, 
that's plenty. So therefore, one quick question except for the immediate 
gains, the wages you're paid weekly or monthly or whatever, what, what is 
in that, are the long-term benefit for us?  
 
They continued:  

For we don't get to use the beaches, we- and then now in a world where 
we are so conscious of our ecology and the environment. The impact 
environmental impact on these things are so damaging that we hardly get 
any benefits. And then Cayman is the most frightening of all, as far as that 
goes in tourism, because here we are in a big debate now, as to whether 
we should build a $200 million pier, that we are going to be stuck with 
paying just to appease the cruise ship companies, you know, and there is 
no guarantee that we are going to, to benefit any more than all these 
numbers of people, which I claim, like many other Cayman Islands, we're 
not going to be able to absorb because of limited land space and limited 
resources, and all of that. So, tourism, as a leg of economic development is 
questionable, beyond the immediacy of the dollars, we get no- no long 
term benefits off that. 

 

Respondents (n=2/14; 14.29%) had additional concerns of importing foreign labor to 

work in the tourism industry, likening the industry to indentured servitude and 

monoculture plantations. Views other respondents expressed included: 
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• Low paying jobs in the industry  

• Industry being geared toward white tourists  

Respondent #4 indicated that many tourists were solely interested in Cayman the place, 

and not Caymanian people when visiting. They described the encounters with tourists 

locally: 

And I guess what I have learned is that, well...we're marketing ourselves 
to the white person or to ..these white tourists and just like how they come 
and exploit, you know, our beaches and or whatever else or whatever, but 
they don't- they're not interested in our humanity or in our culture or 
anything like that. And yeah, and just like how, how hard the everyday 
people in tourism has- have to work. Britain's like rich capitalists, so like 
these property owners and like, of course..you have the people who come 
in and clean for the property owners - the Caymanians that come in and 
manage the property...and they work so hard. But in the end, it's almost 
like an exploitation relationship, for sure. 

Furthermore, due to the proliferation of foreign workers in the tourism industry, 

respondents (n=2/14; 14.29%) indicated that there is a concern of a reshaping of the 

narrative of Cayman. Respondent #12 expressed that these persons would be offering and 

telling visitors to the island what their understanding of Cayman is like. They detailed 

their views on that process: 

So, if they can't get a job in the normal way through work permit from 
overseas, they can actually use the tourism mechanism (to)come here as a 
tourist and get a job in the industry. And then once you have a sufficient 
number of those people coming into the- in the tourism industry who then 
offer their own spin of what Cayman is and what it should look like. 

They continued:  

I say yes, tourism is a function of colonialism, because they are reshaping 
what we know as Cayman and the unique nature of what is unique about 
Cayman. They're bringing in their own customs and culture and replacing 
what we see as Caymanian tourism. 
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When thinking about the role of younger Caymanians in the discussion, Respondent #4 

described a post they saw on social media that made the connections between tourism and 

colonialism in the Caribbean:  

And I definitely think this new generation, as they're interacting with other 
Caribbean nations, like, for example, the US Virgin Islands, which were 
protesting with the Black lives matter in solidarity, and they were talking 
about how..tourism was like a feat- a function of colonialism, basically. 
And how..being a colony it's...getting so expensive for just the locals. And 
so there was like a picture of a woman holding up a sign, that said it's not 
paradise, if locals can't afford it. And that went viral, and Caymanians, 
were also sharing that. So..with the age of social media, more awareness is 
growing. And that is, I guess, another glimmer of hope. 

Financial Services. Regarding Financial Services, respondents (n=2/14; 14.29%) viewed 

the lack of Caymanian in positions of head of banks, or top positions in financial services 

firms as being indicative of a colonial sector. Additionally, respondents (n=2/14; 14.29%) 

explained colonialism has manifested in financial services in more of a mental 

/psychological capacity, compared to the servitude aspect of tourism. Colonialism is also 

expressed through the normalization of racist culture at financial/law firms locally. 

Respondent #12 describes the environment within the sector when they stated: 

And if you want to advance an upward motion, then you have to submit to 
colonial powers you have to submit to a non-Caymanian culture, non-
Caymanian ways, for example, Caymanians tend to be more laid back and 
some say passive in their interactions. Caymanians believe that, you know, 
with kindness, you can open the door to almost anything and progress. 
Whereas if you actually want to succeed in financial services, you do have 
to be aggressive. Much like the persons that are colonizing you, or 
colonizing Cayman you have to adapt to their ways in order to get success 
in financial services. 
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Similarly, Respondent #17 described the leadership structure within the firms: 

And that's why you see, you will, you will see that we don't have many 
Caymanians in- owning or in significant leadership roles in the firm's 
whether accounting or in law, and you look at the people who are in 
control of the real estate, you seldom see a black face or a Caymanian 
face. And then you have to ask yourself the question why? We have 
leadership that see this day in day out. And we don't see any evidence of 
any real change as to how the community is structured. So when you look 
at the configuration of our community, when you listen to how our people 
speak of themselves, and how they treat each other, because that's 
extremely important. 

There were also various responses that described the industry as whole, these included: 

• The policies that were forced upon the Cayman government / financial services 

sector such as the Beneficial registry and FATF policy were seen as indicative of 

a colonial relationship to the UK by respondents.  

• The industry itself could be reflective of white bankers wanting to bank with other 

white persons.   

Respondent #2 described this view of the sector and its’ early beginnings: 

How is it all these attorneys and accountants we have in Cayman? We 
don't have more in charge of big financial houses? Robert Chodos said, 
using the Bahamas as an example, he said, "white crooks prefer to bank 
their money with other white crooks, rather than with black honest men". 
And that's a good practical explanation, because he was saying what 
happened in the Bahamas, when (Former Prime Minister Sir Lynden) 
Pindling took over, white people moved their money, they wouldn't keep 
the money in Bahamas to be managed by black money managers. They 
rather went elsewhere, looking for other white crooks to put their 
money….And so what is left then for in terms of employment? Most 
Caymanians go into the civil service if they have education, those that are 
unskilled or semi-skilled go into construction, or when a company like 
that, so that one could argue convincingly, I think that tourism and 
financial services as pillars of our economy have little more than face 
value in this jurisdiction. 
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Lastly, Respondent #6 discussed the student scholarship process in Cayman, and how 

there is an unequal granting process; with those viewed as high achievers being pushed 

toward a financial services career and those that are not- being pushed toward a career in 

tourism: 

Of course, of course, we see that with the higher- a lot of that actually 
right now is the scholarship granting process. When you, if you pick up a 
paper or, you know, some of these scholarship booklets, it's two things 
going on. One is the requirements, and the targeting, the targeting is of 
kids of a certain stature, certain background, you see some of the options... 
when you look at the dollars that go towards education, the schools, it's 
highly targeted to certain areas, residential communities, you know, higher 
to middle, middle to higher income, young people here, specialist, fields 
of study in careers that the average Joe doesn't even know exists. 

For the respondents (n=5/14; 35.71%) that didn’t see financial services or tourism as a 

function, many stated that the UK didn’t have a hand in Cayman’s tourism product, and 

that those are 2 industries that Caymanians have full control over. Other responses 

included sentiments that it’s the local politicians that have sold Caymanians out and not 

the UK.  

Respondent #5 detailed why they don’t view the industries as colonial in nature:  

From a historical perspective for the Cayman Islands, I wouldn't see it as a 
part or as a relic of colonialism. We attracted tourists to the Cayman 
Islands, because of the tranquil nature of the islands. The uniqueness of 
the island. The attitude of the people, you know, of the Cayman Islands 
now, and the UK has really never had a hand in the development of our 
tourism product that has always been under our control. When it comes to 
the financial sector, we have actually seen the UK- some UK 
administrations try to steer us away from the financial industry from using 
that- keeping that as one of the pillars of our economy. Some people see 
that as simply because they want to control that and want the City of 
London to have the business that we're having here in the Cayman Islands. 
They will argue that because it is such a fickle industry to a certain extent 
that you shouldn't put all of your eggs in one basket and you should 
concentrate more on your tourism product.  
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They continued: 

But for the Cayman Islands, I don't really see either of them as being 
vestiges, or part of any neo-colonialism simply because they are two 
aspects that we have full control over. Now, if there is any, to me, if 
there's any neo-colonial aspect of that it is what our politicians here do 
with it in terms of selling out to, you know, to people, to big companies, 
and not developing the local, local, entrepreneurs, you know, but not, not 
necessarily from the UK. If it's done its internal more, you're doing more 
damage to ourselves than anyone else from a political standpoint. 

Respondent #3 described the impact of the enslavement process in Cayman and how in 

their view it hasn’t necessarily impacted the current industries:  

Well honestly I don't agree with it, but Cayman is unique in a sense that 
we nah as strongly African driven as the other Caribbean islands, that's 
mainly because if you go back in our history we didn't have as much 
slaves as the slave owner ratio in other jurisdictions. So in Cayman it was 
almost a 50/50 split. That's why you have so many brown ones, right. As 
opposed to in Jamaica, or the other Caribbean islands like Bahamas or 
Bermuda..So in Cayman's context, I don't see, there's not a feeling of 
servantry to the tourism product. It may be perceived heavier than other 
Caribbean islands where the workers are the front face of the hotel 
industry. And tourism. We can't even say that here. Because half the front 
desk hotels here are not even Caymanians in it- it's usually foreigners, you 
know what I'm sayin' so I can't say that that's the argument.  

 
They continued in describing their views on the financial services industry: 

I can, I would say that in even financial services, can't be a good 
argument, either, because the majority of the people who are in financial 
services, we're trying to fight to get more Caymanians in it. It's usually the 
non-Caymanians- North American, Northern Europeans who are coming 
to take much of the financial gain in the financial services industry, so that 
argument doesn't work well, there either. Ultimately, I don't think it's more 
of a colonial attribute, I think it's more so of just gluttony period. 

Labor Stratification. Furthermore, participants spent a significant time discussing the 

various ways that labor is stratified in Cayman. Respondents didn’t necessarily label it as 

colonial in nature, however there was consensus that there are issues within labor and 

employment in Cayman. The majority of respondents (n=4/22; 18.18%) in discussing 
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tourism noted that those at the front desk/office are not Caymanians, furthermore 

Caymanians are not being trained for managerial positions. Tourists, in their view may 

only encounter a Cayman upon arrival at customs in the airport or as a taxi driver during 

their entire stay in Cayman.  

Respondent #20 discussed the structure of those making top level decisions within the 

tourism sector: 

And the funny part is when..once again is who is in charge, right? When 
you go into a role of hoteliers that are the biggest players and most 
powerful players because they control the room stock, right? It's all people 
who are not from here, right that are the GMs (General Managers). And 
they always had an issue, putting Caymanians in commercials putting 
culture at the fore. Right? Because they would say “mmmm our visitors 
don’t want to see that- they want to see beautiful beaches and they want to 
see themselves on those beaches.” 

Within financial services, respondents (n=2/22; 9.09%) noted that Caymanians are not 

advancing above administration levels, as well as seldom seeing Caymanians in 

leadership roles within the sector.  Respondents stated that there should be better 

protections for Caymanians as well as extraction fees from the firms, as there are millions 

of money being made with no benefit for Caymanians.  

Respondent #2 described the employment structure: 

The same could be said about financial services. Apart from the fact that 
of the money that the government makes for licenses. There are a few 
Cayman people who are head of financial houses who are here who are 
managing directors of large law firms. They're all expatriate people or 
people who have been granted Caymanian status mainly as a result of 
convenience rather than conviction. Right? Because it's a convenience for 
them to have Cayman status because it exempts them from certain work 
permits and from certain visas, but they're not convicted to being a 
Caymanian and having a say, and developing and contributing to the 
development of the society beyond mere tokenism. Of course, sometimes 
some Caymanians are the beneficiary of a scholarship or two, but 
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compared to the mega millions, these people make, that is pittance. So 
again, in financial services, we get nothing except I have, as I have said, 
the fees they have to pay for licenses and stuff to the government and all 
that but there are no- there are no sponsorship, large scale or significant 
sponsorships of Caymanians in any field whatsoever, be it education, or, 
or social services, or whatever, you know. 

 
Main Research Question 2 (RQ 2) Sub-Question   

Do Caymanians embrace or reject the concept of paradise? 

Sub question (RSQ a): Do Caymanians think of the Cayman Islands as Paradise? 

Table 20	

RQ 2: Sub-question a) Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 2a Do Caymanians embrace or reject the concept of 
paradise? 

  

RSQ 1 Do Caymanians think of the Cayman Islands 
as Paradise? 

20 38 

Cayman as Paradise 20 38 
Cayman is Paradise 17 24 
Economic Inequality 17 50 

Rich man’s paradise 1 1 
Yes but some economic  
struggles    

1 1 

Depends on who you are on the  
island 

2 2 

Relative-based on economic  
standing 

1 1 

Expats 14 47 
“for them”  1 1 

Relationship to Caribbean 19 51 
Safe compared to other islands  1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

in Caribbean 
Compared to other parts of the  
world 

2 2 

Other: Beauty, attraction    2 2 
Can be alone / quiet 1 1 
Community makes it paradise 1 1 
Could be worse 1 1 
Diversity 1 1 
For visitors 1 1 
In traditional sense 1 1 
Low crime 1 1 
Nostalgia/where you were born 1 1 
Opportunity if you fight hard  
enough 

1 1 

People want to come and live  
in Cayman 

1 1 

Tourists fall in love 1 1 
Very fortunate 1 1 
Yes, but we need to evaluate  
what we view as paradise 

1 1 

Cayman is not Paradise 9 14 
Caymanian of Convenience vs 
Conviction 

15 37 

Not for regular / indigenous  
Caymanians  

1 1 

Economic Inequality 17 50 
Caymanians are marginalized  1 1 
Caymanians can only observe  
not participate in paradise 

1 1 

Indictment on us (level of  
poverty) 

1 1 

Not for Caymanians 3 3 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Illusion of paradise 
Expats 14 47 

This their paradise 1 1 
Second Class Citizen 18 39 

For some not all  1 1 
Most vulnerable in Cayman  
are pastured out 

1 1 

Not for us – not built for us  1 1 
Other: Cayman is hell    1 1 

For visitors 1 1 
Paradise lost 1 1 

 
Theme 7: Cayman can be viewed as ‘paradise’. This theme, answers Research 

Question 2: Sub-Question a) - Do Caymanians embrace or reject the concept of paradise? 

The majority of respondents (n=17/20; 85%) agreed that they thought of the Cayman 

Islands as Paradise. Respondents (n=3/17; 17.65%) stated it was Paradise compared to 

other parts of the world. 

In explaining their viewpoint, Respondent #8 stated: 

..I think of Cayman- it's home- Paradise? I guess, in some ways, compared 
to other parts of the world. You know, we have a lot to be grateful. And I 
guess years ago, it might seem I guess, environmentally or whatever, more 
paradise. Some areas now I-I-I the nostalgia just overtakes me when I 
drive through certain areas. It just sometimes makes me very um sad, 
because and I think back to- in some ways, we didn't think maybe it was 
Paradise then because of all the mosquitos. You know you Yeah. plus and 
minuses. Yeah. Sometimes I just wonder, yeah. What Cayman is gonna be 
like, in 10 or 50 years- just with the population and the make-up of the 
population. 
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There were also responses equally (n=2/17; 11.76%) attributing low crime and Cayman’s 

beauty and environment to their positive view and application of the term. Yet, even that 

beauty is complicated by development, as Respondent #12 noted in their response: 

Yes, it is a paradise for Caymanians but what we're only observing the 
benefits of this paradise, we can go to the beach, yes. But and more and 
more beach access, there seems to be more and more arguments, 
attempting to restrict beach access. So query whether in the future, we will 
be able to enjoy the beach when at least when I go to a restaurant on Seven 
Mile Beach you know, most of the time. Most of the time, I don't feel 
comfortable. I feel like I'm not wanted in those restaurants or 
establishments. 

Respondents did however state that it was relative based on economic standing and who 

you are on the island, while also acknowledging the economic struggles. Additionally, it 

was described as a “rich man’s paradise” with a respondent contemplating the need to 

evaluate what we view as paradise. Respondent #4 pondered the concept and stated: 

And so for me, it's still paradise. And, you know I understand...the 
economic struggles, that comes- in terms of...Cayman- for many, many 
people. And it's hard to view that as parallels when you...are literally 
struggling to survive in the most expensive, you know, place and stuff like 
that. 

Almost half of responses (n=9/20; 45%) stated that Cayman is not paradise. Most of 

those responses (n=5/9; 55.56%) shared that it was not for Caymanians – that it is the 

illusion of paradise. Citing economic reasons, as well as Caymanians feeling 

marginalized respondents lamented that it was not a place for regular / “indigenous” 

Caymanians. To put it bluntly as a respondent stated, “Cayman is hell.”  

Respondent #1 talked about the economic realities in Cayman: 

It's, it is a paradise, it absolutely is but it's a paradise for those, for them 
and not for us. It's absolutely hell for us. And that- not just because not 
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just the poor Caymanian, even the average Caymanian, the working class 
Caymanian. Those who may have had a little bit of money at one point are 
so marginalized and oppressed and it's just- it's its hell sistah. We if we 
could figure out how to leave, too, a lot of us a lot more of us would leave 
if we had the monies together to leave, we would leave a lot of us don't 
waan go so far. 

Respondent #21 as well placed these realities in juxtaposition with the Paradise 

label:  

However, I think we need to evaluate what benchmark we're using when 
we talk about paradise. And if we're going to say Cayman's a paradise for 
tourists who are coming, is it a paradise for the local people, and by local 
people, I'm talking about the indigenous Caymanians. And not the people 
who are artificially, I say artificially, quote unquote, due to the fact that 
they would have been able to invest X amount that became Caymanians- 
I'm talking about the people who would have been here 5,6,7 generations 
is Cayman better off in regards to their ability to be successful, and what 
they have today than it would have been in their parents or grandparents 
generation 30, 40 years ago?  

The respondent continued: 

And for a lot of people, they will tell you, No, and I think we have an 
issue, if that's going to be the answer. So as great as Cayman, is now 
housing prices are to a point where your regular Caymanian can't afford 
housing. You know, the cost of living is being driven up to a point where 
regular Caymanian can't afford and live a decent life. You know, it's sad 
that that ‘Feed our Future’ has to be a thing, where we have an 
organization,-prior to the government saying that we'll feed all of our kids 
in school and primary school at least you had to have a private 
organization raising money to ensure that a lot of our indigenous Cayman 
children were fed breakfast and lunch at school, because they're not 
getting it at home. I think that's an indictment on us as a country, that we 
on the world stage look like the successful paradise.. 
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Main Research Question 3 (RQ 3)	

What is the relationship between attitudes of independence to agency, anti-blackness, 

liberation?	

Sub question 1 (RSQ 1): How do participants describe the relationship between Cayman 

and Jamaica? 

Table 21	

RQ 3: Sub-question 1 Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 3 What is the relationship between attitudes of 
independence to agency, anti-blackness, liberation? 

  

RSQ 1 How do participants describe the 
relationship between Cayman and Jamaica? 

19 58 

Negative view of Jamaica 16 30 

Colonialism 23 144 

Cayman not in charge of  
affairs 

3 3 

Elected politicians are  
Anglophiles 

1 1 

Mental bondage 1 1 

Want to maintain UK  
relationship 

2 2 

Education 19 95 

Ignorance is hindering    
advancement / self- 
determination 

1 1 

Identity 10 76 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Caymanians view themselves  
As privileged 

1 1 

Caymanians view themselves  
as superior 

5 5 

Caymanians feel superior   
due to economic  
circumstance 

3 3 

Inferiority Complex 1 1 

Look down on Jamaicans 2 2 

Labour Stratification 22 81 

Jamaicans are taking jobs 5 5 

Race & or Racism 7 51 

Jamaica is Africa oriented 1 1 

Jamaican culture, music,  
accent 

1 1 

Voice of oppressor  
(internalized racism) 

1 1 

Anti-black sentiment 1 1 

Other: Animosity like sibling 
relationship 

2 2 

Positive View of Jamaica 11 21 

Education 19 95 

Caymanians need more  
Education on relationship    

3 3 

Generational Differences 1 44 

Cayman youth love JA  
culture 

1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Cayman youth love JA  
cuisine 

1 1 

Other:   Agricultural Relationship 1 1 

“Bad Divorce” 1 1 

Cayman was settled off  
Jamaica 

2 2 

Critical close political  
relationship 

2 2 

Educational opportunities  
And societal development 

3 3 

Familial Ties  7 7 

Jamaica assisted after  
Hurricanes 

1 1 

Jamaica helped to build  
Cayman 

4 4 

Jamaica was ‘big city’ to  
Cayman 

2 2 

Jamaicans helped to expand   
mating pool  

1 1 

Love / Hate Relationship 3 3 
Siblings on different Paths 1 1 

 

Theme 8: Caymanian identity entails feeling superior due to economic 

circumstance. This theme answers Research Question 3: Sub-Question 1- How do 

participants view the relationship between Cayman and Jamaica? 

The majority of respondents (n=16/19; 84.21%) described the relationship as 

Caymanians having a negative view of Jamaica. Of those who viewed it negatively, 

37.50% (n=6/16) stated that Caymanians view themselves as superior and privileged. 
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Further respondents (n=3/16; 18.75%) believed this superiority is due to economic 

circumstance.  

Respondent #2 explained this sentiment:  

So there's definitely sometimes resentment towards and against Jamaicans 
and a feeling of superiority in terms of better economic circumstances, and 
a better managed jurisdiction. But I would contend that those are not 
attitudes upon which to build a society, you know, because but for a few 
slips, it could be, it could be us. 

 

Further explaining where this viewpoint could have originated, Respondent #20 detailed: 

And I can even recall being young and hearing some of the comments 
people would make about "them Jamaicans" right, now think about that. 
We talk about racism and whatnot how they talk about "those people," 
even in Cayman you would have heard some of those conversations when 
speaking about Jamaicans and where did that come from? ..It came from 
Cayman from an economic perspective doing well, Jamaica not doing so 
well. And in order to get benefit of some of the economic progress that 
Cayman had, you would have different levels of Jamaicans from a socio-
economic standpoint, coming over in order to make a living to send back 
home. And then started to get this superiority type of complex where, even 
till today, and I remember, I mean..in the late 80s, going into the 90s, 
when we- as is it will always happen as a country's populations grow, and 
crime increases in certain areas.  

 

They continued to state:  

You always hear “oh, that's them Jamaicans, that's them Jamaicans, that's 
them Jamaicans.” And then sure enough many years later, you go in 
Northward (Cayman’s prison) 90% of the people up there are from 
Cayman right or Caymanians. And I think it's gotten to a point now for the 
majority of Caymanians that they look at Jamaica no longer as the country 
that had given so much to the Caribbean, and at one point in time, would 
have been the jewel of the Caribbean, but more as the country that sends 
its workers to reap the benefits of Cayman and sent back home. And 
therefore, whether it's said or not, I think, for quite a few Caymanians they 
feel that they are better than Jamaicans. 
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Another consensus amongst some respondents (n=5/16; 31.25%) is that Jamaicans are 

‘taking jobs’. Other causes of the negative feelings toward Jamaica (n=2/16; 12.50%) 

were attributed to Caymanians wanting to maintain their UK connection, as well as 

respondents (n=2/16; 12.50%) likening the animosity to a sibling relationship.  

Respondent #15 stated: 

So people would say on the radio, “Well they come here they taking over 
jobs, and they sending back money.” And if they didn't, if they you know, 
and they make more money here, and it can spend more in Jamaica. But 
that is the world that's not just happening. In Cayman it happens all over 
people go. And then you say, “Well, what cost does it count for a woman 
to leave her child with aunties and uncles who interfere with them, and 
come to a country and work and they can't go back for a whole year,” and 
I mean, so the price they pay, but nobody looks at that. 
 

Respondent #8 in describing how the relationship to the UK may impact Caymanians’ 

views stated: 

Yeah, so I don't know. When Caymanians or whether it's still kind of 
evolving into when we feel that we're real Caymanian or when we're still 
kind of British subjects and proud of that or some people- even though 
they talk some time they talk down about Jamaica, but a lot of a lot of our 
white settlers and enslaved people came via, you know, Jamaica. 

 

Additionally, Respondent #4 further details the colonial connection as a depressant on 

positive Caymanian/Jamaican relations: 

And it's just interesting how Jamaica was considered this once prosperous 
place that Caymanians went to right. And now, it's kind of the opposite 
relationship, but it's still all connected to a colonial power...And I think 
that our relationship to Jamaica, definitely..there was definitely that 
turning point- with, you know, when we were ready to become 
independent, or not, to go with Jamaica or not, and I, you know, big up 
Ormond Panton (local politician), you know, but..the anti-black sentiment 
was definitely so strong. And..the racism and...that white supremacy was 
definitely there, in terms of how we wanted to stay with England. 
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Some respondents (n=11/19; 57.89%) did believe that Caymanians had positive views of 

Jamaica, with the majority of those respondents acknowledging close historical familial 

ties between the two territories (n=7/11; 63.64%). Additionally, responses (n=4/11; 

36.36%) included how integral Jamaica was to ‘building’ Cayman. And an equal amount 

of respondents (n=3/11; 27.27%) stated that there are positive feelings through each of 

the following avenues:  

• Educational opportunities and societal development   

• A love/hate relationship 

• Caymanians need more education on the relationship 

Describing the close familial connections Respondent #18 stated: 

 
Again, when you look into every household in Cayman and I challenge 
anyone to do this, you look into every household in Cayman, you're going 
to find a Jamaican bloodline somewhere in there. I can tell you from my 
personal experience, my father's Jamaican, my mother's a Caymanian. But 
if you look at my mother's father, my grandfather, his father was a 
Jamaican, so it comes full circle, right?  

 
The overview of settlement between Cayman and Jamaica was also described in detail by 

Respondent #10: 

But we need to look at like parishes like St. Elizabeth that have very 
strong Caymanian roots that there are Cayman people from the Cayman 
diaspora in St.- St. Elizabeth, there's Ebanks’ there and they didn't come 
from Jamaica, they came from Cayman whether those people know it or 
not, right. You have people like Mr. Webster, that the church in Bodden 
Town is named after there's a sister church to that in Kingston, because 
Mr. Webster had a big lumber mill and he used to bring that in Jamaica. 
And he was from Bodden Town and he used to bring plenty Caymanian 
men to come up there and work in his lumber mill. Right. 
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Additional responses detailed not just the historical assistance that Jamaica offered to 

Cayman society but also in recent times. Respondent #23 stated: 

You know, but I think that on the social level, or, you know, on the social 
plane, there is this idea that, well, two ideas it's twofold. I love Jamaica, 
because, you know, historically speaking, we could not have done without 
them. You have folks who say that, and then you have other folks who say 
too many Jamaicans here, the largest expatriate population in the 
Caribbean. And so it's sort of this- I don't know it's black and white I 
think, it's love hate, I believe, I believe so. And I think that stems from 
our, our historical interrelationship, because I can tell you, I know many 
older Caymanians now who, they say thank God for Jamaica, because 
without Jamaica wouldn't be here. And you remember back in the day 
back in the 1940s and 50s. If you had to do a medical procedure, you went 
to Jamaica, you want to get a good education because education, here's 
only mandated to the age of 14, you had to go to Jamaica. Right? You had 
to go to Jamaica for just about everything 

 
Not only did Caymanians go to Jamaica for healthcare and education, but many of the 

first professionals in Cayman were Jamaican or trained /sent from Jamaica, which 

Respondent #22 described:  

And of course, constitutionally, you know, we were linked for a very long 
time formally from 1863 up until 1962, right. When Jamaica, you know, 
gained its independence. So, because of that relationship of course we had 
people coming from Jamaica, often, you know, as teachers and as, you 
know other professionals, doctors and so forth. Particularly the early days, 
you know, to, and worked within our systems, and, you know, we're part 
of the people who helped develop us and so forth. I think that in a funny 
way, though it's a kind of love hate relationship. 

 

Respondent #15 recalled that not just the development of Caymanian society could be 

credited to Jamaican nationals but also in recent times. They stated: 

So the world has arrived at a point now where we are suffering that and 
then we have now turned the whole thing against the very people who if 
something happened in Cayman when, when Hurricane Ivan happened the 
first people in this country to help were people from electricians from 
Barbados, people from Jamaica, and so on right? 
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Lastly, in describing that there was more education needed within the Caymanian 

community, Respondent #10 shared their view: 

I think that Caymanians need to be more educated about the history that 
we had with Jamaica..People misconstrue, I think.. they look at it as "Well 
Jamaica used to own us and they don't own us no more" Jamaica didn't 
own us because England, owned Jamaica, and they just administrated us 
and Turks and Caicos- nobody talks about Turks and Caicos, but they 
were in it too. They were to the north and we were to the south, right? We 
were just administered through Jamaica. But you know, just like how if we 
were living in rural England, and we would have to go to London or go to 
a big city, Jamaica was our big city that we went to. 

 

 
Main Research Question 3 (RQ 3) 

What is the relationship between attitudes of independence to agency, anti-blackness, 

liberation? 

Sub-question 2 (RSQ 2): How do participants describe the relationship between Cayman 

and the Caribbean? 

Table 22	

RQ 3: Sub-question 2 Summary 

Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

RQ 3 What is the relationship between attitudes of 
independence to agency, anti-blackness, liberation? 

  

RSQ 2 How do participants describe the relationship 
between Cayman and the Caribbean? 

19 51 

Relationship with Caribbean 19 51 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Caymanians don’t consider themselves 
Caribbean people 

8 8 

American Influence 3 14 

Close location to US  1 1 

Education 19 95 

Didn’t study Caribbean history 2 2 

Generational Differences 17 44 

Older Caymanians, political  
Independence finance 

1 1 

Identity 5 76 

Economic circumstance make    
Caymanians believe better 

9 9 

Feel more British than 
Caribbean 

6 6 

Identify with white places, not  
with losses (post-independence    
economies) 

2 2 

Lacking identity and sense of  
culture 

2 2 

No drive to be Caribbean 1 1 

Not a lot of ideology  
connectivity 

1 1 

Materialism 14 31 

Caribbean independent  
Countries finances 

2 2 

Classism  1 1 

Economy / higher currency 1 1 
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Research question 
Research sub-question 

Theme 
Code 

Sub-code 

n of 
participants 
contributing 

n of data 
excerpts 
included 

Independent countries  
backward economically 

1 1 

Code Race & Racism 4 51 

Caymanians believe they are  
better than other Caribbean  
people    

1 1 

Don’t share history of slavery /    
deny slavery happened 

5 5 

Code Other: Choose and refuse 1 1 

CARICOM relationship 1 1 

Fragmented & competitive 1 1 

Location 2 2 

Not connected to Eastern 
countries by flights  

3 3 

Caymanians feel they are part of Caribbean   

Other: Association with CARICOM 9 9 

Association with CARIFESTA 1 1 

Diplomatic friendliness 1 1 
History of settlement (Bay  
Islands and other Caribbean  
countries) 

1 1 

More tolerant of other  
Caribbean countries than 
 Jamaicans 

1 1 

Need more partnerships 2 2 
Need stronger ties to go 
Independent 

1 1 

Similarity to Bermuda 5 5 
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Theme 9: Caymanians don’t consider themselves to be Caribbean people. 

This theme, answers Research Question 3: Sub-Question 2- How do participants view the 

relationship between Cayman and the Caribbean?  

Respondents (n=8/19; 42.11%) stated that they believe Caymanians don’t 

consider themselves Caribbean people. Participants (n=9/19, 47.36%) believed that 

economic circumstance informs Caymanians belief they are better than their Caribbean 

counterparts. Respondent #23 spoke on how that mentality occurs:  

And according to the results of this questionnaire, many Caymanians were 
of the view that Cayman was not a part of the Caribbean. And when I 
pressed a few of them in longer interviews, they said, "Well, hold on, you 
know, we are economically superior. We're better than them, right? Our 
standard of living is way higher. And that's why they come here." All 
right. And so there is that sort of tendency, on our part, to think ourselves 
better than our neighbors economically speaking, how this translates at the 
governmental level, I couldn't tell you. But I do know that. 

Additionally, respondents (n=6/19; 31.58%) stated that Caymanians felt more British 

than Caribbean. Respondent #4 explained their thoughts on how this impacted the 

relationship to the larger Caribbean:  

And so it's just an interesting thing, how we miss misplace our energy, you 
know, instead of like, you know, seeing the oppressor for what it is, we try 
to emulate the oppressor by trying to like, be oppressive to other people 
we - like, how do you say that we, that energy just flows through us kind 
of thing, like, you know, it's just, we- it's learned behavior, that white 
supremacy mentality. And so...that also speaks to the broader Caribbean as 
well, in terms of...sometimes Cayman seems disconnected from the 
broader Caribbean, because of how...whitewashed our mentality is, 
and...that does come from still being a colony. And the lack of political 
awareness, and like you said, the lack of protests and stuff that happened 
here. 
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This is further expounded upon by Respondent #11:  

So and then the other part of it is because we have maintained this colonial 
relationship with the UK, whereas a lot of the Caribbean countries haven't. 
They have been independent, I think that kind of keeps us away from 
feeling like we can associate, you know, on a psychological level, on a 
mental level with a lot of the other Caribbean nations as well.  

Many of the answers (n=5/19; 26.32%) were coded as Cayman not sharing the history of 

slavery, or a denial of slavery in Cayman that deepened the divide. Respondent #2 shared 

their opinion of it: 

Well, Caymanians, Caymanians don't really, I shouldn't generalize- many 
Caymanians, perhaps most Caymanians don't really consider themselves 
Caribbean people. And they have difficulties with their interpretation of 
history because many of them will deny that slavery existed in Cayman 
right. And they will argue about the relationship with Jamaica now. I like 
many Caymans, I suppose I have certain reservations, but I went to school 
in Jamaica, I read the history, I know history, I saw things firsthand. 

Additionally, Respondent #1 talked about the aversion as being seen as Caribbean: 

We are quite insular, because..we believe ourselves to be better because 
we're more light skinnd-ed. To be frank. We don't share that sort of history 
that they shared with, with, slavery, deep rooted slavery and that sort of 
thing. So we and we are- our currency is so high we're even higher than 
the US we have the highest currency on this side of the world. And so 
we're very much on a on a pillar...of our own. And that's the struggle, we 
need to figure out who we are, where we want to go where we want to be, 
and that should be inclusive of the indigenous, Caymanian people. 
Me...and (name), we're talking about the way you know, Cayman needs to 
get stronger ties with the Caribbean in case we want to go independent and 
get away from the colonizers so that we can not just simply adhere to the 
trickle down effect economy that we have now, but to actually uplift 
Caymanians that we can, we too can be trained and talent- and be exported 
talent. 

Furthermore, participants (n=5/19; 26.32%) stated Cayman’s insular Western location 

and lack of direct flights to the Eastern Caribbean contributed to the view. Respondents 
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equally (n=2/19; 10.53%) gave reasons to the fracture in a collective Caribbean 

consciousness and attributed the perspective to Caymanians not knowing Caribbean 

history, Cayman lacking identity and a sense of culture. A respondent also thought that 

Caymanians identified with white places therefore leading to an exclusion of Caribbean 

identity.  

Respondent #23 described a time when the discussion of the Eastern Caribbean came up 

within a class setting: 

You know, I once I was in a class, and someone brought up the name 
Kittitian. They seriously like huh?  Do you know what a Kittitian is? Huh? 
Someone from St. Kitts. What about an Antiguan? Huh? They had no 
idea. It’s like the Eastern Caribbean is like oh, it doesn't exist. Yeah. They 
know about Jamaica, they know about Puerto Rico. They know about 
Haiti and Dominican Republic and Cuba of course. But that's the extent of 
it. 

Lastly, a view was shared by Respondent #13 in regard to Caymanian identity and the 

Caribbean:  

Yeah, when they want to be identified with the white places, if we had 
white countries in the Caribbean, they wouldn't isolate themselves, but 
they're not gonna identify with blackness. And they're not going to 
identify with losses, they're not going to identify with the with, with the 
negative results of colonialism in the Caribbean and slavery in the 
Caribbean. 

Respondents (n=9/19; 47.37%) did however state that due to associations with Caribbean 

Community (CARICOM) there is a connection to the Caribbean and that they (n=5/19; 

26.32%) do see similarities to Bermuda as well. Respondent #5 details the greater interest 

in CARICOM involvement:   
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You know, as far as the Cayman Islands relationship with the wider 
Caribbean, we need not look any further than our involvement in 
CARICOM. Now we're seeing much more involvement now than we saw 
before. But I would say 10 years ago, maybe even less than that. You 
know, we didn't have a whole lot of involvement in CARICOM, we are 
now an associate member of CARICOM and we've been for several years. 
But we're beginning now to identify more and more with our Caribbean 
countries. But yet, we don't see that drive in the Cayman Islands.  

They continued to discuss the role that CARICOM may play in the labor market 

locally:  

When it comes to, to labour from other countries, we don't see a whole lot 
of emphasis in that they come in from the Caribbean, where we have 
several Caribbean countries that- where employment levels are certainly 
high. But yet we go to countries like the Philippines. You know, we go to 
Europe, you know, countries that we have no historical connection with. 
And that's where we seek people to come and work in the Cayman Islands, 
as opposed to our own Caribbean neighbors- but the Cayman Islands were 
always-were viewed similar to another jurisdiction like Bermuda and 
Bermuda because of its physical location as well. But we were sometimes 
I think people felt- that we felt that we were better than other Caribbean 
countries because of our economic success. And that was that was 
unfortunate. But like I said, I think we're moving- leaning more and more 
now towards greater association with CARICOM. 

A respondent talked about the Cultural aspects of Caribbean regional associations 

as well. Respondent #8 described their experience: 

...But I think things like the Carifesta, that the different Caribbean islands 
and, and we started, we, we took part of that in, like, I think the 70s is one 
that I went to, and I was just, you know, blown away, you know, meeting 
and getting to know more of the Caribbean there. I mean, the poets and the 
writers and the artists, you know, that come out of- those parts of the 
Caribbean and in Jamaica? You know, what they do with so little 
compared to what we've done, supposedly with so much. I think we're, 
you know, we've become very Americanized. 
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In ending their thoughts on Cayman and the Caribbean, Respondent #10 said: 

I feel like Cayman is in a position that we could actually help to galvanize 
a lot of our Caribbean neighbors. And I think that the issue in the 
Caribbean as a whole is, we're always in competition. And I think that as a 
region, we need to start to be more unified…....We need to realize that we 
all one same dog-puppy. We all eat guineps we all eat mangoes, we all 
live off the sea. We all have very similar to heritage- We all wear the little 
quadrille skirt, y'all do the quadrille- the color just be different, that's all- 
you know. 

 

Respondents did acknowledge (n=2/19; 10.53%) that more partnerships are 

needed. Interestingly a respondent commented that Caymanians seem to be more 

tolerant of other Caribbean countries than Jamaica. 

Lastly when describing the Caribbean country that Caymanians actually do see 

similarities with Respondents named Bermuda as the most comparable. 

Respondent #2 stated: 

But Cayman is not unlike Bermuda, because Bermuda has the same kind 
of attitude, they don't consider themselves part of the Caribbean, I can 
understand why because they're really closer, to certain parts of the United 
States than they are to Cayman, although they're, in their culture, they're 
really British. So that's the problem that we have, Caymanians believe that 
they were somehow because of their economic- some circumstances 
somehow superior. And we don't want to get too close to them, because 
we don't want to be like them. They don't understand that- that's not how it 
goes. I mean, it's not like something that is you can- it is contagious if you 
touch someone, so we are. And what is lacking in Cayman is a national 
identity and a sense of culture, which Jamaica has- a national identity and 
a sense of culture. So we don't have that. And perhaps when we get that, I 
think the future lies in young people, getting educated- persons like 
yourself and articulating these kinds of things, and changing the agenda 
from what it is now, mainly, making it economically, to a deeper sense of 
citizenship, and a conviction, that to make your society better it has to 
begin with you, you have to put something, something back. 
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Summary 

The data and data analysis that was presented in this chapter is summarized below 

and is organized relative to the main research questions.  

RQ1: What do Caymanians think about self-determination?  

• Theme 1: The majority of both survey and interview respondents do not believe 

Caymanians are self-determining.  

o Sentiments expressed by some respondents viewed the Caymanian people 

as being more self-determinant than the Caymanian government.  

o Some respondents were clear in their belief that Caymanians were more 

self-governing in the past than in the present.  

o The majority of survey respondents stated that they did not believe 

political independence should be a future goal for Cayman.  

RQ2: What is the impact on the political, economic and cultural possibilities 

of African-descended Caymanians due to historical and current British colonialism? 

• Theme 2: Colonialism can be viewed through a time continuum with its 

traditional form largely seen/defined as a past conception 

o The majority of survey and interview participants answered with a 

negative view/definition of colonialism.  

§ Of those that responded in the negative, the dominant descriptors 

of colonialism were control, domination, and exploitation. 
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Colonialism impacted a territory/country’s economic, political, and 

social- customs, belief system, norms etc.  

§ Interview participants also noted that it could also be private 

enterprise initiated and not solely a country.  

• Theme 3: Current colonialism in Cayman is shown through 

conceptual/thought/mentality. 

o Sub-Theme: Colonial Identity: The majority of survey and interview 

respondents viewed Caymanians as colonial subjects.    

§ A distinction was made that the older generation was more inclined 

to British mentalities and were proud to be colonial subjects 

• Theme 4: The colonial relationship between the territory and the UK is not 

understood  

o The majority of survey respondents who answered the question indicated 

that they occasionally think about Colonialism. Interview respondents 

expressed their belief that Caymanians don’t necessarily understand the 

colonial relationship, or if they do, take it for granted. Furthermore, some 

of those participants explained that Caymanians had a limited view of the 

concept.  

• Theme 5: The relationship between the UK and Cayman is viewed largely 

negatively 

o A slim majority of interview respondents had responses that were critical / 

negative towards the UK. Many of the responses that were negative 
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pointed to concerns of the UK as a financial competitor, and at times 

enacting decisions that hurt Cayman’s financial system or seeking to 

control Cayman’s finances. Additional concerns were made at the 

perceived overreach of the Governor into Cayman’s political/societal 

issues.  

o In contrast, the vast majority of survey respondents indicated Cayman 

benefited from the relationship. For the respondents that indicated yes, 

most stated that the benefits were economic / financial. The second 

beneficial area was related to defense / security/ national disaster 

assistance and political stability.  

• Sub-Theme: Negative view of Colonial Power 

o When asked if they thought Caymanians benefit from The Dart Group 

being the largest landowner in the Cayman Islands, the majority of survey 

participants stated no. Additionally the majority of interview responses 

were negative. 

§ Many of the concerns were in relation to the Group having much 

influence in politics, as well as the amount of power / influence 

that the group has in general  

§ Respondents did have positive responses to Dart and its 

relationship to land in Cayman. Most of those responses indicated 

that Cayman is a free market economy, and that they in fact liked 

some of the developments in Grand Cayman. As well as noting the 

positive impact to Cayman’s economy that the Group had brought. 
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• Theme 6: Tourism and Financial Services can be seen as functions of colonialism 

o The majority of survey and interview respondents indicated that Tourism 

and Financial Services could be seen as functions of colonialism.  

§ A greater percentage of respondents indicated that they agreed 

with the financial services sentiment.  

§ A higher percentage also strongly agreed with the sentiment over 

those that strongly agreed with the same tourism statement. 

o Regarding Financial Services, respondents viewed the lack of Caymanian 

head of banks, or those in top positions in financial services firms as being 

indicative of a colonial sector. Additionally, survey respondents explained 

that the way colonialism manifested in financial services was more mental 

/psychological compared to the servitude aspect of tourism, as well as 

expressed through the normalization of racist culture at financial firms 

locally.  

RQ2 Subquestion: How and why do Caymanians choose to embrace or reject 

the façade of paradise? 

• Theme 7: Cayman can be viewed as ‘paradise’  

o The majority of respondents embraced the concept of paradise and agreed 

that they thought of the Cayman Islands as such. Respondents stated it was 

paradise compared to other parts of the world. This was also the trend for 

survey participants. 
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§ Interview and survey respondents stated low crime and its beauty 

and environment contributed to their positive view and application 

of the term, as well as multiculturalism / cohesive cultures.  

§ Of the respondents that indicated no, they described the high cost 

of living as a factor in their response. Persons also stated that 

Caymanians were feeling marginalized in their home country and 

it was not a place not for regular / indigenous Caymanians.  

RQ3: How is the logic of being “independence averse” among Caymanians 

informed by their engagement in discourses of agency, anti-black racism and 

liberation? 

• Theme 8: Caymanian identity entails feeling superior due to economic 

circumstance (as it relates to Jamaica) 

o The majority of interview respondents described the relationship with 

Caymanians having a negative view of Jamaica. Respondents stated that a 

cause of this is that Caymanians view themselves as superior, privileged, -

due to economic circumstance.  

o Survey respondents believe that the majority of Caymanians are prejudice 

against Jamaicans and other people from majority Black Caribbean 

countries, with the majority indicated safety / crime and racism as the 

basis of the prejudice.  Perceived financial and political instability were 

coded as additional reasons.  
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• Theme 9: Caymanians don’t consider themselves to be Caribbean people 

o Respondents stated that Caymanians don’t consider themselves Caribbean 

people. The reasons given were due to economic circumstance that 

informs Caymanians belief that they are better than their Caribbean 

counterparts.  

Other topics:  

§ Other responses: 

o Caymanians are not well educated/taught in depth about Caymanian 

culture, history, politics, enslavement period (slavery in Cayman), Only 

half of respondents learned about Cayman culture in primary school, and 

less than 12% learned about enslavement.  

§ For those that attended College/tertiary education in Cayman 

almost half learned Caymanian history, and 33% about 

enslavement. 

o More than half of survey respondents felt that their education prepared 

them for administration jobs, a career in government or finance. 

o The majority of the respondents are currently in careers they did not 

imagine for themselves when they were in high school or university.  

o Almost 90% or respondents indicated that professional attire, school 

uniform, hair policies in Cayman reflect an acceptance of European 

influence.  
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The results presented within this chapter showed the various ways that 

Caymanians view colonialism. There is a marked difference in their view of the 

relationship itself between the UK and themselves, and what they perceive as 

benefits to the connection. The findings will be addressed in detail in the next 

chapter, as well as the limitations of the study and suggestions for future research 

will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

 
…..Show me how to use bush to heal 

And how to be creative as you, 
Teach me how to thatch, innovate and sew 

And build a nation on make-do. 
Teach me your prayers and to have no fear 

Make me to rise with the sun, 
Teach me to read the sky and stars 
Teach us, your daughters and sons. 

For comes a time when we will lead 
We can be heroes anew, 

When we will Captain the ship Cayman 
And keep our culture true….. 

 
Tell Me, Nasaria Suckoo Chollette (2020) 

 

Summary of Study 

The initial purpose of this study was to understand how and why African 

descended Caymanians are actively choosing to not be self-determining. Furthermore, 

how does colonialism impact the views Caymanian hold as it relates to the relationship 

Cayman has to the UK as well as their views on colonialism and if/how it impacts their 

lived realities. The dissertation process revealed that these notions of “choice”, “self”, 

“colonialism” are fraught and entangled with a lot of complicated dynamics that are not 

explicit or clear at first glance. The majority of scholarship on the Caribbean focuses on 

the current implications of a ‘post-Colonial’ region, leaving a void in research on the 

remaining colonial territories.   
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For the purpose of adding to the conversation on imperialism and colonialism in 

the Caribbean this research sought to answer the following questions:  

• What do Caymanians think about self-determination?  

• What is the impact on the political, economic and cultural possibilities of 

African-descended Caymanians due to historical and current British 

colonialism?  

o How and why do Caymanians choose to embrace or reject the 

trope of paradise relative to the Caribbean broadly, as well as 

Cayman specifically? 

• How is the logic of being “independence-averse” among Caymanians 

informed by their engagement in discourses of agency, anti-black racism, 

and liberation? 

This chapter is comprised of four sections. The first section contrasts the results 

from the study with the dominant literature on the subject. Section 2 will address the 

strengths and limitations of the study. In the third section the findings from the results 

and the implications are presented, and lastly recommendations for future research and 

concluding comments will be discussed in Section 4.  

 

Section 1: Results from the Study with the Dominant Literature on the Subject  

In the previous chapter respondents indicated their thoughts on colonialism via 

survey as well as through interview questions. The first theme addressed was 

respondents’ views on self-determination. 
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Caymanians Thoughts on Self-Determination 

Respondents had various thoughts on the topic, as the majority of those that 

responded via survey thought that Caymanians were not self-determining. Similarly 

interview respondents expounded on these views. One of the main factors included the 

lack of political education. This is in agreement with historical accounts (Bodden, 2010) 

of Caymanian men’s seamen careers negatively impacting their political engagement 

(due to being away from Cayman months during the year). Furthermore, in the successive 

generations that followed the white merchant elite class in controlling the political arena 

Bodden (2007) states “have neglected to enlighten their constituents about how the 

Westminster form of government works” (p. 108). This stranglehold of political power by 

persons in power has inculcated their views into the wider public. When the discussion of 

constitution advancement was had prior, those persons were pejoratively described as 

‘power hungry’ and ‘seeking independence’ as well as inferred as being corrupt (Bodden, 

2007). Within the responses from participants, we can see that this thinking has not 

changed throughout the years as many viewed Caymanians as not being aware of the 

political situation..  

In addition to a lack of political education, Caymanians were viewed as going 

with the status quo and having internalized self-doubt about themselves. While this was 

viewed separately as having an affinity to England, it could be argued that within the 

function of colonialism the goals are to dehumanize, destabilize and dominate (Cabral, 

1966; Cesaire, 2000).  

A participant noted that while Caymanians are currently more formally educated, 

and its seen as normative for persons to obtain a Bachelor or master’s degree, it was 
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suggested that a correlation could be made with Caymanian self-doubt being inversely 

related to an influx in expat workers within the financial services and government 

industry. Cayman perceives its ‘modernization’ period as beginning in the 1960s after the 

seafaring industry ended, and the originations of financial services and tourism began. 

Utilizing ‘expertise’ from the UK’s Foreign and Commonwealth office and the United 

States (read: White men), these persons arrived in Cayman to develop the industries. This 

period and influx in technical assistance, and the aftershocks of the paternal treatment of 

the local population continue to linger years after.  

Yet there were responses toward self-determination that indicated Caymanians 

could be in control and govern themselves. Caymanians recognized in the past glimpses 

of a determinant population during the settlement era and in the years before the more 

formal political arrangement with the UK. This recollection is a harkening to the periods 

of isolation during the settlement years as well as the seafaring industry when the islands 

were relatively ignored by the outside world.  

Colonialism of the Past, ‘Recolonization’ of the Present 

Upon confronting the logics of colonialism there is an apparent disjoint in the 

larger understanding of the concept. Respondents believed that Caymanians are colonial 

subjects, they indicated negatively views of Colonialism, yet those definitions were 

largely focused on the past. When interview respondents discussed current examples of 

Colonialism, it was termed “recolonization.” This term was used to describe what is 

perceived as the high level of immigration of (European) expatriate (expat) workers that 

have settled in Cayman in recent years, and the perceived replacement of Caymanians 

from the society. Additional criticism was aimed at government in appeasing overseas 
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developers and private businesses at the expense of Caymanians. While there were 

criticisms of the Governor and at times his ‘overstepping’ into political affairs, this 

appears to be viewed as an anomaly, or ‘one-off’ instances and not viewed as a colonial 

example. As Caymanians have been socialized to be non-confrontational or agitative, the 

role of Governor has been one that is passive and deferential due to the landscape, until 

there are specific antagonisms that prompt the colonial apparatus to step in.  

Colonialism can be viewed through a Time Continuum with its traditional form largely 

seen/defined as a Past Conception 

Caymanians defined Colonialism as a past / historical occurrence, which was 

viewed in a negative light. More than 90% of survey answers cited control and 

exploitation in describing it. Definitions included its negative impact on a 

territory/country’s economic political and social (customs, beliefs, and norms) systems. 

Less than 2% of survey participants had a positive definition of colonialism. This 

temporal understanding could be attributed to a rudimentary British centered-educational 

system. Current interrogations and iterations of colonialism are taught at a college level 

in Cayman, however many of those classes have comparative low enrollments to other 

business focused departments due to Social Sciences etc. not being seen as providing 

degrees that make students employable.     

Current Colonialism in Cayman is shown through Conceptual/Thought/Mentality. 

Inter-personal examples and relationships between Caymanians and other 

nationalities living in Cayman are primarily how interview respondents recognize current 

iterations of colonialism. European expats living and working in Cayman have brought 

their racist and xenophobic notions that impact the way that they view Caymanians 
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respondents noted. An example of this is shown through the rhetoric and beliefs from 

European/North American expats that Caymanians are lazy. This view was attributed to 

cultural differences and Eurocentric standards of productivity and professionalism by a 

respondent (an example of Caymanian fishermen who finish their day’s work by mid-

afternoon and are relaxing on the porch but viewed by expats as being unemployed lazing 

around during the workday). Described as a misconceived narrative, it then becomes a 

self-fulfilling prophecy by some Caymanians, as well as a justification for not hiring 

Caymanians. Instead, businesses/corporations are able to hire cheaper laborers from other 

countries who do not have the same protections that Caymanians have.  

The Colonial relationship between the Territory and the UK is not widely understood 

In seeking to answer how the colonial system devalues or values the political 

possibilities of Afro-Caymanians the research focuses on political possibility in terms of 

self-governance or sovereignty of Caymanian people. It can be seen that through the 

absence of education and/ political education many everyday Caymanians don’t think 

about the relationship. The majority of survey respondents indicated that they 

occasionally think about colonialism and Cayman’s relationship to the UK, with more 

persons never or rarely thinking about it. Similarly interview respondents agreed with 

that viewpoint.  

The majority self-identified or viewed Caymanians as colonial subjects, therefore 

inference can be made of a baseline understanding of the colonial relationship and 

Cayman’s status as an Overseas Territory. Physical representations of being a colonial 

territory i.e., a Public Holiday celebrating the Queen’s Birthday and a parade to celebrate, 

portraits of her in Government Buildings, her face on currency (bills and coins) are 
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prevalent, yet a respondent noted this recognition to be surface level; perhaps 

Caymanians don’t understand or appreciate what it really means. Caymanian children 

that obtain a public-school education, are not educated through any civics courses in high 

school that would focus on politics or the local constitution. There is a singular 

Caymanian politics course that is offered at only one of the three local institutions of 

higher education locally.   

Within the public sector, a teacher’s guide for Social Studies (grades 1-3) in a 

section entitled, “My Country” relays what students should know. This includes “the 3 

islands; things we like to do; tourists; Caymanian foods; heroes/leaders; means of travel’ 

special times (Pirate’s Week, Queen’s Birthday Parade. Christmas); national symbols; 

Union Jack and national song” (Cayman Islands Education Department, 2004, p. 64). 

Attitudes students should have include: “pride in our country; welcoming attitude to 

tourists; enthusiasm for singing the national song and anthem” (Cayman Islands 

Education Department, 2004, p. 64). An activity for that section suggests “students can 

imagine they were Columbus, or one of his sailors, discovering the islands for the first 

time, and describe what they see as an entry in the ship’s log” (Cayman Islands Education 

Department, 2004, p. 79). These normative attitudes toward the colonial relationship as 

well as an absence of critique have contributed to the inadequate understanding of it 

amongst the population.  

The relationship between the UK and Cayman is viewed largely negatively 

The majority of respondents felt that the affiliation with the UK was better for 

Caymanians to maintain their standard of life, it was considered a benefit to the 

relationship. Negative responses were informed by perceived overreach in political issues 
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and the UK being a direct competitor in the Financial Services industry. This contrasted 

the interview respondents who viewed the relationship between the two as largely 

negative. The colonial system was criticized, illuminating that while laws are created and 

passed by Caymanian politicians, ultimately the UK has to assent before they can be 

implemented. Examples of this control were reflected in the constitutional structure as 

well as the occasions that the Governor has utilized his power to implement laws, despite 

it going against the will of the people and the local Parliament. While interview responses 

contributed texture to the responses on the questionnaire, some of those interviewed also 

had a more thorough understanding of the political structure and relationship just due to 

their varied knowledge about employment and / or politics in Cayman. Sewer (2018) 

ultimately in her research of the people of St. John (USVI) concludes that “American 

power in this space is normalized, to the point, of being a ‘common sense’ way of life,” 

(p. 284). It could be viewed similarly in Cayman, with those of a more critical 

understanding and analysis of the relationship seeing the limitations and boundaries of 

Caymanians within the colonial structure.  

Economic Possibilities. In exploring the colonial structure in Cayman’s impact 

on economic possibilities of Afro-Caymanians, in a real, everyday understanding, there is 

the belief of an overarching economic benefit to the relationship. Cayman’s economic 

success is attributed to its association with the United Kingdom. Therefore, it could be 

seen that the colonial structure of the association with the UK values the possibilities of 

Afro-Caymanians due to the comparable high standard of living against other Caribbean 

countries.  The majority of respondents (over 70%) believe that Cayman benefits from 

the current colonial relationship with the UK, indicating that it was economic/financially 
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prudent to do so.  Defense or territory security was listed as a benefit as well as 

‘stability’. Reputational benefits and political guidance (in contrast to local government 

greed) were also positive reasons in support of the colonial relationship. The recitation of 

Cayman’s high GDP is often used in support, however taking into consideration that 

there is a growing number of Caymanians that are being priced out of affordable housing 

and alienated from the job market it remains to be seen how long this colonial incantation 

can sustain this thinking.  

I would advance the notion however, that the colonial structure devalues the 

economic possibilities of Caymanians.  The local population are limited in terms of 

career or job opportunities, with most preparing them for ways of making a living that 

facilitate the administration of other people’s money. Navarro (2021), when detailing the 

beginning of the financial services industry in USVI makes comparison to Cayman 

stating, “the Cayman Islands have long been viewed by investors as receptive to their 

needs” (p. 5). Some of the same frustrations and criticisms by Caymanians in regard to 

the entrenchment of class and race dynamics within financial services can be found in 

other Caribbean territories as well. By placing the needs of foreign investors first Cayman 

has structured its population and its job opportunities within that narrow framework as 

well.  

When faced with the question of thinking of tourism and financial services as a 

function of colonialism, the majority of survey respondents were undecided. It is of note, 

however that a higher percentage of those that answered yes, stated they believed 

financial services more than tourism to be a function.  
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Interview respondents held those views for various reasons. Tourism can be seen 

as function of colonialism through the labor composition relying on foreign labor.  

Through this stratification Caymanians are dependent on work permit holders to 

showcase the island and its heritage. Not only are Caymanians not being educated on 

their history and culture, but the story of Cayman is now shaped, formed, and promoted 

to tourists by non-Caymanians. The absence of a majority Caymanian tourism labor force 

may inform why it’s not seen as a function of colonialism. It is of note that there are 

attempts to get more Caymanians involved in the industry, with new tourism programs 

launched at the local University College as well as certificate courses sponsored by 

various government departments / ministries.  

In the financial services industry, the employment structure of the offices 

(management being primarily white/European expatriates or now “new Caymanians”) 

and the work environment were identified as primarily colonialist in nature. The colonial 

evidence however was limited to the realm of intra-personal or microaggressions. There 

were limited associations of the global financial capital system being understood as 

colonial in nature. Furthermore, critique was missing of the practice of Caymanians being 

corralled into careers due to the economy not supporting diverse job opportunities. 

Similarly in respondents’ analysis of the industry the structure of Cayman’s economy 

depending heavily on financial services wasn’t mentioned, although some persons did 

have concerns and stated that Cayman should diversify the economy.  

Cayman accepting the nomenclature of ‘Paradise’ 

Caymanians overwhelmingly accepted the descriptor of paradise and thought of 

the Cayman Islands as such. Explanations focused mostly on the lack of crime (safety) 
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and the beauty of the environment. Further responses included cohesive culture, financial 

stability, and friendly people.  

Refusal of the term was attributed to the high cost of living and Caymanians being 

second class citizens in their own country. A few responses viewed the term critically in 

relation to the current social realities that Caymanians are facing, and a sole participant 

linked the term to the ‘exoticism’ and the history of European consumption in the region. 

Sheller (2003) unpacks this idyllic representation of the region that grew from the 

‘European imaginary’ and this wildness overrepresentation of nature that seeks to render 

Caribbean people invisible to the tourist gaze.   

Similar to the labeling of ‘Caymankind’ it remains to be seen how Caymanians 

understand themselves outside of the language of how others view them. What is to be 

understood if Caymanians buy into the notion of primarily being a site of enjoyment for 

other people? When a people do not collectively know their history, it leaves room for 

others to tell them their own stories. The identity of being friendly and welcoming is one 

that has perennially inculcated into the Caymanian population. The Cayman Islands 

closed its borders to tourists beginning in March 2020 until November 2021. During that 

time, yearly visitors and property owners angrily spewed vitriol into the void of the 

internet-at Cayman and the government for not setting a reopening target in a shorter 

timeframe, and for not being open and available at their convenience. Many of the 

comments implied that they were being punished, and they were now going to visit other 

Caribbean islands. There was no care or concern for actual Caymanians and residents of 

the islands in their world. Cayman was and is presumably an empty space for them to 

enjoy. Workers in the tourist/hospitality industry simply faded within this vision of the 
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islands, perhaps they are there as extras in their pristine pictures that they upload, or even 

more useful as those taking the snapshots of paradise. What was apparent was the 

entitlement that tourists felt Cayman owed/owes them. Amidst a pandemic when local 

Caymanians have been jobless, livelihoods in flux and when those Caymanians abroad 

hadn’t been able to return home. The Cayman Islands was fortunate at that time, moreso 

than other Caribbean islands who did not have privilege to essentially shut their borders. 

That period illuminated the ravaging that the disease and consumption brings. The 

Caribbean that for so long has been a buffet of enjoyment, relaxation, paradise for others. 

As the seasons alternate between the tourist nomenclature of high and low, and the tides 

leave and return one can hope that Cayman takes ownership of what is theirs, what was 

theirs and what will be theirs, a Cayman that is not for consumption or the imaginations 

of others. 

Educational Possibilities. From an educational standpoint, in unpacking how 

British colonial structure in Cayman (a) devalue or (b) value the cultural possibilities of 

Afro-Caymanians, the majority of respondents stated that they were taught primarily 

Caymanian culture (57%) in primary (elementary) school. Around 45% of persons 

indicated being taught history and less than 12% remember learning about enslavement in 

Cayman. Only 13% learnt anything about politics (there was no differentiating between 

public or private schools).  

For those that obtained a tertiary education locally, the percentages are similar in 

culture and history (39% and 49% respectively) but we see a marked increase in the 

percentage of persons that were taught about enslavement and politics which increased to 

30% each for the various topics.  
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“Would you like to have been a slave?” is the question asked of Caymanian 

students within the section ‘The end of Slavery’ found in Unit 2- Our Ancestors in the 

Cayman Islands,’ for the Primary Social Studies textbook for Year 5. The section 

recounts the quest for gold in the Caribbean by European settlers and informs students 

that the problem of needing more workers on the estates was solved, “by bringing people 

from west Africa to work for them as slaves…They became our African ancestors.” 

(Cayman Islands Education Department, 2001, p. 24). The section “The Life of a Slave” 

asks students to remember the previous story of “Estelle, the Caymanian slave girl” in the 

previous book 4. In describing life at that time, students are informed that, “In return for 

their work, the plantation owner provided the slaves with food and somewhere to live” 

(Cayman Islands Education Department, 2001, p. 24). A “slave’s daily timetable” is 

shown, and students asked to compare it with their own schedule.  

In the year before matriculation to high school, students are provided with 

information on the workings of government. Students are asked to name “A country that 

is ruled by another country” and answer questions such as, “A country in which the Head 

of State lives in another country and is represented by a Governor” (Cayman Islands 

Education Department, 2001, p. 55). Students also cover the structure of the Legislative 

Assembly (dates, number of members) and how the constitution is developed. Within the 

section “Our multicultural society” students are asked “what does being a British 

Overseas territory mean” (Cayman Islands Education Department, 2001, p. 48). This 

palatable discourse illuminates the normative, unquestioning, mundaness that colonialism 

asks of those subjected to it. This is also the basis of many Caymanians knowledge of 

enslavement. 
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Students that attend public high school are taught basic social studies in Year 8 

and if they choose, may focus more in-depth in Years 10 and 11. These students will 

ultimately take the CSEC (Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate), with topics such 

as the individual, family & society, sustainable development, and regional integration 

among others (Caribbean Examinations Council, 2010). There is an SBA (School Based 

Assessment) component where students are required to write a research paper on a topic 

of their choosing related to social issues.  

As can be seen, the majority of Caymanians that attend public schools have an 

introductory, baseline level of understanding history, culture and politics of the islands. 

For those students that obtain a tertiary education in Cayman, it is only at one of the three 

institutions, the University College of the Cayman Islands (UCCI) where they will be 

assigned texts such as Bodden and Williams that provide a critical analysis and inquiry 

into these topics.  

The Ministry of Education offers scholarships to most Caymanian students that 

meet the necessary academic requirements. For an overseas undergraduate scholarship 

(and the local law school) a student needs 7 passes, (A & B letter grades). To obtain a 

local Associate’s scholarship (UCCI, ICCI) students need 5 passes (A, B or C). In 2021 

looking at graduation statistics (for public schools) a report indicated that only 12% of 

Caymanian high school graduates would qualify for an overseas scholarship, and 46% 

would qualify for a local associate’s or to a private high school to study for an IB 

diploma/A levels (similar to AP) (Brendel, 2021). In Fall 2022, there were 133 overseas 

scholarship recipients (“Education ministry hosts”, 2022) of approximately 650 high 

school graduates.  
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Suffice to say that overseas scholarship recipients are Caymanians who have been 

afforded the opportunity for academic success. The majority of these scholarship 

recipients are focused on degrees such as accounting, business, law at universities mainly 

in the US and the UK. These Caymanians upon returning home, will comprise the 

middle-class, white-collar workers in the society. For those Caymanians that studied 

within the social sciences (political science/sociology etc.), most will find employment 

within the Government as Civil Servants. Contingent upon employment, government 

workers are contractually obligated to not publicly critique or foment opposition or 

question government policies. It stands to reason that those Caymanians who have 

expertise in the administration of government and years of experience are not able to 

contribute to public discourse. What has historically been seen as an absence in public 

political discourse, could be intentionally integral to a weak Caymanian politic.     

If the majority of Caymanians are solely exposed to a rudimentary understanding 

of slavery in the islands through the education system, it is apparent that the common 

refrain of “slavery wasn’t so bad” or “slavery didn’t happen in Cayman” is the result of a 

society that has been educated to willfully choose to embrace that understanding. 

Recently, more discourse is appearing in the public social commentary, due to the work 

and questioning that Roy Bodden, Christopher Williams and other more informed 

younger private citizens are having in media and social media. In the past two years 

cultural events to celebrate Emancipation Day have been held by various organizations, 

and this recent year a well-known news figure brought the conversation to the public as 

to why Emancipation Day is not celebrated in the Cayman Islands. Pursuant to public 

inquiries as well, the National Archives has contributed to the public discussion. 
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Documents have shown that indicate Emancipation Day was celebrated in Cayman from 

1907 until it was taken off the public register of holidays in Cayman in 1961. The current 

Premier has publicly expressed plans to return the holiday back to the schedule, stating 

“It’s really an important part of our history that our children should be aware of…It’s a 

part of our history that we should not ignore. It’s a really important aspect” (Stampp, 

2022). 

Most respondents felt that their education prepared them to be in administration, 

government, and finance. This is reflected in the majority of jobs that Caymanians 

currently hold (CIG Economics & Statistics Office, 2022). While the education system 

was preparing them for these positions, survey respondents indicated a belief in alterative 

career prospects when younger. It could be inferred that the colonial structure shapes and 

limits the job possibilities for Caymanians and alters how they view making a living.  

Structurally as well, Caymanians (almost 90%) recognize the aesthetics, 

comprising of professional attire, school uniform and hair politics in Cayman are of a 

European influence. There is a realization, yet there doesn’t seem to be an issue with it. 

This is a facet of the normalization of a European identity. An interview respondent 

described government ministers stating Caymanians shouldn’t talk “Cayman” but should 

adopt the Queen’s English. The respondent concluded that the influx of British expats in 

the 1960s, instilled in the Caymanian merchant class (believing themselves to be of 

colonial ancestry) a sense of internalized Britishness, and by virtue of their position the 

Caymanian society at large. In understanding this viewpoint of Caymanian politicians, it 

is little wonder of the concealment of an African heritage or the disrupted linkages to a 

current African culture that is impacting the population today.  
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Negative View of Colonial Power. A slim majority of survey respondents (51%) 

did not believe that Caymanians benefit from The Dart Group being the largest 

landowner in the Cayman Islands. Similarly, the majority of interview responses toward 

the group were negative. Many participants felt unease surrounding the agreements 

between the group (headed by billionaire and new Caymanian Kenneth Dart) and the 

government and were concerned about the growing influence in other aspects of Cayman 

that runs parallel to its economic spread into the islands. The economic impact and 

contribution to the islands was not discounted by respondents, however many were 

reticent to list the benefits that everyday Caymanians received due to the corporation 

being based in Cayman. 

Nonetheless, The Cayman Islands is not the only Caribbean territory that 

billionaires have made home. Such is the case of Allen Stanford and Antigua that serves 

as a cautionary to Cayman. Convicted in 2012 on charges of fraud and operating a ponzi 

scheme Stanford made significant financial contributions to the islands as well as 

operated financial institutions in the country, and the USVI- namely St. Croix. When his 

financial enterprise collapsed, employees in the USVI were left without salary or 

retirement funds, and the island suffered economic decline (Navarro, 2021). Stanford at 

the time of his financial pinnacle in Antigua owned the largest banks (commercial and 

offshore), the local airline and largest newspaper. Additionally, he also held the position 

of Chairman of a government board that regulated the financial services industry (Fritsch, 

2002). Thousands in the community of Antigua and Barbuda were employed by his 

company in its many iterations and were left unemployed as a result of his conviction. On 

a national financial level, the Minister of Finance at the time stated that Stanford 
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contributed more than 10% of the GDP which was effectively wiped out in the financial 

collapse (Brenkley, 2014).  

The Dart Group’s growing economic contribution and control in the Cayman 

Islands has been documented in the press both locally and internationally.  Headlines 

such as “Why is a secretive billionaire buying up the Cayman Islands?” (Lederer, 2019) 

and “Billionaire Dart Reinvented as Cayman Land Baron” (Schmidt, 2015) have 

appeared throughout the years.  Locally Caymanians unsuccessfully sued the 

organization to protest the closing of a historical main road which was done in an 

agreement between the Group and the Cayman Islands government. In the agreement it 

was documented that the (crown) land the road was on would be used to ‘redevelop’ a 

hotel, in exchange the Government would receive land that the Dart Group already 

owned in another location, “the development of the extension and related roads, a cash 

donation of around $20 million and the redevelopment of the Seven Mile public beach.” 

(“Dart to get”, 2012). While the Dart Group already has an extensive property, business, 

and land portfolio it is not known how much land the group actually own in Cayman. 

Newspaper (“Dart gobbles up”, 2019) reports state the group hasn’t disclosed how much 

it actually owns, however it is believed to own more than 30% of land on all three 

islands.  

At this time Cayman is in the “enviable” position of a successful billionaire 

corporation investing in the island. While other Caribbean countries suffered economic 

loss when comparable investor’s group collapsed, Cayman’s is still there. Yet to what 

end is the success of economic investment? Land is finite in Cayman, what happens when 

a developer can no longer develop? At this moment it appears that it has both been 
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economically beneficial for both the Caymanian government’s bottom line and the Dart 

group’s. Caymanians are concerned for the cultural and political balance of the 

community. Up to what point in the Caymanian imagination is profit over people a 

sustainable policy. A respondent rightfully concluded that empire and Caribbean 

colonialism proved a profitable venture for private companies at first, and many 

respondents likened the group to private enterprises in the past (West India Trading 

Company, US Railroad Barons).  

For a community that measures success due to financial profit, operating in the 

black, when will it matter if the cultural competency is in the red?  

Caymanian attitudes to Political Independence and its relationship to Agency, Anti-

Blackness and Liberation 

Survey respondents, in addition to thinking that Caymanians were not self-

determining also stated that political independence should not be a future goal for 

Cayman. If the political representatives that normally one looks for in regard to direction 

and policy has historically not inspired or galvanized the populace, in addition to society 

having a limited knowledge base of political issues, it is apparent that the outcome will be 

a society that is not deeper engaged within these issues.  

Caymanians are geographically insular from other Caribbean countries, and 

perhaps only encounter other Caribbean people when they are working in Cayman. There 

may be cursory knowledge about the region from limited early education or from media / 

social media. What Caymanians do associate with other Caribbean islands (apart from 

Bermuda and other OT’s) is that they are politically independent and have been/ and are 

currently encountering financial difficulties. These countries are primarily black or have 
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an Afro-Caribbean majority population. In a hyper-capitalist and white supremacist 

/racist structure tenuous connections can be made equating blackness as negation within 

this framework. Individuals in Caymanian society that have sought to instill critical 

thinking in the masses, however historically (and recently) there has not been a mass 

movement to stem this prejudiced behavior. In effect, with the influx of British expat 

labor, Caymanians receive racist remarks but also have internalized and redirect it in 

viewing their Caribbean neighbors.   

Caymanian Identity entails feeling superior due to Economic Circumstance (as it 

relates to Jamaica) 

Almost 70% of survey responses believed that Caymanians are prejudice against 

Jamaicans and other people from majority Black Caribbean countries. The majority 

attributed this belief due to safety/crime and racism. Financial and political instability 

were also rationale as to the root of the prejudice. Similarly, interview respondents 

viewed the relationship between Cayman and Jamaica as one in which economic 

circumstance led Caymanians to feel superior. Williams (2016) in examining the 

Caymanian identity, points to its creation “less dependent on race and more so on the ties 

of hardship” (p. 46). While not excising racism in the formation and its prevalence in 

Cayman society, the economic situation that early Caymanian settlers found themselves 

in was dire. This is reflected in the many migratory periods in the 1800s-1900s in which 

Caymanians left the islands in search of a better life. Economic conditions in Cayman 

tend to dominate the society as well as the marked materialism that is rampant. Without a 

firm grasp on their cultural foundation, what is it that Caymanians see every day? 

Construction, development, and an influx of foreign labor are touted as examples of a 
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robust economy. Making sense of their everyday experiences, many Caymanians’ 

identity is situated around the administration in financial services. As there is a lack of 

national pride, or other indicators that would measure a cultural awareness, this identity is 

reduced to differentiation based on economic success.  This is also ingrained in 

successive government platforms that have advocated and primarily catered to private 

business to ensure the continued financial success that is often the narrative surrounding 

the islands.  

This identity contingent on economic success may however face challenges as 

more Caymanians are finding it hard to keep up with the standard of living locally.  

The Needs Assessment Unit (NAU) has seen increases in their budget in recent 

years to meet the requests in assistance from Caymanian families. The intake form lists 

the threshold of less than CI $3000 (combined income of the household) as a requirement 

for processing. While the department has been supporting more than 3,000 families in 

recent years, there are also many Caymanians that have applied, are waiting on support or 

utilizing other means to help them with assistance.  

The minimum wage in Cayman is currently $6/hour. The 2021 Census indicates 

the median income for Caymanians employed by various occupations. Of the 11 

occupations that it reported numbers for (ranging from Managers to Elementary 

Occupations (“non-skilled”) 7 occupations fall below the threshold and would be capable 

of receiving NAU assistance (if they are the only person employed in their household). 

Relative to other Caribbean countries, the majority of Caymanians have maintained a 

relatively middle class, comfortable life. As the rapid pace of development and 

population through expat labor increases there may be crisis for Caymanians ahead, not 
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just in the physical material living conditions but also the implications for what was once 

a foundation for Caymanian identity may become illegible in the near future.  

Caymanians don’t consider themselves to be Caribbean people 

A resounding theme that interview respondents voiced was Caymanians seeing 

themselves as separate from the Caribbean. The non-identification with a majority black 

region is due in part to internalized racism that one would encounter within a colonial 

system. While there are various regional organizations and affiliations that Cayman 

participates in, examples such as CXC high school examinations, an associate member of 

CARICOM, sporting events like CARIFTA games and CONCACAF- there is a strong 

impression that there isn’t a cultural connection. The dominance of US capital and 

corporations in the region also contribute to a lack of intra-island direct flights. The 

national airline, Cayman Airways only flies direct to Cuba, Jamaica, and Honduras 

within the Caribbean. For younger Caymanians it is only when they are completing 

bachelor’s degrees in the United States or within the UK that they are encountering other 

Caribbean nationals. The connections made at university will perhaps forge greater bonds 

within the region. Additionally, cultural events such as Carnival and music festivals and 

social media usage are ways that the younger generation of Caymanians are situating 

themselves within a larger Caribbean conversation.   

So much of the Caymanian identity has been relational in opposition to – the 

Caribbean, political and financial struggles in the region, a history of enslavement- that it 

is difficult to determine who Caymanians are.  The precarity of this current situation is 

evident in the socio-cultural dilemma Caymanians are encountering in the present 

moment. The data collected has consistently confirmed what has been concluded in 
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previous research on the Cayman Islands. It is also supports wider research on the 

financialization within the overseas territories in the Caribbean. The colonial apparatus 

that has been critiqued by Caribbean people across time still reverberates in the current 

period in the Cayman Islands.  

 

Section 2:   Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

Strengths of the Study 

There remains much to be gleaned from the lived realities of British Overseas 

Territories citizens. Unpacking the histories of the Cayman Islands, and the continuing 

need to identify and amplify the voices of small island states persists. Within the last 

decade there have been 2 doctoral studies research- Williams (2010) and Hen (2021) that 

focused primarily on Cayman. Williams interrogated the Caymanian identity and the 

multicultural understanding, Hen analyzed the mechanisms and operations of the 

financial services industry.  

This research centered and amplified the thoughts and understandings of everyday 

Caymanians as well as those involved in cultural production, activism, the political and 

academic realm and those with reach into the various cross-section of the Afro-

Caymanian population that understand the frustrations and perspectives, speaking for 

them as well as speaking for themselves as Caymanians.  

The confidentiality promised to the participants ensured that they were able to 

speak freely about issues that have perhaps only been articulated widely by few persons. 

The resulted with a representation of a section of the population that hasn’t been studied 

before.  
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This research draws from the wellspring that is Black Studies and will be useful 

and contribute to the field of Caribbean Studies as well as small island issues. While the 

colonized subject mindset has been articulated in the period before the decolonization 

period, this research articulates the current iteration and perhaps opens the discussion for 

continual conversation around the issue.  

Limitations of the Study and Implications for Future Research  

The research was primarily limited in regard to sample size as well as an 

overrepresentation in the survey responses of female participants. Limitations were 

encountered regarding the format of the survey as it was primarily administered online 

which led to probable exclusion of a segment of the population.    

Data collection and the qualitative component was central to the research; however the 

historical analysis could have been strengthened by additional time in the archives, 

particularly the Cayman Islands National Archives. Prospective respondents were also 

hesitant to take the survey, which could be utilized as data in of itself. A survey 

participant upon answering wrote: 

This survey doesn’t seem objective to me. I have my doubts that 
this is for doctoral work. I hope you don’t have political motivations with 
this but truly use any of this info for the best interest of our people. 

 
Upon completion of the interview process, participants inquired if I would be fine 

with attaching my name to the survey link as they would assist with disseminating the 

information. While the links and information were posted and available online potential 

respondents / people were suspicious as to the questionnaire. This illuminates the paucity 

of critical engagement of the population in matters that concern voicing their opinions 

and views on various subjects related to Cayman.  
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Section 3:  Findings and Implications 

The research in this dissertation interrogated Caymanian’s thoughts on self-

determination. Scholars such as David Scott have sought to rethink colonialism’s impact 

on expressions of self-determination and the normative equaling of those expressions 

with political independence. Gary Wilder addresses the temporal linear progression that 

equating sovereignty to nation state occurred during the decolonization process in the 

aftermath of World War II, as well as the creation of the UN and World Bank as 

European institutional extensions of liberalism. However, we see that even within these 

constructions, on the African continent and the Caribbean African descended people were 

still committed to liberation struggles and committed to decolonization.  

Thinking through the multiple ways that self-determination can be viewed, be it a 

politically independent state, free association, or integration with an independent state, 

Cesaire and Senghor viewed departments or federations as ways of approaching the issue 

of sovereignty (Wilder, 2015). This can also be seen in Guadeloupe and Martinique 

through meditating on and thinking about the state of non-sovereignty being a way to 

achieve self-determination (Bonilla, 2015).  

However, in the Cayman Islands I would not posit that there have even been these 

discourses on other understandings of self-determination, as it is seen within the 

normative view of achieving political independence. During the decolonization period, 

Caymanian politicians (due to the financial positions of the islands) and the colonial 

office were able to bring forward the following proposed arrangements with the Cayman 

Islands (Bodden, 2010): Either sovereignty shared between the UK and the West Indies 
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Federation, UK Sovereignty but the Federation would administer the islands, or Full 

internal self-government and Federation associate status.  

In 1961, after Jamaica withdrew from the Federation, the administrator for 

Cayman presented the public with the options of internal self-governance, with Jamaica 

responsible for external affairs and defense or crown colony UK status (Bodden, 2010). 

While there have been successive constitutional ‘modernization’ iterations it has been 

focused primarily on changing nomenclature and adding members to the legislative body.  

As Scott, Wilder, and others have established that political independence is not 

synonymous with self-determination, the origination component of self-determination 

would be to understand the colonial situation as a problem or not in the interest of 

Caymanians. For persons that are economic minded, as long as persons are living 

comfortably or there is no economic discomfort then they won’t see the need to take steps 

to take for greater autonomy. 

A respondent discussing constitutional changes queried the rationale behind it being a 

perceived superfluous surface level alteration. They stated the problem wasn’t that 

Caymanians didn’t have power, it was that “we actually don’t know what we have.” 

Bodden (2010) is of the belief that having a discussion regarding self-determination 

without “calling for political independence” (p. 310) is possible in Cayman. Yet there 

would need to be a gesture toward a more thoughtful and imaginative political structure 

(politicians and institutions) as well as historicized cultural understanding (Bodden, 

2010) for such a discussion to lead to anything approaching self-determination.   
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What has led to the normalization of the current arrangement? In Cayman there is an 

acceptance as well as belief and support of the colonial position. This can be attributed to 

these social realities:  

1. An Obfuscation of Caymanian Culture 

Cultural suppression of a people is a feature of empire (Cabral, 1972). This 

inattention to culture is prominent within Cayman as evidenced in the minimal 

representation and analysis in the public education system and also the broader 

community. In recent years the government has created a National Culture and Heritage 

Policy and Strategic Plan hoping to address this dilemma.  The Ministry of Culture 

(2017) defines culture as “the arts, ideas, customs and social behavior of a particular 

people or society which are manifestations of human intellectual pursuits” (p. 7). There is 

a deeper structure to culture that identifies the philosophical assumptions that facilitate 

the surface level outward manifestations (James-Myers, 2003; Nobles, 1980, as cited in 

James-Myers, 2003). These articulations are absent from the discussion in local politics, 

education, and government, and are necessary for the shift in Caymanians’ thinking.  

Due to this lack of cultural analysis, and the predominant colonial education 

system that conditions Caymanians towards the financial services, law, and or tourism 

industry, Caymanians are limited in viewing other countries success based on economic 

standing. While one can view the nationalist and national pride that other politically 

independent Caribbean countries have and see value in it compared to its economic 

status, as a consequence of the absence of culture in Cayman there is in its place an 

overrepresentation of the economic compared to the socio-cultural success that is visible.  
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Similar to ‘caymankind’ filling the cultural void of a “cultural pride”, the 

rationale of accomplishment and efficacy based on the balance sheet is seen significantly 

within the community. This can also be seen as a reflection of the political directorate and 

governmental policy that places importance on development and population growth over 

and to the detriment of the Caymanian population. Similarly, an interview respondent 

noted the effects of culture commodification, which has resulted in the value of said 

culture becoming lost and shifting into being more and more of a commodity. Local artist 

Nasaria Suckoo Cholette (2021) previously lamented that Cayman is losing its heritage, 

and not connecting with younger generations through “finding new contemporary ways 

to interpret and share it.”  

2. Financialization  

The Cayman Islands being economically focused is reflected in the islands’ 

national heroes. The first National Hero is lauded as a ‘pioneer in tourism’ whose 

accolades include modernizing Cayman in establishing the national airline and the 

airport. Other national heroes include legislators, model civil servants and those that have 

contributed positively to the community. Not discounting the impact and assistance that 

these persons have instilled, it is indicative that those who Caymanians view as being the 

most inspiring, courageous and reflective of the best of us are those that contributed to 

the bottom line.  

Furthermore, this overreliance on financialization, economic development, and 

stimulation has contributed to an influx of foreign workers that are needed to fill 

employment positions. The latest census figures indicate there has been a 294% increase 

in workers from the year 1989, while only a 124% increase in the Caymanian population 
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(Economics and Statistics Office, 2022, p. 6). The convergence of an amorphous 

Caymanian identity and the proliferation of metaphorical (and physical) gated European 

expat communities that bring their own cultural values to the islands, has led to tensions 

between these segments of the community. This contributed to the adoption of 

increasingly xenophobic sentiments amongst older Caymanians as they see a changing 

population, and voice frustrations and sadness of a Cayman they no longer recognize.  

It is widely understood that Caymanians only have political power (the 

qualification to run is to be Caymanian) and not economic power. In recent times, more 

persons are becoming aware of the silent reality that many politicians are funded by these 

non-Caymanians of economic means and the policy ramifications of that patronage. 

Additionally, the economic reality in Cayman has been such that persons who may be 

inclined to politically organize based on a class solidarity are solidly middle class and 

they are content with their economic situation. Due to the economic structure in Cayman, 

those that would be classified within the lower class tend to be workers from other 

Caribbean countries or from other countries such as South-East Asia (Philippines, India) 

or other central American countries.  

This middle class dream however is becoming increasingly out of reach for more 

and more Caymanians due to the rapid increase of the purchase price of land, high 

construction costs and multimillion dollar condos and tourist developments being built. 

Ultimately, an increase in the space for agitation may be widening the swath of people 

who are already, and/or quickly becoming lower class, as increasing amounts of 

Caymanians are finding it harder to keep up with the high cost of living in the islands. In 

the most recent political election, political developments occurred with protests against 
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government, and the populace clamoring for a change of government (Figure 16). The 

protestors expressed desires for relatively new politicians (who campaigned on meeting 

the needs of everyday Caymanians) to form the new government (Figure 17). It was the 

type of political protest which has not been seen for quite a while on the island. 

Figure 16 

Protest against the People’s Progressive Movement (PPM) Government  

 

Note. Cayman Marl Road Facebook Livestream, Apr. 16, 2021. 

 

Within the decolonization period of the 1960s, Cayman at that time was hesitant 

in aligning with the West Indies Federation for, “fear of losing their economic prospects 

and visa waiver privilege granted by the United States” (Bodden, 2010, p. 108). It is 

apparent that the economic is a centralizing aspect to the Caymanian identity and the 

main deterrent to self-determination, if the financial success is attributed to being a 

British colony. 
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Figure 17 

Protest Signs against the People’s Progressive Movement (PPM) Government  

 

Note. Jevy Ebanks Productions, Apr.16, 2021. 

 

3. The Absence of an Active, Politicized Intellectual Community  

The educational system in Cayman is highly successful at training workers to 

fulfill the economic purpose and colonial machinations of the larger globalized neo-

liberal economy.  This has led to an unequal society development, with an 

overrepresentation of financial services and law degrees amongst the Caymanian 

population.  

Whilst there have been individual Caymanians that have sought to educate and 

inform the masses it has at times been to their own political and employment detriment. 

The consequence of this reality is particularly represented in the lives of Dr. Frank 

McField and Roy Bodden. While it is likely that Caymanian history will be kind to the 

two men, as people who articulated and championed the anti-colonial Caymanian cause, 
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the full potential of their professional and academic and political careers was undeniably 

curtailed due to how dramatically some of their views called into question the status quo. 

This results in the preponderance of academics that are employed in tertiary 

education institutions in the Cayman Islands not being Caymanian. Many of them, after 

working in Cayman for a period of time, obtain permanent residency and later Cayman 

status, but due to the initial job insecurity they are hesitant to engage with Caymanian 

students in a way that would foment an interest of inclination toward a determinant anti-

colonial critique of the political and societal structure.  

Tangentially related to the lack of an engaged intellectual community, there are 

no labor unions in Cayman, as well as no mass movements of politically educated 

Caymanians.  

A well-informed political base endangers not just the colonial structures, but the 

political ones as well.  Historically this was seen as a threat to the merchant elite as, “the 

enfranchisement of black people could improve their lot educationally and 

economically…the white establishment was none too keen to see the black Caymanians 

educated…there was vehement objection to the expansion of the franchise” (Bodden, 

2010, p. 108). Within the current climate, an interview respondent recalled a conversation 

with a politician in recent years whose political strategy was, “you keep em dumb, keep 

um unda ya thumb.” Bodden (2010) has critiqued the majority of the political class that 

have not had any inclination towards educating the public or inspiring any sense of 

introspection toward a self-actualized population. He suggested an inclusion of civics and 

politics within high school curriculum as well as courses at tertiary level to combat this 

paucity of political education.   
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Few everyday Caymanians are aware of the constitution, and while the voting 

process is but one facet of political participation, the average age of a Caymanian voter is 

52 (CIG Elections Office, 2022) compared to the median age of a Caymanian at 38 (CIG 

Economics and Statistics Office, 2022). The voting population in Cayman heavily skews 

towards the older population. Yet this lack of political participation we can see is by 

design. Within the working population, the majority of Caymanians are employed by the 

Cayman Islands Government. Civil servants are expected to be “neutral” during national 

elections or referendums. They are able to attend political meetings in a personal 

capacity, can exercise their right to vote, however in recent times there have been 

warnings against posting political opinions on social media. This effectively stifles a 

significant portion of Caymanians from engaging in activism or even contributing 

publicly to political discourse. As the financial services industry attracts those college 

educated Caymanians that majored in those areas, Caymanians who studied 

Humanities/Political Science/Social Sciences, or are otherwise inclined to offer political 

opinions, for the most part end up silenced within the civil service.   

The resultant of a weak cultivation of activism or protest, also manifests in other 

areas. When there are instances of persons that emerge voicing the frustrations of 

everyday Caymanians they are often times not supported when it matters. A respondent 

recounted that when persons are elevated by the community, said community is 

ultimately absent from the mass gatherings or public protests for fear of reprisal and loss 

of job prospects. The respondent stated poignantly, “they want a leader, but they don’t 

want to follow”.  
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4. Lack of Racial Identity / Internalized Oppression and Identification with 

Colonial Administration  

The refusal of Caymanians to acknowledge the enslavement of African people 

within the islands contributes greatly to the cultural deficit amongst the population. While 

there are no monuments or public acknowledgments to enslavement there is a Pirates 

Week Festival (created to extend the tourist season) that recently has been expanded as a 

Pirates Fest with events taking place over a three-month period. There have been no 

evidence of pirates settling in the islands, yet this imperial imaginary is valued more in 

the Caymanian public calendar than enslaved Africans that contributed to the cultivation 

and development of the Islands. It stands to reason if there was no slavery in the islands, 

or a minimal amount, then Caymanians are more apt to adopt and identify with the 

colonial administration. Within the Caymanian identity there is a folding in of belief in 

colonial status and a viewing of self as British at times, Caymanian when necessary, and 

as an African descendent seldom.  

What makes Cayman different to other Caribbean islands such as Bermuda (that it 

at times is compared to), is that while whiteness is present it is not critiqued. Bodden 

(2010) insightfully points out, “Caymanians have had no experience of being led by 

elements other than the white establishment” (p. 307).This is why Emancipation Day and 

Mary Prince Day can be celebrated and acknowledged in Bermuda yet taken off the 

holiday schedule in Cayman.  It is also why a dissertation completed in 2001 that was 

informed by a discussion in a high school class in 1992 where students downplayed the 

severity of slavery in Cayman compared to Jamaica, revealed notions that still 

reverberate amongst Caymanians 30 years later in 2022.  
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The aforementioned social realities can be a site of rupture within the colonial 

normalization in the Cayman Islands.  Organizing principles such as cultural unity and 

economic class solidarity that played a large role in the cultivation of a sense of identity 

within the decolonization period in the Caribbean, can also be seen as useful in beginning 

to unravel the colonial myths that are prevalent in the Caymanian community today.  

Historically, political engagement within the cultural and academic realm has 

been at the foundation of connecting with the masses of people. When looking at the 

legacies of Negritude and the Black Arts movement in the region, the cultivation of 

reggae music was one of the major vehicles to proliferate a cultural nationalist ethos on 

the ground that has been absent in Cayman’s vacuous landscape.     

It is true that the political atmosphere and decolonization period has passed, with 

no shortage of critiques to be made of the possibilities that once were imagined and the 

realities that Caribbean peoples face currently.  And yet what persists beyond those 

pitfalls, extends past those adversities, and exceeds the limitations of those various 

temporalities is the enduring opposition to an imperialist and colonialist structure that 

people live under that is always fomenting among those agentically resisting oppression. 

Caymanians are at a point in their history where they are more adamant about being their 

own agents, where they are able to write themselves back into their own story, and act in 

their own self interests.  

Section 4: Recommendations and Conclusion 

Future research should be continued to center Caymanians and their thoughts. It is 

imperative that this work to connect and engage with the population. Caymanian culture 

and the enslavement period is a historical area of study that I am eager to explore, as well 
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as assist in bringing to the forefront the contemporary socio-economic issues that are 

affecting Caymanians. 

The expansiveness of this research in many ways try to occupy the complexity of 

the Caymanian experience. What is perceived as mundane questions in academic research 

was seen as provocative to the Cayman public.  

This work has sought to push the boundaries upon which Caymanians view 

themselves and the larger Caribbean, and further research will continue to ask 

Caymanians to rethink the normative narrative and positions that they view in relation to 

their capabilities and which histories that capture our imagination, which in turn limits 

the possibilities.  

The research has illustrated that Caymanians are not only worthy of study, but 

they are also capable of forging their own futures on their own terms.  
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON COLONIALISM IN THE CAYMAN ISLANDS 

 

*NOTE: This document will be completed by participants online and those responses will 

be collected and stored by the researcher for subsequent use throughout the research 

project. 

Participants can only access the study by following the study link. This can be done 

wherever the participant has access to a computer and the Internet. 

 

PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY IS VOLUNTARY.   

You are free to decline to participate in this research study.  You may withdraw 

your participation at any point without penalty. Do you wish to participate? 

 

Directions: Answer each question to the best of your ability and complete all the sections 

of each question. Each answer should accurately represent your opinions and 

perspectives.  

Instructions:  Please answer the following questions in this section by clicking the box 

next to the item of your choice. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
PART I: DEMOGRAPHICS AND BACKGROUND DATA  
Please answer the following questions, by placing a mark next to your answer or filling in 
the blank. 
 
1. How do you self-identify in terms of race? Please select from the categories listed 

below. 
� White / European Descended 
� Black / African Descended 
� Asian (Indian, Filipino, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, among others) 
Descended 
� Arab / Middle Eastern Descended 
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2. Using the categories below, what ethnicity do you consider yourself?  
(Mark all that apply) 

� Caymanian 
� Hispanic / Latino (including Cuban, Honduranian, Panamanian, among others)  
� Asian (Indian, Filipino, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, among others)  
� Arab / Middle Eastern 
� European  
� African 
� Other group(s) (specify) 
 

3. Which of the following do you consider yourself?  
� Afro-Caribbean  
� European-Caribbean 
� Caribbean 
� None of the above 
 

4. In what district / location do you live? 
� Bodden Town 
� East End 
� George Town 
� North Side 
� West Bay 
� Cayman Brac / Little Cayman 
 

5. What is your age?________ 
(drop down box with all options above age 18) 
 

6. Were you born in the Cayman Islands?  Yes �  No �� 
 

7.  If you answered no to question 5, what is your country of birth? 
_____________________________ 

 
8. If you answered no to question 5, what year did you move to the Cayman Islands? 

_____________________________ 
 

9. Please select the answer that best describes you: 
� Caymanian Resident  
� Caymanian, by way of: 

��i. Right to be Caymanian 
��ii. Caymanian Status��  
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� Permanent Resident 
� Other (please explain_______________________) 
 

10.  Gender Identity:  Man �  Woman ��Prefer not to respond �� � 
 

11. What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you 
have received? 
� Some middle school 
� Some high school 
� High school degree or equivalent (e.g., GED) 
� Some college 
� Associate degree 
� Bachelor degree 
� Graduate degree 
 
 

12. Which of the following categories best describes your employment status? 
� Employed full time (40 or more hours per week) 
� Employed part time (up to 39 hours per week) 
� Unemployed and currently looking for work 
� Unemployed and not currently looking for work 
� Student 
� Retired 
� Stay at home parent / partner 
� Self-employed 
� Unable to work 
 

13. Which of the following best describes your current industry? 
� Finance 
� Tourism 
� Government  
� Education 
� Legal 
� Media/Telecommunications 
� Healthcare 
� Utilities/Energy (gas, electric, etc.) 
� Domestic (care for elderly, children in home) 
� Vocational / Trade (mechanic, construction, plumbing, etc.) 
� Religious 
� Entrepreneur 
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� Student 
 
 

14. In your employment context how would you describe your position? 
� Administrative 
� Managerial 
� Faculty 
� Other ________ 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

PART II: COLONIALISM IN THE CAYMAN ISLANDS  
 
Colonialism 
 

1. How would you define Colonialism? (Write in your response to the best of your 
ability)_______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Attention: For question 2 rank your answer on a scale of 1-5. Please mark the 

frequency  of  the following statements by marking the appropriate response. 
1  2  3   4        5 
Never  Rarely  Occasionally  Frequently      Very  
                Frequently 
 
 

1. How often do you think about Colonialism, Cayman and its relationship to the United 
Kingdom? 

1  2  3   4        5 
 

3. Would you consider yourself a colonial subject? 
� YES 
� NO 

 
4. Should political independence be a future goal for the Cayman Islands? 
� YES 
� NO 

 
5a. Do you think the majority of Caymanians are prejudice against Jamaicans and other 
people from majority Black Caribbean countries?  
� YES 
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� NO 
 
b. If answered Yes what do you think is the basis of this prejudice? (Mark all that apply)   

� i. Safety / Lack of Crime 
� ii. Financial Stability  
� iii. Racism 
� iv. Political Stability 
� v. Other _____________ 

 
Colonial Industries  

 
Attention: For questions 6-7 rank your answer on a scale of 1-5. Please mark how 

strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements by circling the appropriate 
response. 

1   2  3  4  5 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree  Strongly  
         Agree 
 
 

6. Tourism is a part of colonialism 
1   2  3  4  5 
 

7. Financial services is a part of colonialism. 
1   2  3  4  5 
 

8. Do you think Caymanians benefit from The Dart Group being the largest landowner in 
the Cayman Islands?  
� YES 
� NO 
 

9a.   If you were educated in the Cayman Islands at the primary and high school level do 
feel that you were taught in-depth about  
      Caymanian: (Mark all that apply)   

� i. Culture 
� ii. History 
� iii. Politics 
� iv. Enslavement Period (Slavery in Cayman) 
� v. Does not apply / Was not educated in Cayman 
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9b.   If you were educated in the Cayman Islands at the college/tertiary level do feel that 
you were taught in-depth about  
      Caymanian: (Mark all that apply)   

� i. Culture 
� ii. History 
� iii. Politics 
� iv. Enslavement Period (Slavery in Cayman) 
� v. Does not apply / Was not educated in Cayman 

 
10.  Are you aware of the 1962 decision made by Commissioner Jack Rose (also known 
as “The white ball, black ball decision”) for the Cayman Islands to continue its 
relationship to the UK and to discontinue its relationship with Jamaica?  
� YES 
� NO 

 
Decolonization 
 
11a. What profession do you feel that your education prepared you to do? Check all that 
apply 
� Finance 
� Tourism 
� Government  
� Education 
� Legal 
� Media/Telecommunications 
� Healthcare 
� Utilities/Energy (gas, electric, etc.) 
� Domestic (care for elderly, children in home) 
� Vocational / Trade (mechanic, construction, plumbing, etc.) 
� Religious 
� Entrepreneur 
� Student 

 
11b. Is the career / job that you are currently in what you imagined while in high school 
or university? 
� YES 
� NO 

  
12a. Do you think of Caymanians as a self-determining people? 
� YES 
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� NO 
 

12b. Do you think the government of the Cayman Islands is self-determining? 
� YES 
� NO 

 
13. Does Cayman benefit from the current colonial relationship with the UK ? Why or 
Why Not? (Write in your response to the best of your ability) 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
14. Things such as professional attire, school uniform, hair policies in Cayman reflect an 
acceptance of the following cultures: (Mark all that apply)   

� i. African 
� ii. European 
� iii. Asian 

 
Attention: For question 15 rank your answer on a scale of 1-5. Please mark the 

frequency  of  the following statements by marking the appropriate response. 
1  2  3   4  5 
Never  Rarely  Occasionally  Frequently Very  

          Frequently 
 
15. How often do you discuss colonialism and independence among friends, family and 
or co-workers?  

1  2  3   4  5 
 
16. Do you think of the Cayman Islands as paradise? Why or Why Not? (Write in your 
response to the best of your ability) 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
THANK YOU! for completing this document  
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APPENDIX B 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS SCRIPT 

COLONIALISM IN THE CAYMAN ISLANDS 

*NOTE: This interview will be conducted by Mikana Scott and the responses will 

be recorded on site using a voice recorder and then subsequently transcribed and coded. 

 

PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY IS VOLUNTARY. 

You are free to decline to participate in this research study.  You may withdraw 

your participation at any point without penalty. Do you wish to participate? 

 

1. How would you define Colonialism? Would you consider yourself a colonial 

subject (define)? 

2. Do you think of Caymanians as a self-determining people (define self-determine) 

3. Do you think tourism and financial services are a function of colonialism? 

4. How would you describe Cayman’s relationship with Jamaica specifically and  

other Caribbean islands broadly? 

5. How would you describe the relationship between Cayman and the United  

Kingdom? 

6. What does it mean to you that The Dart Group is the largest landowner in the  

Cayman Islands? 

7. Do you think of the Cayman Islands as Paradise?  

 

CLOSING: 

Respondent gets to ask the researcher any questions or points of clarification. 

 

THANK YOU for your time, participation, and completion of the Interview 
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APPENDIX C 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM  

 

Title of research: An Africological Re-Imagination of Notions of Freedom and 
Unfreedom in a Colonial Caribbean Context: Deconstructing the Cayman Islands as 
Paradise  

Investigator and Department:  

Dr. Marie-Josee Cerol (Dissertation Chair)   

Mikana Scott (Doctoral Student)   

Department: Africology & African-American Studies 

Why am I being invited to take part in this research? 
My name is Mikana Scott, and I am inviting you to take part in this research study 
because you are Caymanian or have lived in the Cayman Islands since 1990. Thank you 
for taking the time to review the following information. 

What should I know about this research? 
• Whether or not you take part is up to you. 
• You can agree to take part and later change your mind. 
• Your decision will not be held against you. 
• You can ask all the questions you want before you decide. 

Who can I talk to about this research? 
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt you, contact 
the research team at: 
Mikana Scott 
1115 Polett Walk 
810 Gladfelter Hall 
Philadelphia, PA 19122-6091 
Phone: (225) 284 – 5303 or (345) 917-8303 
 
This research has been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board. You 
may talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or e-mail them at: irb@temple.edu for any of the 
following: 

• Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research 
team. 

• You cannot reach the research team. 
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• You want to talk to someone besides the research team. 
• You have questions about your rights as a research participant. 
• You want to get information or provide input about this research. 

Why is this research being done? 
The purpose of this study is to research the political, educational, and economic realities 
in the Cayman Islands from the perspective of Caymanians and/or persons who have 
lived in Cayman since 1990. I am interested in understanding how Caymanians 
understand their national history and culture, as well as their relationships with other 
islands in the Caribbean. There is not a lot of scholarship that addresses questions of race, 
identity, and colonialism that centers the voices of Caymanians, and I hope that my 
research can begin to change that.  

How long will I be in this research? 

For questionnaire respondents, we expect that you will be in this research for 
approximately fifteen (15) minutes. 

For interview participants, we expect that you will be in this research for one 
(1) to two (2) hours. 

What happens if I agree to be in this research? 

• Questionnaire respondents, you will be able to access and complete the 
questionnaire online.  

• Interview participants, following your agreement (written or verbal) to 
participate in this study, you will be contacted in order to confirm logistics 
(including informed consent) for the in-person interview that we will have 
mutually agreed upon. After we agree upon logistics, I will remind you in 
written form via email that the interviews will be recorded using a digital 
recorder for accuracy and research purposes. Once these steps are 
completed, the interview will take place at the mutually agreed upon 
location at the mutually agreed upon time.  

• Interview participants, you will only interact with the interviewer. 
Questionnaire respondents, the researchers are the only ones who will 
correspond with you. 

• The interviews will take place on Grand Cayman following IRB approval. 
The questionnaire will be available online for respondents to access and 
complete following IRB approval. 

Is there any way being in this research could be bad for me? 
 

• There are no physical risks involved in this study. There are psychological risks, the 
questionnaire and interviews ask questions that some may be considered personal or 
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controversial (views on politics, government, colonialism, etc.) and you may be reticent to 
express such views. 

Will being in this research help me in any way? 
We cannot promise any benefits to you or others from taking part in this research. 
However, possible benefits include having an opportunity to express your thoughts on 
being Caymanian and respond to questions on topics you may not have the chance to 
think about or discuss on a regular basis. 
 

What happens to the information collected for this research? 
All data collected during this research study will be securely stored in an encrypted 
document on a password-protected computer. All identifiable information will only be 
accessible by the researchers.  
To the extent allowed by law, we limit the viewing of your personal information to 
people who have to review it. We cannot promise complete secrecy. The IRB, Temple 
University, Temple University Health System, Inc. and its affiliates, and other 
representatives of these organizations may inspect and copy your information.  
The results of the interviews will be publicly shared via dissertation.  However, 
there will be no identifiable materials that will be shared within that document. 
Also, the information will be collected and stored via password protected digital 
recorders/recordings, Pseudo-names given to individuals who participate in 
interviews. 
All research data, including informed consent documents will be retained by the 
researcher for 2 years following the study completion and then destroyed. 

Interview Consent: 
You have been given a copy of this consent form to keep and/or been informed to 
print a copy of this consent form for your personal records. Participation in this 
research study is voluntary. You are free to decline to participate in this research 
study. You may withdraw your participation at any point without penalty. I 
understand the purpose of this research study, along with all of the information 
stated in this document, and I agree to participate. 

 

Participant’s Name (print)_________________________________________ 

Participant’s Signature _____________________________ 

Date: _________ 
 


